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FOREWORD
by Gary North

What you are about to read is one of the most devastating
polemical books I have ever read. Bach edition gets better, mean-
ing tougher for Ronald J. Sider to deal with. I will put it even
more boldly: the first edition was impossible for Sider to deal
with, given his views about God, man, law, and the authority of
the Bible. The second edition meant that Chilton was not going
away. The third edition means that the Sider phenomenon, as an
intellectual phenomenon, is dead.

Dr. Sider has recently treated us to a revised edition of R&h
C&zMans in an Age of Hunger. In revising his book, he violated one
of the fundamental principles of life: “When you’re in a hole, stop
digging.” The first and second editions of Chilton’s Productive
Christians in an Age of Guilt-Manipulators exposed to anyone who
cared to consider it just how deep” Dr. Sider had already dug him-
self in. With his revised edition, Dr. Sider has now gone at least
thirty feet deeper, leaving an even more massive pile of error all
around the rim of hls ideological chasm. Chdton just stood at the
top and shoveled it back down on the head of our hapless pro-
fessor. I think it is stie to say that there will be no thiid edhion of
Rich Christians. But I hope there will be.

When Ron Sider revised his book, and deliberately refhsed to
reply to Chilton’s  book, or even give it a footnote, he paid Chilton
the highest of all academic compliments. He admitted implicitly
that he was theologically and intellectually incapable of respond-
ing to any of Chdton’s arguments, let alone the whole book. It
meant that he chose to pretend that Chilton’s book had not gone
through two edhions,  and was not being read by thousands of

ix



x Produdive  Chr&iuns  in an Age of Guilt-Mani@Mors

people, including a growing number of disillusioned former fol-
lowers of Ronald J. Sider. In short, it meant that Ron Sider has
lost the debate with Chihon,  and has lost it so badly that he does
not dare even to let his followers know of the existence of Chilton’s
book.

Qpite frankly, if I had been devasted as thoroughly as Dr.
Sider was, I would do what he did: play “let’s pretend he isn’t
there; maybe he will go away.” No, come to think of it, I wouldn’t.
Instead, I would repent before God for the evils that I had pro-
moted in God’s name. I would write a retraction of everything I
had previously written. I would resign fmm my teaching position.
Then I would order my publisher not to sell any more of my
books. I would, impossible, buy up the remaining copies and burn
them.

How would I assess the intellectual career of Ron Sider at this
point? I can do no better than to cite the classic phrase of that
legendary actor-scholar-theologian, “Mr. T: by which he described
his opponent’s chances in the boxing movie, “Rocky 1117 Ron Si&r
k dead meat.



This book is a response to Ronald Sider’s Rtih Chn3tzizm  in m
Age of Hunger (1977). First published in 1981, Productive  Christian-s
went into a second, slightly revised edition in 1982. We had planned
simply to keep the revised edition in print as long as there was suf-
ficient demand; providentially, however, just as we were about to
order another printing, Dr. Sider came out with a second edition
of his own (1984), which differs at significant points from the first
book (the type was also completely reset, so that the page
numbers are different as well), The reprinting of Productive  C/wis-
tzizns thus presented a problem: Should it deal with the fist or sec-
ond edition of Sideds work? Sider’s  1977 edition is, in my opinion,
by fw the strongest; the 1984 edition is considerably watered-
-down. Moreover, there are still plenty of copies of the 1977 book
floating around: 140,000 of them were sold, while fewer than
4,000 copies of the second book were sold in the first year of its
publication. It seems clear that Sideis 1977 edition has had a
heavier impact on our culture.

This edition of Productive C/wistzi.ms,  therefore, is a response to
both books. The main text is virtually unchanged, except for cor-
rections and some additional material in the chapter on the “
Jubilee. The footnotes refer to Sider’s 1977 book, with references
to the 1984 book in brackets.1  My tist appendix then specifically
responds to Sider’s second edition.

My main problem in writing the appendix was the task of
keeping it down to a manageable length. There has been a verita-

1. Occasionally, the wording of Side#s  1984 edition is slightly diEerent i%om
the original. Where this has occurred, or where I am referring the reader to a
similar passage in the 1984 work, the page number in brackets is preceded by “cf.”

xi



xii Productive Chtitians  in an Age of Guilt-Manipu”kators

ble ‘information explosion” in recent years supporting my fkee-
market thesis and refuting Sider’s socialistic position. It has been
almost impossible to keep up with the growing mountain of ma-
terial chronicling the rapidly increasing failures of socialism in
every area, and demonstrating the superiority of the unhampered
market order in meeting the needs of the masses. (To see what I
mean, go to my footnotes and bibliography and count the number
of books published since 1981, when my iirst edition was pub-
lished.) The material is so vast that I easily could have written
another complete book refiting Sider, using this new information
alone. In fact, it can fairly be said that Appendix 1 could not have
been written until now.

One of the most important of these new works is Charles Mur-
ra?s Losing Ground: Amerzian  Social  Policy, 1950-1980 (Basic Books,
1984), which conclusively demonstrates that the very policies
which Ronald Sider advocates have actwdly  increased poverty and
suffering in America. Murray’s landmark work is an outstanding
indictment of our misguided welfare policies. In this area, as in so
many others, humanism has shown itself to be hopelessly bank-
rupt. Our national social policy must return to the biblical blue-
prints. There is no other choice left.

The same is true for policy in the so-called “Third Worldn;
there, too, the programs (such as “land reform”) proposed by Dr.
Sider have proved to be colossal failures. The most blatant recent
example, certainly, is the famine in Ethiopia, which lint received
widespread attention in the fall of 1984. While some have attemp-
ted to blame capitalism and the West for this terrible mass starva-
tion, the fact is that Ethiopia is virtually a textbook case of what
unbridled socialism can accomplish. The fmine has been caused
by the collectivism Mengistu regime, which, in the name of social-
ist “equality,” confiscates most of what its citizens produce-and
then devotes billions (46% of the nation’s GNP) to military spend-
ing in order to secure its bloody hold on the country. Socialism is,
in effect, the politicization of every area of life, a condhion which
cannot be accomplished without numerous acts of violence and
terror by the government against its people. Etldopia  is no ex-
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ception: in fact, the severity of the famine has been deliberately in-
creased by the state and used as a weapon to force the people into
submission, It is, to a large degree, a /Aznnedfamine—  a calculated,
intentional matter of government policy. Provident f~ers who at-
tempted to store food horn good harvests for future seasons of
drought have been charged with ‘capitalist accumulation and ex-
ecuted for treason against socialist ideals. There is probably no na-
tion on earth whose government is so slavishly devoted to the Soviet
Union and its collectivism agricultural policies. Mengistu’s socialkt
tyranny has triggered patriotic insurrections against his regime in
at least twelve of Ethiopia’s fourteen provinces (see Appendix 5).2

In striking contrast to the “Let-them-eat-ideology” approach of
Sider and Mengistu  has been the work of a man who is, without a
doubt, the mos~eminent economist working today on the issues of
the Third World, foreign aid, and the economics of development:
the Christian scholar Lord Peter T. Bauer,  of the London School
of Economics. Bauer is the author of several books, all of which
are absolutely indispensable for any in-depth study of develop-
ment: Dissent  on D&opment  (Harvard, 1971, 1976), Equa/i@  the
l%ird Worki,  and Economic Dekswn  (Harvard, 1981), and ILxdity  and
Rhetork  (Harvard, 1984). In a field clouded with muddled think-
ing, vague rhetoric, and often downright crackpottery,  his
straightfomm.rd  style and refreshing clear-headedness  are not only
welcome but positively astounding. He is perhaps best known,
and most resented, for his stubborn insistence that the canons of
economics (and a good deal of common sense) should be applied
to “development economics; that the study of deue@ment is simply
an extension of the study of economus,  and operates by the same
rules.

2. For more information on the politics of famine in EtMopia,  write to Philip
Nicolaides, Accuracy in Media, 1275 K Street, N. W., Suite 1150, Washington,
D.C. 20005; see also the essay on EtMopia  in Bibkd Ehnomia  Thy,  Vol. VIII,
No. 3 (AprWMay  1985). On the effects of socialist policies in other African na-
tions, see Karl Borgin and Kathleen Corhett, The Destnutia  of a Continmt:  Aj?ica
and Int-matwnal  Aid (New York: Harcourt  BraeeJovanovich,  1982); and Geoffrey
Wheatcrotl,  ‘The Anguish of Afi-iea~  The NazJ Ref.Iubh2  (January 9 & 16, 1983),
pp. 18-23.
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The present book would not have been possible without Lord
Bauer’s pathbreaking and courageous research. It is my firm con-
viction that when— I do not say zy- the currently less-productive
nations of the world ascend out of poverty, they will, in no small
measure, have the writings of P. T. Bauer to thank for it. I have
therefore dedicated thii, thejnal edhion of Pmdktive  Christzhns,  to
him.

I also wish to thank my wife, Darlene, for her loving en-
couragement and wise counsel throughout the writing of this
book, and for her gracious assistance in ita preparation: ‘Her
worth is far above jewels” (Proverbs 30:10).



INTRODUCTION



“I redly believe I am not a legalkt.  But, somehow I’m coming
across that way.”

(Ronald Sider, Th Wittenburg
DOW Ott./Nov. 1979, p. 28)

“Beware of the false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s
clothing, but inwardly are ravening wolves. You will know them
by their fruits.”

(Matthew 7:15-16)



INTRODUCTION

“During the fighting in Nicaragua, the Jubilee Fund–a
ministry of theOtherSide—  gave money for food, medicine,
and clothing. Some went to Sandinista guerrillas, and this
may have helped their fighting.” (theO&rSi&,  September
1979, p. 41)

Religion and Revolution
Revolution is a religious faith. All men, created in the image of

God, are fi.mdamentally  religious: all cultural activity is essentially
an outgrowth of man’s religious position; for our life and thought
are exercised either in obedience to, or rebellion against, God. All
men, says St. Paul, are conscious of their rebellion, self-conscious
to a degree which leaves them inexcusable (Remans 1:18-26); but
the avowed revolutionary is self-conscious to a greater degree –
hence often more obviously “religious”- than many of his fellow
men.

Throughout history revolutionaries have demonstrated an
almost limitless facility for appropriating as their own the relig-
ious terminology of the surrounding culture. Their works abound
with references to infallibility, regeneration, and faith. Revolu-
tionaries in France were offered a new version of Holy Commu-
nion, in which the priest would proclaim, “This is the body OF
THE BREAD which the tih owe to the poor!”l  Some spoke of “the
holy Communist Church”z and of the “egalitarian church, out-

1. James H. Bi.llington,  Fire in the Mino3  of Men: Origins of the Revolutionmy Faith
(New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1980), p. 41.

2. Ibti.,  p. 257.

3



4 Productive Chtitians  in an Age of Guilt-Man@?iatws

side of which there can be no salvation. “s In Germany, revolu-
tionaries published family devotional literature, responsive
readings, and even a “Communist Lord’s Prayer”:

So be it! In thy holy name
We’ll overturn the old rubbish;
No masters and no servants! Amen!
Money and property shall be abolished!+

This tendency to &se Chrktia.n language with revolutionary
concepts manifests itself again and again. The radical James
Nayler  rode into Bristol in 1656, seated on a donkey, with his dis-
ciples strewing palm branches before him. The terrorist John
Brown claimed to be God’s angel of death. Adolf Hitler repre-
sented himself as a defender of Christianity. One explanation for
all this is the revolutionary’s desire to be as God, to center all
devotion in his own messianic program; but another reason may
be just as important insofm  as the cultural acceptance of the
Revolution is concerned. James H. Billington writes: “Indeed,
communism probably would not have attracted such instant at-
tention without thk initial admixture of Christian ideas. “s

In the past, the evangelical wing of Chrkianity  in the United
States has been generally conservative in its political and eco-
nomic views. There may have been more of instinct than of prin-
ciple in some of this, but the usual assumption was that no one
who claimed to believe in the authority of Scripture could seri-
ously hold to socialistic or revolutionary ideas.

But there are new voices in evangelicalism  today, claiming that
a truly biblical Christianity demands centralized economic plan-
ning and the “liberation” of the downtrodden masses throughout
the world. Faithfulness to Scripture is being equated with a redis-
tribution of wealth. Notions of social reform once thought to be
the province of aberrant liberals may now be heard down the
street in the Baptist church.

3. Ibti., p. 252.
4. Ibid., p. 316.
5. Ibid., p. 258.
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Yet what they are preaching is the Revolution. It is not pre-
sented so baklly,  of course; most Chr&ians  would not be so easily
seduced if it were called by its true name. It is therefore altered
into nvok.dion  by instihzents.  The results are nevertheless the same.
Expropriation of the wealthy is theft under any name. In every
revolution of the past, words were revolutionized in meaning, and
ordinary people were moved to extraordinary acts, without realiz-
ing that the impressive words had been redefined: justice meant
injustice; ffeedom meant coercion; humanity meant savagery;
non-violence meant war without end.

The mark of a Christian movement is its willingness to submit
to the demands of Scripture. Not, mind you, merely to “prin-
ciples” abstracted from their context and loaded with new con-
tent; but rather the actual, concrete, explicit statements of God’s
word. “You shall not steal:’ for instince: that must not be
relativized on the mere excuse that the thief has no bread. It must
not be violated just because someone has found a “principle” that
God would like everyone to have bread. It must not be trans-
gressed with the spurious rationale that the thief should have been
given the bread in the first place. If you want principles, here’s
one: thejl is thg%  Easy to remember, uncomplicated and biblical.
The “Chrktian”  who advocates theft in the name of social justice
is in truth calling for the Revolution, whether or not he fully
realizes what he is doing. And we must not allow the lovely
sounds of the words to disguise their meaning. The great Dutch
Christian historian of revolution, Green van Prinsterer, pointed
out that “wherever the Revolution has been at work it has become
apparent that it considers law to be mere convention, a product of
the human will.”e We shall see that this is the mark of the “Chris-
tian socialist” movement as well — that its only real principle is the .
printipk  ofunbel~

The principle of unbelief-the sovereignty of reason and the sovereignty
of the people — must end, while proclaiming Liberty, either in radicalism

6. G. Green van Prinsterer, Unbelief and Resolution: Lzture XI (Amsterdam
The Green van Prinsterer Fund, 1973), p. 10.
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or in despotism: in the disintegration of society or in the tyranny of a
state in which all things are levelled without any regard to we liberties
and true rights.T

A manor movement may claim to be Christian, and yet not be;
a man or movement may be Christian, and yet have unbiblical
ideas. The test is Scripture, and Scripture alone. Not wishes, not
“rights ,“ not wants or needs; try every word a man speaka at the
bar of God’s inerrant Word. Those who advocate the lawless over-
throw of society-even if it is technically “legal”- are oppos’ing
God’s commands. The ultimate end of the Revolution is always
unbelief. “The defining feature of the Revolution is its hatred of
the Gospel, its anti-Christian nature. Thk feature marks the Rev-
olution, not when it ‘deviates km its course’ and ‘lapses into ex-
cesses,’ but, on the contrary, precisely when it holds to its course
and reaches the conclusion of its system, the true end of its logical
development. Thk mark belongs to the Revolution. The Revolu-
tion can never shake it off. It is inherent in its very principle, and
expresses and reflects its essence. It is the sign of its origin. It is
the mark of hell.”s

The brutality of the French Revolution was not endemic to that
particular situation alone: it ia essential to the very nature of the
Revolution itself. All revolutions have begun with sincere pleas for
liberation; all have been carried on by ever-increasing justifications
of infringements on liberty; all have ended in chaos and tyranny.
Revoh against God’s eternal standards can produce nothing else.g

One of the most prominent of the new voices in evangelicalism
is Ronald J. Sider, professor of theology at Eastern Baptist Sem-
inary in Philadelphia. He is the president of Evangelical for
Social Action, a national organization “committed to the
preaching and practice of biblical justice and peace,” as an ESA
pamphlet puts it. The ESA sponsors a wide variety of activities:

7. Ibid., Lwture IX ( 1975), pp. 73f.
8. Ibid., kh~ VIII (1975), pp. 29f.
9. See Otto Scott’s Robe@me:  The Voue of Virtue (Ross House Books, P. O.

Box 67, Vallecito,  CA 92521). This efllghtening  and thoroughly terrifying book
is must reading for those who wish to study the rise and progress of revolutions.
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political action groups, pastors’ conferences, economic work-
shops, tracts, a newsletter, “church justice comrnittees~’  and so
on. Sider himself has convened conferences in this country and
abroad to deal with social justice issues, particularly in the area of
“simple living,” the practice of living as closely as possible to a
subsistence level in order to share excess income with others. He
has written articles for several “standard” evangelical publica-
tions, such as Chrzktiunity  Toduy  and H& magazine, as well as for
more radical magazines such as theOtherS&ie.  The latter is pub-
lished by Jubilee Fellowship, an organization founded by Sider

~ which shares ESA’S Philadelphia address. Jubilee Fellowship sells
“Third-World products” and administers the Jubilee Fund, a tax-
exempt charity which sent money to the Sandinista (Marxist)
guerillas  during the revolution in Nicaragua. (I have been unable
to discover how the financing of terrorists serves the cause of “bib-
lical justice and peace.”)

Sider is probably most well-known for his book Rtih Ckistiuns  in
an Age  of Hunger, 10 which presents in detail the ESA philosophy of
Christian socialism-although he does not call it that in the book.
He has also edited two other books: LiuingMore  Sinzplyl  1 (collected
papers horn his U.S. Consultation on Simple Lifestyle) and Cty
&ice’2 (annotated Bible quotations on poverty).

The purpose of the present book is to examine and refite
Sider’s thesis from the viewpoint of biblical Iaw.ls  My position is

10. Ronald J. Sider, Rich C/wistians in an Age  of Hunger: A Biblical Study (Down-
ers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1977); referred to in following references as
Rich Chn3ttins.  References to the second edition (1984) are placed in brackets.

11. Sider, Living More  Simp& Biblical IMc@s @ Pm&ai  Moo%  (Downem
Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1980).

12. Sider, Cty  Jwtice:  Tb Bib.k S@ak  on Hungsr and Poverty (New York:  Paulist
Press; Downem Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1980).

13. The best expositions of this view are in James B. Jodan,  The law  of the
Covenant: An Exposition of Exoah  21-23, (Tyler, TX: Institute for Christian Eco-
nomics, 1984); Walter C. Kaiser Jr., Toward Old Tatument  Ethks  (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1983); Gary North, The Dominion Covenant: Gencsri  (Tyler, TX Insti-
tute for Christian Economics, 1982); and Rousas  John Rushdoony, The Institutes
of Biblical Law (Nutley,  NJ: The Craig Press, 1973). An important work that ap-
plies this perspective to numerous contemporary issues is Herbert Sehlossber@
Idok for Destmction:  Chtistim Faith and Its Co@vntation  with American Soci@  (Nash-
ville: Thomas NeIson  Publishers, 1983).
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that the Bible calls for a flee market in which the state does not in-
tervene. This is not a “pure” laissez-faire economic system in an
anarchic or antinomian  sense: the laws of the Bible do prohibit
certain activities from taking place. Consenting adults are not the
highest authority. But in the normal transactions of the market,
the government must not interfere. Prices and wages are to be set
by consumers in the context of supply and demand. The state
does not subsidize certain industries, nor does it prohibit men
from making a profit. Charity is personal, though not purely
“voluntary,” ds it–but on the othersince biblical law comrnan
hand, those laws are not edorced by the state: the Bible mandates
no civil penalties for failing to obey the charity laws. The Bible
stands against alJ forms of socialism and statism.

Is Ronald Sider a Marxist? He claims that he is not,14  and in
the technical sense there is no reason to doubt this, although he
does hold to many Marxist economic fallacies. But Marxism ia
not the only form of socialism; after all, Hitler was a socialist alao.
(The common notion that Nazism and Communism are com-
pletely antithetical is wholly false: both are comrnand systems in
which the means of production are controlled by the state. Hans
Sennholz once stated the dMerence  in this way “In Russia, all
owners were shot; in Germany, all owners who dfiobcyi  were shot .“
The hostility between Nazis and Communists arose because they
were rivals, not opposites.) The issue is that Sider is a statist (skzte-
ist). He holds that the state should control virtwdly every aspect of
the economy. This belief is a complete denial of everything the
Bible teaches on the responsibilities of government.

Is Ronald Sider a Christian? He claims that he is. He li.nds
“the evidence for Jesus’ resurrection . . . surprisingly strong”–
so strong in fact, that Sider concludes: “Jesus was probably alive
on the third day.“15 It’s hard to imagine the Apostle Paul or St.
Athanasius putting it quite like that – I think they were a little

14. Sider, “Words and Deeds:  Journal of i“heobgy  fw &ndhan  A@
(December, 1979), p. 40.

15. Sider, “Resurrection and Liberation; in Robert Rankin, cd., The Rccwq
of S&it in H@er Educution  (New York: The Seabury Press), pp. 170f.
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more convinced —but at least it is clear that Sider is somewhere in the
Christian camp. Moreover, as an “evangelical” he opposes “theo-
logical liberalism” because “it is allowing our thiig and living to
be shaped by the surrounding society’s views and values rather
than by biblical revelation.“16 Yet it is just that which Sider has
done–he has allowed h~ economic views to be shaped by an in-
creasingly vocal, socialistic element in our society, not by the word
of God. The whole world is in the grip of the Idea of Revolution. 17
As John Chamberlain has said, “ ‘Thou shalt not covet’ means that
it is sinful even to contemplate the seizure of another man’s goods-
which is something which Socialists, whether Christian or other-
wise, have never managed to explain away.”ls

That is the issue: 5bctid&m is t4#&. I am not speaking of the voluntuty
sharing of goods, but rather the state-edorced “redistribution” of
wealth. If someone-even the government-&&es your property
against God’s wd, it is tA.g?. And Sider advocates state socialism. As
we shall see, he qgaxds  it as beiig morally supaior to voluntary shar-
ing. Which is to say: Legal&d theft is better than personal charity
and sharing. That is the main point of contention between us.

Another point has to do with his use of envy and guilt to manip-
ulate “rich Christians” into accepting socialism. His arguments
are only superficially biblical; in reality, they are psychological in-
struments to induce guilt. And the “guilt” is not objective, moral
guilt but the psychological, sociological f=ling of guilt because of
transgressing some man-made law. God wants us to feel guilty
only when we are guilty of breaking God’s commands, and then
we should repent and obey, and not have to feel guilty any longer,
because God forgives those who turn to Him. But sociological
guilt is used as a manipulative device to prepare us for social-
ism.lg  The Sider “guilt trip” is unbiblical.

16. ~id,  p. 164.
17. Clarence B. Camon, i% Wti h the &p of an Ida  (New Rochelle,  NY:

Mington  House, 1979).
18. John Chamberlain, Z%e  Roots C# Ca@Lsm  (Princeton: D. Van Nostrand

Company, Inc., 1959; revised, 1965), p. 46.
19. See Helmut Schoeck,  En~: A Theory  of Soctid &haoww  (New York Har-

court, Brace & World, Inc., 1970).
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The other aspects of my argument have to do with economics.
Christians have generally left economics to the secularists, and that is
why so many have fden for Sider’s socialistic fidlacies.  I have tried to
explain the principles of biblical economics clearly and simply, with-
out a lot of verbiage. But, just in case, I have included a glossary and
an extensive bibliography of reliable books, most of which are rela-
tively easy to read. Of course, all books must be tested in the light of
Scriptww– which means you must acquire a fhrniliity with the
Bible, particularly with regard to what it says on economics. The
Book of Proverbs is important for this, as well as the books of Moses.
Economics is not boring (ii &et, these days it% a pretty  scary subject).
Most of what you do all day is an economic activity, and you need to
know what God’s word says about that big chunk of your life.

A few words about how to read this book would be in order.
First, some may be offended at certain rather playfid  observations
I make about Sider’s position. On this point I stand firmly with
the prophet Elijah: that which is ridiculous deserves ridicule.
Besides, it helps you keep reading. But despite the occasional
humor, I have taken Sider seriously as well; he is deadly earnest,
and his policies are just plain deadly.

Second, the first two chapters form the basic argument for the
rest of the book. They are longer chapters, but the reader is ad-
vised to start at the beginning. Most of what I say elsewhere will
assume that you have absorbed the first two chapters.

The Sider Thesis
It maybe helpful at this point to introduce some of Sider’s ideas

for those who are unfamiliar with them. A major theme is that of
the “simple life,” as I noted above. We shall see later that this
official position of Sider’s is actually a hoax (I won’t tell you whkh
chapter that’s in; read the book! ). But the fi.mdamental  principle
behind this is the view that sin is built into the structure of reality;
that sin is in things, and that things, in fact, actually cause us to
sin. Consider the following lines:

. . . possessions are highly dangerous . . . Jesus was so un-American
that he considered riches dangerous . . . Riches are dangerous because
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their seductive power very frequently @muzdes us to reject Jesus and his
kingdom . . . An abundance of possessions can easily &ad us to forget
that God is the source of all good . . . possessions tempt us to forsake
God . . . riches often burden the hearts of the wealthy . . . possessions
are positively dangerous because they often etwourage  unconcern for the
poor, because they M to strife and war, and because they seduce people
into forsaking God . . . Possessions are highly dangerous. They lead to a
multitude of sins . . . Possessions are dangerous . . . Possessions are
dangerous . ..20

It is probably safe to conclude that Sider thinks possessions are
dangerous. In Sider’s account, they seem downright malicious,
willfully bent on evil. Possessions have seductive power. They
harden our hearts. They persuade and encourage us. And
although Sider inserts the disclaimer that possessions “are not in-
nately evil,”zl  it is nevertheless clear from his discussion that
possessions are up to no good. The true Christian will bravely do
battle against these monsters, and Sider hopes to “win the war on
afi!iuence.”zz What seems most strange is that Sider goes on to re~
‘quest us to share these dangerous things with others.

Fun aside, is there any biblical evidence to indicate that posses-
sions can really “tempt” us? Are they truly “dangerous”? Such
pharisaical, environmentalist notions are completely condemned
by Scripture. It is an implication that God is really to blame, since
He created possessions in the first place.

But each one is tempted when he is carried away and enticed by his own
lust. Then when lust has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and when sin is
accomplished, it brings forth death. Do not be deceived, my beloved
brethren. Every good thing bestowed and every perfect gift is from
above, coming down from the Father of lights, with whom there is no
variation, or shiilhg  shadow. (James 1:14-17)

Out of the hart  come evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fomications,
thehs, false witness, slanders. (Matthew 15:19)

20. 8ider, Rich Chnktims,  pp. 120ff. [pp. 108-12]. Italics added.
21. Ibid., p. 125 [p. 111].
22. fiti.,  p. 178 [p. 169].
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The problem is sin, not possessions. God owns everything, yet
He is not tempted by evil (James 1:13), for He is righteous. The
fact that a rich man forsakes God is not due to his riches “seduc-
ing” him, but to his own evil heart. You could as easily say that
the poor man’s fizck of possessions “seduces” Km to steal (Prov-
erbs 30:9b). But sin is in the heart of f~en man. I daresay
everyone reading these lines has heard the common misquotation
of I Timothy 6:10: “Money is the root of all evil .“ But Paul says it
is the love of money that produces the evil acts. The problem is not
with money but with mm. Regardless of a wicked man’s financial
condition, he will always seek an excuse to sin. If he is poor, he
will envy and steal; if he is rich, he will boast and oppress (Prov-
erbs 30: 7-9). But the godly man will say,

I have learned to be content in whatever circumstances I am. I know
how to get along with humble means, and I also know how to live in
prosperity; in any and every circumstance I have learned the secret of
being filled and going hungry, both of having abundance and suffering
need. I can do all things through Him who strengthens me. (Phtippians
4:11-13)

But this the envious man cannot do. He freta and complains
over his wants, real or imagined; particularly, he is unwilling to
allow others to be content in their state. In another guilt-inducing
remark, Sider says that capitalists “worship Mammon by idoliz-
ing economic success as the highest good.”z~  What h a capitalist?
Does he really womh~  money? Assuredly, many capitalists do
worship money —because they are sz”nnm,  not because they are
capitalists. But I must say after reading Sider’s book, I find him
much more preoccupied with money and possessions than any
capitalist I ever met.

Sider’s extreme generalization is without foundation. There are
only two really valid definitions of capitalist: (1) a person who has
invested capital in a business, and (2) a person who advocates the
free enterprise/private property order known as capitalism. An
offshoot from the first definition is (3) a person who is wealthy-

23. fitii.,  p. 118 [p. 105].
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but this is rather sloppy, since not all capitalists are wealthy.
Sider’s opposition to the wealthy has caused him to expand on
that thiid definition (capitalist= wealthy) to come up with (4) a
person who is euil. Thus, if you invest in business, if you believe in
private property, if you are in any sense a capitalist, you are a
Mammon-worshipper. Money is your god.

In terms of this, he urges us to cultivate a “carefree attitude to-
ward possessions, >>24 us~g ~ his justification Christ’s words

about not being anxious about the future (Luke 12:22-31  ). The
point of the biblical passage is to underscore the fact that all eco-
nomic success comes from God, and that our concern about the
future must not conflict with the demands of His kingdom. Jesus
is saying, “Where is your heart? What is your motivation? Why
are you alive? What are you seeking?” If we desire power, status
or recognition above the demands of God’s law, we are wrong.
“Getting ahead” does not come by fretting, worrying and
coveting, but by obeying God’s word and trusting in His provi-
dence. TM does not mean carelessness or lack of planning for the
future. It means that we must not make wealth our god. It means
realizing that if God so wonderfully and beautifully cares for the
lower creatures, there is no reason to think that He will abandon
His people. It means that we can go to sleep at the end of the busi-
ness day in the secure knowledge that our Father in heaven never
sleeps - that the Almighty Creator and Lord of the universe is
watching over us. We shouki try to succeed in our business. The
goal of success is a necessary aspect of all human action. But we
must never try to be autonomous. In all that we do we must work
in the fear of God, desiriig to glo~ Him by our labors. Psalm
127:1-2 gives us both a stern warning and a great promise:

Unless the LORD builds the house, they labor in vain who build it; unless
the LORD guards the city, the watchman keeps awake in vain. It is vain
for you to rise up early, to retire late, to eat the bread of painfid labors;
for He gives to His beloved even in his sleep.

24. Ibid.,  p. 117 [p. 105].
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Al our activity is vain apart from the blessing of God. Notice
that God does not condemn the builder for constructing the
house, or the watchman for guarding the city. These tasks require
concern about possessions and their security. Builders and watch-
men are needed. We are not to say,’ ‘Let the Lord provide,” with
no foresight on our part (and Jesus does tell us to plan ahead:
Luke 14:28-30).  But if we are under God’s curse, no amount of
planning will enable us to escape calamity. If the Lord does not
build with us, if we do not seek Him as our highest good, we are
lost – and our goods will eventually be inherited by those who are
godly (Proverbs 13:22).

The man who obeys God has the deep assurance that God is
always building, always watching. He can really skep and relax
under God’s provision. The wicked businessmen of Amos’ day
were unable to rest during the Sabbath, anxious as they were to
make the bucks in any way they could. But God was not building
with them, and when the Assyrians invaded, the watchmen of
Israel were unable to prevent destruction. The Bible encourages
godly labor, thrift, diligence and planning; but the workaholic is
condemned as well as the sluggard. Both live in defiance of the
law of God. The lazy man will not work, and the man who is en-
slaved to his work cannot rest. Jesus rejects both. Obedience to
Him requires careful stewardship and trust in His care. The ac-
quiring of wealth must be done in accordance with God’s law.

But God’s law is not sufficient for Sider’s  unbiblical  goals. He
cheerfully goes beyond the law, demanding that “all income
should be given to the poor after one satisfies bare necessities.”*s
Why? Because no less an authority than John Wesley said so. He
quotes Wesley’s boast: “If I leave behind me 10 pounds, you and
all mankind bear witness against me that I lived and died a thief
and a robber”— and Sider gushes, “Wesley’s practice reflects
biblical principles.“26 What  biblical principles? What Scriptural
doctrine tells us to leave practically nothiig behind us? Wesley

25. Ibid., p. 172 [cf. p. 164].
26. Zbrii, p. 173 [cf. p. 164].
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was certainly no paragon of biblical standards. Many of hk ac-
tions were in flagrant contradiction to the actual laws of the
Bible.zT And when God’s holy word informs us that “a good man
leaves an inheritance to his children’s children” (Proverbs 13:22),
we are on dangerous ground if we depart from it on the mere basis
of John Wesley’s questionable authority.

Sider goes on to commend the communal way of life of such
groups as Reba Place Fellowship, which practices “total economic
sharing”*S  among its members. Just how biblical this practice is
(as a nomud lifestyle) will be indicated in Chapter 12. Scripture
stands in terms of conznzuni~,  not communes. Complete economic
equality is never stated as a Christian ideal. It may be a tem-
porary necessity in an emergency; but it is not a “model” for the
usual Christian lifestyle. God has called us to dominion, the
developing of the earth by men with different gifts and abilities,
increasing the earth’s productivity for the glory of God. The com-
munal ethic is not oriented toward dominion, but toward bare-
minimum survival. Giving money away does not produce any-
thing for the future: its whole function is to provide for inunedtizte
needs, for present consumption alone. This does not mean we
shouldn’t give our money away — we should. There are valid
needs in the present. But God’s law is structured so that, usually,
a good portion of income can go toward production. This is the
only way to bring lasting, long-term benefit to all.

That thesis will be developed in the chapters that follow. We
must be sure that in all our thinking and acting, we are operating
according to the clear mandates of Scripture. The Bible is law for
all of life. To depart from it isjoolishnes.s-a  word we should not
use idly. Biblically, it describes the condition of the man who has
departed km God’s word, who constructs great programs on the
powdery basis of autonomous reason, who self-consciously lives a

27. For details of Wesley’s treacherous appropriation of real estate belonging
to George Whltefield,  see Arnold A. DaMmore,  George  Whzlej’idd:  T7u L@ and
Times  of the Great Evangelist of the E@hteenth-CentuT  Revival (Westchester, IL: Cor-
nerstone Books, 1980, 2 vols.),  2:36-40,  68-78.

28. Sider, Rkh Christtims, p. 200 [cf. p. 189].
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lie; whose end is destruction. The words of Otto Scott are
especially relevant for our examination of Ronald Sider and his
writings:

The figure of the Fool is widely misunderstood. He is neither a jester nor
a clown nor an idiot. He is, instead, the dark side of genius. For if a
genius has the ability to see and make connections beyond the normal
range of vision, the fool is one who can see —and disconnect.2g

29. Otto Scott, Jam  Z (New York: Mason/Charter, 1976), p. 13.



Part I
BIBLICAL LAW AND
THE SIDER THESIS



“I don’t want to have secular penalties exercised by the state for
people who commit adultery or homosexual sins. People need to
be free to make choices in that area . . .“

(Ronald Sider, The Wittenhwg
DOOL Ott./Nov. 1979, p. 16)

“If there is a man who commits adultery with another man’s wife,
one who commits adultery with his friend’s wife, the adulterer and
the adulteress shall surely be put to death. . . . If there is a man
who lies with a male as those who lie with a woman, both of them
have committed a detestable act; they shall surely be put to
death.”

(Leviticus 20:10, 13)



1

BIBLICAL LAW AND CHRISTIAN ECONOMICS

Does Ronald Sider believe the biblical standards of law and
justice are normative today? A superficial reading of his books
and articles would seem to indicate that this is the case. Sider
ofien cites what he regards as biblical evidence for his thesis; KE
latest book, Cry Jwtue, is in fact almost entirely made up of Bible
quotations. He refers to such biblical laws as the Jubilee, the Sab-
bath and the Sabbatical year, the tithe, gleaning, and restitution.
Moreover, he makes a grand statement of the Bible’s relationship
to economic concerns:

According to biblical faith, Yahweh is Lord of all things. He is the sover-
eign Lord of hktory. Economics is not a neutral, secular sphere inde-
pendent of his lordship. Economic activity, like every other area of life,
should be subject to his will and revelation. 1

Thus, if God is Lord of economics, and if that field is “subject
to his will and revelatiorq” we might assume that God’s laws re-
garding economics are binding, at least as fa as Sider and his
associates are concerned. This admirable declaration of God’s
lordshlp,  however, dissolves into mere rhetoric when considered
in the light of Sider’s operating principle of antinomianism (anti-
law-ism).  After asking what kind of “structural change” Chris-
tians should work for, he saya:

The Bible does not dwectly  answer these questions. We do not find a
comprehensive blueprint for a new economic order in Scripture . . . z

1. Sider,  Rich Chtistiam,  p. 115 [pp. 102f.].
2. Zbid,  p. 205 [cf. p. 193].

19
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This, of course, means that Sider is free to devise his own blue-
print, while using vague “biblical principles” to justify his thesis
to the Christian community. Sider’s blueprint calls for socialistic
redistribution of wealth and government intervention — a blue-
print not countenanced by Scripture, but which Sider claims to
find in the fact that “biblical revelation tells us that God and his
faithful people are always at work liberating the oppressed, and
also provides some principles apropos of justice in society.”~

In plain translation: where the Bible is s@#c on economic
issues, it is not valid; where the Bible states a general  principk  that
can be redefined in terms of “liberationist” specifics, it is valid. In
Sider’s hands, the Bible becomes no more than a ventriloquist’s
dummy. Or, to put it another way: “The hands are Esau’s hands,
but the voice is the voice of Jacob.” Sider’s thesis fceh  biblical, on
the surface; but the voice is the voice of Ronald Sider.

Detailed documentation of this charge will appear in the follow-
ing chapters. For the present, we will examine an outline of the
biblical laws on economics and government. There is “a com-
prehensive blueprint” for economics in Scripture, but it is not the
kind Sider wishes to implement. Therefore, he has to deny that
such a blueprint exists.

God’s Blueprint: Biblical Law
Christian economics begins with God the Creator, “who cre-

ated heaven and the things in it, and the earth and the things in it,
and the sea and the things in it” (Revelation 10:6). As Creator,
God is supreme Lord of His workmanship. No aspect of reality is
autonomous or neutral: everything is completely subject to His
commands. What we call physical laws (such as gravity, photo-
synthesis and the principles of thermodynamics) are simply the
outworking of God’s eternal decree and continual providence.
And the same is true of economic laws. You may (as one man did)
write to Congress and request that our legislators repeal the law of
supply and demand, but it is God’s law, not subject to human

3. Ibid. [cf. p. 193].
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control. The world runs according to God’s principles. Man —
whether individual anarchist or totalitarian state — cannot trans-
gress God’s laws without suffering the pre-ordained conse-
quences, in this life and the next. If you defy God’s law of gravity,
you will go spkt; if the state defies God’s law of honest money, the
economy will go spbt.

The Bible tells us that God’s law is the foundation of wisdom,
and that we will be wise to the precise extent that we submit to
Him and His law (Deuteronomy 4:6; Psalm 19:7; 119:98; Prov-
erbs 9:10; 21:30; 28:7).  Wisdom is the ability to apply the prin-
ciples of God’s law to the speciiic  issues in life — such things as, for
instance, “justice and equity” (Proverbs 1:3; 2:9). The Book of
Proverbs is preeminently the book of Wfidom:  it consists of prac-
tical applications of biblical law to precise cases in life. The first
third of this legal commentary is one lengthy exhortation to “get
wisdom.” From various perspectives, Solomon urges the impor-
tance of understanding the law as it relates to the concrete prob-
lems we face in the world. Yet, on two occasions, Solomon inter-
rupts this discourse with what might seem to be an irrelevant di-
gression: he suddenly starts talking about God’s creation of the
universe (3: 19-20; 8:22-3 1). Of course, Solomon never really
changed the subject at all. His point in both digressions is that
“the LORD by wiw%m  bath founded the earth”; that the same God
who is Lord of the physical universe has established laws injustice
and economics that are as absolute and irrevocable as the laws of
physics; and that, to “get along” in His world, you may engage in
economic fraud with the same assurance of success you would
have in jumping horn a plane without a parachute. Success, in
any area of life, comes from wisdom: conformity to the Creator’s
law (Joshua 1:8).

Man’s ethical rebellion against God, therefore, inflicted disas-
ter upon his every activity and relationship. The essence of the sin
in the Garden-and ever since — was man’s attempt to be his own
god, to setup his own standard in place of God’s command. “You
will be like God,” the Tempter promised, “knowing good and
evil.” And how does God know good and evil? Not by referring to
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some external standard of justice; for God, there Z no external
standard — He is the standard. He “knows” the difference between
good and evil by simply determining, it. His law alone is the yard-
stick of right and wrong. And that was the privilege coveted by
Adam and Eve. They wanted to know good and evil, not by sub-
mitting to the external standard of justice provided by God’s com-
mands, but by usurping the prerogatives of Deity, determining
for themselves the difference between right and wrong. As the
Apostle John succinctly stated it: “Sin is hzwlessness”  ( 1 John 3:4).

“Wait a minute,” you say. “Isn’t that legalism? Didn’t Jesus
and the apostles declare that we are free from all those Old Testa-
ment regulations?” It wouldn’t really be fair to reply that the
strictest adherence to Old Testament law allows for much more
freedom than do the more “enlightened” stipulations of our bene-
volent despots in the federal bureaucracy. That issue will be tem-
porarily shelved, and I’ll answer your questions directly: NO.

Let’s begin with a working definition of legalism. Legalism can-
not be defined simply as rigorous obedience to the law: after all,
Jesus Christ obeyed the law fully, in its most exacting details-
and He, certainly, was no legalist. The true legalist is the person
who subscribes to one or more of the following heresies— ideas
which are roundly condemned in Scripture:

1) Jz@cation  by woks. This is the most critical aspect of the
legalistic faith. It was abhorred and refuted by the writers of both
Old and New Testaments. We must note here that no one-not
even in the days of Moses— was ever justified by his works. The
only basis of salvation is the finished work of Jesus Christ, in M.ly
satisfying the demands of God’s law, and suffering its penalties, in
the place of all His people. The view that God accepts us as His
children because of our works is completely at odds with the
teachings of Scripture. One who is a legahst in this sense ia cer-
tainly not an orthodox Christian.

2) l’% requirement of obedience to Oki Tatument  ccremontil  hzws.  Be-
fore Chrkt came, God’s people were required to observe certain
ceremonies — sacrifices, feasts, and so forth— which symbolically
portrayed the way of restoration to H’s favor. These received
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their completion in Jesus Christ, and are no longer literally bind-
ing upon us. There is a very real sense, of course, in which we still
keep these laws: Jesus Christ is our priest, He is our sacrificial
atonement, and we cannot approach God apart fmm Him. Thus,
in their real meaning, all these laws are observed by all Christians.
But consider what a literal observance of these laws would mean,
now that Christ has fidfdled  these shadows: if you were to sacfice
a lamb today, you would be saying, in effect, that Christ’s atone-
ment on the cross was insufficient — that you need an additional
sacrifice to be accepted with God. That is heresy. Before the com-
ing of Christ, observance of the ceremonial law was obedimctq  after
His death and resurrection, it is di.sobedzkce.  The false teachers op-
posed by Paul in Galatians held to both of these two aspects of le-
galism-salvation by works and the requirement of Oki T~tunumt
ceremonks.

3) A third form of legalkm  is addressed in Remans 14 and
Colossians  2: I’%e  requirement of obedimce  to man-ma&  regulations. The
Galatian  legalists at least maybe commended for their insistence
upon biblical regulations. They were very wrong, but their stand-
ards were derived from Scripture. But Paul also had to contend
with a host of regulations which originated from mere human pre-
judice, and which some Chrktians  attempted to impose upon
others. “Touch not; taste not; handle not~’ they demanded-
when God had said nothiig of the kind. There are many matters
of individual conscience, taste, and idiosyncrasy which should re-
main so. But we are all dictators at heart, and we often like
nothing better than to force others to submit to our eccentricities.
It is in this sense that Ronald Sider is a legalist. He comes very
close — without going over the brink in many of his actual state-
ments — to making requirements out of all sorts of non-biblical
standards. According to him, Christians should “live simply,” eat
less meat and no bananas, oppose production of liquor, and give
away all income above what is required for bare necessities. Does
the Bible say one word about any of this? No– which is not to
suggest that we must be heavy meat and banana eaters (since that
isn’t commanded either). The point is that we must never uphold
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as “more Christian” a standard that is not based on clear Scrip-
tural grounds. Still less should we urge Christians (as Sider does)
to support governmental taxation and redistribution programs
which are in specific violation of God’s commands.

4) Another form of legalism-of which Sider is also guilty-is
cony%sion  of sz”rM  with ciuit  crimes. There are many things the Bible
condemns as sins, for which there is no civil penalty attached. For
example, God certainly regards unjust hatred as a form of mur-
der. Yet while He comman ded that the murderer be executed, He
made no such stipulation for the sin of unjust hatred. In the same
way, God’s word condemns the slave mentality of gluttonous con-
sumption as a sin — yet it mentions no civil penalties (or “tax in-
centives”) against it. But Ronald Sid& wants the structure of
public policy altered to make gluttony a crime, or at least a much
more costly practice than a free market would provide. Again, it is
a sin to ignore the legitimate needs of immigrants, and God
threatens to destroy a nation that neglects strangers. But the Bible
mandates no civil penalties for committing such a sin. In other
words, some things are reserved for God’s providential judgments
in history, and for the final judgment, when the very thoughts and
intents of the heart will come under severe scrutiny, to be dealt
with according to strict justice. It is surely wrong for a nation to
mandate any unbiblical  legal structures which discriminate
against certain races. But, it is also wrong for a nation to legislate
agaz”nst  discrimination, even if that discrimination is sinful-unless
it is a violation of biblical laws in the area of civil justice. For in-
stance, the government must not force blacks to ride in the back of
a bus. But, biblically, it is just as wrong to force a bus company to
integrate its passengers. Neither option is allowable in terms of
Scripture, Where God has not provided examples of legislation,
we may not legislate. To do so is legalism. And it is interesting to
note that, while Sider is quite anxious to legislate where God has
not spoken, he is also anxious to do away with biblical penalties
for such crimes as adultery and homosexuality-revealing the

4. ‘Door Interview: Ron Sider~  i%  Wdtenburg  DOOT  (Ott./Nov. 1979, No.
51), p. 16.
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basic motive of legalism: antinomkkn,  The antinomian is op-
posed to the authority of God in human affairs. While he may
cloak his humanism in a garb of extreme religiosity (as did the
Pharisees) or “radical Christianity,” his primary goal is to abolish
God’s law and replace it with his own laws. He wants to be “like
God, knowing good and evil.” On the surface, antinomianism
and legalism appear to be dkmetrically  opposed; in reality, they
are both rooted in the sinfhl attempt to dethrone God.

Law and the New Testament
What does the New Testament say about the validity of the Old

Testament law? It is often assumed that Christ’s death and resur-
rection have freed us from any obligation to keep the law-and, in
the sense ofjustjfctitzbn,  that is certainly true. Because of Christ’s
finished work, no believer is under the Iatis condemnation: our
obligations have been fi.dly met by our Lord. But that was true of
Old Testament believers as well. Abraham and David, for in-
stance, were justified by God’s grace through faith, just as we are
(Remans 4:1-8). Therefore, justification by fhith cannot be claimed
as a basis for rejecting the lads demands, since the Old Testa-
ment believers, who were told to keep the law, were justified by
faith as much as we are.

Z% Tubing of Christ

Any examination of the New Testament teaching on law must
begin with Jesus Christ’s declaration of His relationship to the
law, and the law’s continuing requirements of His disciples:

Do not thii that I came to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I did not
come to abolish, but to fulfill. For truly I say to you, until heaven and
earth pass away, not the smallest letter or stroke shall pass away from the
Law, until all is accomplished. Whoever then annuls one of the least of
these commandments, and so teaches others, shall be called least in the
kingdom of heaven; but whoever keeps and teaches them, he shall be
called great in the kingdom of heaven. For I say to you, that unless your
righteousness surpasses that of the scribes and pharisees, you shall not
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enter the kingdom of heaven (Matthew 5: 17-20).s

First, Jesus says He came to “fulfill” the law. What does
“fidfill” mean? Perhaps the grossest misunderstanding of this is
the idea that He meant to replace or put an end to the law. That is
specifically denied here: “Do not think that I came to abolish the
Law.” In no way was it Christ’s intention to invalidate or repeal
the law. Nor did He intend to add to or “perfect” the law, for it
was already p~ect  (Psalm 19:7; Remans 7:12). Some have
thought that our Lord added a more spirhual  or inward dimen-
sion to the external demands of the law, but that cannot be the
case either: the Old Testament already commanded internal obe-
dience (Deuteronomy 6:5-6; Psalm 51:10). Now, it is true that
the Pharisees had pemerted the law by focusing on external obe-
dience (as we shall see, they weren’t even consistent in thut); and
Jesus plainly condemned them for d~torting  the law in thii way.
But this was merely to restore a proper understanding of the true
nature of the law; it does not explain how Jesus planned toji#ilf
the law. Another interpretation has held that Jesus was speaking
of His own “fulfilling” of the law, by obeying it Himself. While it
is true that Jesus did obey the latis demands fully, that is not what
He is saying here. The context shows that He was using this state-
ment as a basis for teaching otis to obey the law. Not one word
regarding His own obedience is mentioned in this entire passage.
Rather, He enforces upon His hearers their duty to obey the law.
The only possible me@ng  of “fidiill”  here, supported by the
passage itself, is that Jaus came to&y mnyinn  and establish the contz”n-
uing vahdity  of the OId  T~tum.ent  Law for His peopk

Christ’s confirmation of the law, moreover, includes the law’s
most minute details: “Not the smallest letter or stroke shall pass
away horn the Law.” Even the smallest points of the law are valid
“until heaven and earth pass away.” Jesus did not want the law
altered by so much as a tiny stroke. Let us remember: this is our

5. A much more complete discussion of this text is found in Greg Bahnsen’s
Theonomy  in Chnktiun lMus (Pbillipsbuxg,  NJ Presbyterian and Reformed Pub-
Iisbing Co., 2nd ed. 1984), pp. 39-86.
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Lord speaking, and we, as His followers, must obey Him. “If you
love Me,” he said, “you will keep My commandments. . . . He
who has My commandments, and keeps them, he it is who loves
Me” (John 14:15, 21). Christians must be concerned to obey even
the smallest details of the law–not to earn acceptance with God
(Christ earned that for us), but because our Saviour commands
us to obey. Every single stroke of the law is applicable to this age,
until the end of the world.

Jesus goes on to underscore the importance of obedience. He
tells us that God is displeased when we break even “the least of
these commandments”; and teaching others to break them makes
God angry as well. The law of God is our standard for godly liv-
ing. “Holiness” and “righteousness” are constantly defined by
Scripture in terms of the law; in fact, “justice, mercy, and faith-
fulness” are impossible apart ffom God’s law (Matthew 23:23).

1
If we are faithfti  to the details of the law, Jesus says that our

{
righteousness will exceed the righteousness of the scribes and
Pharisees. Contrary to popular myth, the Pharisees did not
observe the law. While they claimed to be teachers of the law, in
reality they were hypocrites. They taught (1) kgaiism  (upholding
justification by works) and (2) antinomianism  (replacing God’s law
with the legalistic traditions of men). At every point in His con-
flicts with the Pharisees, Jesus stood for the law against their per-
versions of it (see, e.g., Matthew 12:1-14;  15:1-20;  19:1-9;
23: 1-39). By perverting the law, the scribes and Pharisees demon-
strated their rebellion against God’s authority; therefore they
were not members of the kingdom.

In His Sermon on the Mount, Jesus never criticized the law as
such, but the Pharisaic perversion of the law instead. Not once
did he oppose what was wtittm (“the smallest letter or stroke” of
the law itself); rather, he contradicted what was said in the “tradi-
tions of the elders” which were contrary to God’s genuine law (see
Matthew 5:21, 27, 33, 38, 43; cf. 15:3,  6, 9). In all these state-
ments, Jesus did not add to or detract from the law, but estab-
lished its full meaning– that the way of righteousness lies in
determined obedience to the most minute details of God’s law.
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Emphasizing the awesome seriousness of this fact, Jesus closed
the Sermon by pointing out why many professing Christians will
be damned at the Last Day: “I will declare to them, ‘I never knew
you; depart from Me, you who practice lizwk.ssnm’ “ (Matthew
7:23). Chrkt clearly saw faith and obedience as united: a man’s
true faith is revealed by his @c&e, his observance of Christ’s say-
ings (7:24) — including, of course, His sayings about observing
the minutest details of the law. Throughout His ministry, Jesus
Chrkt presented Himself as both Savzk  and Lord and just as we
must not attempt to be our own saviours  by a legalistic faith in our
own works, so we must not attempt to be our own lards  by an anti-
nomian practice of “Christian living” that is separated horn the
requirements of God’s holy law.

2% Tmhing of the Apostles

The most systematic analysis of the Christian’s relationship to
the law is found in the Apostle Paul’s letter to the Remans. The
first several chapters deal with our guilt before God’s law, and the
provision of complete justification for the believer through the iln-
ished work of Christ. All that the law demands for acceptance
with God has been perfectly satisfied by our Substitute: we are
identified with Him in His full payment for sin, so that — as far as
the latis penalty is concerned– we ZggaZ~ “died with Christ”
(6:8). In Christ, we have received the iidl penalty of the law,
because He endured its curse in our place. No longer are we
“under law” and its condemnation; rather, we have been placed
“under grace” as our means of just&cation.  For thii reason, sin
cannot have dominion over us (6:14). The believer has been freed
from his slavery to sin, and is now enslaved to rzghteousmss  (6: 17).
But since righteousness is defined in terms of God’s law, this
means that the believer now fidfills  the righteous requirements of
the law (8:4). He does not live according to sinful principles, but
according to the Spirit. And how do we know what the Spirit
wants us to do? Simply by referring to the law which He
authored. “The law is Spiritual” (7: l’4)— whkh doesn’t mean that
the law is other-worldly or non-physical, but that it is jiom the
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S“irit. The law is “holy, just and good” (7:12): it is our continuing
standard of right living in every area.

Some hold that the Christian is not motivated by considerations
of hw, but by love instead. This is to place an unbiblical  distinc-
tion between law and love, a distinction opposed by the Apostles.
“Love,” said Paul, “ia the fulfillment of the kzw” (Remans 13:10).
“This is the love of God, that we keep His comrnandments~’  John
wrote (I John 5:3). The standard of love is nothing other than the
law of God. If we are disobedient to the law of God, we do not
love; conversely, if we do not love, we are breaking the law, which
commands love. If, in the name of “love for the poor,” I trans-
gress God’s law by supporting legal plunder of my rich neighbor
to find a poverty program, I am not really loving, regardless of
my profession; for love is always concerned to fulfill the law of
God. Where that concern is absent, love does not exist.

In fact, obedience to God% krw is the mark of genuine Christiuntiy.
Disobedience to the law of God ia the sign that we do not have a
relationship to God at all:

By this we know that we have come to know Him, if we keep His com-
mandments. The one who says, “I have come to know Him;’ and does

dments, is a liar and the truth is not in Himnot keep His comman
(I John 2:3-4).

It might be argued at thk point that the Apostles do oppose the
Old Testament law in certain sections of their writings. A super-
ficial readhg of Galatians,  for instance, would seem to substan-
tiate such an idea. But this interpretation overlooks Paul’s thesis
in writing the book. Fwst, he was denying the legalistic heresy
that our obedience to law is the condition of our justification: “A
man is not justified by the worka of the Law but through faith in
Jesus Christ” (2: 16). In withwandmg legalism, Paul was not objat-
ing to the ikw itse~ but to a pemarsbn  of the hzw — a perversion that is
not countenanced in either Testament. Second, Paul wrote in op-
position to ceremonzizlism–  the teaching that the observance of Old
Testament ceremonies was still binding on believers, and in fact
necessmy  for salvation. He chided the Galatiana  for observing
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ceremonial “days and months and seasons and years” (4: 10), and
for being circumcised in the attempt “to be justified by law”
(5:2-4). It is most significant that when the Apostles speak of our
freedom from certain Old Testament regulations, dwy  cite onfi cere-
monial  laws  — such as sacrifices, the priesthood, circumcision and
feasts -which pictorially represented the mediatorid  work of
Christ until He came. For example, no New Testament text con-
demns the practice of restitution (and, in fact, Jesus pronounced
Zaccheus  to be saved after he had demonstrated his willingness to
obey this detail of the law); no New Testament text can be used to
support unlawful practices of homosexuality, usury, or’ debase-
ment of currency. These are all aspects of God’s abiding moral
law, and not one word of Scripture alters their force.

Both Testaments distinguish between laws that were ceremon-
ial (and thus merely temporary) and those laws which were
moral. The moral law is the abiding definition of sin and right-
eousness (Remans 3:20; 7:7; 1 John 3:4). The ceremonial regula-
tions, on the other hand, symbolically represented the means of
restoration to God’s favor through the Mediator who was to come
(Hebrews 7: 10). The moral law answers the question, “HOW

should I live?”; the ceremonial law symbolically answers the ques-
tion, “How can I be restored to God’s favor after breaking His
moral law?” Thus the Old Testament writers were aware of the
crucial difference between ohxfience on the one hand (observance
of God’s requirement of justice, mercy and faiddidness  in every
area of life), and sucriice on the other hand (observance of the
ceremonies which symbolized restoration). Th~ dktinction was
much more clearly revealed in the New Testament, of course,
since it was written after the symbols had met their fidfillrnent  in
Christ (see e.g., Remans 2:28-29; Philippians 3:2-3; Colossians
2:11-14). But the distinction was also understood in the Old
Testament (Isaiah 1:11-23; Hosea 6:6; Amos 5:21-26; Micah
6:6-8).  The ceremonial law was never intended to be a permanent
feature of the duty of believers. But the moral law has lasting
validity. God has not surrendered His authority in any area of
life. In the family, education, government, economics, science,

. .
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the arts, and everything else, He is always Lord. His command-
ments for righteous living— by the individual, the community,
social institutions and departments of government-have not
been altered. Their relevance and authority will remain until
heaven and earth pass away.

God’s Law and the State
In some ways, this section is the most important part of the book:

a great deal of what I will say in later chapters will simply expand
on the doctrines presented here. ‘Ilk is because Ronald Sider’s
assumptions about the role of the stite underlie much of his argu-
ment. If Mr. Sider had agreed with the biblical view of the respon-
sibilities and limits of civil government, his book would be the size
of a small pamphlet: he would have had very little to say.

The basic outline of the duties of civil government is found in
Remans 13:4. Paul tells us that the civil authority “is a minister of
God to you for good. But if you do what is evil, be afraid; for it
does not bear the sword for nothing; for it is a minister of God, an
avenger who brings wrath upon the one who practices evil.”

Every civil ruler, Paul says, has an obligation to be “God’s min-
ister.” In other words, he must adminis~  the word of God in his
sphere of authority. To the extent that he fails to do this, he is an
unfaithful minister—just as any pastor would be an unfaithfid
minister of the gospel if he failed to apply God’s word to his con-
gregation. Jesus Chrkt is Lord of all rulers, in heaven and in
earth (Ephesians 1:20-22), and all rulers are commanded to sub-
mit to His Lordship or be destroyed:

Now therefore, O Kings, show discernment;
Take warning, O judges of tbe earth.
Worship the LORD with reverence,
And rejoice with trembling.
Do homage to the Son, lest He become angry,

and you perish in the way,
For His wrath may soon be kindled.
How blessed are all who tske refuge in Him!
(Psalm 2:10-12)
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As God’s minister, the ruler has two responsibilities, both of
which are mentioned in Remans 13.

1. He must do good. What is “good”? Is God’s minister of justice
free to decide that for himself? If so, we cannot condemn anything
that rulers have done in the past. Hitler regarded the extermina-
tion of Jews as good; Nero thought it was a good idea to tax his
citizens in order to fund his private orgies and public slaughters;
obviously, we could go on and on. Public health care, minimum
wage laws, and state-financed education may all seem “good” to
us; but how can we be sure? There is only one way: we must go,
as Isaiah said, “to the law and to the testimony.” God’s law is
“holy, righteous and good” (Remans 7:12; Matthew 23:23). If
God’s ministers in the state are faithful, they will go to God’s Old
Testament laws to iind out what they should do, Any standard of
goodness which is not based on the law of God is not good; it is
mere humanism. A state that departs from God’s standard is
engaged in a vain and cursed attempt to deify itself.

2. He must punish eoik%ers.  What is an “evildoer”? Again we
must ask: Is the ruler free to decide the answer for himself? To
answer Ya is to give a despot a blank check for statist absolutism:
he may decide that all babies in Bethlehem are “evildoers,” for in-
stance. King Herod was only doing his job, therefore, when he
ordered the murder of the infants (Matthew 2:16). Clearly, God
has given civil rulers the power of the sword: obviously, they are
supposed to execute somebody. But whom? If your answer is based
on anything but God’s law, I repeat: you’ve just handed the state
a blank check-and God’s civil minkter just might add you to his
hit list.

But that’s not the end of the problem. Once you have decided
who is to be punished, another question arises: What is the ap-
propriate penalty for a particular crime? (Should a petty thief be
hanged? Should a rapist be forced to stand in a corner? Should the
entire Federal Reserve Board be flogged?) Again, the answers to
these questions must be sought from God’s law. The ruler must
study God’s standard of justice for the exercise of his ministry
(Deuteronomy 17:18-20).  And, as Jesus pointed out, justzh is
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okjined  by OZd Tatam.mt  bw.  If we discard the law, we are left to
wander aimlessly, with no basis for justice, no means of recogniz-
ing it, and no principles with which to apply it. Without God’s
law, we have nothing but the “justice” of autonomous, rebellious
humanism– which is to say, injustice. Conservatives and Libertar-
ians are fond of talking about “the rule of law”; but if it is not the
rule of God3  law, it is nothing but anarchy, the rule of lawlessness.

God’s commandments state precisely the responsibilities and
limits of the state. And built into the law is a “strict construc-
tionist” interpretation: the ruler “may not turn aside from the
commandment, to the right or to the leil”  (Deuteronomy 17:20).
The ruler is a mikisw of God, not an advisor or legislator. His re-
sponsibility is to do aU that God commands, and otdy what God
commands. To do more or less, to turn to the right or to the left, is
to deny the crown rights of Kmg Jesus. The ruler is a man under
authority, and his rule must reflect the revealed justice of God. He
must steadfastly resist the perennial suggestions of the Tempter:
“Has God said? . . . You surely shall not die. . . . You will be like
God!”

God’s Law and Economics
Although Sider is fond of repeating his notion that the Bible

does not contain a blueprint for economics, the fact is that the
Bible tells us a great deal about the subject. Much of the biblical
teaching on economics will be seen in later chapters, but a sum-
mary of basic principles will be helpful at this point.

Property

As I have already noted, we must begin with God as Creator
and Owner of all things. “The earth is the LORD’S, and all it con-
tains, the world, and those who dwell in it” (Psalm 24:1). Sider
strongly hints that this verse involves a repudiation of private
property and laissez-faire economics, giving governments the
right to redistribute wealth and enforce shariig.G  But the point of

6. Sider, Ruh Christium,  pp. 115, 210, 218 [pp. 103, 214].
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the biblical emphasis on G& ownership is that all property must
be held in strict accordance with His commands. His commands
do not allow for government redistribution of wealth. Property
will always be owned; if we take it away horn individuals and
families, it will be owned by the government’s redistributive
agency. It is true that I do not have an absolute right to my prop-
erty. Nor do I have an absolute right to dispose of my wife and
children as I see fit. Everything I have must be owned in tams of God%
requirements. But to acknowledge the limits on my use of my prop-
erty is very diRerent fkom asserting that the government or the
poor are free to transgress God’s laws regarding the same prop-
erty. Sider seems very concerned to make sure propeny  OZ.UWS  stay
within their biblical limits (actually, he goes much fhrther than
that, butlet’s  give him the benefit of the doubt for a moment); it is
striking that he does not manifest a similar concern that anvil gov-
emm.ent not transgress its divinely-ordaiied limits. God’s owner-
ship of the land is a limitation on absolute ownership by anyone.
The biggest single offender against God’s ownership of property
in thk century is the very civil government to which Sider wishes
to give more power. Civil government in the United States, in
direct violation of biblical law, owns all the land in the country,
and rents some of it out to its citizens. If you don’t pay the prop-
erty tax (mzt), you will be evicted. This is theft: the government
has no right whatsoever to tax property, and the practice of emi-
nent domain is a claim to deity. It is specifically forbidden in
Scripture (1 Samuel 8:14;  I Kings 21; Ezekiel 46:18).

God’s total ownership is the basis for our lirded ownership, as
His stewards. Thus, half of the Ten Commandments are prohibi-
tions against theft: I must not rob my neighbor of his life, his wife,
his property, or his reputation; nor may I covet anything that
belongs to him. TM has dwect relevance to the Sider Thesis. For,
while he pays lip service to the rights of property, Sider actually
encourages coveting and theft. “Private property is legitimate.
But since God is the only absolute owner, our right to acquire and
use property is definitely lirnhed.  The human right to the
resources necessary to earn a just living overrides any notion of
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absolute private ownership.”T In terms of this, Sider calls for a na-
tional (state) food policy,s (state to state) foreign aid,g a guaran-
teed national income, 10 international taxation, 1 I “land reform”
(i.e., expropriation of lands from the rich),lz bureaucratically
determined “just prices~’ls national health care, 1A population
control, 15 and the right of developing nations to nationalize
foreign holdingslG – all of which involve theft of one sort or
another. In Sider’s Robin Hood Theology, loving my poor
neighbor means robbing my rich neighbor.

This is not to suggest that the rich have no responsibility to help
the poor. But it does mean that the poor have a responsibility not
to steal from the rich. “You shall do no injustice in judgment; you
shall not bepatiial  to tbpow  nor o?g%r to the great, but you are to judge
your neighbor fairly”  (Leviticus 19: 15)– which does not mean
Karl Ma.m’s definition of a “fair” distribution of wealth, but
rather according to the standard of God’s law. Any judgment of a
man on the basis of his property (or his lack of it) is theji.  In at-
tempting to justi& covetousness and theft in the name of God’s
ownership, Ronald Sider has committed blasphemy. “Woe to
those who call evil good, and good evil!”  (Isaiah 5:20).

Work and Dominwn

The biblical method of attaining dominion is through diligent
labor. When Adam rebelled, he chose instead to have dominion
by playing god, rejecting God’s leadership over him. He wanted

7. Ibid., p. 209.
8. Ibid., p. 214 [pp. 210ff.].
9. Ibtii., p. 145, 207, 218ff  [pp. 134, N6f.,  213ff.].

10. Zbti.,  p. 212 [Cf. p. 2021.
11. Ibid., p. 220 [p. 218].
12. Zbti., pp. 160, 218 [pp. 150, 215].
13. Zb&i., pp. 165, 211f.
14.  Ibid., pp. 212, 218.
15. Ibid., pp. 214, 218 [cf. pp. 24-26, 214].
16. fiti., p. 145 [p. 134].
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power over the creation, not legitimately, through God-ordained
work, but by becoming his own god. The world doesn’t work that
way, of course; and man was driven into slavery, losing domin-
ion. But sinful men still seek power outside of the pattern God has
commanded. The envious do not want to take the time and
energy to get wealth by godly diligence; rather, they want to
plunder and destroy those above them. George Reisman correctly
observes: “The essential fact to grasp about socialism . . . is that
it is simpiy  an act  of destruction . . . it destroys private ownership
and the profit motive, and that is essentially all it does. It has
nothing to put in their place. Socialism, in other words, is not ac-
tually an alternative economic system to private ownership of the
means of production. It is merely a negation of the system based on
private ownership.”lT

Scripture is insistent in its demand for dil&nt,  hard work in our
tasks. Constantly we are told that this is the means  of dominion. A
few samples from the Book of Proverbs:

Ill-gotten gains do not profit, but righteousness delivers from death. The
LORD will not allow the righteous to hunger, but He will thrust aside the
craving of the wicked. Poor is he who works with a negligent hand, but
the hand of the diligent makes rich (10:2-4). -

He who tills h~ land @ have plenty of bread. . . . The hand of the dti-
gent will rule, but the slack hand will be put to forced labor (12:1, 24).

The soul of the sluggard craves and gets nothing, but the soul of the dili-
gent is made fat. Wealth obtained by fraud dwindles, but the one who
gathers by labor increases it ( 13:4,  11).

It might be objected that this is simply another version of “Let
them eat cake,” that it does nothing to wrest power from he
ungodly; but this is not the case. The Bible teaches the paradox-
ical truth that power flows to those who work and serve: the in-
dustrious meek shall inherit the earth. We are not to fret nor be
anxious toward evildoers, but to “trust in the LORD, and do good”

17. George Reisman, i% Gownment Against the Economy (Ottawa, IL: Caro-
line House Publishers, Inc., 1979), p. 151.
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(see all of Psalm 37). God gives the power to get wealth (Deuter-
onomy 8:18), and He gives it to the diligent workers in His
kingdom.

And calling them to Himself, Jesus said unto them, “You know that
those who are recognized rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them; and
their great men exercise authority over them. But it is not so among you,
but whoever wishes to become great among you shall be your servant;
and whoever wishes to be 6rst among you shall be slave of all. For even
the Son of man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give His
life a ransom for many (Mark 10:42-45).

Even powerful statist oppression will be overcome, not by
revolution, but by godly dominion in the sphere of work, as God
showed the prophet Zechariah  during a period of ungodly statist
domination:

Then I lifted up my eyes and looked, and behold, there were four horns.
So I said to the angel who was speakiig with me, “What are these?” And
he answered me, “These are the horns which have scattered Judah,
Israel and Jerusalem.” Then the LORD  showed me four craftsmen. And 1
said, “What are these coming to do?” And he said, “These are the horns
which have scattered Judah so that no man lifis up his head; but these
craftsmen have come to terr@  them, to throw down the horns of the na-
tions who have lifted up their horns against the land of Judah in order to
scatter it” (Zechariah 1:18-21).

The earthly victory of God’s people will come about through
diligent work. Ungodly powera must and shall fall through the
daily work and prayer of the godly. Like the spider in Proverbs
30:28, if we take hold with our hands, we will someday find our-
selves in the palaces of kings. But Scripture never countenances
the idea that we are to attain dominion by demanding our “fair
share” of resources owned by others, or by using governmental
coercion to redistribute wealth. We must encourage ourselves and
each other to labor diligently in obedience to God’s commands, in
the confident expectation that God will honor His promises –that
we and our seed will inherit God’s good blessings in this life and
the next.
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The reason for Western prosperity is not accidental. It is the
direct outgrowth of the “Puritan ethic,” which involved diligent
labor, saving, investment, and the philosophy of free enterprise
and initiative. God’s law clearly promises external blessings in
response to external obedience. This is the function of profita:
they are the sign of success in serving the wants of consumers,
Profits are possible because of the biblical principle of “dominion
through service”: the efficient (least wasteful) producer receives
the greatest return. The moment he turns from serving the pub-
lic, his profit will disappear, because the consumers will take their
business elsewhere. The consumers always decide which producer
will get the profits. Now it is true that some of the “bigness” of big
business has been made possible by unbiblical government sub-
sidy and protectionism. But apart from such ungodly activity, the
characteristic feature of big business is efficient mass production
for the needs of the public. And the more efficient a producer is,
the more profit he earns, and consequently he is able to exert even
more influence upon business, which is as it should be: the control
of production is in the hands of those who are the best in serving
consumers. Thus, as Ludwig von Mises  observed: “The standard
of living of the common man is highest in those countries which
have the greatest number of wealthy entrepreneurs. It is to the
foremost material interest of everybody that control of the factors
of production should be concentrated in the hands of those who
know how to utilize them in the most efficient way.”ls

Exchange

The nature of biblical free enterprise and exchange can perhaps
be best understood by examining it in contrast with the popular
con game that resurfaces occasionally, known as the “pyramid
plan.” The idea here is to recruit a number of people under you in
successive levels, each of whom pays $1,000 for the privilege of
joining the “game.” The money is divided between you and the

18. Ludwig von Mises,  Pkmn~  FGT  Freedom (South Holland, IL: Libertarian
Press, 4th cd., 1980), p. 135.
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person at the next level above you, so that by the time you have
recruited 62 suckers, you have “won” $16,000. In the summer of
1980, the craze swept Southern California into a mad frenzy of
pyramid-playing. Virtually every non-Christian I knew was in-
volved in it, greedily swallowing the ridiculous promise of the pro-
moters: “We’ve worked out a way for ewyone  to win !“- a plain
mathematical impossibility, unless it can be proven that dollar
bills can mate and reproduce as long as they are properly intro-
duced (presumably, it helps if this is done in a house full of people
with IQs set firmly at room temperature). Astonishingly, this ex-
periment in collective greed was touted as a “business,” as “free
enterprise,” and as an “investment.” Nothing could be further
from the truth. Biblical free enterprise increases the wealth of so-
ciety as a whole: both the producer and the consumer are en-
riched by any exchange. “Investment” means putting capital to
work, It aims at increased productivity, and thereby benefits all,
not just the investor. A true investment, meaning a non-fraudulent in-
vestment, in fat,  cannot benejit  the investor without benejitting  others. A
pyramid game cannot increase wealth. It can only transfer
wealth, by fraud. It is gambling, not production.

Our purpose in life is not to become wealthy, but to serve God
and our neighbor, God gives us the power to get wealth, but not
exclusively for our own sakes. Wealth is given for the purpose of
dominion: under biblical law, wealth ultimately passes to those
who are exercising dominion under God, and who are thereby in-
creasing the earth’s productivity for His glory. God’s law
demands that we work and produce, and promises that God will
bless us for it. But, again, our gain is not for ourselves alone, but
for the glory of God. Thus, we are to work for the good of others
as well as for ourselves. A basic rule in economics was stated by
Jesus in His Sermon on the Mount: “Therefore whatever you
want others to do for you, you do for them; for this is the Law and
the Prophets” (Matthew 7:12). As the Puritans observed in the
Westminster Catechism, this is also the meaning of the command-
ment against stealing: “The eighth commandment requireth the
lawfid procuring and furthering of the wealth and outward estate
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of’ ourselves and others.”
In other words: Biblical exchange prohibits fraud and coercion

in the marketplace. The Bible does not set up a so-called “just
price”; rather, the Bible establidws  the conditions for afiee  market. In
biblical capitalism, the seller does not “rip off” the buyer. In-
stead, he produces something for the other’s benefit, and society
as a whole is enriched. (I am not speaking of innately immoral
transactions, such as heroin sales.) It is often felt that the only
way to make a profit is at someone else’s expense. That is the prin-
ciple behind pyramid games in which the “entrepreneur” gets his
investors to give up their wealth for his benefit, giving nothiig in
return, producing nothing but poverty. It was also the basis for
eighteenth-century mercantilism,  as it is now the basis for modern
policies of inflation, collective bargaining, and protectionism. But
the amazing fact of a truly biblical &-market economy is that
everyom & a pnjit!

How can this be? The answer is in the nature of the exchange.
Where a true marketplace exists-where there is no fraud or
coercion — this is what happens: each party to a transaction ex-
changes somethingthat is less desirable to him for somethiig  that
is more desirable to him. He values the seller’s goods more highly
than he values his own. When you exchange money for, say, a
pair of shoes, it is because you wouId rather have the shoes than
the money. The shoes are more valuable to you than the money
you give in exchange. On the other hand, the shoe salesman
would rather have your money than the shoes. Thus, the result of
any free exchange is that boti  parties make a profit. Neither one
makes a profit at the other’s expense. Both parties come away
from the transaction weahlier  than when they entered it, because
each one now has somethiig  more valuable — to Km-than he
had before. The “Golden Rule,” which expresses the teaching of
the Old Testament Law and Prophets, sets the conditions for a
free exchange of goods, by prohibiting fraud and coercion; and
the consequence of free exchange is the increased wealth of society
as a whole.
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Money

Throughout the Bible, money is spoken of by weight. The law
specifically commands that financial transactions be made in
terms of honest measurements of weight:

You shall  do no wrong in judgment, in measurement of weight, or ca-
pacity. You shall have just balances, just weights, a just ephah, and a
just bin: I am the LORD your God, who brought you out from the land of
Egypt. You shall thus observe all My statutes, and all My ordinances,
and do them: I am the LORD (Leviticus 19:35-37).

Historically and blblicdly,  gold and silver in particular have
served as money. The important thing to remember is that money
is a commodity in itse~.  Gold and silver emerged as media of ex-
change precisely because they have always been the most marketable
goods– in other words, they can easily be exchanged, again and
again, for other commodities. Money is not a measurement of
value (there can be no measure of value) or of wealth. Money
does not “represent” wealth. Money is a commodity, a good, a
form of wealth.

Dishonest governments have always hated this fhct, because it
prevents them from controlling money and society. “Hard
money” is a strict limitation on a government’s ability to grow
beyond biblical boundaries. For thii reason, governments have
sought to have a monopoly as the sole suppliers and regulators of
currency. This enables government to go into the counterfeiting
business, whereby it can debase the currency (by mixing the
honest gold or silver weight with dross) and create as much
“money” as it needs. This has happened again and again in
history. It is forbidden by the law (as in the passage cited above;
see also Proverbs 11: 1; 20:10, 23) and the prophets (Isaiah 1:22;
Amos 8:5-6; Micah 6:10-12). This is an absolute biblical prohibi-
tion against inilation, which is a dishonest increase in the supply
of money. Counterfeiting is condemned by Scripture, no matter
whether it is done by individuals or governments. Inflating the
currency is theft, for it reduces the wealth of everyone who does
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not have access to the “new money.”lg Prices rise in response to
the addition of new currency, and those who are last in getting the
newly-created money inevitably lose.

With the rise of paper money and, later, of computers, gover-
nmental  creation of money became much more sophisticated. By
means of printing presses and electronic blips, inflation can speed
right along, with little to impede its progress. The government
spends money (stolen from taxpayers and inflation victims) on
projects which are biblically forbidden; and the beneficiaries of
inflation (debtors and those who receive government checks),
while they complain about the effects of inflation in higher prices,
nevertheless greedily consume “the leeks, and the onions, and the
garlic” dispensed by the lawless largesse of an omnipotent, en-
slaving state. Perhaps more than any other single factor, it is the
willful government policy of inflation, aided and abetted by the
citizens’ covetousness, that causes poverty and unemployment .*”
In light of this, it is striking that much of Ron Sider’s proposed
“remedy” for poverty can only be funded by theft (through unjust
taxation and/or inflation). Citizens of affluent nations, he says,
should “demand that their governments pay the price” for all
these marvelous programs.*1 But how do governments pay for
anything? There are only two ways: taxation and irdlation.  Thus,
Sider is really demanding that his ne@bors  “pay the price”– not
voluntarily, but by being plundered. This is Robin Hood Theol-
ogy with a dangerous twist: King John and the SherifF of Notting-
ham backing the thieves with legal force. The state robs from the
rich and gives to the poor (minus 3070, for administration).

The Bible does, of course, allow for some government taxation,
but not much. The specificjonn of taxation (head tax, income tax,
or whatever) is relatively unimportant, and is not set forth in
Scripture; what is important is the rate of taxation, which deter-

19. Tom Rose and Robert Metcalf, “Inflation is Immoral:  2% Journal of
Christian Reconstmction,  VII (Summer, 1980).

20. Ludwig von Mises, Humun  Action  (thii rev. ed.; Chicago: Henry
Regnery  Co., 1966), ch. 20-21.

21. Sider, Rich Christiu.ns,  p. 213.
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mines the size of the state. As an absolute, outside limit, any tax
of ten percent or more is specifically regarded by Scripture as
@nny-an  attempt by rulers to be like God, extracting a “tithe”
(I Samuel 8:15, 17). See what I mean about limited government?
There’s no way such a tax could possibly support a massive
power-state; and certainly the kind of omnipotent paternalism en-
visioned by Sider would be out of the question.zz

In summary: Ronald Sider, with varying degrees of accuracy,
has pinpointed certain problems regarding poverty in our age.
But almost without exception, his proposals for solving these
problems are unbiblical to the core. It is not difficult to find Scrip-
tural proof for the assertion that we should “do something” about
the poor. But that alone does not guarantee that our solutions will
be biblical in the slightest. We must follow through with the
Bible’s answers, in concrete appluatwns  of biblical law. And that is ex-
actly what Mr. Sider consistently refuses to do. Talk about
“justice” is cheap: the Pharisees did it all the time. They chattered
around the periphery of biblical law, taking the smorgasbord ap-
preach of picking and choosing laws they liked; but the Lord
Jesus condemned them for abandoning “the weightier provisions
of the law: justice and mercy and faithfidness” (Matthew 23:23).
Ronald Sider has made the same deadly error. He has forsaken
the only standard of justice and mercy, the sole blueprint for a just
social order. He has substituted hls own outline of social
justice — an outline which more closely resembles Marx’s Com-
munist  Manz@sto  than it does the book of Deuteronomy. He has
called for dozens of interventionist and socialist programs whkh
Scripture specifically forbids; he seems to assume that envy is a
virtue; he writes of social problems, not in terms of sin, but of
class war and hatred; he opposes biblical ethical standards; he
specifically teaches others to break God’s commandments with
regard to personal and social moral issues.

And he has done all this in the name of God.

22. See James B. Jordan, 2% Law  of h Covenant (Tyler, TX: Institute for
Christian Economics, 1984), pp. 225-39.



“Slavery is an example of an institutionalized evil.”
(Ronald Sider, Journal  of l’%eolo~  for

Southern Afrrhz,  December 1979, p. 38.)

“You may acquire male and female slaves from the pagan nations
that are around you.”

(Leviticus 25:44)
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GOD’S LAW AND THE POOR

God’s genuine concern for the poor is manifested throughout
the Bible. C~Ji.utice,  Ronald Sider’s anthology of the Bible quota-
tions on the subject, certainly bears out this point well (although I
can’t say much for Sider’s annotations). Indeed, God’s word has
quite a lot to say about specific remedies for poverty, and much of
the Old Testament law deals with the problem. As we shall see,
however, Sider glosses over these clear biblical commands in
favor of his own solutions – solutions which are usually opposed to
biblical law. In this chapter, we will first take a look at who the
poor are, and then we will examine the specilic biblical laws which
seek to alleviate poverty. It should be kept in mind, however, that
none of the biblical Poor Laws is intended to be of long-term
benefit to the poor: all are stop-gap measures, designed to allow
some breathing-space in order to provide time for the real, long-
term solutions to poverty. The Poor Laws alone will not suffice;
what is needed & a total reconstructwn  of our lives and socie~  in terms  of
biblica/  law. As we shall see in a later chapter, it is my firm conten-
tion that poverty can - and will - be almost entirely eliminated in
this earth. But that will come about only as men are converted
and nations discipled  to the obedience of the Christian faith. The
Poor Laws are crucial, and if we ignore them we will  incur
national judgment. But we cannot regard them as the ultimate
solution. They are intended to serve only as emergency measures.
The final solution will come about through strict cultural adher-
ence to the whole of God’s law.

One further fact must be noted. In general, the Lrws whtih sPe-

45
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c@al~ provide for the poor are not enforced by the state. This is not to
suggest that these laws are unimportant. They are very import-
ant. Too often we assume that a crime is inconsequential if the
state cannot punish its offenders. This is a form of state-worship.
The Bible prohibits us fmm turning every sin into a civil crime
under state jurisdiction. The civil government cannot punish
criminals unless given the right to do so by Scripture. But that is
not the end of the story, of course: God is Judge, in history and at
the Last Day, and He brings punishment against those who
violate His law. In particular, He has declared Himself to be the
Defender of the poor, and He judges men and nations in terms of
their obedience to the Poor Laws (see e.g., Exodus 22:21-27;
Psalm 12:5; Proverbs 22:22-23).

The Bible distinguishes two groups of people in particular who
may be defenseless against oppression, and who are to be
especially regarded as objects of our concern.

1. Strangers. Biblical law assumes that a nation which is mater-
ially blessed will attract immigrants. There is no biblical justifica-
tion - and hence no economic justification-for prohibiting immi-
gration. According to popular mythology, immigrants take jobs
away from American citizens. It is ironic that this belief is held by
many who are often in violent opposition to one another. In
Southern California, Ku Klux Klansmen  often patrol the Mex-
ican border to aid Immigration and Naturalization Service agents
in rounding up illegzd aliens (occasionally, immigrants caught by
our loyal defenders have been raped, beaten, and shot in the
back); on the other hand, consider this report on the United Farm
Workers from the New York Times:

During the union’s 1974-75 strike near Yuma,  Arizona, which was led
by Manuel Chavez [Cesar’s cousin and longtime top aide], hundreds of
Mexican aliens were brutally beaten by UFW representatives to keep
them fmm crossing the border and taking the jobs of striking melon
workers. 1

1. Cited in The Ala  Stung Report, July 23, 1979.
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So much for solidarity.
God is iirmly  opposed to this activity. Not that our borders

shouldn’t be protected against military invaders and criminals-
but mere immigration is not a crime. Virtually all the activity of
the Immigration and Naturalization Service is thus in flagrant
violation of the law of God. God tells us that He loves the
stranger, and commands us to love him also:

He . . . shows His love for the slien  by giving him food and clothiig. So
show your love for the alien . . . (Deuteronomy 10:18-19).

Note: in the Bible, low is always action. It is defined here as pro-
viding strangers with what they need in order to live. Obviously,
then, it angers God if we abuse them, trouble them, or make life
hard for them. They are to receive the same justice in court as
native citizens: “There shall be one standard for you; it shall be
for the strangers as well as the native, for I am the LORD your
God” (Leviticus 24:22);  “You shall have one statute, both for the
alien and for the native of the land” (Numbers 9: 14). Specifically,
any oppression of strangers is strictly forbidden, and brings on
divine judgment (Exodus 22:21-24).

This does not mean the abolition of all distinctions, however. It
does not constitute a legal mandate for integration. Indeed,
Israelites were permitted to sell dueased  meat to strangers, since
pagan cultures generally have no objection to eating it (Deuteron-
omy 14:21 ). In addhion, full citizenship in Israel was denied to
certain ethnic groups for three and sometimes ten generations
(Deuteronomy 23:3, 7-8). But while the Bible maintains a real-
istic appraisal of the often heathen backgrounds of immigrants, it
nevertheless commands justice, fti treatment, and positive con-
cern for their welfare. (For the advantages of population growth,
including immigration, see Chapter 7.)

What then should we do about illegal aliens? Gary North
makes the following suggestions: “First, require proof of immuni-
zation, or require those without proof to be immunized. Second,
abolish the minimum wage law. Third, abolish all public welfare
programs. Fourth, aboliih the requirement that the children of i.l-
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legal aliens be required to attend public schools at taxpayers’ ex-
pense. Just let them work, at whatever wage they can get. In
short, let them enjoy the freedom that we all want. But our homeg-
rown  socialist programs have made a threat out of those who are
willing to work. Our great-grandparents were welcomed, or at
least tolerated, because there was no American welfare State in
the nineteenth cenhuy.”z

God blesses nations for obedience. If we practice kindness and
justice towards strangers, we are promised national blessing
(Jeremiah 7:3-7); on the other hand, if we disregard this law, we
are warned that we will become immigrants ourselves (Jeremiah
22:3-5). The land of Judah refix+ed to heed Jeremiah’s warnings
about this, and the curses ‘of the law were fulfilled in their national
captivity. Ailer their return, Zechariah  reminded them of this
fact, and exhorted them again: “Dispense true justice, and prac-
tice kindness and compassion each to his brother; and do not op-
press . . . the stranger . . .“ (Zechariab  7:9-14).

The prophet Ezekiel, as he looked forward to the flowering of
Christian culture through universal obedience to biblical law,
spoke of the complete assimilation of strangers into the covenant
- an assimilation which would come about, not through positive
legal enforcement of external integration, but through a common
adherence to the true faith. The evangelical witness to strangers
by observing God’s justice toward them will result in their conver-
sion and discipleship. While it is couched in the symbolism of pro-
phetic language, it is no less clear that the inclusion of strangers in
the covenant will result from obedience to God’s word:

So you shall divide this land among yourselves according to the tribes of
Israel. And it will come about that you shall divide it by lot for an in-
heritance among yourselves and among the aliens  who stay inyour  m%  who
bring forth sons in your midst. And thg shall be to you m the natwe-bosn
among the sons of Israel; they shall be abtted  an iniiaitance wti>ou among
the tribes of Israel. (Ezekiel 47:21-22)

2. Gary North, Zhti  Tmin Oat (Fort Worth, TX: American Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research, 1983), p. 132f. Thomas SoweU  has authored two excdent  works
dealing with immigration: Etlmti  Ammia:  A Htitq  (New York Basic Books,
1981), and The &O?W71iSS and Polith  of Raa: An In&m&nal Psrs#.cti  (New York
William Morrow and Company, 1983).
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2. Wtiows  and ~phans.  These are often mentioned in connec-
tion with strangers, as those who must be especially protected
against oppression.

You shzdl not afllict  any widow or orphan. If you afllict  him at all, and if
he does cry out to Me, I will surely hear his cry; and My anger will be
kindled, and I will kill you with the sword; and your wives shall become
widows, and your children fatherless. (Exodus 22:22-24)

Cursed is he who distorts the justice due an alien, orphan, and widow.
And all the people shall say, “Amen.” (Deuteronomy 27:19)

More than this, we are commanded to bepositiueZy  involved in the lives
of these people: “Seek justice, reprove the ruthless, defend the or-
phan, plead for the widow” (Isaiah 1:17). This is, in fact, the
essence of Christian living “This is pure and undeti.led  religion in
the sight of our God and Father, to visit orphans and widows in
their distress, and to keep oneself unstained by the world” (James
1:27). The church has a special responsibility in this regard. Paul
exhorted Timothy to “honor widows” (I TDothy 5:3). The Greek
word translated “honor” is often used in Scripture to indicate pay-
ment, and it obviously has that meaning here in I Tmothy 5 (in
fact, Jesus clearly used the term in this way when he commanded
that children should provide their aged parents with financial sup-
port: Matthew 15:4-6).  There is, however, a limitation on the
church’s responsibility to aid widows: regular support must be
given only to those widows “who are widows indeed,” who are
without a family, too old to remarry, and thus unable to receive
support from relatives (I Timothy 5:3-16). The family bears the
major responsibility for financial (and other) aid, and no other in-
stitution or group must usurp this responsibility. “If anyone does
not provide for his own, and especially for those of his own
household, he b denied  thefazlh,  and is worse than an unbeliever”
(I Timothy 5:8). These are strong words, and we must take them
with utmost seriousness. When we are too quick to call for aid to
the unfortunate from some non-family agency, we undercut the
responsibility of families to care for their own. We all have a tend-
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ency to abandon our responsibilities if some agency is there to
assume them for us. The basic social institution is the f~ily.
Family members are best equipped to deal with needy relatives,
in terms of personal care and attention. They are more aware of
the real wants of the person, and, because they are close to the sit-
uation, are most able to detect abuses of charity. God wants to
build responsible relationships within families, and the church’s
responsibility in caring for needy members grows out of the fact
that it is our larger family, “the household of God.” But any ap-
peal to the larger family must be only as a last resort.

Even then, charily is restricted. A widow is to be placed on the list
for aid only if she herself is engaged in charitable service, “having
a reputation for good works; and if she has brought up children, if
she has shown hospitality to strangers, if she has washed the
saints’ feet, if she has assisted those in distress, and if she has de-
voted herself to every good work” (I Timothy 5:10). Biblical char-
ity, as we shall see again and again, never subsziiizes  iwesponsz”bility.
A crucial principle of biblical law is that “if anyone will not work,
neither let him eat” (II Thessalonians  3:10). The further away we
get from fmilial charity, the more likely it is that this principle
will be abused. State welfare fraud is so universal as to be prac-
tically axiomatic; but it is virtually impossible to engage in long-
terrn deception of one’s family.

Biblical law is geared toward responsible action on the part of
individuals and families. National greatness does not come about
through legislation or governmental coercion. Ronald Sider’s call
for a “guaranteed national income”~  is geared only toward na-
tional irresponsibility. It is based on the ethic that I have a right to
as much money as I can vote out of my neighbor’s pocket. In
short, “thou shalt not steal, except by majority vote.” Moreover,
it will only enslave us to the state, as Auberon Herbert pointed
out a century ago: “So long as great government departments . . .
supply our wants, so long shall we remain in our present condi-
tion, the difficulties of life unconquered, and ourselves unfitted to
conquer them. No amount of state education will make a really
intelligent nation; no amount of Poor Laws will place a nation

3. Sier,  Ruh Chr&tiuns,  p. 212 [cf. p. 202].
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above want; no amount of Factory Acts will make us better par-
ents. These great wants which we are now vainly trying to deal
with by acts of Parliament, by prohibitions and penalties, are in
truth the great occasions of progress, if only we surmount them by
developing in ourselves more active desires, by putting forth
greater efforts, by calling new moral forces into existence, and by
perfecting our natural ability for acting together in voluntary
associations. To have our wants supplied from without by a huge
state machinery, to be regulated and inspected by great armies of
officials, who are themselves slaves of the system which they ad-
minister, will in the long run teach us nothing, will profit us noth-
ing.”4

“It is a mistake to suppose that government effort and individ-
ual effort can live side by side. The habits of mind which belong to
each one are so different that one must destroy the other. . . .
Men will not do things for themselves or for others if they once be-
lieve that such things can come without exertion on their own
part. There is not sufficient motive. As long as the hope endures
that the shoulders of some second person are available, who will
offer his own shoulders for the burden? It must also be remem-
bered that unless men are left to their own resources they do not
know what is or is not possible for them. If government half a cen-
tury ago had provided us all with dinners and breakfasts, it would
be the practice of our orators today to assume the impossibility of
our providing for ourselves.”s

Thus, as we examine the biblical Poor Laws, we must con-
stantly remind ourselves of this central fact: l%e Bible commands re-
sponsibility. Apart from individual and familial responsibility,
these laws indeed will not work, Basic to social change and recon-
struction must be regeneration by the Holy Spirh through the
propagation of the gospel, in order that men and women newly
created in God’s image will begin to assume their responsibilities
under God. With this in mind, we may turn our attention to the
Poor Laws of the Bible.

4. Auberon  Herbert, 77u R~ht  and Wrong ~ Com@!swn by the State (Indian-
apolis: Liberty Classics, 1978), pp. 179f.

5. Ib&i., p. 77.
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Tithes
We must begin our analysis of the biblical Poor Laws with a

consideration of tithing, since this is a basic duty of the Covenant.
It is commonly held that we are no longer under any obligation to
tithe in this “dispensation.” There is not a shred of evidence to
support such a position: the law of the tithe has never been revoked.
And, it should be noted, while the modern abandonment of
tithing has a superficial appearance of freedom, it has actually
been replaced with a tyrannical legalism. Listen to any radio or
television preacher- or perhaps your own pastor-appealing for
funds. If he rejects the tithe, what is the basis for his plea? LOKE.
He does not, of course, define love as the Bible defines it –keep-
ing God’s commandments (Remans 13:10; I John 5:3)—but
rather according to the perceived “needs” of his own ministry.
God’s simple requirement is that we give ten percent of our in-
come; once we have paid His tax, we know that no more is
demanded. The modern preacher, on the other hand, defines
your love for God in terms of how much you give. (“How much
do you love God? Only ten percent? Only twenty? Only thirty?
Shame on you! You should love God lots more than that! If you
really, completely love Him, you’ll sign over your next paycheck
tome and drop it in the plate. And don’t worry about taking care
of your family. How selfish of you. God will take care of them.
After all, He’s taking care of me, isn’t He?”)

Ronald Sider’s approach is not really much dflerent. His
scheme for a “graduated tithe” (which he claims is only a “modest
beginning” for whatever it is he really has in mind) is based, not
on Scripture, but on the Club of Rome’s fallacy-ridden publica-
tion entitled Limits to Growth.  Where God requires ten percent of
our income, Sider demands that all income above $14,850 (fig-
ured for a f-ily of five) be given away.b Now, Sider may object
to this charge, claiming that he isn’t dirnanding  anything. But it’s
difiicult  to read it any other way. Perhaps he is, after all, only
hinting. But it’s a pretty strong hint, spiked heavily with guilt-

6. Sider, R&h Chti&zns,  pp. 175ff.  [pp. 166ff.].
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manipulation. The relationship of antinomianism  and Iegalism  is
very close indeed. Those who discard God’s law wind up replac-
ing it with commands that are truly despotic.

But while God’s laws are not burdensome (I John 5:3), they are
/izws  nevertheless. Tithing is an inescapable requirement, and
churches should strictly enforce it. We do not need to engage in a
lengthy exposition of the tithing laws here, but three important
aspects should be outlined.

First, the biblical titie was brought to a central location for a
yearly national festival (Deuteronomy 12: 10-28; 14:22-27), to be
spent on “oxen, or sheep, or wine, or strong drink, or whatever
your heart desires; and there you shall eat in the presence of the
LORD your God, and rejoice, you and your household” (Deuter-
onomy 14:26). God wants His people to rejoice, to glorify Him by
enjoying the good gifts of life which He provides. Nowhere is
there the implication that the exuberance of the people was to be
lessened by the ravings of guilt-manipulators pointing out that
heathen cultures were suffering from malnutrition. God showers
economie blessings on His people, and they are to recez”ve  them with gratitude
andj”ubiZation.  Moreover, they were encouraged to purchase wine
and strong drink (Scripture forbids drunkenness, but not drink-
ing). Ronald Sider, in sharp contrast, tells us that the production
of alcoholic beverages is a “flagrant abuse of grain.”T  God dld not
regard it as abuse, and neither should His people. One of the spe-
cific purposes for which God created vegetation was the produc-
tion of “wine which makes man’s heart glad” (Psalms 104:14-15).
In this law, God very definitely coremanded that a portion of our
tithe be given for the purpose of delighting and revelling  in the
gifts He provides us. Other cultures in the days of ancient Israel
suffered farnine and starvation, as they do today. But that had no
bearing on the fact that God commanded Israel to celebrate its
own bounty.

How can this aspect of the tithe be applied today? Since the
resurrection of Christ, there is no longer any national or central-

7. Z&, p. 182 [p. 172].
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ized feast in which we are to participate; in the New Covenant,
the gospel has been dispersed throught the whole world. There is,
however, a Zocalfeast  that is required: the love-feast, a weekly cele-
bration in which food is to be shared at the Lord’s Table (I Corin-
thians 11:20-34; Jude 12). It is completely within the scope of the
law to use the first part of our weekly tithe to finance our partici-
pation in the love-feast, remembering also to provide food for the
poor in the congregation, that all may feast together (Deuteron-
omy 14:29; I Corinthians 11:21-22, 33).s

A second aspect of the biblical tithe was that the portion left over
after the f-t (the bulk of the tithe) was to be given to the national
Levites, the special officers of the Old Covenant congregation, who
iimctioned  as theologians, advisors to the state in legal matiers,
professional musicians for the worship semices,  and instructor in
God’s law (Numbers 18:24).  The tithe thus financed Christian re-
construction of the whole society by providing for the social cen-
trality of God’s word, proclaimed as the basis for every area of life.
The job of the Levites was to bring God’s word to bear upon all the
issues facing the cuhure, making sure that the people were always
conscious of their covenantal duties. They led the people in worship
through teaching, administering the sacraments, and instructing
the people in singing and dancing to the Lord. The f%khful procla-
mation of Scripture aud the right worship of God are foundational
elements of Christian culture: everything else flows fiwm them.
The tithe (after the love-feast) is thus to be used in financing the
work of professional theologians, experts in biblical law, teachers of
God’s word, and skilled leaders in worship.

A third and very important aspect of the tithe law was the third-
year tithe. The people of the Bible lived in seven-year cycles, and
in the third year of each cycle the remainder of the tithe (after the
feast) was to be brought back home (i.e., not left with the national
Levites)  and deposited in the “gates” of the individual’s local  town
(Deuteronomy 14:28-29).  This meant that the tithe went to the

8. See below, pp. 166f.  For an excellent discussion of tithing, including numerous
practical applications, see James B. Jordan, l% Law ofdae  Gnwnant An E@o.nMn  of
Emdus 22-23 (Tyler, TX Institute for Christian Economics, 1984), pp. 207-24.
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eld.m  of the gate, since the gate was the place where the elders sat in
judgment (cf. Deuteronomy 22: 15; 25:7). The local elders of the
covenant community supervised the administration of the third-
year tithe, dispensing it among the local Levites  and the needy
aliens, orphans and widows residing in the town. In the New
Covenant there is no longer a central sanctuary; thus the third-yeur
titb  is to be the re@rpattern  of our tithing today. Normally, the tithe
should be paid to the elders of our local church (1 Corinthians
16:2), and the elders are responsible for administering it in the
direction of Levitical  activities and for charitable purposes. If,
however, a church is not fulfilling its mandate to proclaim God’s
word as law for society, the tithe should be withheld from it and
given instead to institutions which more fully conform to Levitical
standards. We must not rob God by tithing to apostates. Thus,
for example, a man brought his offerings to the prophet Elisha
during a time of national apostasy, when the prophets formed a
remnant church (11 Kings 4:42-44).  As faithful Christians, we are
responsible for the godly disposition of our tithes.

The local administration of charity is crucial. It ensures that
finds go to those who are truly needy, rather than to professional
paupers. The charitable aspects of the tithe did not mean simply a
handout to everyone who lined up. Charity is to be dispensed by
responsible leaders of the covenant community who are in daily
contact with the needs of the people. The general principle still
holds: those who won’t work don’t eat. Those who attempt to live
by a welfare ethic are quickly exposed in a locally-administered
program, and will be unable to get away with “mooching.” Even
in charity, God’s law teaches responsibility. This is in stark con-
trast to the governmentally-financed “charity” promoted by
Ronald Sider. Murray Rothbard observes: “State poor relief is
clearly a subsziiization  ofpoverty,  for men are now automatically en-
titled to money from the state because of their poverty. Hence, the
marginal dkutility  of income foregone from leisure diminishes,
and idleness and poverty tend to increase further, which in turn
increases the amount of subsidy that must be extracted from the
taxpayers. Thus, a system of legally subsidized poverty tends to
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call forth more of the very poverty that is supposedly being
alleviated.”g

Rothbard notes further: “Private charity to the poor, on the
other hand, would not have the same vicious-circle effkct, since
the poor would not have a continuing compulsory claim on the
rich. This is particularly true where private charity is given only
to the ‘deserving’ poor. “1O And that is exactly the case with the
biblical Poor Laws. They are not enforced by the state, nor does
the state collect or dispense the tithes. The individual is expected
to obey God’s word, and he is responsible to admiiter the tithes
in a conscientious, faithfi.d manner. Biblical law aids the poor, yet
makes it economically desirable for them to work their way out of
poverty. This fact is even more obvious in the following section.

Gleaning
The primary source of regular charity to the poor was the prac-

tice of gleaning, in which farmers were required to let the poor
gather the fimit that remained after the harvest (Leviticus
19:9-10; 23:22; Deuteronomy 24: 19-21). The farmer was prohib-
ited from completely harvesting his crops: he had to leave the cor-
ners of his field untouched, and the hit which was left on the
trees after they were beaten or shaken had to remain there. The
poor were then allowed to pick the fields clean. Related to this was
the law of the sabbatical year, when the land received its rest; no
real harvesting was allowed, but the poor were allowed to glean
whatever fruit was there (Exodus 23:10-1 1). A similar law, not
dealing with poverty as such, allowed anyone entering a
neighbor’s field to pick grapes or grain and eat his M, as long as
he did not carry any food away from the premises (Deuteronomy
23:24-25; see Matthew 12: 1).

Two points are of special importance here. First, gkzning was
not indiscrz”minati.  Landowners apparently had the right to spec~

9. Murray Rothbard,  Man, J%onomy,  undStu&  (New York: New York Univer-
sity Press, [1962] 1975), p. 818.

10. Ib&i., p. 931.
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which of the “deserving poor” could glean on their land, and
special favors would be granted by the owner (Ruth 2:4-16).
Gleaning was not simply a “right” which could be claimed by any
poor person against the field of any landowner. In no sense was
property held in common, God required landowners to allow me
poor to glean, but the owner nevertheless had the right to dispose
of his property as he saw fit, within the boundaries of the law. The
gleaning law cannot be used as a basis for social redistribution of
wealth.

Second, gZeaning  was hard work–much harder than normal
harvesting. Gleaners had to labor arduously in order to gather
sufficient food. Only a little would be left after the reapers were
ilnished:  a small cluster of grapes here, a sheaf of grain there.
Israel was no Welfare State. Recipients of charity had to be dil-
igent workers. The lazy and improvident could expect no saving
intervention by a benevolent bureaucrat. God’s law commands us
to “bear one another’s burdena” (Galatians  6:2), but not in such a
way as to produce dependence on charity. The result of charitable
activity should be responsibility, so that eventually “each one
shall bear his own load” (Galatians 6:5).

Lending
A thkd remedy for poverty was that the poor man could take

out a loan. While there is no biblical evidence that it was forbid-
den to charge interest on a knkess  loan to a fellow believer (Mat-
thew 25:27), loans to a believer for churitaUe purposes had to be
interest-free (Exodus 22:25; Leviticus 25:35-37).  Moreover, any
loan to a believer had to be wiped out in the seventh year.

At the end of every seven years you shall grant a remission of debts. And
this is the manner of remission: every creditor shall release what he has
loaned to his neighbor; he shall not exact it of his neighbor and his
brother, because the LORD’S remission has been proclaimed (Deuteron-
omy 15:1-2).

Thus, no believer could be charged with debt for longer than
six years. Wealthy Israelites were strictly commanded not to with-
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hold charity loans to believers on the grounds that the sabbatical
year was close at hand:

You shall not harden your heart, nor close your hand from your poor
brothers; but you shall freely open your hand to him, and shall gener-
ously lend him sufficient for his need in whatever he lacks. . . . You shall
generously give to him, and your heart shall not be grieved when you
give to him, because for this thing the LORD  your God will bless you in
all your work and in all your undertakings (Deuteronomy 15:7-10).

If the poor man was unable to repay the loan within the speci-
fied time, the creditor was to cross the debt off his books alto-
gether, accepting the loss, strong in the faith that, since all events
move in terms of God’s law, he would receive God’s bless-
ings — not merely the warm feeling that “virtue is its own
reward, ” but material, economic blessings.

A zero-interest loan which would automatically be dropped
without charge at the end of six years (at most) looks tempting,
and might appear to be rather one-sided, costing the poor man
nothing. Such was not the case. While this was truly a charitable
law, it did not breed irresponsibility. That, in the long run, would
not be “charity” at all. To qualifi  for a charity loan, the recipient
had to be genuinely poor, with only a cloak (Exodus 22:26-.27). I
cannot qualify for a charity loan if I have resources of my own to
fall back on. The wealthy were not required to give interest-free
loans to those who were not really destitute. The Poor Laws of the
Bible did not subsidize irresponsible greed. My brother has no ob-
ligation to lend freely to me if I “need” a new stereo, television, or
even a refrigerator. These loans were geared to help those who
were actually in want, with nowhere else to turn. Needless to say,
there are many living even below the “poverty level” who would
not be eligible for this loan.

The cloak of the poor man was to be used as collateral. It was
taken from him every morning, but returned to him at night so he
could be warm (Exodus 22:26-27). This was to prevent him from
using the same collateral for more than one low, while recogniz-
ing his need for a covering during the cold nights. Multiple in-
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debtedness  was forbidden. And even though the poor man was
able to have his cloak returned each evening, he would be without
its comfort during the daytime, This gave him incentive to repay
the loan as soon as possible. The law, while helpfid  to those in
desperate straits, still militated against irresponsibility. It was not
easy to get a charity loan; and it wasn’t easy to live with it, either.

The case of the unbeliever (many strangers would fit into this cat-
egory) was even more dficuh. For him, there was no release in the
sabbatical year, or the year of Jubilee (Deuteronomy 15:3; Leviticus
25:44-46). He could be charged interest as well, regardless of his
poverty-and them was no limit on the interest rate (Deuteronomy
23:20). Because unbelievers are by nature irresponsible, they need
the incentive of increasing debt to get them to repay loans. Again,
the laws are not indiscriminate. They do, in fact, discriminate
against the irresponsible poor, and press home the fact that poverty
is a liability. Poverty is never allowed to be used as a lever against
those who are better off. The only ones who benefit from the poor
laws are those who are willing to work diligently for the iiture.
Eventually, those who merely desire to plunder or sponge off the rich
will bite the dust. God’s laws are intended to further His kingdom.
They cannot be used successfully in opposition to Him.

Slavery
The Bible permits slavery. This statement will come as a shock

to most people. The laws in the Bible concerning slavery have
very seldom been studied, much less preached upon. But the
biblical laws concerning slavery are among the most beneficent in
all the Bible. The biblical institution of slavery has as its basic
purpose the elimination of poverty and its foremost cause, the
Awe numtdity.  Ron Sider constantly copnects slavery with oppres-
sion, and seems to think the two are identical. “Slavery is an ex-
ample of an institutionalized evil,” he tells us; 11 and he speaks of
“the sin of participating in slavery.”lz  Many people, when they

11. Sider, ‘Words and Deeds;  JoumaI  # i%oh~>r Southetn  Ajica  (Decem-
ber, 1979), p. 38.

12. Ibtii., p. 49. Cf. Rich ChrMzn.s,  pp. 60f. [pp. 54f.].
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think of “slavery,” thii of the pre-Civil  War South, where cer-
tain aspects of slavery were in violation of biblical law. Thus
many know only of an abused, unbiblicd form of slavery. But
since the Bible allows for slavery, it is clearly unbibliczd  to speak
of slavery as being wrong or sinfid. (Even Southern slavery was
not as unbiblical  as many have charged. The common conception
of the slavery of that age is quite distorted; the Abolitionists were
often as guilty of transgressing God’s laws as were slave-holders,
-as we shall see in our next chapter. ) If slavery were a sin, God
would not have provided for it. Indeed, since God is the Standard
of right and wrong, the fact that He gives rules for the proper
management of slavery shows that to disregard the laws of slavery
is a sin, For example, since fornication is a sin, God does not give
duections  for the right management of a brothel. Nor does he
offer instructions about successfid  methods of murder or theft.
Slavery is not a sin, but the violation of God’s slavery laws is.

To understand God’s slavery laws, we must understand a basic
biblical fact: skway is inescapabk-no  culture is without it. Apart
fmm God’s grace, all men are enslaved to sin. Salvation liberates
us from slavery to sin and makes us slaves of righteousness, obe-
dient to God’s word rather than to Satan’s (Remans 6:16-22). I
am not playing with words here, for this point is central to social
and cultural issues. If men are not slaves of God, they are already
enslaved to sin. As sinners, they abandon their duty of dominion
over the creation, with the result that they become slaves of other
men, worshipping and serving the creature rather than the Crea-
tor (Remans 1:25). The issues of life flow from the heart (Prov-
erbs 4:23 ), and a man’s relationship to God, or lack thereof, has
immediate and long-lasting consequences in every area. Every
culture that has not served the true God has eventually become
enslaved to the state. 19 Ron Sider’s thesis will not “liberate”
anyone in this regard: his solution to the problem of poverty is
merely a plea for increased slavery to the state through radical

13. For a fascinating history of an important aspect of this, see Forfy Centunks  of
Wqe  and tie Controls, by Robert !khuettinger  and Eamonu  Butler (Ottowa, 11.J
Caroline House Publishers, Inc., 1979).
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government intervention in all of life.
Since slavery will always exist, the biblical answer is not to try

to aboliih  it, but to follow God’s laws for slavery.14  While many of
these laws may seem harsh, we must recognize that, fist, these
laws are remedies for irresponsibility, and seek to drive men out
of slavery; and second, the laws of God are not nearly so harsh as
the laws of men. Whale God’s law produces a responsible, stable
social order, man’s slavery laws are chaotic, oppressive and
tyrannical. The biblical worldview is not a fairy-tale, or romantic
@rfixtionism, but a realistic appraisal of men with their sins
and shortcomings. God’s word meets us where we are in our
slavery, and shows us the way toward responsible dominion
under God.

1. Obtuining  SLZVCS.  Kklnapping is forbidden as a method of ac-
quiring slaves, and deserves capital punishment (Exodus 21: 16).
Basically, there are only four legal ways to get slaves. They may
be purchased (Leviticus 25:44-46),  captured in war (Numbers
31:32-35; Deuteronomy 21:10-14), enslaved as punishment for
theft (Exodus 22: 1-3), or enslaved to pay off debts (Leviticus
25:39; Exodus 21:7). We should especially note God’s merciiid
justice here. Heathen slaves who were purchased or captured in
war were actually favored by this law, since it placed them in con-
tact with believers. They received the relatively lenient treatment
of the biblical slavery regulations, and they were also able to hear
the liberating message of the gospel. Slaves making restitution for
theft or debt were also benefitted by this law. The Bible does not
allow imprisonment (except for a man held for trial or execution).
The thief was not caged up at taxpayers’ expense and treated like
an animal; he labored productively, in an evangelical family con-
text, and made proper restitution to the victim for his crime. He
earned back hN self-respect, and restored what he owed to his vic-
tim (If those who so fervently desire “social justice” wouldn’t

14. The best exposition of the biblical slavery laws is in James B. Jordan, 2%
Lu.w  of the Covenant An E@osition of Exodus  21-23 (Tyler, TX: Institute for Chris-
tian Economics, 1984), pp. 75-92; see also Jordan’s Shoety  and Liberation in the
Bibk (Tyler, TIE Institute for Christian Economics, forthcoming).
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suggestion, here’s one: Work to implement “structural
change” in our criminal and penal codes, and bring back restitu-
tion. Whoops - that would mean slavery! Oh, well. Better to keep
the status quo, and let the victims of theft live with their losses
while supporting their attackers in tax-financed penitentiaries.
Better to pen up the criminal with murderers and homosexuals in
an “impersonal” environment than to have him work in a godly
home.)

2. l%e care of slaves. Slaves have no economic incentive to work,
since they cannot improve their situation regardless of how hard
they labor. Therefore the master is allowed to provide that incen-
tive by beating them (Exodus 21:20-27). Obviously, the slave is
not regarded as having equal rights as a he man. But this very
fat would keep a man from entering slavery too hastily. Slavery
has certain benefits (job security, etc.), but it has serious
drawbacks as well. Slavery was not allowed to become irresponsi-
ble welfare or paternalism. The law limited the master, however.
If he murdered his slave, he was executed (Exodus 21 :20). On the
other hand, if the slave suMved a beating and died a day or two
later, there was no punishment (Exodus 21:21); there was no
evidence that the master had actually intended to murder him.
Again, this risk was a serious incentive against enslaving oneself.
God did not want men to heedlessly abandon their fkeedom, and
this law would tend to keep men working hard and living respon-
sibly in order to avoid the threat of losing their liberty and civil
rights. Relatively minor but permanent injuries (such as the loss
of an eye or a tooth) resulted in the slave’s freedom (Exodus
21:26-27). This was also an economic incentive to keep the master
fkom hitting the slave in the face, since a heavy blow could mean
the loss of his “investment.” Naturally, this law protected slaves
tim severe mutilation.

3. Freeo%m for skzws.  Free Hebrews who had been reduced to
slavery were freed in the seventh year (Deuteronomy 15:1-2),  or at
the latest in the Jubilee year (Leviticus 25:40-41),  depending on

- the severity of the situation. (Slaves who escaped fmm ungodIy
cultures were not returned to their masters, but were set &e in-
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stead; Deuteronomy 23:15-16). A slave also had the right to save
up enough money to purchase his own fi-eedom  (Leviticus 25:49)
— a fact which indicates two things: first, the slavery laws, in com-
mon with the other Poor Laws, provided for “upward mobility”;
and second, private property rights were protected at all levels of
society, so that even slaves were able to acquire and dispose of ~
property. Freed slaves were liberally furnished with gifts: from
the master’s flock, threshing floor, and wine cellar (Deuteronomy
15: 14). The freed slave was thus enabled to make a living for him-
self, be fed, and rejoice in his freedom. God’s law is strict, but
merciful. A freed slave can get back on his feet and resume a pro-
ductive place in society. To repeat the basic lesson: God3  Zuw en-
courages responsibdity.  It provides many incentives against men en-
slaving themselves, and when men do become slaves, they are
protected but not coddled. When the period of slavery is over,
they are able to hold their heads up with other men, possessing
the tools with which to start over without debt.

For the heathen slave, however, the situation was diilerent.
Although he was protected by the same slavery laws, he was never
freed (unless he redeemed himself) – not even in the Jubilee,
which freed only Hebrew slaves (Leviticus 25:40-46).  Unbeliever
are slaves by nature, and there is no reason to free them as long as
they remain in their spiritual bondage. The enslaved foreigner
who was converted would, of course, demonstrate his spiritual
freedom by responsibly saving and purchasing his own freedom.
Does this appear harsh? It is, certainly, a very difTerent  view of
slavery than that held by Ronald Sider. But let us be sure that our
standards in etlics really come from the Bible. If the slavery laws
seem unjust to us, it is because we are wrong. God’s law is the
perfect transcript of His justice. Any protest against God’s laws
is a moral indictment of God, in the same class with the original
sin in the Garden. By substituting our laws for God’s, we pro-
duce only injustice and increasing slavery. James B. Jordan
comments: “The problem in the Old South came about because
converted slaves were not freed, and thus no mechanism was in-
stituted whereby men might rise to freedom. As we have seen, the
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purpose of the enslavement of unbelievers is evangelism, and the
purpose of the enslavement of believers is to train them to be
responsible free citizens. Thus, there is an upward thrust to the
Biblical laws concerning slavery. It is the goal of slavery to
eliminate itself by producing responsible free men. Where that
upward rise is cut off by Statist legislation, as it was in the Old
South under both slavery and paternalism, God is offended.”ls

Now contrast the biblical form of slavery with some of Ronald
Sider’s proposals. He declares himself to be against slavery (since
it’s a “sin”), but life in his statist paradise is a form of slavery that
is truly oppressive, and outlawed by God’s word. The Bible warns
us against slavery to the state, and biblical law works to prevent it
(see, e.g., I Samuel 8). State-provided welfare causes dependence
on the state, and is surely slavery. It is used by greedy politicians
to buy votes and to create a class that is beholden to the rulers.
Where we become used to benefits, we lose our reliance upon
God, neighbors, fmily, and self, and we increasingly are unable
to act responsibly. Already, it is common to find people (even
Christians !) who simply cannot conceive of certain tasks being
performed without state aid. It is a marvel to them that people
have ever had housing, education, health care, jobs, transporta-
tion, postal service, food, and money apart from state monopoli-
zation. And this  is dzug,  as Auberon Herbert argued: “Treat the
people as unworthy of trust, and they will jus~ your expecta-
tion. Tell them that you do not expect them to possess a sense of
responsibility, to think or act for themselves, withhold fkom them
the most natural and the most important opportunities for such
things, and in due time they will passively accept the mental and
moral condition you have made for them. . . . Each man un-
consciously reasons, ‘Why should I do that which the state will do
for me?’ “16

Sider believes that the wealthy have unjust power, that they

15. James B. Jonhn,  “Slsvery  in Biblical Perspective;  term paper, Westmin-
ster Theological Seminsry,  1979, pp. 44f.

16. Herbert, pp. 65f.
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usually become wealthy by oppressing the poor. 17 (The validity of
this notion will be examined later.) He thus seeks to break this
economic power through granting more power to the state, Are
those greedy, laissez-faire capitalists charging “too much” for
their products? Are those “bourgeois running dogs” paying the
noble worker an “unfair” wage? Let’s bring in some heavy-
-handed government clout to take care of the problem. What we
need is an omnipotent state that will enforce price and wage con-
trols on corrupt businessmen. (Never mind that such controls in-
evitably result in shortages and unemployment. Why, that’s a
doctrine of the deist, Adam Smith. His law of supply and demand
has been repealed. Lod Keynes has revolutionized us, ridding us
once and for all of Enlightenment philosophies and secular eco-
nomic theories. 18) Of course, various societies for at least the last
4000 years have attempted such measures before. Some men who
implemented price and wage controls are, in fact, quite justly fa-
mous for their actions. One government leader of a generation
ago will be long remembered. For a time, he was able to stabilize
prices, wages and employment at a level that modem bureaucrats
can only dream of. He was so successful that even if you aren’t a
history student you may recall his name: Adolf Hitler.

The point is that economic controls require an omnipotent, en-
slaving state to enforce them. If you aren’t willing to have
totalh.arianism, the controls won’t work. Price and wage manage-
ment is impossible without complete oversight of every sector of
society. Halfway measures will not suffice. Hermann Goring,
Hitler’s economic planner, admitted this to an American corre-
spondent in 1946, when he was a prisoner of war. Speaking of
American economic programs which were similar to some of his
own past endeavors, he offered th~ revealing comment: “You are
trying to control people’s wages and prices-people’s work. If you
do that you must  control peopie%  lives. And no country can do that part
way. ~~ 19 ~t was be ~st of Hflaire Belloc’s  mocking advice to

17. Sider, Ruh Chkthns,  p. 73 [p. 65]; Cy J&e, pp. 31, 203, 210.
18. See Sider, Rich C/m3t&zm,  pp. l14f. [pp. 102 f.]. See the discussion of

Smith below, pp. 179-83.
19. Cited in Schuettinger  and Butler, ForijI Centwies  of Wqe and Ptice Controls,

p. 73. Italics added.
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those who desired “gndual socialism,” It cannot be done, he said;
it cannot come about without violent expropriation. The basic
rule is this: “Zfyou  desire to conjscate,  ~ou must conjscati.”~

Ronald Sider claims to be working for liberation and equality
for the oppressed. He declares that slavery is wrong, and appears
to damn it with every breath. Yet his concrete proposals for
reform look quite the opposite under the searchlight of biblical
law. I am willing to grant him some measure of sincerity-sore,
but whether or not he is aware of what he is really doing, the effect
of his proposals would be a totalitarian, oppressive regime the
likes of which Hitler was never able to aclieve.  It would make the
state nothing less than God. And when man plays god, the result
is always bondage. During the Second World War, F. A. Hayek
published a stirring warning to the people of England, who were
blindly pursuing the policies which had brought the Nazis to
power in Germany. He wrote: “The ‘substitution of political for
economic power’ ~ow so often demanded means necessarily the
substitution of power from which there is no escape for a power
which is always limited, What is called economic power, while it
can be an instrument of coercion, is, in the hands of private indi-
viduals, never exclusive or complete power, never power over the
whole life of a person. But centralized as an instrument of political
power it creates a degree of dependence scarcely distinguishable
from slavery.”zl

The Jubilee
With everything Ronald Sider has said about the “Jubilee Prin-

ciple,” it might be expected that an extended discussion of the
subject would naturally fall under the headng of the biblical Poor
Laws. However, it will not be examined in this chapter, for two
reasons.

First, Sider refers to the Jubilee so often, and draws so many

20. Hdaire Belloc, i% Savifc  Stuic  (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, 1977), p. 168.
21. F. A. Hayek,  7% Road to Seg%nz (The University of Chicago Press, 1944),

pp. 145f. Italics added.
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fallacious conclusions from it, that it really requires separate
treatment in another chapter.

But there is a much more important reason for excluding it
from the present chapter. Shocking as it may seem, the Zuw @ the
Jubilee was  not a Poor Law. That is, its primary intent and fimction
had nothing to do with the alleviation of poverty as such. Cer-
tainly, it did affect the status of certain poor people. But that was
only incidental to its true purpose. In fact — in contrast to the laws
on tithing, the laws on gleaning, lending, and slavery — most of
the poor may not have been affected by the observance of the
Jubilee at all. Honesty to the biblical evidence prohibits us from
dealing with it as a Poor Law.

In concluding this chapter, a brief anecdote may illustrate a
fimdamental  principle for which I am contending. I once heard a
well-known college professor debate Dr. Gary North on the sub-
ject of “Care for the Poor.” He took a position similar to Sider’s,
and, since he was speaking to a seminary audience, his lecture ap-
propriately had three points. First,  he said, the individual has a duty
to the poor. With an open Bible before him, he admirably de-
fended this from Scripture. Second, he observed, the church has a
duty to the poor; again he quoted copiously from Holy Writ.
Z%ird,  he declared, the state has a duty to the poor. He then picked
up the Bible, closed it, and put it aside.



“God displayed His power at the Exodus . . . to free a poor op-
pressed people.”

(Ronald Sider, 2% C/mWun
(%tu~ March 19,1980, p. 315)

“He brought forth HG people with joy, His chosen ones with a joy-
ful shout.”

(Psalm 105:43)



3

THE EXODUS AS A LIBERATION MOVEMENT

As we have seen, Ronald Sider regards slavery as always a sin.
In terms of this, he naturally feels that all slaves should always be
liberated. A recurring theme in his writings is that the biblical ac-
count of the Exodus of Israel provides a divinely inspired prece-
dent for liberating the oppressed peoples of the world through
political action. In other words, at “pivotal points of revelation
history,” God worked to free slaves. Since this indicates God’s
concern for the oppressed of the world, we too should work for
their liberation from unjust economic and social structures, etc.,
etc.

It is crucial to examine carefi.dly  Sider’s principle of interpreta-
tion here. Summing up the Exodus account, he says that God
“acted to free a poor, oppressed people . . . he acted to end eco-
nomic oppression and bring iieedom  to slaves. . . . The liberation
of a poor, oppressed people was right at the heart of God’s
design.”1

But this is a serious misreading of the biblical record. Consider
how God described what He was doing:

And the LORD said, “I have surely seen the affliction of My people who
are in Egypt, and have given heed to their cry because of their
taskmasters, for I am aware of their suferings. So I have come down to
deliver them from the power of the Egyptians, and to bring them up
from that land to a good and spacious land, to a land flowing with milk
and honey . . . “ (kKhlS 3:7-8).

1. Sider,  Rich Ch&iam, pp. 60f. [pp. 54f.].
69
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What’s the difference? Isn’t God saying the same thing Sider
says? Not at all. God saw the affliction of His people, not just “a
people,” as Sider rephrases it. God was not liberating slaves in the
abstract; He was not simply bringing freedom to slaves in
general. He was taking His people to the land which He had
promised their fathers. As Moses pointed out to the Israelites, the
Exodus occurred “because the LORD loved you and kept the oath
which he swore to your forefathers.” Israel was “a holy [i.e.,
separati,  dzkinct]  people to the LORD . . . a people for His own
possession out of all the peoples who are on the face of the earth”;
and for this reason they were redeemed (Deuteronomy 7:6-8).
Israel was unique. God’s redemption of them cannot be classified
with liberation movements in general. They were His people,
who cried out to Him. The Exodus was not a freeing of slaves in
the abstract, but a special, redemptive, covenantal  event in iidfill-
ment of God’s oath to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. It cannot be
generalized. It is not an umbrella which we can place over every
revolutionary “liberation movemeni”  which may exist anywhere
in the world. Of course, there is the principle here that God will
bring socioeconomic freedom to His people who call upon His
name: as we have seen, sptiltual  liberty in Chrkt flows out into
every area of life. But we cannot use the Exodus as a precedent for
supporting so-called liberation movements in general.

To illustrate, let us apply Sider’s principle of abstract, general-
ized interpretation to other aspects of the Exodus. “When God
freed Israel, He struck dead the firstborn sons of all the Egyptians
(Exodus 12:29-30). Thus, we can say that, at this pivotal point in
revelation history, God showed that He was working to slay
firstborn children. Let us work to implement this principle in our
modern, ungodly society which idolizes its offspring.”

Or: “When God liberated His people, bringing them into a
land occupied by various heathen cultures, He comrnanded them
to kill every man, woman, and child in the cities (Deuteronomy
20: 16-18). Surely, this reflects a central, fervent concern of our
Lord, The annihilation of unbelievers is right at the heart of His
design in hktory. We should organize a society -Evangelicals for
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Genocidal Action– which would begin immediately to study,
pray, and gather munitions. Start in your own community: sim-
ply surround an unbelieving neighbor’s property, blast Km and
his children into eternity, and occupy his house as a concrete act
of biblical commitment.”

Obviously, these examples are absurd. The destruction of
Egyptian firstborn and the slaughter of Canaanites were unique
events which cannot be generalized. And the same is true of the
Exodus. It was not simply “the liberation of oppressed slaves.” It
was the liberation of God’s people who were in covenant with
Him. Abstraction here is d~tortion. Ronald Sider is not exegeting
Scripture, but manipulating it. The fact that he gets away with
this sort of thing in “evangelical,” “Bible-believing” circles in-
dicates that we ourselves are in need of liberation– theological
liberation.

An important distinction should be made here, between two
words which are similar in form but radically diEerent in content:
liberty and libffation. “Liberty” has historically signified self-
governrnent and freedom from undue state control (although it
has also been used by socialists and anarchists, as in the French
Revolution). It speaks of a free, mature, self-reliant people, able
to govern themselves under God, without intervention from gov-
ernment beyond its God-ordained boundaries. “Lixwation,”  in
the sense of socialist revolution, means the destruction of liberty.
Sider’s social reforms necessitate stern, coercive measures by an
omnipotent state, controlling the lives of people at every level. Of
course, this is done in the name of liberating the poor from eco-
nomic injustice. But what it really means is Power. The intellectual
who agitates for statist liberation always assumes that in the
Workers’ Paradise he will be at the top of the pyramid. Provided
that & is the dictator-that his property will not be “liberated”
when the Revolution comes, and that hfi notions of justice will be
enforced on the unjust rich-he has no reason to regard tyranny
as anything but freedom. Ronald Sider, with bureaucratic omnis-
cience, knows what kind of products we really “need,” and
generously pronounces that “it’s okay to make a lot of money on
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that needed product.”z But, to their everlasting shame, business-
men don’t seem to listen to his suggestions. They foolishly are in-
tent on producing what people say they UX@ rather than what ex-
perts say they wed, What is required, therefore, is Liberation.
Liberation will apply Sider’s good intentions by force, at the point
of a policeman’s gun. Just as in the Vietnam War it became “nec-
essary to destroy the village in order to save it ,“ society will
achieve liberation through totalitarianism.

Committed as he is to liberation from slavery, Ronald Sider is
not ignorant of past attempts. One movement particularly
revered by him is the Abolitionist activity of the nineteenth cen-
tury. He especially applauds the radicalism of the preacher
Charles Finney, who founded Oberlin College as a haven for
abolitionism and feminism. Jonathan Blanchard,  an early student
at Oberlin, went on to become Wheaton College’s first president,
and Sider mourns that Wheaton eventually declined fkom ita orig-
inal position as a hotbed of social activism.~

However, it is Sider’s statements on Finney and Abolitionism
which are of special interest. Writing in the Christzim Centwy, he
claims that “Charles Finney’s evangelical abolitionists stood
solidly in the biblical tradition in their search for justice for the
poor and oppressed of their time.”4 Expanding on this theme, he
writes elsewhere:

Finney was the Bfly Graham of the nineteenth century. He led
evangelistic crusades throughout the country. The filling of the Holy
Spirit was central in his life and preaching. He was also one of the
leading abolitionists working to end the unjust system of slavery.
Church discipline was used at his church at Oberlin College which he
founded against anyone holding slaves. Finney and his students prac-

2. “Door Interview: Ron Sider,”  Z7u Wittcnburg  Door (Ott./Nov. 1979, No.
51), p. 27.

3. Sider, “Resurrection and Llbxation:  An Evangelical Approaeb  to Social
Justice:  in Robert Rankin, cd., 2% Recooay  tfS’t in Higher Education: Chti.rtian
and Jaish  Ministtia in Gun@s  L@ (New York: The seabuq Press, 1980), pp.
154ff.

4. Sider, “An Evangelical Theology of Liberation:  7% Ctitian  Centwy
(March 19, 1980), p. 318.
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ticed civil disobedience to protest unjust laws. Over Christmas holidays,
Finney’s students went out by the scores to hold evangelistic meetings.
And they preached against the sin of participating in slavery as well as
personal sins. Recent study has shown that the abolitionist movement in
many states of the mid-West U. S. grew directly out of these revival cam-
paigns by Finney and his students.
I dream of that kind of movement in the church today. . . . S

The abolitionist movement was, it is true, a religwus  movement.
But its religion was antichristian  humanism. Otto Scott, in his
masterfid study of the conspirators who financed John Brown’s
murderous exploits, shows the development of the abolitionist
campaign — a description which may contain a prophecy of Sider’s
evangelical liberationist as well: “The new religion had started
with arguments against such relatively harmless sins as smoking
and drinking, had then grown to crusades denouncing and forbid-
ding even commerce with persons whose morals were held to be
invidious; it had expanded into antislavery as the answer to every
ill of humanity; and it had finally come to full flower in the belief
that killing anyone – innocent or guilty — was an act of righteous-
ness for a new morality.”6

American abolitionism took a very difFerent route from that of
the British, who were able to eliminate colonial slavery in a law-
fid, peaceful manner, without the shedding of blood. The British
process was gradual, and over a period of yeara the slaves were
apprenticed and enabled to earn their own keep, while slavehold-
ers were compensated for their financial loss. But the abolitionists
in the United States refused to acknowledge any law but their
own. Although they knew that most Southerners were not slave-
holdera, they agitated for chaos and revolution. As John Brown
put it: “If any obstacle stands in your way, you may properly
break all the Decalogue in order to get rid of it.”T

5. Sider, “Words and Deeds~Joumal  of Z7wologyfw  Southern A@a  (December,
1979), p. 49.

6. Otto Scott, 2% S2cret  Sir:  John Brown  and the Abolitionist Movemmt (New
York: Tries Books, 1979), pp. 295f.

7. Ibid., p. 251.
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Men have always had to choose between two methods of social
change: regeneration and revolution. The Christian seeks first to
discipline hitnse~to God’s standard. He then publishes the gospel
and attempts to peaeefidly implement the laws of God into the life
of his culture, trusting in the Spirit of God for the success of his
efforts, He knows that there is not, and never will be, a perfect so-
ciety in this life. He knows that the Kingdom of God spreads like
leaven in bread-not by massive, disrupting explosions, but by
gradual permeation. He knows that justice, righteousness and
peace result from the outpouring of the Spirit in the hearts of men
(Isaiah 32:15-18); a nation’s legal structure is, therefore, an in-
dicator, not a cause, of national character. Law does not save.

But the revolutionary believes that a perfect society is possible,s
and that it must be coercively imposed on men. He seeks to over-
throw everything which threatens to obstruct the coming of his
made-to-order millennium. God’s providence is too slow, His law
too confining. Society must be perfect — tomorrow-or be blasted
to rubble. As the slogan of the French Revolution put it: “Lib-
erty, Equality, Fraternity- or Death. “g The abolitionists, risiig
out of the early nineteenth-century religious turmoil, yearned for
such a perfect society, and were willing to slaughter innocent peo-
ple in order to achieve it. The atmosphere in which abolitionism
thrhed was produced by such men as the creedless Unitarian
crusader, William Ellery  Charming, who called for “guerrilla
war . . . at every chance.”lo Charming was a major influence on
young Ralph Waldo Emerson, the chief exponent of New
England pantheism and transcendentalism- and a considerable
warmonger as well. To many, his pacifistic nature-worship seems
harmless: the very mention of Emerson conjures up serene visions
of gurgling brooks, sparlding  dew on new-fden leaves, and
Henry David Thoreau behind bars. The soporific calm is shat-

8. Cf. in thii regard  Sidefs  praise of Jonathan Blanc.hard’s  perfectionism, in
“Words and Deeds:  pp. 155f.

9. Otto Scott, Robe@ti:  2% Voice H Virtue (Vallecito,  CA. Ross House
Books, 1974), p. 195.

10. Scott, m Sl%-rd  s#, p. 15.
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tered as we read such lines as these, uttered by the venerable Sage
of Concord: “If it costs ten years, and ten to recover the general
prosperity, the destruction of the South is worth so much.”11  The
benign mask dropped altogether when Emerson and Thoreau
compared the terrorist John Brown, murderer of innocents, to
Jesus Christ. The gallows on which he was hanged became “as
glorious as the Cross.”i2

And Charles Grandison Finney, “the Billy Graham of the nine-
teenth century,” was at the heart of the movement. Theologically,
he was a Pelagian,  a heretic. Bennet Tyler observed, in 1854, that
“no orthodox body of Christians could receive him into their
pulpit. No doubt he published works that contained rousing and
startling truths; but even truth was given forth alongside of much
error which counteracted all. And now he seems to be drifting no
one can tell whither. . . . He adjusts whatever he iinds  in the
Bible to his own preconceived metaphysical determinations, in-
stead of submitting his metaphysical musings to the test of unerr-
ing wisdom.”ls

Finney, in his dedication to the cause of peace, became a
member of the “National Kansas Aid Committee,” and pledged
his support in raising two nu”llwn  abhhs  to provide arms for gangs
of abolitionist thugs invading Kansas. 14 The Committee financed
John Brown, who claimed to have been appointed by God as His
“special angel of death. M15 The5e  ra&~ abolitionists often
claimed to be paciiists,  but eventually came to applaud bloodshed
as the only means of purging away the “sin” of slavery. As we
have seen, there were sins associated with much of the slavery of
the era. But salvation is not political, nor is Christianity revolu-
tionary. The abolitionists were not content with the ~adual, legal

11. Ibtii.,  pp.319f.
lz Ibid., p. 303.
13. Bennet Tyler and Andrew Bonar, l% Life and Labours of Asahzl  Nittleton

(Ediiburgh:  The Banner of Truth Trust, 1975), p. 449. On Finney%  Pelagian-
ism, see Benjamin B. Warfwld, kjfictzhzim  (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Re-
formed Publishing Co., 1958), pp. 125-215.

14. Scott, i% Swrd  Six,  p. 202. This was before Keynes and inflation!
15. Ibid., p. 212.
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abolition for whkh many in the South longed. Their concern was
not with justice, but with revolution - and to say they were unruf-
fled by the disruption it would cause is an understatement: they
hoped for destruction. They rejected the biblical position on slav-
ery, which mandated that both slaves and slaveowners abide by
God’s law, and which encouraged slaves to gain freedom legally
and responsibly.

Sider claims to be a pacifist, and calls for a “nonviolent revolu-
tion W6 But So did the abolitionists. Somehow, revolutionaries.
find a way to sidestep this restriction, once they discover that
bloodshed is quicker. In one of the “tough, weighty” questions at
the back of Cty Jh&c, he asks: “Is God at work in history today
pulling down unjust rulers and unjust societies? If so, how?”lT
Every time some Third World terrorist blows away a banker or a
few schoolchildren? And we must not forget that Sider has already
called for violence. Price controls and expropriation of lands and
businesses all require guns and men who are prepared to use
them. Apart from the threat of violent, coercive enforcement of
the regulations, no landowner or businessman will relinquish his
property. That is the dilemma of all “peacefid” revolutionaries;
eventually, they pick up their bazookas and solve the problem.
Sider’s stated goals, his deliberate and repeated identiikation of
himself with violent revolutionaries of the past, and the fact that
his Jubilee Fund has financed modern temorists,ls  should be
enough to warn us of what lies ahead. He may personally eschew
the use of arms to bring about the revolution. But bloodshed, or
the threat of it, is a necessary component of statism. Wherever
Sider’s principles are effected, he might as well be pulling the trig-
ger himself. In the name of “liberation” he is calling for class war.
The Exodus provided the Israelites with both liberty  and kzw.
Sider’s liberationist “exodus” is merely lawlessness, and leads
back to slavery.

16. Sider, ‘A Call for Evangelical Nonviolence,” l%e Christ&an  Cm.twy,
(September 15, 1976), p. 753ff.

17. Sider, Cty Justue,  p. 214.
18. See pp. 3, 7 above.



“I want to argue that one of the central biblical doctrines is that
God is on the side of the poor. . . .“

(Ronald Sider, T& Chn3t&m
(%ntu~ March 19,1980, p. 314)

“God is not one to show partiality, but in every nation the man
who fears him and does what is right, is welcome to him.”

(Acts 10:3+35)
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IS GOD ON THE SIDE OF THE POOR?

Ronald Sider’s answer to the question posed in this chapter is
an unequivocal Yes. Well-not quite unequivocal. In a recent arti-
cle published by The C/vistian (%ntury, he did back away from cer-
tain extreme implications of such a stand. In fairness to Sider, we
will allow him to speak for himself on what he does not mean by
this statement.

I do not mean that material poverty is a biblical ideal. . . . Second, I do
not mean that the poor and oppressed are, because they are poor and op-
pressed, to be idealized or automatically included in the church. . . .
Third, . . . I do not mean that God cares more about the salvation of
the poor than the salvation of the rich or that the poor have a special
claim to the gospel. . . . Fourth, to say that God is on the side of the
poor is not to say that knowing God is nothing more than seeking justice
for the poor and oppressed. . . . Finally, . . . I do not mean that her-
meneutically  we must side with some ideologically interpreted context of
oppression (for instance, a Marxist definition of the poor and their
oppressed situation) and then reinterpret Scripture from that ideological
perspective. 1

While some of Sider’s disclaimers are debatable – particularly
the last point – let us accept them for now. There remain several
serious objections to what he does clearly mean by claiming that
God is on the side of the poor. His defense of this central thesis, in
most of his writings, is structured around three basic points. First,
he claims that, at “pivotal points of revelation history” (i.e. the

1. Sider, “An Evangelical Theology of Liberation;  The Chri.hn Ccntwy
(March 19, 1980), pp. 314f.;  cf. Rich Christians, 2nd cd., pp. 75f.
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Exodus, the destruction of Israel and Judah, and the Incarnation),
God intervened to liberate the poor. Second, he says, God is always
at work in history, casting down the rich and exalting the poor.
Z%ird, he states that God’s people are on the side of the poor.z

A basic objection to all this is that Sider has committed the
same fallacy of equivocation that we examined in the previous
chapter. Who are “the poor”? Who are “the rich”? Is God always
for the one and against the other? If we desire to be biblical, we
can no more make “the poor” an abstraction than we can make
“slaves” an abstraction. God%  luw is not abstract, but spec$c.

The Bible declares that God is actually against certain poor
people. The sluggard, who is lazy and thoughtless about the
fiture, has no claim on God’s mercy (Proverbs 6:6-11; 13:4, 18;
19:15; 20:13;  21:25-26; 24:30-34; 28:19). God certainly is not
“on the side” of any lawbreakers who happen to be poor. Just as
the rich often are tempted to be proud, denying God’s goodness, so
the poor are tempted to covet the possessions of others and to take
God’s name in vain (Proverbs 30:7-9). In tict, this is a prominent
theme in the biblical definition of God’s relationship to the poor
man: God promises, “When he cries out to Me, I will hear him,
for I am gracious (Exodus 22:27). But immedmtely,  God offers
this warning: “You shall not curse God, nor curse a ruler of your
people” (Exodus 22:28).  If we are unjust to the poor, and they cry
out to God, He will hear and avenge them, and provide for their
needs. But a poor man must not curse God, as if He has been un-
fair in His providential dealings with him; also, he must not revile
those in authority over him. These are special temptations to
which the poor can easily fall prey, and the poor are sternly cau-
tioned against succumbing to them. Whenever we feel oppressed,
we want to lash out at God for dealing us a bad hand. The un-
godly poor will blame God for their misfortune, and they are
promised nothing but judgment. Any man who blasphemes God,
be he rich or poor, is to be put to death (Leviticus 24:13-16).
Moreover, the ungodly poor, with their slave mentality, are apt to

2. See, e.g., Sider, Rich Chti&ns, pp. 59-85 [pp. 53-78].
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regard the state as their rightful savior; if the ruler does not step in
to bail them out, they will curse him as well. God will not hear the
prayers of those who thus defi Him and His constituted author-
ity. Emphatically, He is not on their side.

Covetousness and thefi are strong temptations to one who is in
want. If a starving man steals food, we can understand his
reasons; nevertheless, Scripture says he must make a seven-fold res-
titution  (Proverbs 6:30-3 1).s Until he does, he is still a thief– and
God is not on his side, either, regardless of “mitigating circum-
stances. ” The disobedient have no claim on God’s mercy or pro-
tection. “He who turns away his ear from listening to the law,
even his prayer is an abomination” (Proverbs 28:9). “Better is the
poor who walks in his integrity, than he who is crooked though he
be rich” (Proverbs 28:6),

The message of Scripture is that God is a refuge to those who
call upon Him. But if the poor man curses the Lord, and breaks
His law, not trusting in Him, God has only condemnation. Socio-
economic status is no guarantee against His wrath:

Therefore the LORD does not take pleasure in their young men,
Nor does He have @y  on their orjham  or thet”r widows;
For every one of them is godless and an evildoer,
And every mouth is speaking foolishness. (Isaiah 9:17)

Sider loves to quote from Luke 4:18-19, where Jesus declares:

The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me,
Because He anointed Me to preach the gospel to the poor.
He has sent Me to proclaim release to the captives,
And recovery of sight to the blind,
To set free those who are downtrodden,
To procklm  the favorable year of the Lord.

Thus, Sider claims, Christ’s mission “was to fme the oppressed
and heal the blind. . . . The poor are the only group specifically
singled out as recipients of Jesus’ gospel. . . . At the supreme
moment of history when God took on human flesh, the God of
Israel was still liberating the poor and oppressed and summoning

3. See James B. Jordan, 7% Law  of h Covenant: An E@osition  of Exe&i  21-23
(Tyler, TX: Institute for Christian Economics, 1984), p. 135.
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his people to do the same.”q  There he goes again: “the
oppressed, ““the blind,””the poor,” as if Christ makes no distinc-
tion. Yet what Jesus says a few verses later is very important with
regard to God’s care for the poor. Jesus was preaching in
Nazareth, His home town, where He was faced with rejection and
unbelief— even, apparently, by “the poor and oppressed.” Our
Lord responded by leaving town, permanently: the poor of
Nazareth were henceforth excluded from His ministry. Before He
left, Jesus explained His actions by reminding them of Elijah and
Elisha’s ministry to the poor and aillicted.  Although there were
those in their day who had not bowed to Baal,  still it was a time of
rampant, vicious ungodliness. “The poor” of Israel received no
help from God’s prophets; instead, the prophets aided forezgnas
who had called on the name of the Lord and were obedient to His
word. Our Lord’s comment stung, and the people of Nazareth felt
it:

“But I say to you in truth, there were many widows in Israel in the days
of Elijah, when the sky was shut up for three years and six months, when
a great fiunine came over the land [note: God rdllicted  both the rich and
the@or  by withholding rain]; and yet Elijah was sent to none of them, but
only to Zarephath, in the land of Sidon, to a woman who was a widow.
And there were many lepers in Israel in the time of Elisha the prophet;
and none was cleansed, but only Naaman the Syrian.” And aU in the
synagogue were filled with rage as they heard these thiigs; and they rose
up and cast Him out of the city, and led Him to the brow of the hill on
which their city had been built, in order to throw Him down the clii.
(Luke 4:25-29)

In this important statement, Jesus declares that God’s concern
for the poor is discriminatory. It is not just “the poor” in some
abstract, general, universal sense who are the objects of God’s
care. Here they are on the same level with the rich: if they reject
Christ, they are themselves rejected by Him. They wanted
benefits, but were ready to murder Him when they discovered
that He practiced discrimination in His welfare plan. There is no

4. Sider, Rich Chnitzims,  pp. 66f.  [pp. 59f.].
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getting around this text. It stands in the same passage with the
previous one about Chrkt’s ministry to the poor, to guard against
the false impression (perpetrated by Sider et al.) that He came to
relieve the sufferings of “the poor,” without distinction. God’s
mercy is neither promiscuous nor partial, in terms of economic
status; but He hears those who call upon Him in truth (Psalm
145:18), and He hates all those who do iniquity (Psalm 5:4-5),
regardless of the size of their paycheck. It is for this reason that
the Psahnist can exult:

The LORD  also will  be a stronghold for the oppressed,
A stronghold in times of trouble,
And those who know Thy name will  put their trust in Thee;
For Thou, O LORD, hast not forsaken those who seek Thee.
(Psahn 9:9-lo)

God does not merely relieve the oppressed or troubled in
general. He graciously relieves the sufferings of those who seek
Him. The poor man who is treated unjustly and has no legal
recourse in an ungodly society need not despair. If he seeks the
Lord with his whole heart, he will find Him. God will arise in
deliverance, breaking in pieces the oppressor, avenging injustice,
and satisfying the needs of His people (Psalm 12:5; 34:6; 68:10;
72:2-14;  113:7-8;  140:12; 146:7). If the poor man commits him-
self to the Lord (Psalm 10:14), he will be delivered. God “will
deliver the needy when he cnk for help”  (Psahn  72: 12). But not be-
fore. And if the needy opts for revolution instead, God will cmsh
him to powder.

By appealing to class-consciousness, by inciting resentment
against a state whkh does not dispense enough benefits, by en-
couraging covetousness, envy, and theft against the rich, Ronald
Sider has chosen the way of revolution. This is underscored by his
belief in chaos as a key to history. Implying that the rich are, *SO

jhcto, oppressors, he turns revolution into an almost metaphysical
principle: “God reguhw~ reverses the good fortunes of the rich.”s

5. Ibti.,  p. 73 [p. 65]. Italics added.
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God is on the side of the poor; as a matter of principle, He con-
stantly, ‘bve7 and ove7 again “c overthrows the rich and exilts the
poor; and we must side with Him in the revolution. As Karl Marx
phrased it, the battle cry of the revolutionaries must be: “perma-
nent revolution! “T Anarchist Leo Tolstoy agreed: “The only
revolution is the one that never stops.”s

(Actually, this notion of permanent revolution brings up an in-
triguing point: the “see-saw philosophy of history” is apparently
required here. When God overthrows the rich, they become poor,
and the oppressed become rich. Since God always sides with the
poor, and regularly overthrows the rich, He must side with the
formerly wealthy againat the nouucuux  Ghes.  In Sider’s social
theory, everyone is miserable: if you’re poor, the rich oppress
you; and if you’re rich, God overthrows you. Sort of like Cosmic
Hot-Potato-up, down, up, down, up, down; the last one with
the money goes to hell.)

But this is not an accurate s&itement  of biblical social justice.
Siding with the poor is not automatic with God, nor should it be
with His people. As we have seen already, the law demands j”wtice:

You shall not follow a multitude in doing evil, nor shaU you testifi in a
dispute so as to turn aside after a multitude in order to pervert justice;
nor shall you be partial to a poor man in his dispute. . . . You shall not
pervert the justice due to your needy brother in his dispute (Exodus
23:3,6).

You shsll do no injustice in judgment you shall not be partial to the
poor nor defer to the great, but you shall judge your neighbor fairly
(Leviticus 19:15).

We may not mechanically assume that the poor man’s cause is
right. “The first to plead his case seems just, until another comes

6. -r InteMew:  Ron Sider.”  2% Wih%nbtq  &w (Ott./Nov. 1979, No.
51), p. 27. Italics added.

7. Karl Marx: Essmt&sl  Writings, Frederic L. Bender, ed. (New York Hqer
and ROW, 1972), p. 272.

8. James Billington,  Fire h the Minds of Mm: Origins #& Rwolufionaty  F&
(New York:  Bssic Books, 1980), p. 417.
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and examines him” (Proverbs 18:17). The issue injustice is not
Which one is the undero%g?  but Whuh one is right? And the standard of

justice is not relative wealth or poverty, but the abiding law of God.
When God does “reverse the good fortune of the rich,” in judg-

ment, it is because of sin. And since the rich can be tempted to
forget God, and to trust in their own might, there is ~ways the
danger of sneering at and oppressing those below them. God hates
this. It is He who gives the power to get wealth; oppression of
others is a denial of the divine origin of riches. But oppression of the
poor is wrong, not because God “sides” with them any more than
with others. It is wrong to oppress unyone. You are commanded to
return even your enemy’s lost possessions to him (Exodus 23:4-5).
Let% suppose, for example, that you have an enemy who has truly
wronged you. Still, you may not pervert the justice due him. You
may not like him; but you must observe the &h& God ha e.stablishtzi.

For a more extreme example, let us suppose that a really worth-
less, lazy bum has committed a rape. Biblical law commands that he
be executed but it also comman ds us to give him a fair trial, with
proper evidence, regardless of how much we may (rightfully) despise
him. And if the evidence is insufficient to convict him biblically, he
must go &e. In a word: J-tie. We won’t have perfect justice in this
fhllen world, not ever. Some ctials will undoubtedly go unpun-
ished for lack of evidence. But we can have swift, substantial justice,
and we should work diligently to that end. The biblical standads for
treatment of the poor acknowledge the thct that we men are sinners,
and that we tend to look down at those who are less well-off, or a bh
nwre well-off, than we are. So the Bible reminds us repeatedly to
abide by God’s strict canons of justice. Fairness to our fellow
men — even if they have done wrong— is the biblical mandate.
God is not “on the side” of the poor. He demands that we treat
them according to His law. If we oppress them, He will punish us;
and if they call upon Him, He will hear and deliver them.

Whose side is God on? Not the rich; not the poor; not any social
or economic class; not any race. The answer to the question can
be easily determined when we answer a much more important
question, posed by Moses in Exodus 32:26 (K~):

‘Who is on the LORD’S side?”



<c . . . The right to nationalize foreign holdings.”
(Ronald Sider, Rkh Chr&tim.r  in
an Age of Hungq p. 145 [p. 134])

“You shall not steal.”
(EXOdUS 20:15)
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THE THIRD WORLD

About 25 years ago the term “Third World” came into promi-
nence. It is a concept of primary importance for socialists, a fraud
whkh can be used for many pm-poses. Clarence B. Carson ob-
serves: “For a brief period it looked as if the Third World might
become a definite entity, but it dld not. It has remained largely a
concept with whatever content one wished to ascribe to it . . .”1
Where the world had been “divided” into capitalist and com-
munist factions, the Third World concept is supposed to refer to
nonaligned, less-developed countries — although exactly whtih
countries are included depends entirely on who is currently using
the term, and what ax he is grinding.

“Nonalignment” in Third World nations serves the purposes of
revolutionary socialism as well. Now the world is divided between
the industrialized, Western exploiters and the non-industrialized,
exploited nations of the Third World. Western businessmen who
invest in less-developed countries are, it is said, neo-colonial
powers, obscenely profiting from their economic control over the
poor nations. Of course, now that some of the Third World coun-
tries are making money, anew division is required, and a “Fourth
World” has emerged.z The culprits absconding with “the best of
both Worlds” are, naturally, the industrial concerns of the West.

There is a great political advantage brought about by making

1. Clarence B. Carson, i% W& in the G@ of an I& (New Rochelle:
Arliigton  House, 1979), p. 439.

2. Sider,  R&h Christtizns,  pp. 33ff. [cf. pp. 17ff.].
87
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use of this concept, particularly for the leaders of Third and
Fourth World nations. All their woes have been visited upon them
by outsiders. As Carson describes it: “Not only did communists
subscribe to the notion that Western imperialism had been a sys-
tem of exploitation of subject peoples but so did most Western in-
tellectuals. This gave Third World politicians ready-made enemies
-“Western imperialists”- something most useful to politicians,
especially when the enemies are not constituents. They could ap-
peal for the unity of their peoples against these outsiders. It also
provided an explanation and an excuse for their economic back-
wardness. They were not to blame for their conditions; they had
been overcome by superior technology and exploited by Western-
ers. . . .

“Indeed, the Third World concept was, and is, an irresponsible
concept. The Third World countries are not, according to the
concept, responsible for the conditions which prevail there, and
they accept little or no responsibility for what goes on in the
world. If, or better still, when, since it is only a matter of time,
they confiscate the private property of foreign investors, or
foreigners in general, the concept justified that too. After all, the
foreigners had only been there to exploit them.”s

One example of such “exploitation” given by Sider is that of the
infamous Banana Caper, in which three large Western ftit com-
panies used economic leverage in order to keep fkom paying a new
dollar-per-case tax on the bananas they exported from countries
‘in Central America. Sider explains how the tax was reduced in
one country: “In order to increase profits for a U. S. company and
to lower banana prices for you and me, the Honduran govern-
ment agreed, for a bribe, to cut drasticzdly the export tax, even
though the money was desperately needed in Honduras.”4

Sider gives the impression that somehow this tax would have
helped relieve poverty; it was “desperately needed.” Yet, a page
later, Sider (trying to increase our guilt) charges: “Dictators

3. Carson, p. 446f.
4. Sider, Ruh Chris&zns,  p. 163 [pp. 155f.].
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representing a tiny, wealthy elite that works closely with American
business interests rule Honduras”; thus the poor are helpless.s  If
the dictators do nothing for the poor, and if they represent a “tiny,
wealthy elite, ” just what was the money daperate~  needid for?

The truth is this. This “tax” was set by the Central American
dictators in order to raise reserves for themselves. In other words,
it was a Im”be. The fruit companies made a very logical decision, in
terms of a complex economic theory that goes something like this:
A Higher Price Costs More Money Than A Lower Price Does.
The “bribe” they paid was simply the result of economic bargain-
ing with unjust dictators who were seeking to line their own
pockets — and who, by the way, were charging a tax which they
had no biblical right to charge. The fi-uit companies saw an op-
portunity to reduce the ransom for their products. The guilt lies not
with them but with the dictators who demanded the bribe in the
first place. Sider’s attempt to make you feel guilty for eating
bananas is a hoax. In hk twisted system, it is perfectly all right for
a poor, oppressed (wealthy, elitist) dictator to force you to pay a
bribe-but it is a sin for you to try to lower the price. Get it? His
logic is as solid as a banana.

The Third World concept implies (and often states) that the
economics of underdeveloped countries is somehow dMerent  from
traditional economics — that the Third World operates by different
economic laws. It presents the less-developed countries “as a
substantially homogeneous and stagnant mass, sharply distinct
from the developed world. “G The most succinct statement of this
position was made by Ragnar Nurkse: “A country is poor because
it is poor.”T A vicious cycle of poverty exists, and there is no way

5. Ibid., p. 164 [p. 156].
6. Peter T. Bauer, Dissent on Dedo@ent (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Uni-

vemity  Press, 1972), p. 46. Lord Bauer  is the most important economist in the
field of foreign aid and third world development. While the following citations
are almost exclusively from his seminal work Dissent on Deoe@ment,  I highly
recommend his later studies: E@lity,  the Tkird  l%rld, and Ewnomti  Dwe@mmt
(H-d, 1981),  and Reality  and Rheto?is: Studt2s in the J%onomus  of Development
(Harvard, 1984).

7. Cited in ibid., pp. 32f.
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for a poor nation to advance. The Gap between the rich and poor
nations is enormous, and (in Sider’s words) “the chasm widens
every year.”8 What to do? The only answer that occurs to
Gapologists  is that of foreign aid from industrial nations. Sider’s
whole book, in fact, is premised on the idea that there is just no
other way out. P. T. Bauer comments: “Much of the literature
suggests that the world was somehow created in two parts; one
part with a ready-made infrastructure of railways, roads, ports,
pipe lines and public utilities, which has therefore been able to
develop, and the other which the Creator unfortunately forgot to
endow with social overhead capital. This is not the way things
have happened.’a

Economic laws do not change from country to country, or fmm
age to age. “Underdeveloped” countries can progress only in the
same ways that developed countries have grown — through capital
investment (which should be d~tinguished fkom foreign aid, as we
shall see later on). But many in the leadership of the Third World
are blind to this fkct. Rothbard mentions a central problem: “Un-
derdeveloped countries are especially prone to the wasteful, dra-
matic, prestigious government ‘investment’ in such projects as
steel mills or dams, as contrasted with economic but undramatic,
private investment in agricultural tools.”lo  It must be acknowl-
edged that Ronald Sider wants to concentrate on agricultural pro-
duction.11 But (1) he wants to accomplish it through unbiblical
means- foreign aid, government intervention and redistribution
programs, etc.; and, therefore (2) it won’t work. He admits that the
poor in these nations are oppressed by their dictatcnial  leaders, yet he
plans to alleviate their problems by immmsing  the wealth and power
of the very states which are oppressing them! P. T. Bauer explains
how it works: “Unlike manna iiom heaven, official aid does not des-
cend h&mbim@ y on the population of the recipient country; it

8. Sider, Rich  Chr&tthns, pp. 40,45 [pp. 31f.,  37].
9. Bauer,  p. 111.

10. Mumay Rotbbard,  Man, EconmnL andStu&  (New York New York Univer-
sity Press, [1962] 1975), p. 838.

11. Sider, Ruh CImMuns, p. 218 [cf. p. 214].
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accrues to specific groups of people in positions of power and sets
up repercussions often damaging to development, notably by con-
tributing to the politicisation of economic life.”lz

Sider’s proposals will not result in more agricultural production,
but Zess:  “The flow of aid and the preferential treatment of gover-
nments engaged in comprehensive planning or experiencing
balance of payments difficulties have miz$wced  the tenden~  of govem-
nwnts of underdeveloped countries b neglect agrkulture.  They assume that
aid givers will come to their rescue in the event of a serious food
shortage, and consequently feel freer to divert their resources to
industrial and to prestige projects.”ls

One of the fallacies of much of the Gap rhetoric is the idea that
per capita income statistics are at all meaningfid.  Sider notes that
750 million people live on less than $75 per year,lq though he ad-
mits that “exact figures are not available. “1s That’s putting it
mildly. The margin of error in international estimates of incomes
and living standards is really quite large. 16 The bases of such
statistics — population estimates — are very unreliable, often with
discrepancies in the tens of millions. This fact is compounded by
the conceptual errors of income figures themselves. Purchasing
power in underdeveloped countrzk  is mdtiaUy  underestimated and camou-
j?aged  by such measurements. For,example,  that $75 per year figure
above — could you possibly live on that sum? Sider’s implication is
that 750 million people subsist on nothiig more than the goods
and services which you could purchase in the United States for
$75. If this were true, they would not live out even a year. Yet
Sider tells us they are having a population explosion which
threatens to engulf the world!’7 Naturally a rise in population
means a corresponding fall in the death rate, and “income” h more
than mong alone-regardless of Sider’s materialistic (!) assump-

12. Bauer, p. 21.
13. Zbz2i.,  p. 109f.  Italics added.
14. Sider, CT @tice,  p. 2.
15. Sider, Rich Chnktzkns,  p. 32 [cf. p. 16].
16. See Bauer’s  extended discussion, pp. 55ff.
17. Sider, Ruh Giridiuns, pp. 18ff. [pp. 24ff.,  47].
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tions. There is also “psychic income,” such as the pleasure derived
from having children. And, contray to Sider’s patronizing atti-
tude, these people are not stupid. They could, if they chose, refrain
fi-om having so many children. To assume that they are unable,
rather than unwilling, to do so betrays a condescending air which is
certainly unwarranted, and neglects to treat them as men. In ad-
dition, most people do derive satisfaction ffom living longer, and
this too is “psychic income.” The statistics also disregard barter-
ing, an oversight which can throw off the figures widely. For all
these reasons, monetary income figures are virtually meaningless
in comparing international living standards. But, skillhlly  ma-
nipulated, they can produce guilt, and guilt sells books.

There is no doubt, however, that hunger and starvation exist in
many “Third World” countries, and we need to have a biblical
understanding of this. Before man fell in the Garden, his labor
was not spent in scrounging for find; it was abundant and cheap.
Instead, labor was expended in scientific, aesthetic, and produc-
tive activity (Genesis 1:26-29; 2:15, 19-20). Man was able to turn
hk energy toward investigating, beautifying, and developing hh
environment. But when man rebelled and attempted to steal
God’s throne, he was expelled from the Garden, and forced to
spend much more of his time and energy obtaining food — and
food became much harder to get (Genesis 3: 18-19). This is God’s
curse on men whenever they rebel: the land itself spews them out
(Leviticus 18:24-28; Isaiah 24). The curse devours productivity in
every area, and the ungodly culture perishes (Deuteronomy
28: 15-26). They suffer terrible disease (Deuteronomy 28:27), and
are politically oppressed (Deuteronomy 28:28-34). This is how
God controls heathen cultures: they must spend so much time sur-
viving  that they are unable to exercise ungodly dominion over the
earth. In the long run, this is the history of every culture that
departs from God’s word. While a culture may seem, in the short
run, to prosper, it is headed for annihilation if it is unfaithful to
the standards of biblical law. A heroin addict who has just gotten
a fix undoubtedly feels better than you and I do at this moment;
but misery and suffering will eventually catch up with him. In
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terms of biblical law, a culture that engages in long-term rebellion
against God’s law will sink to the level of abject poverty and
deprivation. The law promises that. Conversely, if a culture has
suffered long-term misery, we can make a judgment about its
hktory – which is not to say that we may automatically assume
anything about its present inhabitants. They may indeed be very
godly. If so - if a cultural transformation has taken place spiritu-
ally– they are already on their way toward godly dominion,
although the process may take a generation or more to become
materially evident. But if God is on His throne, His people will be
blessed. He controls the environmental conditions, and He can
cause the desert to blossom (Isaiah 35; 43:19-21). But He wfi not
do it without the Spirit being poured forth in regeneration and
sanctification; physical, material, economic blessings flow from
cultural obed~ence (Isaiah 32: 15-16).1s

As the gospel progresses throughout a society, food becomes
easier to obtain, and attention turns again to the original tasks of
godly dominion which were mandated in the Garden. No Protes-
tant culture has — yet -been plagued by famine (but we should
expect famine and more if our national apostasy remains un-
checked). Godly cultures have the “Puritan work ethic” deeply in-
grained into their natures, and thk has notable effects in econom-
ics: rising productivity, rising real wage rates, and accelerating
dominion over every area of life.

But ungodly men, as we have seen, are slaves by nahre. Their
sin drives them to lord it over others in ways that are forbidden
and economically unproductive, and they are chiven to relinquish
their proper responsibilities (which are productive), to seek pres-
ent benefits rather than to sacrifice in the present for future
rewards, and to be enslaved by others. The unbelieving culture
thus gravitates toward statism and socialism. We can see this in
the story of how the disobedient Israelites became enslaved to the
state (I Samuel 8). The king became, in effect, a substitute god,
and they desired that he should save them; they therefore forfeited

18. For extensive biblical material on thii point, see my recent book Paradise Re-
siored: A Bibiisai  Zi.eoiogy of Dominwn  (Tyler, TX: Reconstruction PEW,  1985).
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their cattle, their land, and their produce to him. Eventually, they
were forced to surrender their own children into bondage to the
state’s war machine. The principle here is that your Savior will be
your Lord as well, and that when you are saved you are also embed.
Ungodly cultures invariably become enslaved to the state. The eco-
nomic problem is that a socialist society has no means of economic
calculation, as Ludwig von Mises constantly pointed out: “Where
there is no market there is no price system, and where there is no
price system there can be no economic calculation. “19

Thus, without the market mechanism of profit and loss, the
socialist Planner has no way to tell where energy and capital
should be directed. Surpluses and shortages become the norm,
and unanticipated (and thus unplanned-for) events — unusual
weather, for instance — produce catastrophes as a matter of
course. Famine is a commonplace of socialist states. The “con-
trolled” economy is in fact controlled not by the planners, but by
vicissitude. It is at the mercy of its environment — which is to say
God, our ultimate Environment, at whose hands a self-deified
state may expect little mercy.

In a truly Christian culture, the market is free horn state con-
trol, and the result is that scarcity does not produce shortages.
The free market adjusts immediately to continually changing con-
ditions, and a shortage does not occur. Shortages have one real
cause: price controls. *o Moreover, God physically blesses the nation
that obeys Him, and natural disasters are considerably lessened-
making it even more certain that goods and services will be
available in abundance.

An important principle is at work in history. It is this: GM is
continually at work to datroy  unbelieving cultures and to gz”ve  the won%!  over
to the dominion of His people. (That, by the way, is what is meant by
those verses about God uprooting the rich; see Leviticus 20:22;
Deuteronomy 28; Proverbs 2:21-22;  10:30). God works to over-
throw the ungodly, and increasingly the world will come under

19. Ludwig von Mises,  Socialkm:  An Ecoaarrui andSocdogicaiAnalyti  (London:
Jonathan Cape, 1951), p. 131; see pp. l13ff.  Reprinted by Liberty Press, 1981.

20. George Reisman, The Govcmment  Agaimt  the Econamy  (Ottowa, IL:
Caroline House Publishers, Inc., 1979), pp. 63ff.
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the dominion of Christians–not by military aggression, but by
godly labor, saving, investment, and orientation toward the
fbture.  For a time, ungodly men may have possessions; but they
are disobedient, and become dispossessed:

Though he piles up silver like dust,
And prepares garments as plentiful as the clay;
He may prepare it, but the just shall wear it,
And the innocent will divide the silver. (Job 27:16-17)

This is where history is going. The fhture belongs to the people
of God, who obey His laws. “The wealth of the sinner is stored up
for the righteous” (Proverbs 13:22), and “to the sinner He has
given the task of gathering and collecting so that He may give to
one who is good in God’s sight” (Ecclesiastes  2:26). This is what
God did with Israel. They inherited already settled lands, while
God smashed the heathen, having allowed them to buildup capital
while incurring increasing judgment because of their sins (Gen-
esis 15: 13-16; Joshua 11: 19-20). The seventeenth-century Puri-
tan Thomas Watson understood this well: “The meek Christian is
said to inherit the earth, because he inherits the blessing of the
earth. The wicked man has the earth, but not as a fruit of God’s
favour. He has it as a dog has poisoned bread. It does him more
hurt than good. A wicked man lives in the earth as one that lives
in an infectious air. He is infected by his mercies. The fat of the
earth will but make him fry and blaze the more in hell.”zl

The most important fact about poor pagans is not that they
are poor, but that they are @gans.  They are, as Remans 1 reminds
us, apostates. Where dld pagans come from? They came from the
same place we all came from: Noah’s Ark. The ancestors of
today’s pagans knew God (Remans 1:21). 2%ey  knew God. They
were God’s people, receiving tie blessings of the covenant from
His gracious hand. But they deliberately exchanged the worship
of the true God for the adoration of “corruptible man and of birds
and four-footed animals and crawling creatures. . . . They ex-

21. Thomas Watson, The Baziitudcs  (Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust,
1971), p. 117.
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changed the truth of God for a lie” (Remans 1:23-25). The central
fact about the heathen is that they are living in willful rebellion
against the one true God, and are therefore under God’s curse.
The economic issue is a symptom of their condition; but the prob-
lem with pagans is primarily religious and ethical. To neglect this
central point in order to fbcus only on their poverty is radically
unbiblical  and immoral.

If pagans are truly to be helped, they and their culture must be
converted to the Christian faith. If we seek merely to neutralize
the effects of God’s righteous judgment upon them, we are
manifesting contempt for Him, and our efforts will not be blessed.
Our major concern must be to reconcile the heathen to the God
whom they have offended. The problem is religious; the solution
is religious as well.

To take only one example of how the religious issue affects
culture — how the ‘wisdom” of pagans is actually foolishness
(Remans 1:22)–consider  the pagan view of time.  Western civiliza-
tion has been transformed by the biblical concept of time, involv-
ing linear  development through history, with a beginning, middle,
and end.zz This is one of the most basic and crucial diiYerences  be-
tween Christianity and paganism, which tends to view time as
gclual.  23 In India, this non-Christian attitude alone is enough to
keep the culture from becoming productive. Hinduism sees
human existence (it can hardly be called h&ory)  in terms of never-
ending four-billion-year cycles. Hindi, the nation’s most widely
spoken language, uses the same word (kZ) for both yesterday and
tomorrow. With his notions of past and fhture blurred and mixed
together, with virtually no comprehension of chronology, the Hin-
du’s sense of time is as undeveloped as that of an infant. Those of

22. See RousasJohn  Rushdoony, The13ibiicalPhiloso@y  ofHistoT (Nutley,  NJ:
Presbyterian and Reformed, 1969); idem, 2% One and the Mant:  Studzk  in the Phi-
bsophy  cfOrdeY and Ultimq  (Tyler, TX: Thobum Press, [1971] 1978), pp. 142-48.

23. See Charles Norris Cochrane,  Chrikznity  and C&xskal  Culture: A Stuay  of
Thought andActwnj?om  Augustus to Augustine (New York: Oxford University Press,
[1940] 1957), esp. pp. 456-516. On the practical, technological effects of the
Christian view of time, see David S. Landes, Resolution in Time: Ckw.ks  and the
Making  of the  Modun  Wdd  (Cambridge, MA:  Harvand Univemity  Press, 1983).
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the lower castes (i.e., the ‘less ‘Westernized” Indians) often know
neither their own birthdate nor their age, or the ages of their chil-
dren. Can any  amount of aid render such a culture productive?
What can be done for a %meless”  society? As a prominent gov-
ernment leader put it: “I’m going to be reincarnated thousands of
times. If I don’t get something done in this life, I have other op-
pofinities.~z4 Clemly,  India’s most pressing need is not more
grain or financial grants. India needs Jesus Chfit.

The fact that the poor nations are suffering under the judgment
of God does not mean we should disregard the real misery of these
people. But it does require that we approach them carefully, with a
biblical, theologically informed mind. Our actions toward them
must be concerned with transjionning their czdlurcs  by th Word of God.
They will not be economically blessed until they obey Him, and we
will be cursed if we seek to help them in ways that are forlidden.

Poor people need the Gospel. The truly liberating message of
the salvation provided in Christ must sink down into their inner-
most beings, changing their perspectives completely. They must
become disciplined, obedient to God’s law. They must renounce
their state-worship and their envy of those who are better off. They
must seek to become free, responsible men under God, building for
the future, working and investing in every area of life for the glory
of God. And they must keep the state in its place, not allowing it to
take God’s place in controlling the economy. Under God’s blessing
they will then prosper. And they need have no fear of a “tiny,
wealthy elites of dictators, for the ungodly will have fden— not by
a revolution, but by the providential judgment of God.

He brought forth His people with joy,
His chosen ones with a joyful shout.
He gave them also the lands of the nations,
That they might take possession of the fmit of the people’s labor,
So that they might keep His statutes,
And observe His laws.
Praise the LORD! (Psslm 105:43-45)

24. See Tyler Marshall, Wime - Ifs Timeless for Most Hindus,” Los Angeles
T*, 24 Januaq 1981.



“Increased foreign aid is imperative. The developing countries
simply do not have the resourees . . . outside help is essential.”

(Ronald Sider, Rtih Christians in
an Age of Hunga pp. 218f.  [p. 205])

“And the LORD will make you abound in prosperity, in the off-
spring of your body and in the offspring of your beast and in the
produce of your ground, in the land which the LORD swore to your
fathers to give you. The LORD will open for you his good store-
house, the heavens, to give rain to your land in its season and to
bless all the work of your hand; and you shall lend to many na-
tions, but you shall not borrow.”

(Deuteronomy 28:11-12)
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FOREIGN AID

The biblical form of government is extremely limited. The state
may not tax oppressively (i.e., beyond the biblical allowance); nor
may it engage in the theft of inflation by debasing the currency or
expanding credit. It follows that the state cannot deal in foreign
aid, since it has no lawfid means to do so. Nevertheless, Ronald
Sider demands “a foreign policy that unequivocally sides with the
Poor.’yl  In the f&ce of the Bible’s clear limits on government, how
can he take such a position? After all, he says: “Following biblical
principles on justice in society is the only way to lasting peace and
social harmony for all human societies.”* One would think such
an endorsement of the Bible’s program might lead Sider to actu-
ally take it seriously. But he has a way out. He claims that “the
Bible does not directly answer these questicms.”q  Oh, yes it does.
The trouble is that Sider doesn’t like the Bible’s answers.

In discussing foreign aid, Sider sets up an interesting
dichotomy: Should the U.S. provide other countries with “bombs
or bread?”* That’s clever, but false. Those aren’t the only choices.
The right answer is: Don’t give either one. There is no biblical
law for either one. No government willing to abide by biblical
limits will be able to afford to give anything away. Again, biblical
law is not enough for Sider.

Sider attempts to frighten us into joining h~ campaign for un-

1. Sider, R&h  ChrMzn.s,  p. 207 [p. 196].
2. Ibid., p. 206 [p. 193].
3. Ibid., p. 205 [p. 193].
4. fiii., p. 217 [p. 213].
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just aid. The opening pages of his book contain some chilling
futuristic speculations in which the Indian Prime Minister
threatens to blow up Boston and New York with nuclear explo-
sives, in retaliation for not receiving U. S. aids “Responsible peo-
ple consider even this horrifying prospect a genuine possibility
. . . in times of severe famine, countries like India will be sorely
tempted to try nuclear blackmail .“6 Perhaps. But Sider is stacking
the deck considerably. He implies that the United States is evil
and heartless, preoccupied with other concerns, unwilling to com-
ply with “just trade patterns. ” Meanwhile, the Prime Minister is
stricken with compassion for the hungry, pleads to deaf ears, and
becomes deperate. She really doesn’t like the idea, but “the
momentum of events could~orce her to explode one of the bombs.
Terrible retaliation might follow. But she is desperate.”p In sum,
we are the guilty ones for not dispensing government aid, while
this potential mass murderer deserves our pity. She was “forced”
to give the order, because our program was insufficient: “A little
was given, but it was never enough. “s Nor will any amount of aid
ever be enough for those whose envy of the rich is so vicious that
they can contemplate the slaughter of millions. God commands
the poor t~ call upon Him for deliverance. When, instead, they
are ready to destroy those who fail to “share” sufficiently, they are
not to be pitied. Envy “cannot be appeased.g

Modest Proposals?
In addition to the usual methods of foreign aid, Ronald Sider

proposes two measures which should receive particular attention
in this discussion: tanzs and commodi~  agreements. 1 don’t wish to
sound repetitious, but it must be stated again: these policies are
immoral. The state has no biblical right to intervene in the market

5. Ibti.,  pp. 14-16. [This scenario is dropped in the second edkion,  but its like-
Iiiood  is again threatened on pp. 27f.]

6. Ibti.,  p. 16.
7. Ibti.  Italics added.
8. Ibti.,  p. 15.
9. See Henry Hazlitt,  2% Conguat  of Povtiy (New Roehelle,  NY: Arlington

House,  1973), pp. 125ff.; cf. Schoeck,  pp. 193ff.
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system or to interfere with trade. (Again, I am not speakiig of the
sale of innately, biblically defined, immoral goods or services).
Sider’s proposals are in absolute deiiance  of God’s word. And
because these practices are forbidden by God, thg don’t work. Note:
I am not saying they are wrong because they inevitably fail. I am
saying they fail because they violate biblical principles. This is
God’s world, and it moves according to His laws.

Tunis

These are protective barriers to trade which a country erects in
order to guard its own industries from external competition. The
idea is that, for example, our television manufacturers will lose
their jobs if cheaper and better sets from Japan are available to
the American consumers. The American people will stop buying
the more expensive American-made TVs in favor of the imported
ones. This will mean fewer jobs in the TV industry, and hence
rising unemployment and poverty in our country. Thus, to pro-
tect our people, we force importers to pay a tax on their manufac-
tures, which will raise the price of their goods to a level at which
our industries can successfid.ly  compete. And, of course, we
Americans firmly believe in competition. We need protection
from free trade.

Thk is merely a bundle of fallacies. First, a tarM is theji, since it
confiscates the property of others (“strangers,” among others) in
the name of protection for ourselves. Breaking God’s law will lead
to national judgment, not higher employment. &xond, it steals
from the consumers, who are forced to pay higher prices for
goods, and must therefore reduce their spending on other prod-
ucts if they wish to buy a “protected” item. Zlird,  it turns trade
into warfkre,  regarding foreign producers as enemies against
whom we must defend ourselves-thus creating, not fi-ee  competi-
tion, but a dangerous conilict  (which has historically led to actual
war again and again). ,Fozwth,  it does not keep Americans
employed. The tarif7 adds to consumer cost, and many will forgo
the purchase of any TV, which will bring about unemployment in
the industry anyway. Fzflh, it subsidizes inefficiency by pro-
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hibiting competition. Free trade means that a producer must
strive constantly to make his product better or cheaper than those
of his competitors. Free trade presents consumers with goods that
are continually improving. Sixth, fi-ee trade does not ultimately
produce unemployment at all. The less efficient producers will be
forced out of a market in which they are doing poorly; but they
will then turn their energies toward manufactures which they can
produce well– and the consumer, having saved money from the
lower cost of the Japanese TV, will be able to spend whatever is
left over on another item. Also, Japanese buyers can now use
American dollars to buy American products-soybeans, for ex-
ample, oi lumber. The same amount of money is spent-but now
with more efficiency, greater diversity, higher productivity, no
theil, and no warlike activity on the part of the state.lo

Since governments presently control over 46% of international
trade, 11 Sider is correct: “Tariffs and other import restrictions are
still an essential part of today’s unjust international economic
order . . . The United States charges the highest tarfis on proc-
essed and manufactured goods fmm poor countries . . . The
result, unfortunately, is to deprive poor countries of millions of
extra jobs and billions of extra dollars from increased exports. ” 12

If Sider had been concerned with biblical justice, he might have
stopped there. But he is not interested in biblical justice. He is in-
terested in the plunder of the rich. Thus, after calling for developed
nations to end trade restrictions, he announces the following as
“necessary” further steps: “Developed nations will need to grant
trade preferences to developing nations and also permit them to
protect their infant industries with tirzzs  for a time.”ls We’d never have
guessed it, but’ Sider actually regards injustice as desirable, so
long as it is the poor mtions  who are committing it. As we have

10. See W. M. Curdss,  2% TaniI&a  (Irvin@on-on-Hudson,  M The Foun-
dation for Economic Education, 1953).

11. Lawrence W. Reed, “The  Csse  Against Protectionism,” l% Freeman (Oc-
tober, 1980), p. 580.

12. Sider, Ruh Chr&hizns, p. 140 [p. 128].
H. fiid,  p. 212 [cf. pp. 201-06]. Italics added.
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seen (Proverbs 6:30-3 1), the fact that a thief is starving does not
change the fact that he stale, and he must make restitution for his
theft. In contrast, Sider says that wYong  is right,  when the “oppressed”
do the oppressing. We can abolish “the secular laissez-faire eco-
nomics of the deist Adarn Smith,” who so effectively exploded the
mercantilist fallacies of our predecessors. We can construct a new
economics, an economics of “compassion for the poor,” an econom-
ics of the Tender-Hearted Elimination of Free Trade (THEFT).

The argument that “infant industries” need tariff protection is
false. If the new industries are productive, they won’t need to steal
to survive. If they are unproductive, they are umecessary,  and
capital should be invested elsewhere. Without state aid, the new
industry may not become a superpower overnight, but if it is
really needed — if it is supplying consumers with demanded goods
— it will grow as other businesses have. But protected industries
have a way of never  growing up, always dependent upon legal
plunder. TarifFs  bring nothing but subsidized irresponsibility and
more poverty — poverty caused by outright theft, and by teaching
the ethic of remaining an unproductive, irresponsible “infant.”

Commodip  Agreements

The warfare mentality is exhibited in commodity agreements as
well. These, like tariffs,  are legally-enforced price supports for
certain goods — with the difference that these price levels are
agreed-upon on an international basis. The purpose of commod-
ity agreements is to “stabilize” prices of “primary products” (raw
materials and foodstuffs) exported by less-developed countries, to
prevent “devastating” price fluctuations. Sider approves of such
controls, because they mandate prices that are “just .“14 (We
should note, by the way, that the radical price fluctuations of
1974-75 mentioned in support of hls thesisls  would never have
happened without government tinkering with the money supply
in the first place, particularly from 1970-74.16 Price fluctuations

14. ~id.,  pp. 141ff.,  212f.  [pp. 133f.,  202, 204ff.].
15. Zbti. [p. 204].
16. See Gary North, An  Introductwn  to Chti.stiun  Ecwwmus  (Nutley,  NJ: The

Craig Press, [1973] 1976), p. 190.
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are akoays  an adjustment of the market to reality.)
As with other interventions into the market, commodity agree-

ments are immoral. Instead of allowing prices to conform to the
realities of the marketplace — and rather than tackling the main
problem, which is government-produced inflation– state coercion
is applied to enforce a “just price. ” But “just” is supposed to mean
“justice,” and justice is deiined by God’s law. The Bible does not
set a just price for commodities. It prohibits fraud and coercion,
and it sets the conditions in which the free market can operate.
With statist economic regulations, men are not free to act. They
become enslaved to the government, their whole futures tied to
the decisions of planners and bureaucrats (who act in their own
self-interests as much as anyone else), rather than to their own
responsible choices under God’s law. Commodity agreements are
theft.

Let’s consider an example, using those bananas Sider is so con-
cerned about. Suppose an international agreement is reached to
double the price of bananas exported from Central America.
What would happen? Since the price cannot be legally lowered,
tiere is an immediate incentive for producers to produce
bananas. Other countries–the Phdippines,  for instance-would
begin competing more heavily to obtain the new, higher price for
bananas. Competition would accelerate between growers in Cen-
tral America as well, forcing the various governments to establish
limits on acreage for each grower. On these smaller plots,
agriculture intensities, with the use of more productive methods of
cultivation — better irrigation and pest control, more fertilizer,
etc. - in order to obtain the largest possible yield. More is being
produced than ever before, but the price cannot fd to conform to
the surplus. The governments must now set marketing quotas for
each grower, and must purchase and store the surplus output.
Bananas begin rotting by the ton in warehouses, yet the price re-
mains inflexible. If the government does not buy (or confiscate)
the surplus, black markets in bananas will arise around the
world — as indeed they will anyway, requiring stem, police-state
measures: spies, informers, fines, imprisonment, and perhaps ex-
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ecutions.  Meanwhde,  banana consumers around the world have
reduced their consumption (somehow, the governments have
been unable to repeal that bothersome law of supply and demand
that Adam Smith invented). The lower demand means an even
greater surplus, which means the government must reduce the
growers’ marketing quotas. Banana producers are basking in the
glow of higher prices, but they are making less money than they
did before. They scramble to intensifj farming methods to the
maximum, and the surplus swells to gigantic proportions. The
governments must build more warehouses, destroy more
bananas, and Km more police to stamp out the black markets.
Rents and leases of agricultural land have surged, increasing the
cost of production. This causes riots. Fights break out between
rival growers, some complaining that bananas of lower quality
receive the same price of those of the highest quality. More and
more growers are impoverished, except for those willing to take
the risks of selling at an illegal but profitable price. Finally, to add
to the misery of the Third World, Ronald Sider publishes a new
book demanding foreign aid to poor banana tiers in Central
America.

Direct Foreign Aid
Because government foreign aid is prohibited by Scripture,

many serious problems are inseparably linked to it. We will con-
sider here the implications and results of such aid, and then list
the biblical alternatives.

Irnphkations

The most significtit implication of foreign aid is externdism, the
idea that economic progress can ordy be imposed on a culture
from the outside. The poor are regarded as helpless in the face of
their surroundings. Says Bauer: “This suggestion reinforces the
attitude widely prevalent in the underdeveloped world . . . that
the opportunities and the resources for th economic advance of onese~dr  onei

family have to be provided by someone eke–by the state, by one’s
superior, by richer people, or from abroad. This attitude is in
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turn one aspect of the belief of the e5cacy  of external forces over
one’s destiny. In parts of the underdeveloped world this attitude
goes back for millemia and . . . has been reinforced by the au-
thoritarian tradition of the society. It h an attituak  pkain~  un-

favourabk  to muterzkl  progress.”lT
Sider believes that “outside help is essential.”ls  This externalist

thesis is plainly untenable in view of the fact that all developed
countries began as poor nations, with the same basic economic
conditions as the underdeveloped countries. Most societies
benefited from foreign private investment, but that profit-seeking
private investment came because foreigners saw the potential in
the underdeveloped society. The society was not helpless. Again,
we should note that the most important factor in development has
been Christianity. Where the people have established the godly
basis for progress, in personal lives, social mores, and political
freedoms, development will occur without government programs.
If the people are not morally capable of progress, no amount of
aid will produce it. Economic development requires a great deal
more than money — a fact which is ignored by materialistic social-
ists. The Puritans progressed because of ethics, not grants. A
stagnant culture needs the conditions which favor development,
and money is the least of its worries. As Bauer says, “If all condi-
tions for development other than capital are present, capital will
soon be generated locally,” or will be available on loan from the
outside. *9

A further implication of foreign aid is that a nation can benefit
only at the expense of another. In this framework, the rich much
be recapitalized and impoverished in order to enrich the poor.
Thus, instead of the idea that both parties profit from a free ex-
change of goods – a concept which aids progress and friendly
relations — the notion is fostered that profit is possible only
through rip-offs. Inescapably, this produces a warfare mentality.

17. P. T. Bauer,  D&nt on Devebpment  (Cambridge, MA: HaIvad  University
Press, 1971, 1976), p. 101. Italics added.

18. Sider, Rish  Christians, p. 219 [cf. p. 205].
19. Bauer,  p. 97.
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A world immersed in the idea that material advance is to be made
by plundering others will be a world at war.

R e d s

Although as we have seen, government-to-government (bur-
eaucracy-to-bureaucracy) foreign aid cannot change the real fac-
tors of productivity, I do not mean to give the impression that it
has no results at all. It has three very important results.

First, forei~  ad produces inespon.rz”bility  and dependence. Capital is
turned over to be spent by people who do not bear the cost. ThM
creates waste. If you are spending your own money, you have an
incentive to be careful, and to make sure that it is invested in pro-
ductive, profitable enterprises. The executive with an unliiited
expense account will be tempted to eat lavish dinners with the
company money. He will use his own funds to save toward a new
set of tires, reducing his personal spending in less important
areas. Foreign aid beneficiaries are spending other people’s
money, and thus much of it goes to prestigious and wastefi.d gov-
ernment projects, such as universities that are not really needed.
They produce professionals who are trained in nonexistent tech-
nological fields, and an increasing problem in underdeveloped
countries is the high number of unemployed university graduates.
Socia.hsrn,  being inherently rebellious, morally, wants the social
rewards without the underlying base of gradual economic growth.
The result is that socialist bureaucracies get everything back-
wards, imposing the hit of generations of progress upon a soci-
ety that is culturally unprepared for it-sort of like giving light
bulbs to a tribe 1,000 miles away ikom a generator. Where
biblical aid seeks to train men in responsible, future-oriented
action, ungodly aid makes its recipients more helpless than ever.
India is a case in point. Its large-scale trade deficits began afi
substantial foreign aid programs started (1956), and have con-
tinued ever since. “Indm has depended on foreign aid for so long
that this dependence has come to be taken for granted. Indeed the
economic history of that country since about the mid-1950s has
been one of progression from poverty to pauperism. Yet it was an
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explicit objective of Indian planning to reduce or eliminate eco-
nomic dependence.”zo

Second, firez@  ad helps those  who are &stter OJ rather than tlwpoor.
This astonishing fact must be thoroughly comprehended.
Remember that “tiny, wealthy elite” Sider speaks of? T&, and
not “the poor,” are the recipients of aid. Simply stated by Bauer,
“Foreign aid is paid by governments to governments. “21 Most of
it never reaches the poor, and is used by governments for projects
that have nothing to do with getting food, such as expensive
airlines or universities or government buildings. “The
situation . . . is plainly not that there is not enough fbod for the
subsistence of the existing population or populations. If this were
the position tiere could be no growth in numbers, much less a
huge increase. If there is starvation in some underdeveloped
countries this must mean that part of the population cannot fend
for itself, either because it kicks the ability to do so or because it is
prevented from doing so by institutional factors, such as organ-
ized barriers to entry into wage employment or restrictions on ac-
cess to land. Apart horn occasional ad hoc emergency measures
foreign aid is irrelevant to the relief of starvation. As we have
argued, it benefits primarily the better-off sections of the popula-
tions in the recipient countries, and these sections are certainly
not threatened by starvation. And it leaves very largely unaffected
the poorest and most backward groups-both the poorest sections
of the urban and rural proletariat and also the primitive tribal and
aboriginal societies - who are most exposed to kmiie.”zz

As UCLA’s black economist (and former Marxist) Thomas
Sowell points out, similar problems aillict  welfare programs in the
United States: “Despite the public image of a typical welfare reci-
pient as a Negro mother with a large brood, most welfare reci-
pients are neither Negro, Puerto Rican, nor Mexican-American.
It is also worth noting that while government figures show that
$11.4 billion would raise all the poor above the officially defined

20. Da.,  p. 112.
21. Ibid, p. 115.
22. lbti.,  p. 124.
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poverty level, in fact more than $30 btiion are spent on programs
to get people out of poverty, and there are still more than 5 mil-
lion families below the povefi  level. Clearly most of the money
spent on the poor does not directly reach the poor, but is absorbed
by the salaries of officials, staffs, consultants, and by other ex-
penses of antipoverty organizations.”2s

Third, fortngn  aid actuully  widens the gap between rich and poor na-
tions. As we have seen, it inhibits those factors which would pro-
duce growth (e.g., by ,creating dependence rather than responsi-
bility). More than this, it encourages explicit envy toward the
rich, who are held to be responsible for the plight of those below
them. Unfortunately, envy cannot be contained. Once directed
against the rich in other countries, it soon focuses on people who
are better off in one’s own country. The idea that it is evil to make
personal economic progress takes hold of the people, and fear of
being envied prohibits growth and encourages poverty. Sociolo-
gist Helmut Schoeck writes: “One of the decisive factors in under-
development or non-development is the “envy-barrier,” or insti-
tutionalized envy among the population . . . Now when, as is
quite patently the case, many of the politicians in developing
countries make use of all their powers of rhetoric or persuasion for
the crudest exacerbation of their people’s envy of the rich indus-
trial nations (even to the point of branding the latter as the cause
of their own countries’ poverty), these people’s sense of envy-to
which their cultures already make them overprone -is intensified.
Thus the feeling and states of mind which inhibit development are
not lessened but confined and given political sanction by the
countries’ leaders.”zq

23. Thomas Sowell,  Ruse andllwnomics  (New York: David McKay Company,
Inc., 1975), pp. 195f.

24. Helmut Schoeck,  Envy:  A i%my of Swial  Bchavwur  (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc. 1970), pp. 197f.;  cf. 46ff.; see also P. T. Bauer, D&nt on
Dd@ment  pp. 118, 120; and Reality and Rhetmk:  Studies in tlu Economics of Dsvcio#
ment  (Cambridge, MA Harvard University Press, 1984), p. 84.
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Biblical Alternatives to Forei@ Aid

The Christian cannot support the unbiblical  practices of gov-
ernment aid. But this does not mean we have nowhere to turn.
There is much that we can do. First,  we can support Christian
missionary activity, to bring the gospel to the poor and build bib-
lical principles into the lives of converts. This is the basic and in-
dispensable requirement; without regeneration, true cultural
transformation is ultimately impossible. As these peoples conform
their lives to biblical standards, their societies will experience the
economic growth promised in God’s law. Second, we should op-
pose the really unjust patterns of both trade and aid in our world.
We should abolish trade barriers of all sorts, and promote biblical
law in all areas of government. Z%ird, we may invest in those
economies which abide by God’s law enough to restrain from “na-
tionalizing” our properties. Private capital, for many reasons, is
more productive than foreign aid. It goes to producers, not gov-
ernments, and thus does not concentrate political power; it is
more personal and local; it is more likely to be handled respon-
sibly, in terms of profitable production rather than prestigious
superfluity; and it is related to specific market conditions, rather
than the political goals of bureaucrats. Fourth, we can give to char-
itable causes for the relief of specific needs. As we saw in Chapter
Two, biblical charity works toward responsibility in the recipient.
And, being individual and uncoerced, it produces responsibility
in the giver as well. Foreign aid is “charity” at gunpoint: our state
officials force us to pay for it, through either taxes or inilation.  It
builds no moral character in either the “givers” or the receivers.
Biblical charity is personal, prudent, and responsible. Because it
is morally sound, it is economically sound as well. It genuinely
enables us to “bear one another’s burdens, ” and at the same time
teaches the weak to be strong, so that “each one shall bear his own
load.”



“The constantly growing demand for food must stop- or at least
slow down dramatically. That means . . . population control
everywhere?’

(Ronald Sider, Rich C/vistiuns
in an Age of Hungq  p. 214)

“Populate the earth abundantly and multiply in it.”
(Genesis 9:7)
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OVERPOPULATION

Perhaps the greatest contrived scare in the United States today
is that of the alleged horrors of population growth. The Zero Pop-
ulation Growth advocates inform us that we are faced with a run-
away population explosion that threatens to overwhelm the world
with mass poverty and starvation. Ronald Sider wholeheartedly
subscribes to this fkaud — or at least he wants his readers to do so
— and tells us that it is a “fundamental problem” of modern life. 1
We have already noted his prediction of a possible “war of
redistribution” initiated by the overpopulated countries, and his
warning is repeated again and again:

Vast mushrooming famines in the poorer mtions may tempt their
Ieaders  to unleash wars of unprecedented size and ferocity in a desperate
attempt to demand a fairer share of the earth’s resources. . . . As
millions die and imminent starvation stares tens of millions in the face, a
country like India will have to seek some way out.2

Naturally, something must be done about this, and Sider has
the ever-present answer of state worship: “Foreign aid . . . is
probably the only way to check the population explosion in time
to avoid global disaster.”s But he makes a fatal blunder. In his
eagerness to increase our guilt over world hunger (too much em-
phasis on population might imply guilt on the part of the Third
World), he makes a startling admiision:

1. Sider, Rich Chnktrkm,  p. 18 [p. 24].
2. mid.,  p. 21; cf. p. 130 [cf. pp. 28, 116].
3. ZiW., p. 218 [p. 214].
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It is simply incorrect to think that the population explosion in the poor coun-
ties is the sole or perhaps even the primary cause of widespread hunger in the
world. Our ever increasing afiluence is also at the heart of the pmblem.4

Postponing for the present an examination of that last remark,
notice the slight change of tune, First, the population explosion
will lead to “global disaster. ” Second, the population increase
isn’t really the problem at all. This does not mean, however, that
Sider is unconcerned about overpopulation. Even though he ad-
mits again that overpopulation is not “the main reason for contin-
uing poverty,” he makes this demand two paragraphs later:

The right kind of aid – focused especially on promoting labor-intensive,
agricultural development using intermediate technology— will help
check population growth . . . the right kind of action could probably
avoid disasters

This is known in the language of Propaganda Chic as getting
‘em coming and going: Population growth is not the problem —
but if we don’t stop it with foreign aid, we will have a global disas-
ter on our hands, and it will be all our fault. If you’re looking for
logic here, don’t bother. But there is a method to this madness.
Remember, Sider’s fundamental ethic is phmdering  the tih.  At all
costs, no matter how convoluted the argument, he wants to be
Robin Hood. The fact that foreign aid is wrong, or that it doesn’t
work, or that reducing the size of population will not decrease
hunger, will have no effect on his premise. His a prim”  principle is
that of statism and egalitarianism (another example of his serious
confusion, since you can’t really have both). P. T. Bauer explains
how the thinking runs: “If the basis of the advocacy of aid is sim-
ply the need to reduce the allegedly wide and widening gap in in-
comes then such advocacy would not be aflected even if it were
recognized that aid need not promote the materia[progrcss  of the rec@nts
as long as it impoverished the ahwrs.”e

4. Ibtii., p. 153.
5. Ibtii., p. 54 [p. 47].
6. P. T. Bauer, Dissent on DcLIel@ncnt (Cambridge, NW Ha.rwud University

~SS,  1971, 1976), p. 119. Italics added.
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This is the real point. This is why arguments in’favor  of aid do
not have to be logical or factual. They are based on a religious
presupposition that the riches of some are the cause of the poverty
of others. The rich must be impoverished, regardless of the effect
of such policy on the conditions of the poor. If legal plunder can
be facilitated by using an irrelevant overpopulation argument,
well and good. If the overpopulation argument gets in the way of
producing guilt feelings among the rich, discard it. If the rich can
be made to feel responsible for the overpopulation of others, bet-
ter yet. But, whatever you do, get their money.

However, since Sider brought it up, it would be worthwhile to
consider the population issue, in order to dispose of any remain-
ing doubts in the reader’s mind. It is clear that Sider himself is not
being straightforward about the problem, in view of his obvious
self-contradictions; but this need not deter us from dealing with it
honestly and biblically ourselves,

Advantages of Population Growth
It should be conceded at once by anyone claimiig  to be a

“biblical Christian” that the Bible is not opposed to population
growth as such. At the beginning, God commanded man to “Be
fmitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it” (Genesis
1:28); and twice He repeated this command to Noah and his sons:
“Be fi-uitiid and multiply, and fill the earth. , . . Be fruitful and
multiply; populate the earth abundantly and multiply in it”
(Genesis 9:1, 7). God promises in the law that He wfi cause popu-
lation growth among His obedient people, and they are clearly to
regard thk growth as a blessing (Leviticus 26:9; Deuteronomy
28:4, 11; cf. Psahn 127:3-5;  128:3-4).  On the other hand, popula-
tion growth is a definite disadvan~e  for the ungodly, since popukz-
tion  is people, and a higher disobedient population means greater
judgment (Deuteronomy 28: 18-19; Isaiah 49: 19-20; Ezekiel
5:7-8). The answer to the population problems of the ungodly,
however, is not population control but population regeneration.  The
issue is always spiritual and ethical, not biological. The ungodly
culture suffers because it is under the Curse; and while we may
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engage in a certain amount of ad hoc treatment of symptoms, if we
are serious about curing the disease we will attack the root prob-
lems, which have to do with man’s depravity and rebellion against
his Lord. And if our programs to relieve the needy ultimately
reinforce rebellious cultural values — by applying the coercion of
an omnipotent state and encouraging reliance on government to
solve problems — we are merely aggravating the situation.

In an obedient culture, population growth is a marked advan-
tage. It creates pressure for economic growth, and aids in that
growth tremendously. A higher population means a greater de-
mand for goods and services. “Isn’t that just the point?” queries
the ZPG advocate. “How can that increased demand be satisfied?”
Don’t forget that more people are around to do the work! Not
only is there a greater demand, but there is also a greater supply
of labor, a greater opportunity for division of labor, and hence
more productivity. Increased population can provide a greater
abundance of goods and services. And productivity — if people are
willing to work, and not looking for handouts-increases at afmter
rate than does population itself. This is because when there is
manufacturing on a large scale, the overhead is reduced. Less
capital is required for each unit produced, leading to a greater
amount of real wealth per person. For example, suppose there is,
in all the world, a “demand” for only one@uz~. How much would
it cost in labor and technology to produce one pencil? The price
would be astronomical. But with our present population “prob-
lem,” the cost of a pencil is minute. Why? Because of higher de-
mand as a result of that higher population, and because more peo-
ple are available to produce the pencils. That’s important also, as
we can see if we turn the illustration around. Let’s say everyone in
the world wants pencils, but there’s only one man who knows how
to make them (actually, as the late Leonard Read of the Founda-
tion for Economic Education loved to point out, nobody  really
knows how to make a pencil– but let’s pretend). From chopping
trees to packing the product, only one man produces pencils.
Again, how much would one pencil cost? But with the increasing
division of labor provided by a growing population, prices fd,
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and real wealth increases. And that is not the end of the story., Cit-
ing a study by MIT’s Everett Hagen, Robert L. Sassone reports:
“Rapid population increase ‘absolves’ a country from many of the
consequences of errors in investment decisions, both public and
private, which are bound to occur. An erroneously judged invest-
ment, in a rapidly growing economy, stands a good chance of being
able to be put to some alternative use; in a more nearly stationary
economy h is much more likely to become a dead 10 SS.”7

In addition, population growth increases technological knowl-
edge. James Weber  cites the fact that, “while world population
has grown at rates of up to 2 percent a year, the international
growth of new scienttic  knowledge has been booming at an an-
nual, exponential rate of 7 percent. “s New and more efficient
resource development can also take place as the population swells,
contributing further to the reaJ wealth of the society. There is no
conceivable economic reason for population control. The advan-
tages to growth are so vast as to be virtually innumerable — as in-
numerable as the product potential of a creative population.
Under the providence of God, a denser population puts pressure
on individuals to fulfill their callings in subduing the earth, as
agricultural economist Colin Clark observes: “It is population
growth which causes increased agricultural productivity, not pro-
ductivity causing population growth. Besides the historical and
geographical evidence, there is good reason why this  should be so.
The new methods of agriculture, at any rate at first, call for more
effort, both physical and mental, than the old. We must recognize
the fact that man, taken as a whole, is inherently lazy and conser-
vative, and generally does not adopt productive improvements
until he has to.”g

As I noted above, there is no biblical economic reason for com-
pulsory population control. There are, however, political reasons

7. Robert L. Sassone, Handbook on Pqtndution  (Santa Ana, CA, 1973), p. 174.
8. James A. Weber, Gow  or Die! (New Rocbelle,  NY: Arlington House,

1977), p. 23.
9. Cohn Clark, P@wMion  Growth: 17wAdvantuges  (Santa Aria, CA, 1972), pp.

72f.
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for h – since “population control is ~w@ control,” and statist
rebels, abandoning their rightfil  dominion oveY the earth, seek in-
stead domination over men. Weber convincingly argues that —
provided the spirhd  conditions for liberty exist in the first place
–high population density acts to retard the centralization of po-
litical power, and promotes freedom from state control. 10 Would-
be totalitarians thus have a very definite incentive to control pop-
ulation growth, and it is to this fact that we must now turn.

Overpopulation and Statism
The foregoing discussion is not meant to imply that there is no

such thing as overpopulation (although much of the rhetoric on
the subject is long on discourse and short on evidence). A defini-
tion would help. Overpopulation in any meaningful sense must
refer to a situation in which sufficient food is not available for the
total number of people. Thus, “overpopulation” cannot refer to
any absolute number of people, but only to the number of people
relative to the food supply. In a word, what we’re talking about is

Jamine.  If you have ten people stranded on an island with only
enough food to sustain one life, you’ve got overpopulation. Before
the arrival of the Europeans, North America was “overpopulated,”
since the Indians were not able to produce sufficient fbod for them-
selves — and, at most, there were only a few hundred thousand of
them. 11 Yet the same continent, with the same mtural  resources,
now supports hundreds of millions. What made the difference?
Christianity. Pagan cultures, with a slave mentality, routinely see
themselves as at the mercy of their environment, and are thus

10. Weber, pp. 135ff.;  cf. P. T. Bauer,  Eguali@  the 7%ird  W&, and Econontu
Development (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1981), pp. 42-65. The
most informative work to date on the advantages of population growth is Julian
L. Simon, l%e Ultimate Ruource  (Princeton, NJ: Pnneeton  University Press,
1981). See also Gary North’s essay “Population Growth: Tool of Dominion” in his
recent book Moses and Pharaoh: Dominion Reli@n Ursus Power Reli&  (Tyler, TX:
Institute for Christian Economics, 1985), pp. 11-27; ef. the presentations by
Bauer, Simon, and othem in ‘Are World Population llends  a Problem?” (pub-
lished by the American Enterprise Institute, 1984).

11. R. J. Rushdoony, Z%e Myth of (hzrpo$ukztioa  (Fairfax, Viia: Thobum
press, [1969] 1973), pp. lff.
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unable to cope with their surroundings. The Europeans, with a
millennium’s worth of Chriitian heritage behind them, saw it as
their duty to develop the earth, to subdue their environment,
making it serve man for the glory of God. 12 The problem lies not
with population size, growth rate or natural resources. l%e fisue  G
the religious faith  of the people, and its outgrowth in cultural values,
labor practices, and productivity.

India is another example. India’s “sacred” cows eat enough
food to feed 1,200,000 people.1~  That’s not a misprint, and it
doesn’t count the sacred cows in India’s bureaucracy, either. The
rats at the docks consume up to 50 $ZO of India’s food imports each
year. If India were converted, the people would not be religiously
restrained from getting rid of those cows — and a few bureaucrats
as well — and there would be so much food they could export
enough to feed everyone in Africa. India was a net exporter of
food under British rule. One Indian leader estimates that if
everyone in India worked diligently and intelligently — even if
they kept the cows – “two-thiids of India’s fbod produce could be
exported. $>14 The main problem is faith.

What causes famine (overpopulation)? Natural disasters play a
very small part in famine, and even that would be extensively
mitigated, were it not for the other causes. The most significant
causes of famine are:

1. War;ls
2 The prevention of cultivation or the willful destruction of crops;
3. Defective agriculture caused by communistic control of land;
4. Governmental interference by regulation or taxation;
5. Currency restrictions, including debasing the coin. 16

12. For a recent discussion of Christianity and its effect on the development of
the environment, see Ren4 Dubos,  ?7u Wooing of Eurth  (New York: Charles
Scribners Sons, 1980).

13. Sassone, p. 53.
14. Cited in ibid.
15. Ibti.,  p. 36.
16. Rushdoony, 2% Myth  of Oo@o@kztion,  p. 5. Citation from E. Parmalee

Prentice, Hunger and Hrkkwy  (Caldwell,  Idaho: Caxton,  1951), p. 6.
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Am I wrong in seeing a pattern here? All five causes of “over-
population” are entirely man-made. All five stem from man’s sin-
ful attempt to lord it over other men. All five, in other words, are
reducible to one: statism. Runaway @@/atzbn expkmbn.s are caused by
runaway state controls over the population.

Now let us return to Ronald Sider’s “cure” for overpopulation:
foreign aid. As P. T. Bauer states, “foreign aid promotes cen-
tralized and closely controlled economies.”lT  And “closely con-
trolled economies” produce overpopulation ! There is a saying
that some cures are as bad as the disease, but this is not the case
here. Ronald Sider’s cure is the disease.

E. C. Pasour, Jr., remarks that much of the cause of world
hunger “can be attributed to the destruction or reduction of
private property rights of fmd producers in countries where the
hunger problem is most acute.” He continues: “Numerous ex-
amples can be cited where governments have weakened or
destroyed economic incentives by confiscating private land, forc-
ing f-ers to work on collectivized  farms, instituting price con-
trols on fd, and other such measures. India provides a good ex-
ample . . . much of the fwd crisis in India can be attributed to
actions taken by the Indian government ailkcting  incentives of
food producers. After her big electoral victory in 1972, Mrs. Gan-
dhi’s party reduced the amount of land that could be held by an
adult maIe fkom 30 irrigated acres to 18 acres. . . . In addition to
the direct effect of land cordiscation on incentives, the policy also
affected the profitability of tractors and implements. The reduced
acreage was not enough to support the machinery.

“The government also nationalized the wholesale grain trade,
forcing farmers to sell their crops at iixed prices below the market
level, whereas previously farmers were permitted to sell half of
their grain to wholesalers at the higher market price. The impact
of such actions on the quantity of food produced and marketed is
predictable.”ls

Overpopulation is virtually a necessary result of socialism. The

17. Bauer, p. 128.
18. Cited in Weber, p. 213.
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only way to prevent wastes and shortages is to allow the free market
to work. God’s law is the sole foundation for success in every area of
life. If our world increasingly turna away fkom obedience to biblical
principles and toward state worship, we are indeed inviting “global
disaster.” We cannot remove the effect of the curse by violating
Gocl’s laws even further. Overpopulation is fmine, and farnine is
an aspect of divine judgment on deified states. If we would really
work to abolish world hunger, we must work to establish universal
obedience to the biblical faith. The biblical worldview, embedded
in personal, family, community and state levels of society, will pro-
duce stunning economic growth, and increased population will  be
an important factor in thii. By the muhifhceted  division of labor, as
men work at their individual callings, the ground will yield God’s
blessings abundantly. The prophets wrote constantly of the very
real economic results of obedience. God promises that the obedient
nation will not stdfer km overpopulation:

And I will make a covenant of peace with them and eliminate harmfid
beasts from the land, so that they may live securely in the wilderness and
deep in the woods. And I will make them and the places around my hill a
blessing. And I will cause showers to come down in their season; they will
be showers of blessing. Also the tree of the field will yield its fruit, and the
earth will yield its increase, and they will be secure on their land. Then
they will  know that I am the I.mm when I have broken the bars of their
yoke and delivered them km the hand of those who enslaved them. And
they will no longer be a prey to the nations, and the beasts of the earth will
not devour them; but they will live securely, and no one will make them
&aid.  And I will establish for them a renowned planting place, and they
will not again be victims of fhe in the land. . . . (Eaekiel 34:25-29)

Population uknsity  can be a tremendous blessing; owrpopulation
is a direct consequence of socialistic intervention. With typical
blindness (or deceit, whichever you prefer), socialists wail and
mourn over their own creations, placing the blame on others, and
pleading for ever-increasing collectivism. Make no mistake: we
are facing a global crisis, a blazing conflagration that threatens to
destroy our civilization and our people. But Ronald Sider is ask-
ing us to fight fire with fuel.



C$ . . . A company based on biblical norms rather than profit.”
(Ronald Sider, Th Wittenburg
~00~  Ott./Nov. 1979, p. 13)

“Thus says the LoRD, your Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel; ‘I am
the LoaD your God, who teaches you to profit, who leads you in
the way you should go.’”

(Isaiah 48:17)
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THE LAW AND THE PROFITS

The notion that there can be any such thing as “unfair profit” is
one of the oldest socialist ideas, produced by two problems which
are central to the very nature of socialism: enuy and z&zorance.
Envy, because socialists assume that anyone who is successful
must be wicked; and ignorance, because socialists do not under-
stand economics.

In his brief section on profits,l  Ronald Sider has fallen prey to
both of these errors. The section is titled “Making a Fair Profit?”
–the implication being, of course, that the high profits he goes on
to cite are unfair. He lists examples of certain profit-making en-
terprises, and then states that “the returns on investments in poor
countries are unjustly high.”z His logic seems to be that “high”
profits – or, at least, profits above a certain undefined percent-
age — are necessarily unjust. No proof is given for this assertion.
He does not tell us just how high profits should be; he does not
reveal his infallible source which determines what a “fair” return
on investment is; he does not show that these profits were obtain-
ed in an unjust manner (in which case it would be not the profits
but the entire enterprise itself that is unjust). To repeat: Sider
says that certain profits are very high, and concludes that they are
unjust. As long as you don’t think demonstration  is essential to an
argument, you could say that Sider has put his case very nicely.

He seems to feel uneasy about this, however. Some uneducated

1. Sider,  Rich ChnMam,  pp. 160ff.  [cf. pp. 151ff.].
2. Ibti., p. 162.

123
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readers may have missed the logical link which ties high profits to
injustice. So for those of us who can’t quite plumb the depths, he
adds a helpful note:

The readefwithout  a degree in economics probably wishes international
economics were less complex or that faithful discipleship in our time had
less to do with such a complicated subjects

That was the whole problem, dear reader. You don’t have a
degree in economics. You didn’t probe through the excretions of
Keynes and Galbraith.  That’s why you don’t understand So let
Father Sider take you by the hand, and he will lead you skillfully
through the maze of economic theory.

He’s got some competition, though. Solomon said you could
study the Book of Proverbs. . . .

To know wisdom and instruction,
To discern the sayings of understanding,
To receive instruction in wise behavior,
Righteousness, justice and equity;
To give prudence to the naive. . . .
The fear of the LORD is the beginniig  of knowledge. (Proverbs

1:2-7)

According to Solomon, we can come to a capable understand-
ing of what is fair and just simply by submitting to God’s revela-
tion and studying the biblical implications of God’s law. Of course
they didn’t grant degrees in economics in those days, but even if
they had, the Psalmist exclaimed:

I have more insight than all my teachers,
For Thy testimonies are my meditation. (Psalm 119:99)

The Bible is the standard for every aspect of life. It tells us a
great deal about economics. And it tells us that God’s law alone is
the standard of right and wrong, of justice and injustice. We
might therefore expect that the Bible would have much to say
about how to discern exactly when a profit rises above a “fair”

3. Ibid. [p. 155].
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level. But it does not. From this fact there are two possible conclu-
sions. Either God was waiting for Mam or Sider to come along
and do it for Him, or there h no szah  thing as an unz”u.st  projt. For the
remainder of this chapter, I am assuming that the latter option is
correct.4

The issue of profits centers on the problem of production. How
does the entrepreneur know where to channel investments? Or, to
put it another way, How can the wants of consumers be satisfied?
The entrepreneur attempts to anticipate and meet constantly
changing future consumer demands by directing the various fac-
tors of production in such away as to make them provide what the
people want in the most efficient and profitable way. If he fails to
forecast the market correctly, he will suffer losses. If his decision is
correct, he will make a profit. l%eprojt  is the tangible sign of success in
seruing  consumer wants. A large profit means the entrepreneur has
been very successful. He has not wasted resources, which are now
released to the market to serve other consumer preferences.

It is commonly assumed that profits are arbitrary-that the en-
trepreneur says, “Well, let’s see. Costs of production amounted to
such-and-such; I will add on a profit of X percent and make a lot
of money.” But the entrepreneur cannot control demand. If the
demand for his product is low, he will suffer losses. The en-
trepreneur does not “set” a profit. He does not know the future.
The price (and hence the profit) will be determined by consumer
demand in relation to the supply. If many consumers want the
product, they will bid up the price in order to get the product. The
profit comes from consumers who outbid other consumeYs  in com-
petition for it. The fact that profits are high means that many con-
sumers are bidding, and this means that the entrepreneur has cor-
rectly discerned their needs. He makes a profit in direct relation-
ship to how well he has satisfied their desires. Remember this law:
consumers compete against consumers, while sellers compete

4. For a very helpful explanation of the nature and fimction of profits, see
Ludwig von Mises,  Pkznning  for  Frcedwn (South Holland, IL Libertarian Press,
fourth ed., 1980), pp. 108ff. See also Mises,  Human Action: A Treatise on Economs2s
(Chicago: Henry Regnery  Co., third revised cd., 1966), pp. 289-303.
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against sellers. It follows that the man who makes the hzjghest pro@  ti
& man who is best serving the public.

By “best,” I do not mean that everything the public wants is
good. Nor do I mean that a bubblegum  producer who makes high
profits is serving the public “better” than the man who sacrifices
his life to care for the poor or the sick. But I do mean that the suc-
cessful  entrepreneur- assuming he has not defrauded or coerced
his buyers-has satisfied connu.mr a%nand  better than his com-
petitors. You and I might wish consumer demand were directed
toward other objects. I would like this book to be a best seller, but
it probably won’t be. So what? Unless we can demonstrate from
Scripture that product X is sirgld-not  just luxurious or trivial or
silly — we cannot say that the profit received from producing it is
wrong. And if the item itself ia wrong, we should stop talking
about #vo@s and start talkiig about prohibiting its prodution$  since
that’s where the real problem is. Concern with profits as such
betrays an envious mind, more disturbed that someone is suc-
cessfid  than that the basis of his success may be wrong.

The average man probably associates high profits with high
prices. This is not usually the situation in the free market. Henry
Ford became a billionaire because he saw the truth of free market
economics: high profits are associated with Zuw Prices and h@h
wages. He redesigned mass production methods of manufacturing
and applied them to automobile production. He then went out
and offered to pay $5 per day to relatively unskilled laborers — an
unheard-of wage in those days. He offered Americans the first
low-priced automobile, the Model T, and he sold millions of
them. It was the enormous volume of sales that made him rich.
Price competition was the key to wealth, and still is. The method
of selling tQ a mass consumer market, thereby reducing unit costs
of production, is price competition. It helps make everyone rich.

How does the entrepreneur get Ku profits? By forecasting
accurately future demand and future costs of production. He is in
competition with other producer-entrepreneurs. He tries to find
special niches in the market where Ku competitors have failed to
see an opportunity for profit. Because they have failed to see that
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consumers in the umxrtainjldure  will probably (he thinks) be will-
ing to pay for a particular good or service, they have failed to
enter the market for producer goods. Because they are not in there
actively bidding up the price of raw materials, labor, and capital
goods, the prices of these goods are low–for the moment. The
competition has stayed out of the “producer goods auction,” so
the hopeful entrepreneur enters this market, buys up the goods,
and diverts them into production. If he has been correct in his
forecast, he will be able to sell consumers the goods they want at a
price they are willing and able to pay. The man’s profit comes
from the discrepancy between the costs of production and sales
revenue. But of course, these original conditions are unlikely to
last very long. His competitors figure out what he has done, and
they enter the producer goods market and start bidding up the
prices, so that they, too, can profit by seIling  to consumers.
Everyone’s profit margin shrii, which is as it should be.

Has the original entrepreneur exploited the consumers?
Hardly. He saw what they wanted and provided it for them. If he
had not seen their present preferences back when he started out,
no one would have produced the consumer goods or services in
question. The consumers would have had a smaller selection of
goods to choose from. Far fkom having exploited the consumers,
the entrepreneur who makes a profit has demonstrated his abdity
to serve the consumers well. Without his foresight, his willingness
to bear risks, and his production and marketing skills, the con.
sumers would have had fewer of their high-preference items to
choose from. Not only tha~ his high profits (if above the rate of
interest return and management fee return which he “pays to
himself”) will alert other entrepreneurs to enter the market and
provide an even wider quantity of goods to select from. Why,
then, are high profits so evil? It is the opportunity for making
high, though admittedly temporary, profits that provides the con-
sumers with the “carrot” with which they can lure entrepreneurs
to meet their ever-changing, fickle demands. The profit motive,
coupled with a social order which permits men to seek and retain
profits, is the source of the consunum’  sowmignty  over national and
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even international production. Take away the opportunity to
make and keep high profits, and you have turned the power of
makiig production decisions over to the state’s bureaucrats. The
entrepreneur is a middleman, not a tyrant.

Production decisions have to be made by somebody. Either the
“untouchables” in the state bureaucracies decide for the con-
sumers, “in the name of the people,” or else profit-seeking, risk-
taking entrepreneurs will decide. An incompetent entrepreneur
will soon be out of business. He will stop wasting the community’s
scarce economic resources in the production of items that the
public prefers to skip. An incompetent, monopolistic, government-
protected bureaucratic planning committee is a lot harder to
remove. So take your pick: production by compwkwn  or produc-
tion for projt. There is no third choice.

Seeing profits in this light helps us to understand something
else about the high-profit complaint. If we say that someone’s
profits are too high, we mean one of two things. First, that the en-
trepreneur was too ej&ent.  If he had done his job poorly, he would
have directed the factors of production less efficiently, and the
costs of production would have been higher, with the result that
his profit margin would have been slimmer. But no– that wicked
profiteer was able to allocate the scarce factors of production in
the most carefid and prudent manner, and thus he was able to
reap high returns. The second thing we might mean by saying his
profits are too high is that he maak  too many peopk  happy. The only
way to make high profits is by meeting a high demand. If someone
makes a very high profit, it means that many people wanted that
item, and were willing to pay high prices to get it. A more
moderate man would not have tried to satisfi so many people.
But that wicked profiteer is so despicable that he would please
everyone in the world if he could.

God has structured the world so that those who are best at satis-
fying the public have the most control of production. This is the
function of profits. The price system of the market transmits infor-
mation about consumer wants, and the profits go to those who are
most efficient in using capital to supply those wants. Complaints
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about profits really mean: “I disapprove of those consumer
wants. ” Now that you realize what you -actually meant, you can
write a book — not about the evil of profits, but about why people
should drink orange juice instead of Pepsi. And if lots of people
like your book, you might make a high profit yourself, in addition
to encouraging orange juice sales.

We should note further that high profits are temporag.  High
profits attract entrepreneurs and in hopes of making profits, they
will begin producing the demanded item. As the supply increases
in relation to demand, prices fall; and as competitors now bid up
factor prices, profits decrease. Outside of a true monopoly–
which means coercion to keep out competitors (e. g., the govern-
ment monopoly of postal service)- it is impossible to continue a
high profit; and even monopolists are not psychic. No one knows
the future, and there can be no such thing as a “normal rate of
profit.” Profits are temporary. They simply reflect the market’s
readjustment to consumer wants. When the market readjusts, the
profits disappear. (I am talkiig here about Pure profit. What ofien
goes under the name of “profit” is either remuneration for the
managers of an enterprise or interest on invested capital.)

We must not try to restrict profit or hamper the ability of entre-
preneurs to make profits. Profits show producers what consumers
want. The existence of profits means that capital resources are
continually being redirected in the most consumer-satisfjhg
manner. As businessmen in search of profits increase the supply
of goods demanded by consumers, prices fall, and thus — para-
doxically, a socialist might think-pro~ts reduce the cost  of living!
(That’s Adam Smith’s “invisible hand” at work.)

When government places restrictions on profits, the results are
lower production, high costs, and waste. If businessmen cannot
hope to receive a profit in a particular industry, they will turn
their attention and capital elsewhere. This means that production
will be lower for a good that is in demand, and thus prices will
higher. (And remember, if the government seeks to alleviate this
by controlling the price, there will be an even greater shortage of
the good. ) Furthermore, a controlled industry, whkh must not
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make more than a certain profit percentage, will thus try to ap-
pear to be not very successfid.  One way to nziuceprojt  is to increase
cost. Potential profits will be converted into activities that raise the
cost of production, thereby disguising the actual profit from the
government inspectors. Offices will become fancier, new type-
writers will be purchased, along with more pencil sharpeners,
copying machiies,  extra (and prettier) secretaries, more employ-
ees of the “preferred” racial background, fatter expense accounts,
a fleet of company cars, and so on. If profits had not been
restricted, the businessmen would have poured the new capital
generated into the production of the desired good. But with profit
restrictions, there is waste.5

Note again a basic lesson. Socialism cannot produce wealth; it
can only destroy what wealth exists. It cannot generate; it can
only confiscate. The only reasons for complaining about profits
arc srwy and i~orance.  But those who My desire to be “biblical
Christians” will learn to conquer their envy, and decrease their
ignorance. Both goals will be aelieved by submitting to God’s
authoritative revelation in His law, the standard of justice.

5. See Annen A. Alchmn,  Ekonomu  Forces  at Work (Indianapolis: Liberty
press, 1977), pp. 159ff.,  251ff.



“If no one paid attention to these lies, they would be harmless.
But that is impossible~’

(Ronald Sider, Rid C/mMans in
an Age of Hungeq  p. 47 [p. 40])

“The mature . . . have their senses trained to ducern good and
evil.”

(Hebrews 5:14)
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ADVERTISING AND THE SLAVE MENTALITY

Of all the many imps populating Sider’s imaginary Inferno, the
archfiend of advertising is one of the worst — Mephistopheles in-
carnate. Sider has mounted a vigorous advertising campaign
against advertising. His basic message is that advertising creates
all kinds of desires in a gullible public, manipulating their wants.

Advertisers regularly con us into believing that we genuinely need one
luxury after another. We are convinced that we must keep up with or go
even one better than our neighbors. . . . The purpose of advertising no
longer is primarily to inform. It is to create desire . . . it attempts to
persuade us that material possessions will bring joy and Mlillment.1

One ad particularly censured by Sider is from his savings bank.
The ad is characterized by him as “unbiblical,  heretical, demonic.”
Here’s the jingle:

Put a little love away.
Everybody needs a penny for a rainy day.
Put a little love away.z

Tacky, maybe. Crass. But heretical? Demonic? Sider must
mean either that (1) saving money is demonic; or (2) the union of
saving money with the sublime concept of love is demonic. (A
third possibility would be that fractionally reserved banks them-
selves are demonic. He may have something there, but I won’t
take the time to explore it.) But thriftiness and saving are cer-

1. Sider, Ruh Christians, pp. 4M.
2. Ibid., p. 47 [p. 40].
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tairdy biblical virtues (and many laws, e.g. inheritance, are
meaningless apart from storing wealth); moreover, Jesus’ parable
of money investment (Luke 19:11-27) assumes the ethical vaK-
dity of savings, and even banks are mentioned (of course, this was
written before the Federal Reserve System came along).

Does advertising as such create desire? This is plaiiy not so. If
it were true, it would mean that no business would ever suffer
losses – it could just keep on “creating” a desire for its product. It
would also mean that businesses would not waste their time in
marketing research to find out what consumers want; if advertis-
ing could really creak  those  wants, research is entirely superfluous
(e.g., when God created the world, He didn’t engage in research
to fmd out what the creation would like to be). And how can we
tell the diilerence between unjustly creating wants and ji@kg
those desires that already exist? Slder does not tell us. He merely
asserts that ads create wants. Presumably, therefore, no company
really satisfies the wants of consumers. All consumer wants are
fabricated by big business. And I thought the right wing had a
corner on conspiracy theories! As well-packaged as Sider’s anti-ad
ad is, he doesn’t give any proof. Maybe he should be federally
regulated. We consumers need to be protected against such
unscrupulous tactics.

Ludwig von Mises demolished this notion of the omnipotent
advertiser: “The consumer is, according to this legend, simply
defenseless against ‘high-pressure’ advertising. If this were true,
success or failure in business would depend on the mode of adver-
tising only. However, nobody believes that any kind of advertis-
ing would have succeeded in makiig the candlemakers  hold the
field against the electric bulb, the horsedrivers against the motor-
cars, the goose quill against the steel pen and later against the
fountain pen. But whoever admits this implies that the quality of
the commodity advertised is instrumental in bringing about the
success of an advertising campaign. Then there is no reason to
maintain that advertising is a method of cheating the public.”g

3. Mkes, Human Actwn (Chicago: Henry Regnexy  Co., thii revised cd.,
1966), p. 321.
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Advertising is information. The reason why it is often slick, sugary,
gross, stupid or infuriating is because that is what the public wants.
The advertiser’s job is to inform potential buyers of his product. He
must get the Morrnation to them in such a way that they will not
miss it. This can mean the commercial use of beautiful sunsets,
pretty girls, handsome men, cute kids, charming grandmothers,
muscle-bound athletes, adorable puppies, and whatever else will
attract consumer attention. Infonnution  is usebs Zf it is not  com-
muntiated.  I know a man who wrote a gospel tract. On the cover
were pictures of different-shaped noses, and the words: “Pick the
one you want.” The next page began: “Now that you’re done pick-
ing your nose. . . “a- nd the tract went on to share the gospel.
Okay, it was gross. But it was read by many more people than
would have read one beginniig:  “Are you saved?” The point is that
he got their attention. Ilk is not a defense of every attention-
getting device. I am merely saying that thii is a necessary fimction
of advertising, and that the publti%  tale okt-ermina  what methods wiU be
used. Amos used a tricky advertising gimnick  to get Israel to listen
to his message, by telling them what they wanted to hear: how bad
everybody else was (Amos 1:3-2:5). Advertising is wrong only
when it breaks the law of God. Tackiness is not a sin.

But what about its effect upon impressionable minds? Sider
claims that advertising “shapes the values of our children.”4 The
only answer to this is: That’s your problem. God has given you the
responsibility to shape your children’s values (Deuteronomy 4:9;
6:5-7). My wife and I have our children programmed for this:
They will simply get up and turn the TV off whenever a distaste-
ful advertisement comes on the screen. Their level of discernment
is pretty good. Television is not shaping their values. The word of
God is, as it permeates the fabric of our home. Principles of
godliness are discussed as naturally as are methods of cooking,
decorating, using a screwdriver or throwing a Frisbee. It is part of
life, and it forms the basic perspective through which the whole
world is seen. There are problems, but the problems are met and
conquered.

4. Sider,  Rich Chrirtianr,  p. 47 [p. w].
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Advertising broadens the choices available to consumers, and
enables us to “shop” ahead of time. Brand names make shopping
more efficient, by enabling us to purchase goods of easily recog-
nizable quality. When I buy jeans, I don’t have to take the time to
sort through a jumble of diiferent  types, analyzing each pair for
durability. I just head for the Levi’s. More than this, advertising
enables us to discriminate differences we hadn’t been aware of.
The nationally-advertised “Pepsi Challenge” made consumers
aware that Pepsi really doa  taste better to some consumers than its
competitor. A product that fails to live up to its claims cannot suc-
ceed. We are responsible for testing everything (I Thessalonians
5:21 ). Christians aren’t supposed to be gullible.

What then is the problem with advertising? Sider finally stum-
bles onto the point:

Given our inherent bent for idolatry, advertising is so demonically
powerful and convincing that most people persist in their fmitless  effort
to quench their thirst for meaning and fuMlment  with an ever-rising
river of possessions. 5

He’s muddled it, but he’s reached the basic issue: zdohtry.  Peo-
ple who are enslaved to the present, thinking only of immediate
gratification, are seduced by advertising into buying the latest
doodads and baubles. Their ethic is not one of saving, invest-
ment, and generous giving, but of consumption. And the central
fact here is not  the advertising. It is the slzwe  zwntality  of the people,
a condition that can be corrected only by regeneration and the
deep cultural penetration of Christian values.

For example, let’s consider the most blatant instance of false,
unscrupulous advertising in all history: the temptation of Adam
and Eve. God had placed the forbidden tree right in the middle of
the Garden–not to tempt His creatures, but to give them
strength as they daily grew in the ability to obey Him. But when
the serpent handed them a line, they swallowed it. Why? Was the
temptation too strong for them? To say that would be to charge
God with deceiving them. No temptation is too strong (I Corin-

5. Ibid., p. 49 [cf. p. 41].
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thians  10:13). The slickest ad campaign ever devised cannot in itself
lead people into sin. The nxd problem lay in Adam and Eve’s rebel-
lion. They wanted to be like God, and that’ is why they gave in to
pressure. They were judged, (Of course, the serpent was judged too,
for misrepresenting the truth.) The basic problem is not advertising,
but depnwi~. The only way to wipe out the consumption ethic is to
convert the culture. We cannot legislate proper values; legislation
should only penaliie biblically evil external acts. Moreover, the same
good may be right or wrong for different people. Is it right to own a
Mercedes? Since sin is not in thtigs but in people’s hearts (Matthew
15:11, 17-20), the possession of a Mercedes maybe perfectly all right
for some, and ‘wrong for others. @estions  must be asked: “How
does this afFect your other financial obligations? Is it an idol? NYU
Pwfi  it?” Not all these questions are quantifmble;  answers may vary
for dMerent individuals. It is a matter of faith and examination of
one’s own conscience — not legislation.

Sider does not say we should enact legislation against all the ads
he dislikes. But that conclusion is likely, for two reasons. First, stat-
ist legislation is the thrust of HE whole book— you can always hear
the hum of an ax grinding in the background. Second, he says that
the result of advertising is “structural injustice,”G and he constantly
is after us to abolish structural injustice. Should advertising be reg-
ulated? No. There is no biblical warrant for a state regulatory
board to oversee the advertising industry. But proven, false aduerti.sing
(actual fraud) should be punished, since it constitutes thefl. The
one who engages in fraud must make full restitution for taking
other people’s goods under fhlse pretenses. The Bible does not give
the state the authority to regulate anything. The state’s fimction is
to punzih  m“mimds.  Biblical law is basically structured in terms of ex
post fmto  punishments, not continual, daiiy regulation. I may not
elevate my prejudices to equal standing with God’s law. I may in-
tensely dislike advertisements, but I must treat them as the Bible
commands me to treat my enemies: with justice. Until someone
breaks the law of God, I must not prosecute him. The state is given
the authority to punish evihfoms–  not chuckleheads.

6. Ibtii.



“All income should be given to the poor after one satisfies bare ne-
cessities . . . . Any ‘Christian’ who takes for himself any more
than the ‘plain necessaries of life; Wesley insisted, lives in an
open, habitual denial of the Lord.’ He has ‘gained riches and hell-
fire!’ “

(Ronald Sider, Rich Chr&zhns  in
an Age of Hung~  p. 172 [cf. p. 164])

“Let no one act as your judge in regard to food or drink. . . . Let
no one keep defrauding you of your prize by delighting in self-
abasement . . . infiated  without cause by his fleshly mind.”

(COIOSSianS 2:16-18)
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CULTURAL BONE ROT

Now Isaac sowed in that land, and reaped in the same year a hundred-
fold. And the LORD blessed him, and the man became very rich, and
continued to grow richer until he became very wealthy; for he had
possessions of flocks and herds and a great household, so that the
Philistine envied him. Now all the wells which his father’s servants had
dug in the days of Abraham his father, the Philistine stopped up by
filling them with earth. (Genesis 26:12-15)

Envy is the greatest disease of our age. It is often confused with
jealousy and covetousness, which have to do with wanting the
possessions and privileges of others. Envy is much more insidious
- and deadly. Envy is the feeling that someone else’s having
something is to blame for the fact that you do not have it. The
principal motive is thus not so much to take, but to destroy. The en-
vier acts against the object of his envy, not to benefit himself, but
to cut the other person down to his own level-or below. The
American Puritan divine Samuel Willard defined envy as “a
man’s repining at his neighbour’s Prosperity, looking upon him-
self to be Hurt by it.”1 In hk massive study of envy, Helmut
Schoeck points up this central factor: “the envious man’s convic-
tion that the envied man’s prosperity, his success and his income
are somehow to blame for the subject’s deprivation, for the lack
that he feels. ‘z It can be summed up in Pierre-Joseph Proudhon’s

1. Samuel Willani, A Co+!aat  Body ojDioinity  (New York: Johnson Reprint
Corporation, 1969), p. 750.

2. Helmut Schoeck,  Envy: A Z7wny of Social Behaawur  (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc., 1970), p. 17.
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famous epigram: Property is Theji !S
This explains why “Envy and Malice are inseparable”q;  as we

can see from the example in Genesis quoted above, the envier’s
goal is destruction. Henry Hazlitt writes: “The envious are more
likely to be mollified by seeing others deprived of some advantage
than by getting it for themselves. It is not what they lack that
chiefly troubles them, but what others have. The envious are not
satisfied with equality; they secretly yearn for superiority and
revenge .“5

And it is this envious, destructionist mentality, nursing itself on
the notion that “your wealth is the cause of my poverty,” that is the
basic ethos of socialism. G For socialism does not-and cannot
–build up capital. It seeks only to expropriate or destroy the
capital of others. It exalts a malignant, misanthropic disposition
into an article of political economy, a machine for tyranny. Social-
ism is institutionalzked  envy.

Does Ronald Sider envy the rich? He would (I assume) deny
the charge; we must examine his writings for the answer. The
guilt-inspiring title of his book-Rub Ch&tians  in an Age of Hunger
— certainly implies that the wealth of the rich is somehow to
blame for the hunger of the poor. Is wealth a cause of poverty?
Consider the following declarations:

The ever increasing af%uence  among the rich minority is one of the fun-
damental causes of the present crisis.7

3. James Billington, Fire in the Mind of Men: O@ins  of ths Rsvoluttbnq  Faiti
(New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1980), p. 290. Art Gkh,  a modem evangelical so-
cialist, makes a similar statement: “Capitalism, that is, the system of private
property and competition, is itself thieve#’  (Robert G. Clouse,  ed,,  Walth  and
Povsrty: Four Chnkttizn  Vims of lkonotniss  [Downem  Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press,
1984] p. 76).

4. Willard, p. 751.
5. Henry Hazlitt, 2% Congucst  of Pozwty (New RocheUe,  NY: Arlington

House,  1973), p. 126.
6. See Ludwig von Mises,  Sociaknn:  An Economu  and So&&M Analyti  (Lon-

don: Jonathan Gape, 1951), pp. 436, 457ff.,  531; see also Herbert Schlossberg’s  dN-
cussion of rersmtiment  in Iobkfi  Dcstmsttbn:  Cimitian Faith and Its Cony%ntathn  wdh
American S+  (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1983), pp. 51-59,69-74.

7. Sider, Rtih  Christtims,  p. 54 [p. 47].
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Our ever-increasing affluence is . . . at the heart of the problems

God casts down the wealthy and powerful– precisely because they
became wealthy by oppressing the poor.g

The rich regularly oppress the poor and neglect the needy. 10

The rich neglect or oppose justice because justice demands that they end
their oppression and share with the Poor.11

Frequently the rich are wealthy precisely because they have oppressed
the poor or have neglected to aid the needy. 12

The envious man does not stop at merely bewailing the “fact”
that the rich are to blame for the plight of the poor. He nurtures this
hatred of his enemy. Regardless of his own advantages, he cannot
bear to think of the object of his envy enjoying anything. The evil
Haman, grand vizier  of Persia, was able to recount many
privileges granted him by the King (Esther 5: 11-12): “Yet all this
does not satis~ me every time I see Mordecai the Jew sitting at
the King’s gate” (v. 13). Thus the envier acts to destroy others, to
hurt them in some way; it is of little concern whether he himself
actually benefits. “One does not lift up the world,” a revolu-
tionary leader once remarked, “one burns it. “13 Therefore, as we
have already observed, the primary aim of much “social” legisla-
tion today is not to benefit the poor, but to penalize the rich-or,
more likely, the middle class.

When we envy, we rejoice in the misfortune of others (provided
that they had some sort of perceived or assumed privilege). We
like to think that they “deserve” to be brought down. Even when a
bad man fds, we rejoice not so much because he was God’s
enemy, but because he was prosperous. An obvious example is
the Watergate period, when many were less concerned with the

8. Ibid., p. 153.
9. Ibid., p. 73 [p. 65].

10. Zbti., p. 77 [cf. p. 69].
ii. lbrii!., p. 84 [p. 76].
12. Ibid. [p. 76].
13. Billington, p. 6. Italics added.
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actual violations of law than in watching the mighty dethroned. I
constantly ran into people whose ignorance of the specific alleg-
ations was abysmal, but who nevertheless chortled with glee that
“they finally got what was coming to them.” Another example is
the resentment of many toward Hugh Hefher, whose way of maki-
ng money is certainly deplorable and unbiblical  — but our in-
dignation is doubtless fuelled considerably by the fact that he is
rich in the first place, especially since we, who are pure, don’t
make as much money.

So envy is motivated toward destruction. Socialist policies are
geared particularly toward plunder–and, notwithstanding
Sider’s seeming care for the pwr, his specific suggestions have
nothing to do with capital accumulation and the growth of real
wealth, which are biblical means of overcoming poverty. Instead,
he wants to steal. Well, that’s not putting it charitably. He wants
other people to steal. And the primary motive is to hurt the rich, by
majority vote.

Consider, first, an apparently harmless statement on the duties
of missionary activity in poor countries: “Why have missionaries
so often taught Remans but not Amos to new converts in poor
Iands?”lq  In reply, it may be said that the book of Remans is a
handy summary of Chriitian  theology, and contains, in capsule
form, practicidly  all the major teachings of Scripture (and the last
five chapters do speak a great deal about “community” and our
duties to one another). Moreover, Remans was written for new
converts; Amos was not. But Sider has a point: Amos is Scripture
too. There’s no reason why it shouht  be taught, so long as it’s not
a cover for the Gospel according to Marx. (Erasmus, after listen-
ing to John Colet’s  lectures on the epistles of St. Paul, exclaimed:
“I could hear Plato himself speaking!”)  Considering Sider’s tend-
ency to read social revolution into the prophets, that danger is
very real indeed:

Cross-cuhmd  missionaries need not engage in politics. But they must
carefully and fully expound for new converts the explosive biblical

14. Sider, Rz2h Chrikm.s,  p. 208 [p. 198].
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message that God is on the side of the poor and oppressed. The poor will
learn quickly how to apply biblical principles to their own oppressive
societies. u

Especially if we drop a few hints. How does Sider think the “op-
pressed” should apply these explosive principles? Two concrete
examples are kand rejown  and nationakztion  offorez”~  holdings. (Love
those euphemisms. “I’m not stealing your property. I’m reform-
ing it .“) Notice the moral twist in Sider’s call for land reform,
where he states that the poor want the land of the wealthy, but the
wealthy don’t want them to confiscate it. “Do we want to continue
supporting that kind of injustice?”lG  (Did I miss sometilng?)
Theft is justice. Protection of property is injustice. An explosive
message, to be sure. But I can’t fmd it in my concordance. See if
it’s in yours.

Sider goes on to give Chdean  President Salvador Allende
honorable mention for expropriating copper mines owned by
U.S. companies, on the basis that the high profits they earned had
gone to the investors, resulting in the malnutrition of millions of
children.lT  While we can sympathize with the condition of these
children (and since the story came straight from the upright
Mr. Allende, I see little reason to doubt its veracity), the issue
here is thg?. Concern for the poor has long been used as a
justification for all sorts of crime. Judas Iscariot, who was a thief,
is a prime example (John 12:4-6). Those who profess to be so
high-minded that they can treat the law of God in this manner
should at least have the honesty to abandon the facade of “biblical
Christianity.” But then a man who brazenly advocates theft won’t
flinch at lying.

But there is much more to Ronald Sider’s tactics of envy than

15. Zbzii., pp. 208f. [p. 198].
16. Ibz2i., p. 160.; cf. p. 218 [cf. p. 150, 214f.].
17. Ibid., pp. 161f.;  cf. his demand for “nationalizationfl  p. 145 [cf. p. 134]. R.

Emmett Tyrrell Jr. is, as usual, right on the button: “No matter how barbaric a
Third World regime might have been in the 1970s  it could usually find a gaseous
American apologist if only it was sufficiently anti-American.” The Libmd  Crack-
L’p  (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1984), p. 160.
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what we have already seen. A comparatively recent phenomenon,
not envisaged by men such as Samuel Willard, is the use of envy
& manipu&a&  the objkt  of envy into feeling guilty for bet”ng  envied. He is
made to believe that he really is responsible for the sufferings of
others, that his wealth is actually a cause of poverty in other peo-
ple. When envy is so pervasive in society, when it is positively en-
couraged by our leaders — and preachers in particular — we turn
the envy back on ourselves and feel guilty for what we possess. A
central motive of socialktic  reformers is to cause an orgy of
self-flagellation among property owners. A humorous example is
that of a woman who is distressed because her grass is tpen. The
following poem is not intended as a joke. It appeared quite seri-
ously in m Chisttin  century:

Priorities
My lawn
is green and lush,
By fertilizer fed.
The soil for the crops of the world
grows poor. 1s

We can smile at such fertilized silliness. But the next example
shows the awfbl lengths to which inverted envy can lead. I cannot
even express my utter dugust — and deep sadness-at the moral
blindness of a writer in a recent issue of theOthedlde.  Randall Bas-
inger, a philosophy teacher at a Christian college in Kansas,
writes of his emotional turmoil at the successful delivery of his in-
fant son. He admits that “Deep in my heart, I wanted to praise
God for the beautifid event that had occurred. More than ever be-
fore, I felt the urge to utter a joyfhl  prayer of thanksgiving. But
the words wouldn’t come. >Ylg Why not? Read on:

I found my mind wandering fmm the plush, resort-like, suburban
hospital in which I was standing to the crowded wards of inner-city in-

18. Charlotte Mann in T7u Clznkttin  Centwy  (June 11-18, 1975), p. 596.
19. Randall Basinger,  “One Fathe#s Prayerfl  theOtherSi&  (December, 1980),

p. 20.
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stitutions.  I thought of parents and soon-to-be-born children who
seldom reap the benefits of our advanced medical technology. Would
husbands in the broken ghettos of the inner city experience the same joy
I was experiencing? Would those unborn children have the same safe
passage into the world as my son? Would their mothers come through
the birth process as well as my well-doctored wife?

Then my circle of thought broadened to parents in other areas of the
world. Enforced ignorance, poor sanitation, deficient diets, rank poverty,
and scarce or nonexistent medical care —these were no doubt having
their effect on many a mother and newborn chiid. What were the hus-
bands of those wives and the fathers of those children experiencing? Was
there joy at the birth of their firstborn?

I thought about those who lived before the onset of modem medicine.
For my wife and myself, the threatening breach position of our unborn
child had been no threat at all. Yet for countless parents through the cen-
turies, the threat had been real- and often fatal. Those grieving fathers,
far removed by time, were nonetheless a very real and quite disturbing
presence in my mind.

In the face of all thii suffering, both past and present, how was I to
pray? Was I to praise and give thanks to God for what I had
experienced?

To thank God for all that had happened was to presuppose that God
had caused it to happen. At first, this seemed quite acceptable. But I
cringed as I became aware of where this ultimately led, for if God had
providentially caused these good things to happen in our lives, then must
not God also be directly responsible for the misery, pain, and death ex-
perienced by so many others around the world?

Sure, I could praise God’s goodness to me, but what would that imply
about God’s character, in view of the ugliness and evil that so many
others experience?

And so I couldn’t bring myself to utter that prayer. I couldn’t thank
God for being kind tome whale ignoring the desperate needs of so many
others. I knew that if that’s the kind of God we have, then our God isn’t
just. If that’s the kind of God we have, fien somehow our God is at least
indirectly responsible for the evil in the world. And that’s not the kind of
God I want.

Besides, I thought, such a prayer wouldn’t even be very realistic. It
sounds simple and pious to say, “Thank you, God, for what you have
brought about in my life.” But how well does that square with reality?
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Had not a host of “thk-worldly” factors been instrumental in making
my son’s birth successti?

Why shouldn’t my wife have given birth to a healthy child? She lives
in a society and a time where tremendous medical knowledge and ser-
vices are available. She is well educated. She knows how to take advan-
tage of the best medical facilities. She has the money necessary for the
best of medical care. And she is a member of a socio-economic class that
gives her easy access to all of that.

The deck of life is stacked. My wife and I were among the lucky ones.
An abundance of social and historical factors played a major role in our
good fortune. And the lack of those factors often brings tragedy to
others. To a large extent, we were simply at the right place at the right
time. . . .

How easy and natural it would have been for me to thank God for
causing my wife’s delivery to turn out right. Pious, it would have been.
But such a prayer would have also encouraged me to focus only on what
was going on in my life — or in my own family’s life, which is the same
thing. And by so doing, I would have become less sensitive to the needs
of others.

In addition, by emphasizing God’s direct responsibility for our partic-
ular blessings, we ignore those social and economic factors that have
made the blessings possible. And given the way our world is set up, those
very same factors are often bringing untold hardships to others. By ap-
pealing to divine providence we ignore that reality. We don’t have to
deal seriously with the fact that so many of our blessings are built on the
backs of the poor.zo

Usually, the articles in t/uOtherSti  make me angry. This one
made me weep as well — not so much for the guilt-manipulator
who could write such trash, but for his son, who must grow up in
that kmd of atmosphere. The fact that this garbage is becoming
more popular indicates that we are on the verge of cultural
suicide.

Sider’s whole “ministry” can be seen as one of guilt-manipula-
tion. His fable of the Indian prime minister threatening to blow
millions into oblivion makes us feel responsible.zl  The United

20. Ibid., pp. 21f.
21. Sider,  Rich Chr&ians,  pp. 14ff.
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States has “an unjust division of the earth’s food and resources,”zz
and our right to use them is superseded by the “human” rights of
the rest of the world.zs  The poor nations suffer because we use
more fertilizer,zq  eat more fishzs and beef,zG  and generally con-
sume more than other people do.z’  White schoolchildren are
guilty of the “terrible sin” of getting a better education and thus
better job opportunities, because their parents pulled them out of
an inner-city school.zs  We are all guilty of Mexico’s oppression of
its farmers;zg  we all are guilty of the profits made by U.S. com-
panies in other nations – profits which constitute “foreign aid”
from poor people to us.30  Profits from these countries are “unjustly
high.”sl  “Every North American benefits from these structural
injustices . . . you participate in unjust structures which con-
tribute direct~  to the hunger of a billion unhappy neighbors. “32
“The proper conclusion is that injustice has become embedded in
some of our fundamental economic institutions”ss  — so much so
that it is “impossible to live in North Ameriia  and not be involved in u~”u.st
w&z stictures.  “34  If you’re having trouble bearing the weight of
all that guilt by yourself, Sider offers some comfort, hastening to
make it clear that he does not “want to suggest that 214 million
Americans bear sole responsibility for all hunger, starvation and
injustice in today’s world.” No? Of course  not:  “A// countries  of
the rich Northern Hemisphere are directly involved.”ss  At least
we’re not alone. And, generously, Sider includes himself in all

22. Ibid., p. 18.
23. Ibid.,  p. 210 [p. 194].
24. Ibti., p. 151.
25. Ibti., p. 156.
26. Zbti., p. 158f.  [pp. 148ff.].
27. Zbtii., p. 153, 162 [cf. pp. 144ff.].
28. Ibtif.,  p. 132f. [pp. l17f.].
29. Ibid.,  p. 159 [p. 148].
30. Ibid., p. 161.
31. Ibid., p. 162.
32. Zbzii. [p. 155]. Italics added.
33. Zbz2. [P. 155].
34. Ibid., p. 148 [cf. p. 137]. ItzAcs  added.
35. Ibid., p. 139 [cf. p. 124]. Italics added.
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this flogging. He confesses that he paid $50 for an extra suit, and
“that money would have fed a starving child in India for about a
year. “~G Well, if you live on this continent, it’s tough being
righteous all the time. Come to think of it, the money I spent on
Sider’s book would have fed that kid for over a month.

A sound heart is the life of the flesh:
But envy the rottenness of the bones.

(Proverbs 14:30, KJV)

Envy destroys the man who commits it. He does not work for
the fiiture and the glory of God. He cannot Will the purpose for
which he was created. His frustration increases: he can’t enjoy
what he has, for he is eaten up by what others have or— when he
turns the envy in upon himself-by what others do not have. We
should take the verse literally to some extent: envy has very
serious physical consequences. Because man is a whole person,
God’s curse on sin tiects the whole man. You can quite literally
be eaten up by envy.

More than thii, envy is a rot on the foundations of society. If
the cultural ethic is the destruction of anyone who owns some-
thing which others don’t own, the result is chaos. And if you are
fearfid of your neighbors’ envy, you won’t produce. Success and
productivity become dangerous, and the whole culture declines. A
civilkation  dominated by tmvy has rottenness in its bones: it h doomed to ex-
tinction. “Wrath is cruel, and anger is outrageous; but who is able
to stand before envy?” (Proverbs 27:4) The kind of cultural rot
that sets in is terrifying, as described in Edward C. Bzdeld’s  77u
Moral Basis  of a Backward Socdy.~T  George Gilder is right: “Rather
than wealth causing poverty, it is far more true to say that what
causes poverty is the widespread belief that wealth does.”sa

36. Ibid., p. 174 [pp. 165f.].
37. Edward C. Bardield,  17teMoral  Basis da Backward Sociay  (New York: The

Free Press, 1958); see esp. pp. 83-101.
38. George Gilder, Wkdth  andPoocny  (New York Basic Books, Inc., 1981), p.

99.
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The only cure for this malaise is “a sound heart’’-an attitude
of contentment with God’s providential government of your life.
He is the one who raises up and puts down, and your advantages
— or lack of them-are horn Him. Samuel Willard said this in
1706: “We are never the worse in our selves, because another en-
joys a Prosperous Condition; it is of God that his State is such,
and it in no way makes ours other than it is . . . To envy men the
Prosperity which God bestows upon them, is to Hate them with-
out a cause; or when they have offered us no real Affront or Prov-
ocation. It is an Affront offered to the Divine Sovereignty; it is
God who lifts Men up, and puts them down; He is the Supream
disposer of all the Affairs of the Children of Men. It implies a fault
found with His Government of the World, as if He dealt Unjustly,
and did not distribute His Favours,  either in Wisdom or Right-
eousness. It Envys God His Glory in the World, in that it is Angry
if He be Glorified by another; because he thiis that in so doing
he out-shines him, and darkens his Light. It despiseth  and reflects
upon the Gifls and Favours of God, as if they were Lost, because
they are not Concentred in hirn.”~g

If you have needs, the Bible commands you to@z. (Phdippians
4:6-7), to be contit  (Phdippians 4:5,8, 12), and to work (I Thessa-
Ionians  4: 11); and God, who hears the cry of the poor, will supply
all your needs (Phdippians 4: 19). We have a wealthy Father, and
under His care we can be at peace, regardless of our financial
standing. But this requires obedience to Him, seeking Him as the
Source of wealth (Deuteronomy 8: 18), and finding our happiness
in obedience to His law.

God’s law does bring physical, material blessing to a culture.
For one thiig, the society’s ethic is not envy, but obedience to
God. This makes for both social stubili~  and economic growth. The
land prospers when people are at least externally obedient to
biblical law; when they allow their neighbors to prosper; when
they allow even wicked men– as long as they remain externdy
obedient — to develop the earth. God will catch up with the un-

39. Wiisrd, pp. 750, 752.
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godly (Psalm 37:1-1 1), and if they in the meantime abide by His
commands, we have nothing to worry about.

It is easy to point a 6nger at the culture around you. But don’t
forget: you are the culture: get the log out of your own eye, and
don’t seek legislation and the long arm of the state to rid your
neighbor of the mote in his. Envy is a cheat. It will destroy you
and your culture much more than any enemies — imagined or real
— will  do. The biblical ethic of contentment does not mean a lack
of drive or ambition. It does not mean apathy or inaction regar-
ding the genuine injustice in the world. But it does mean that we
are not revolutionaries. We look neither to the st@ nor to chaos  to
achieve personal fidfillment  or social improvement. Our aim is
dominion under God’s rule. We seek progress within a stable
structure, fenced in by the law of God.

Who among you is wise and understanding? Let Km show by his good
behavior his deeds in the gentleness of wisdom. But if you have bitter
jealousy and seliish ambition in your heart, do not be arrogant and so lie
against the truth. This wisdom is not that which comes down from
above, but is earthly, natural, demonic. For where jealousy and selfish
ambition exist, there is disorder and every evil thiig. But the wisdom
fmm above is iirst pure, then peaceable, gentle, reasonable, full of mercy
and good fmits,  unwavering, without hypocrisy. And the seed whose
fruit is righteousness is sown in peace by those who make peace. (James
3:13-18)

The politics of envy and guilt is nothing other than ckzss  hatred
and war. It is a blight on the soul, a rottenness eating at the foun-
dations of culture. No society can long survive it: the nation that
fails to overcome it through faith and obedience will ffl. As we
have seen, it reduces man to impotence and frustration; the man
who succumbs to it is rendered unable even to pray. And that,
assuredly, is the sociology of Satan. It is but a step away from
hell.



“The only long-term solution to hunger and malnutrition in the
Third World is increased agricultural productivity there. That
will mean land reform. . . .”

(Ronald Sider, Rid Chndians  in
an Age of Hwzg~  p. 218 [p. 214])

“Cursed is he who moves his neighbor’s boundary mark.”
(Deuteronomy 27:17)
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THE JUBILEE PRINCIPLE

One of the most cherished myths of the “Christian socialist”
movement is that the Old Testament law of the Jubilee Year
(Leviticus 25) had something to do with redistribution of wealth.
Because of what seems to be a studied zjyuwance of Scrz#ture  among the
evangelical community, this utterly untenable interpretation has gone
virtually unquestioned. Even those who, at a gut level, disagree
with Sider still feel vaguely uncomfortable about the Jubilee.
Granted, if the Bible really does command redistribution, we
have no choice but to submit to it willingly and cheerfully. But the
question must always be: What does the Bible say?

We have seen that Old Testament society lived in terms of
seven-year cycles. The final year of each cycle was a year in which
the land was to receive a rest, and debtors were to be released
from their obligations. At the end of seven cycles (49 years), the
50th year also was to be proclaimed as a year of rest, and all believ-
ing slaves were released. More than this, however, was the fact
that the lands which had been sold during the previous fifty years
had to be restored to their owners. The land of Canaan had been
parceled out to tie various tribes and the families within those
tribes. The property which they owned could not be permanently
alienated from them. Because of debts, a man might have to put
up his land for lease, but in the Jubilee Year the property had to
return to him. It is thii aspect of the law which is especially seized
upon by those who would use the Bible to justify socialism.

What use does Sider make of the Jubilee law? First, he says, “at
the heart of God’s call for Jubilee is a divine demand for regular,
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fundamental redistribution of the means for producing wealth.”1
“God therefore gave his people a law which would equalize land
ownership every fifty years. “z The “Jubilee principle” is thus one
of “massive economic sharing among the people of God.”s In
terms of this, we can see that God’s word is opposed to laissez-
faire economics,q and stands firmly on the side of “human rights”
over against “property rights” (presumably, people who own
property are not “human,” and thus have no rights).

If the principle of the Jubilee is to be applied to the modern age,
how does Sider envisage its implementation? Sider has several
ideas about how Christians can “live the Jubilee$”s but two of his
proposals deserve particular mention.

1) Stating that tad% and commodity agreements “seem just
and desirable, ” he claims also that they are “very modest in com-
parison to the year of Jubilee.>’e  We have already noted some-
thing of how “just” these practices are. But for Sider, they are only
“modest” in terms of whatever it is he would really like to see:
“We must discover new, concrete models for applying this biblical
principle in our global village.”p He longs for “a new generation
of economists and political scientists who will devote their lives to
formulating, developing and implementing a contemporary
model of Jubilee. “s If you had hoped that Sider’s ventures into in-
ternational politics were simply temporary aberrations, think
again –hard. He’s only just begun.g

1. Sider, Ruh Chnihizm,  p. 223 [p. 221].
2. Did.,  p. 88 [p. 80].
3. Zbtd., p. 129 [p. 115].
4. IbziL, pp. 114ff. [pp. 102ff.].
5. Ibid., pp. 184ff. [pp. 174ff.].
6. Ibtii., p. 213.
7. Ibti., p. 223 [cf. p. 221].
8. Zbzii. [p. 221].
9. Cf. Ibti., pp. 216, 220 [cf. pp. 43, 212, 218], where he calls for un-

precedented totalitarian powers to be granted to the United Nations; also his
praise (though not by name) for the work of the Trilateral Commission, p. 23.
(For further information on how this important group is working for “equality”
around the world, see Trikzter&  Over Wahington,  by Antony C. Sutton and
Patxick M. Wood; Scottsdale, AZ: The August Corporation, 1979.)
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2) He suggests that we select a year in which to celebrate a
modern Jubilee: “all Chrktians  worldwide would pool all their
stocks, bonds, and income producing property and businesses
and redistribute them equally. . . . There would undoubtedly be
a certain amount of confusion and dkuption.  But then good
things are seldom easy.”lo

In comparing Sider’s  views with the biblical Jubilee laws, we
should note at the outset that he is being somewhat hypocritical in
all this, since he does not really believe the Jubilee laws are valid
at all: “I certainly do not think that the specific provisions of the
year of Jubilee are binding today.”11  And neither do I. But if we
both agree that this legislation is no longer binding, why bring it
up at all? Sider answers that “the basic principles, not the specific
details, . . . are important and normative for Christians today. “12
This allows him to exercise his penchant for abstracting what he
regards as prz”ncipZes  and pouring his own content into them, in
disregard for the biblical context. The Old Testament laws of land
tenure for the twelve tribes of Israel are translated into price con-
trols, redistribution of income, and whatever Sider’s new genera-
tion of political scientists comes up with.

But Sider is correct about one thing. The Jubilee law is not
binding today, on several counts. It referred specifically to the
land of Israel, which God had divided among the tribes. By divine
fiat, the Israelites became the “original owners.” The previous
owners — the Canaanites, Hivites, Jebusites, etc.-were forever
dispossessed, because God had declared that the land belonged to
His people. No other landowner can make this claim. I may buy
or sell property, but I cannot claim a “divine right” to anything in
the sense that the Israelites could. We cannot establish the Jubilee ~
anywhere outside Palestine, for we have no starting point. Who is
the otigimd  owner  of your property? The Indians? Aside from the
fact that the Indians had no sense of private property in land as
we with our Christian heritage know it, the Indians aren’t original

10. Ibid., p. 93 [cf. p. 147].
11. Ibid., p. 94 [cf. pp. 84f.].
12. fiid. [p. 85]
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owners either- they wrested it from people who were here
previously. The “original ownership” of Israel was a creative act
of God, and is simply inapplicable anywhere outside of the prom-
ised land. Until Sider gets around to claiiing  hu own deity and
decreeing original ownership, the Jubilee land laws have no
relevance anywhere else. To abstract them from their context is to
commit the same error as demanding the annihilation of modern
“ canaanites.” There are no biblical laws for original land tenure
outside of Israel.

Moreover, the Jubilee laws about the land are invdld even in
modem Palestine. Not counting the fact that the records of title
holders were destroyed in A.D. 70–making  it impossible to apply
the law anyway-the land tenure laws are inapplicable after the
coming of Christ. The Jubilee was ~ibgtkal:  that is, it was a sym-
bolic prefiguring of the work of Jesus Christ. The reasons for thk
take us back to God’s original promise of the land to Abraham in
Genesis 13:15 and 17:8.  Paul, under the inspiration of the Holy
Sptilt,  interprets these statements as in reality a promise of Chrd
(Galatians 3:14, 16), and says that Christians are inheritora of
God’s promise to Abraham (v. 29).

How was a guarantee of real estate a promise of Christ? This is
because Palestine was no o~ary land. It was to be the scene of
the most significant events in redemptive history, culminating in
the birth, life, death, resurrection and ascension of our Lord.
Therefore, when God pledged the kznd to Abraham, He was in re-

ality giving him a capsulized promise of the gospel (Galatians  3:8),
since the blessing of all nations was intimately tied up with
Abraham’s possession of the land. The promise was to Abraham’s
“seed” (i.e., believers; Galatians  3:29), “for an everlasting
possession”; and this is imrned~tely  followed by the words: “and
I will be their God’ (Genesis 17:8). To truly possess the land was
to truly possess @us C/mkt, God’s holy seed, because He is what
gave the land its defidion  and purpose. Without Christ, the
promise of the land is empty and worthless: it is no gospel, and no
real source of blessing to anyone, Jew or Gentile. But because
Christ came in fdiilhnent of the promise, the land-in its real
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meaning and significance — is ours forever.
In terms of this, the Jubilee required that the land could not be

permanently alienated from godly heirs. This was a symbol that
God would never leave or forsake His people – that, by His grace,
His people would remain in the land, instead of getting kicked out
as Adam and Eve were, and as were the previous heathen in-
habitants of the land, who were spewed out of the earth (Leviticus
18:24-29). God’s people have an atonement in Jesus Christ. The
effects of the Curse, still visited upon those outside of Christ, are
being reversed through the grace of God in the gospel. Therefore
the announcement of the Jubilee was made on the Day of Atone-
ment (Leviticus 25:9), after seven sevens of years, a perfect
filness (Leviticus 25:8), symbolizing Christ, who came in “the
fi.dness  of the time” (Galatians  4:4). The Jubdee  was clearly
ceremonial, pointing to our atonement, liberty and security in
Christ, whose coming marked “the favorable year of the Lord” as
he proclaimed “release to the captives” (Luke 4: 18-19; cf. Isaiah
61: 1-2). But Israel rejected liberty in Christ, choosing instead to
be enslaved to Satan and the Roman antichrist. In spurning
Christ, they thereby forfeited their right to the land; so the curses
of the law were reinstated, the Jews were tilven out, and their
land was confiscated. Chrkt,  like the land which spoke of Him,
spews the ungodly out of His mouth (Revelation 3:16).

However, we must examine fimther  tie specifics of the Jubilee
laws, in order to see just how much the actual principles conflict
with Sider’s  version. In some ways, the Jubilee actually jitihered
inequality. For one thing, it did not equalize incomes. The
“unlucky” Israelite who had to sell his land between Jubilee yeara
to a more successfid  entrepreneur did not share in what might be
high profits coming from the wise use of the property. The best
man stall won. The land was used by those who were best able to
manage it, as demonstrated by their other successes that enabled
them to purchase it in the first place. And when the original
owner received it back, it would not exactly be in prime, income-
producing condition, for it would have lain fidlow, with no labor
expended on it, for at least a year. This is obviously vastly
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different from pooling all “stocks, bonds, and income producing
property” as Sider would like to see. The restored land was not
producing any income at all. The income was already gone, in the
hands of the wealthy businessman who had had the use of the
land. The Jubilee constituted an extra Sabbath Year as well
(Leviticus 25: 11), so the one who received it back would not be
able to plant it until the 51st year— in which case it would not be
income-producing until after the harvest, about a year and a half
after he repossessed it. It must be remembered, however, that
these are merely inconsequential “details”; Ronald Sider stands
for the Pfimipks  involved: the expropriation of income-producing
property and the control of prices at gunpoint.

But there’s even more to the Jubilee law than this. The laws of
inhazlunce  are naturally involved with the question ofjust who is to
receive the land. In biblical law, the first-born son receives twice
as much as the other sons (Deuteronomy 21:17). As my second
son will be happy to inform you, that is a significant inequality.
Moreover, a father has the right to disinherit an ungodly son and
pass an inheritance along to a godly servant (Proverbs 17:2); uki-
mately the godly will inherit all things, and the wicked are
dispossessed entirely (Proverbs 13:22; 28:8; Revelation 21:7).
Thus, even some Israelites did not receive land in the Jubilee
Year.

Also, it must be remembered that immigrants were generally
among the poorest members of society. They were not alfected by
the Jubilee provisions about land, nor were their interest-bearing
debts cancelled.  Many, if not most of the poor would be in this
category, and the Jubilee did nothing for them. In this connec-
tion, we should consider the subtle shift Sider employs in his ax-
grinding abstractions. He implies that the Jubilee was a complete
redkribution  of the means of production across the board: every-
thing is equalized among everybody. As we have seen, it was not
“the poor” who got land, but the poor Israelite with the fanu”ltil
inhaitance  who was restored to his ancestr~  land. Many poor were
excluded — all non-Israelites and some Israelites who were
disinherited. But Sider overlooks this completely: “The year of
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Jubilee envisages an institutionalized structure that affects every-
one automatically. “13

In an important article on the Jubilee, Gary North adds an im-
portant dimension to our understanding of its real function:
“When Israel lefl Egypt, there were 600,000 men, plus women
and children (Ex. 12:37), plus a mixed multitude (Ex. 12:38). As
many as 2.5 million Israelites may have been involved in the Ex-
odus. We do not know how many came into the land of Canaan
with Joshua, but there were probably no fewer than the numbers
who had escaped from Egypt. But the size of the land conquered
by Israel was probably not much larger than 8 million acres.
Thus, the per capita holdings of land were not that great.

“But what about population growth? God promised them that if
they remained covenantally  ftithfid, they would be given extended
life expectancy (Ex. 20:12), and they would not experience mis-
carriages, nor would their animals (Ex. 23:26). Here are two of
the three conditions of a population explosion: long lives and
higher survival rates. The third is a high rate of births per married
couple. While this was not expressly promised, it was understood
that large families were basic to God’s blessing (Ps. 127:3-5).

“Their experience in Egypt testified to the astounding possibili-
ties for population growth. If 3,000 covenanted household ser-
vants entered the land of Egypt with the 70 lineal descendants,
then they multiplied to 2.5 million in about 135 years. How do we
know this? Because the execution of the Hebrew males began
about 80 years before the Exodus, and the total time that they
spent in Egypt was about 215 years. Thk was understood by the
writers of the Septuagint — the Greek language translation of the
Old Testament -two centuries before the birth of Christ. They
added the words, ‘and in the land of Canaan,’ to Exodus 12:40:
‘Now the tirq that the sons of Israel lived in Egypt [and in the
land of Canaan] was four hundred and thii years.’ Paul informs
us that it was 430 years from the Abrahamic covenant to the Ex-
odus: Gal. 3:15-17.  So about half of this time was spent in Egypt.

13. fiid.,  p. 89 [p. 81].
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This was the belief of Josephus, and it is the case offered by Don-
ovan Courville  in his important book, i7ze Exodus Probkrn  and Its
Ram#ication.s.  la

“After the infanticide edict, the population growth of the
Hebrews slowed rapidly. By the time of the Exodus, they were in
a ‘steady-state’ pattern, with one boy and one girl per household.
We know this because 40 years after the Exodus, approximately
the same number of males entered the land of Canaan. To achieve
this sort of zero-growth pattern after a period of rapid growth,
there must be one or more generations of slow growth, for if there
is high growth in one period, and then the birth rate subsequently
falls to the ‘replacement rate’ of 2.1 children per woman, there will
still be high population growth due to the large number of young
women entering the child-bearing years. (Thh is happening in the
United States at the present time: birth rate below 1.8 per woman,
yet continuing growth, due to immigration into the U. S. and the
large number of families being formed as a result of the post-War
‘baby boom.’)

“Thus, the growth from 3,000 (or 10,000) to 2.5 million took
place in the first two generations in Egypt. This points to large
numbers of conversions to Judaism, and the adoption of these cir-
cumcised  converts into the original twelve families. Is If 3,000
came to Egypt, then the growth rate was over 570 per annum-
historically unprecedented in terms of births alone. If 10,000 came
in, then the rate was about 4.17 per annum — slightly higher than
the extremely high 4.13% annual rate of increase of the of the in-
comparably fertile Hutterite communities in the United States in
the early 1950’s. 16 It is more likely that conversions accounted for
much of this increase in Egypt. But the combination of births and

14. (Loma Linda, California: Challenge Books, 1971), I, pp. 137-41.
15. Gary North, MOMS and Pharaoh: Dominion ReLgwn  vs. POW Rel~wn (Tyler,

Texas: Institute for Christian Economics, 1985), pp. 18-27.
16. Joseph W. Eaton and Albert J. Mayer, ‘The  Social Biology of Very High

Fertility Among the Hutterites:  The Demography of a Unique Population:
Hwnun Bzblogy,  25 (Sept. 1953); reprinted in Charles B. Nam (cd.), Po@ldwn  and
Sosidy  (New York: Houghton Mi8iii,  1968), p. 279.
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conversions expanded the Hebrew population rapidly, as Pharaoh
noted.

“Had a rate of 4.17% per annum continued (let alone increased
as a result of zero miscarriages), they would have multiplied from
2.5 million to 10 billion – twice today’s total world population – in
197 yeafs after the Exodus. This gives you some idea of the poten-
tial for growth which God’s promise, coupled with a comparable
rate of growth and conversions, offers. It means that within a cen-
tury, the whole world of their day would have come to the true
faith. (There were not billions of people from which to draw con-
verts,  of course.) But to have achieved this, they would have had
to remain covenantally  faithful. They didn’t remain faithful.

“The dominion covenant is an ethical covenant. When men con-
form themselves rigorously to God’s law, through God’s grace, they
are to expect incomparable blessings. The whole earth is to come
under covenant man’s jurisdiction as rapidly as possible. The rule
of God’s law on earth is not to be delayed ‘for old time’s sake.’ God
offered the Hebrews world dominion when they entered Canaan.
Canaan was little more than a point of embarkation.

“They did not respond ethically to the requirements of God’s
law. But if they had, it should be clear how little the Jubilee Year
would have been worth to any given family. With per capita land
of about four acres per person when they entered Canaan, not
counting any of the mixed multitude who may have covenanted
themselves to Israel (Caleb, for example, was the son of a Kene-
zite: [Josh 14:6]), it was clear to them what large families would
do to the inheritance of each family member. It would shrink to
insignificance. The more faithful the Israelites were to the cove-
nant, the faster the inheritance per capita would shrink.

“What the Jubilee Year represented to a faithful community
was simple: an incentive  fiorn  God to spreud  across the fae of the earth.
There could be no hope in land ownership in Israel for a covenan-
tally faithful community. God was offering them worid  abminwn;
no family in Israel could hope to remain in the land and prosper.
Each family had to prepare its heirs to make plans to move to dis-
tant lands, to in~trate  and gain control over the kingdoms of the
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world, through such activities as money-lending (Deut. 23:12).
The spoils of war in Joshua’s day could not be relied upon for
more than one or two generations, if the sons of the covenant re-
mained faithful. There would be too rnang sons of the couenunt  for the tiny
nation to support.

“This is not the sort of exegesis we find in the socialistic inter-
pretations of the radical anabaptists,  yet the logic of the demo-
graphics of dominion is obvious. The Jubilee Year could become
economically significant to a family only if the land was in sin,
and the curse of zero growth was upon them. If the Jubilee Year
worked at all in the land of covenantally  faithful Israel, or in any
land which came under the rule of God’s law, it worked as a dzkin-
centive  to remain in the land of one’s fathers. It was God’s way to
tell faithful societies to have no hope in geography. Godly men cannot
plan on inheriting a portion of an original inheritance, the spoils
of war. They must make plans to move outward, bringing the
whole world under God’s law,”17

Again, Sider has blown his cover. He has no intention of sub-
mitting to biblical standards of justice. He uses the Bible to mask
his real intentions with a supeficird Christian flavor, but what he
wants is socialist redfitn”bution  of capital. The Jubilee, for a limited
time and in a limited area, called for restoratwn  - not “redistribu-
tion” or “equalization”— of spectied, non-income-producing,
ancestral lands to deserving heirs. It cannot be applied outside
Israel. It cannot be applied after the resurrection of Christ. And it
cannot legitimately be used as a smokescreen for socialism.

If Ronald Sider were really concerned for the poor, he would
seek to implement the biblical Poor Laws we have studied. If he
were concerned for the poor, he would seek to encourage the
godly investment of private capital so that red wealth for all of so-
ciety would rise. If he were concerned for the poor, he would en-
courage them to build, work, and save for the future, resisting the
attempts of an ungodly state to enslave them. If he were con-

17. Gary North, ‘The Fulfillment of the Jubilee Year;  Biblical Economics T*,
AprWMay  1983 (revised).
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cerned for the poor, he would try to prevent the state from playing
god. If he were concerned for the poor, he would teach obedience
to God’s law as the means for obtaining God’s blessings through-
out our land.

The fact that he does the very opposite of these things raises an
important question.

What doa  he want?



“Does the need for ‘privacy’ and ‘space’ make it right for one f~-
ily to occupy a house that . . . cotdd easily meet the needs often
or fifteen people?”

(Ronald Sider, Living More Simp~
jbr Evangelism andJmtice,  p. 18)

“My son, if sinners entice you, do not consent. If they say, ‘Come
with us. . . . Throw in your lot with us, we shall all have one
purse’; My son, do not walk in the way with them, keep your feet
fi-om their path. For their feet run to evil, and they hasten to shed
blood.”

(Proverbs 1:10-16)



u

THE GOAL OF EQUALITY

There are three dangers we face in reading the works of Ronald
Sider, especially when he says something that closely approx-
imates biblical truth. First we can fd into the trap of thinking he
actually means what he says. Careful attention must be paid to
the real focus of his thought, which is too often in opposition to his
claims. Second, a casual reading might cause us to swallow the
unbiblical  ideas which he tends to fuse with the teachings of Scrip-
ture. And third, we can make the mistake of rejecting those things
which are true, simply because Sider is usually so objectionable.

Does the Bible command “economic equality?” Sider says it
doesl  and that since God “disapproves of great extremes of wealth
and poverty,”z He “created mechanisms and structures to pre-
vent great economic inequality among His people, “s (One of
these “equalizing mechanisms” is the Jubilee, examined in the
preceding chapter.)

God’s word certainly tells us to care for the poor, as we have
already seen. Even our enemies are to be given aid in distress
(Proverbs 25:21-22).  More particularly, Christian brothers and
sistem who are needy should be helped out of our supply (e.g., I
John 3:16-18). This is, in fact, the very meaning of Christian
fellowship and communion (both words are translations of
koinmiu), as Sider points out very well.4  For example, in Paul’s

1. Sider, Rtih Chrirtiuns,  p. 209.
2. Zbid., pp. 84,90,94,95,173 [pp. 76,82,85, 86], etc. (I didn’t count them all.)
3. ~ti., p. 88 [p. 79]; cf. p. ~ [p. 82].
4. Z&d.,  pp. lo5f. [p. 94].
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description of the “body life” of the Chrktian assembly in
Remans 12, he tells us that we should be “contributing to the
needs of the saints, practicing hospitality” (v. 13). The word con-
tn”buting  there is the verb form of koinonia; in other words, if we are
to have genuine fellowship in the body of believers, we must not
be content with coffee and donuts on Sunday morning. We must
be “fellowshipping to the needs of the saints,” truly seeking to
help them in their difEculties.

The primary symbol of this sharing ministry among believers is
the communion service, which in modern churches has been
almost entirely stripped of its meaning. Far from being the “pre-
tend” meal of congregations today, the communion service of the
New Testament was the continuation and Mfillment of the Old
Testament festivals (see Matthew 26: 19-30; I Corinthians 5:6-8).
It was a “love feast,” a common meal in which the Christians
shared their food with one another. The participants did not get a
little piece of cracker and a thimbleful of grape juice. They sat
down and ate a meal. The danger Paul rebuked at Corinth was
that the believers there were failing to discern the Lord’s body (I
Corinthians 11:29). This doesn’t mean they failed to comprehend
some mystical dogma regarding the precise relationship of
Christ’s physical body to the bread and wine. Paul was not rebuk-
ing a lack of intellectual understanding, but rather a lack of moral
discernment. The Corinthians had been behaving sinfully, in-
dulging themselves in gluttony and drunkenness, refusing to
share food with one another (v. 21). The “body” they fhiled to
discern was Christ’s congregatiomd  body,  their fellow believers. They
came to have communion, and did not commune together; they
did not share, yet they called it a “sharing service.” Paul accused
them of not eating “the Lord3  supper,” that each one ate “his own
supper” (v. 20-2 1), with the result that “one is hungry and
another drunk. ” And this is a problem with churches today — even
though we’ve gotten rid of the alcohol in most cases (incidentally,
we’re supposed to shure the wine, not abolish it). In many modem
“communion” services, the participants receive a token meal,
close their eyes and chew away, thinking spiritual, inward-type
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thoughts in total isolation from their neighbors. That’s what the
good ones are doing, anyway, Others of us are contemplating
other sublime mysteries: What to do about the piece of wafer
stuck in our throats and how sour the grape juice is. But is the ser-
vice contributing to our mutual appreciation and loving relation-
ship with each other as a body? Not usually, and not at all in the
biblical sense of having the regular opportunity of sharing food
with one another. And even the Ml communion service — which
should be restored — is itself merely an emblem of what we are at
all times: “We who are many are one body; for we all partake of
the one bread” (I Corinthians 10:17). We should always be avail-
able to fellow believers, as members of one family in Christ.5
James states thk in strong terms:

What use is it, my brethren, if a man says he has faith, but he has no
works? Can that faith save him? If a brother or sister is without clothing
and in need of daily food, and one of you says to them, “Go in peace, be
warmed and be filled;”  and yet you do not give them what is necessary
for their body; what use is that? Even so faith, if it has no works, is dead,
being by itself. (James 2:14-17)

We should do what we can to meet the needs of our fellow
Chrktians  who are truly in need. Does this mean equalizing our
wealth? Sider says yes, on the basis of H Corinthians 8:13-15,
where Paul requests the church at Corinth to give financial assis-
tance to the needy Christians in Jerusalem:

For thk is not for the ease of others and for your affliction, but by way of
equality - at the present time your abundance being a supply for their
want, that their abundance also may become a supply for your want,
that there may be equality; as it is written, “He who gathered much did
not have too much, and he who gathered little had no lack. ”

Paul is not speaking hereof complete redistribution of income,
but rather of voluntari~  meeting the needs of the poor Jerusalem
believers by the more well-to-do Corinthians. Sider tells us that

5. On communion, see Gaxy North, Unconditional Swwn&r:  Godi  I?ogramjbr
Vtktay  (2nd cd., Tyler, TX: Geneva Ministries, 1983), pp. 118-21.
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“the norm . . . is something like economic equality among the
people of God,”G and that “God desires major movement toward
economic equality in the new society of the church. “T This is a
distortion. Paul is not asking that income be equalized, that
Christians should “pool all their stocks, bonds, and income pro-
ducing property and businesses and redistribute them equally.”s
The word for “equalky”  occurs one other time in the New Testa-
ment, where Paul commands: “Masters, grant to your slaves
justice and fairness” (Colossians  4:1). This is not a demand for
equal income between masters and their slaves. Paul is simply
repeating the biblical mandate that a responsible owner’s slaves
should receive the necessities of life. The “equality” intended by
Paul in II Corinthians is simply that Christians should try to meet
the needs of destitute members of the body of Christ, giving them
“what is necessary for their body” (James 2: 16). Paul’s mention of
the gathering of manna by the migrant community of Israel does
not constitute sumptuary legislation for all Christians for all time.
The point of the quotation is to stress the ideal of even the poorest
rmrnks of th congregation having sufficient fbod; The equality
refers to provision for actual needs. We must not confuse the
modern socialist notion with Paul’s statement. In the specific
sense of the Greek term, a wealthy master and his slave are egual  if
they both have enough to eat-even though the actual possessions
of the master maybe vastly disproportionate to those of the slave.
The Bible requires me to help those in need of food and clothing.
But this is a far cry km Sider’s international egalitarianism.

Sider gives two New Testament examples of what he regards as
“equalizing”: Jesus’ practice of sharing a common purse with His
disciples (John 12:6; 13:29),  and the “communism” of the early
Cluistians in Jerusalem (Acts 2:44-46; 4:32-37 ).9 Concerning the

6. Sider, Ruh ChnMans,  p. 107 [p. 96].
7. Sider, “Living More Simply For Evangelism And Justice” (Keynote

address for the International Consultation on Simple Ltiestyle  at Hoddeson,
England, March 17-21, 1980), p. 9.

8. Sider,  Rich ChAt2ms,  p. 93 [cf. p. 147].
9. Ibid., pp. 96ff. [pp. 86ff.].
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practice of Jesus and His disciples, it may be readily admitted
that a small band of itinerant, full-time missionaries who are con-
stantly living together and have no place of permanent residence
(Matthew 8:20)  would probably find this to be an efficient method
of operating. But it was a special circumstance, for a limited time,
and should not be considered normative for most Christians.
Since Sider has not yet suggested that all Christians take up a
nomadic existence as traveling preachers, we need not detain our-
selves with this example any fiu-ther.

The second example is the famous one. It has been used as a
proof-text by Christian socialists for centuries. Yes, the early
Jerusalem church practiced financial sharing. No, it is not nor-
mative for all Christians. The situation was this. On the day of
Pentecost, when Jews from around the Roman Empire had
gathered in Jerusalem, Peter preached a sermon which im-
mediately added 3,000 new believers to the church (Acts 2:41).
Shortly thereafter, 5,000 more were converted (4:4).  Because of the
urgent  necessity of receiving instmction  in tlw faith, most, t~not  all of these
new converts stayed in &rusalenz  ( 2 :41-42).  They had brought enough
with them for their stay during the feasts, but they had not
planned on staying in Jerusalem indefinitely. Nevertheless, there
they were, and the early church was faced with an immediate eco-
nomic crisis of gigantic proportions. God commands aid to needy
brethren, and the Jerusalem Chrktians  stepped in to supply for
the needs. Many of the needy were apparently from Israel, but
many also were “Hellenized”  Jews from other nations (2:9-11;
6:1). It was a special situation, and required special measures to
deal with it. So believers in Jerusalem who owned property
liquidated it as the need arose, using the proceeds for charity. In
addition, Jerusalem was “condemned property” anyway, because
Jesus had promised to destroy it (Matthew 24; Mark 13; Luke
21), and the Christtins  km thg would have to prepare to leave when the
Remans surrounakd  it. They sold knowingly to Jews who would lose
everything in the city. In short, “tough luck” for the rebellious,
crucifying Jews of that generation. God’s new people used “inside
information” about the future to “rip off” the Jews. As with the
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example of Jesus and his disciples, Sider’s “Jerusalem Model” is
no model at all. It was a special tactic designed to meet unique cir-
cumstances. And, obviously, if all Christians were to simply liq-
uidate all their capital and redistribute it for immediate consump-
tion, there would soon be nothing leil.  Selling property can con-
tinue orJy so long as there remains property to sell and buyers
with assets to exchange. Certainly, the example of these early
Christians rebukes our indi.ilerence  and unwillingness to help
needy brothers and sisters around us. But it does not demand that
we do what they did, unless we get a load of 8,000 jobless Chris-
tian immigrants dumped on our community too — and even then,
capital consumption should be a last resort. We will also need rich
nonbekeuers  to sell to —economically productive people who can put
our capital to good use.

Sider’s reasons for wanting Christians to practice economic
equality are not really related to the church. His goal is to use
Christians to appeal for governmentally enforced economic equal-
ity, and he feels that the demand for thii would be more credible if
the church were to observe it as an example. i’?zir h the hsisjor
everything h is demandingj?om  the church — ii ir alla mums to hti very
political ends. This can be seen in the title of his article, “Sharing
The Wealth: The Church As Biblical Model For Public Policy.”10
He sees the church as “the most universal body in the world to-
day”; Ii thus if he can control the church, he will be well on his
way to controlling the world. Here is his reasoning:

To ask government to legidate  what the church cannot persuade its
members to live is a tragic absurdty.  . . . Only as groups of believers in
North America and Europe dare to incarnate in their life together what
the Bible teaches about economic relationtilps  among the people of God
do they have any right to demand that leaders in Washington or West-
minster shape a new world economtk  era%.  . . only t~ the bdy  of Christ is
alfe@y  &inning  to lives radicu.h!y  new modclof  emwmic sharing will our demand
for po[itical  change haoe integdg  and impat.  12

10. The Ch-&tiun Centwy  (June 8-15, 1977), pp. 560ff.
11. Zb/ii., pp. 5~f.
12. ~., pp. 560,563. Italics added. See atso Sick, Rti,% C&lhns, p. 205 [p. t!?3].
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Now, contrast that with KM statement that economic sharing
among Christians — the means to his goal of centrakkedpower–  is to
be “voluntary,” and that “Legalism is not the answer. “1s Not,
that is, until it is t%gislizted.  Then, armed officers will come to col-
lect our donations, and the texts exegeted as the basis for it will
come from the Fe&al Regista.  If you think Sider was simply
outlining a plan for a wonderfid  paradise of voluntary sharing
among Christians, you’ve been conned. He has no intention of
stopping with voluntarism.  He wants to manipulate the church
with envy and guilt, to provide a model for public policy, and
later, when his proposals are enacted into laws, voluntarism  be
damned. You will  share, whether you like it or not. Again he says:

Certainly we should work politically to demand costly concessions from
Washington in international forums working to reshape the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, as wel as new policy in trade negotiations on
tariffs, commodity agreements and the like. Certainly we must ask
whether far more sweeping stnutural changu  are necessary. However, our
attempt to restructure secular society will possess integrity only if our
personal life-styles . . . demonstrate that we are already daring to live
whai  we ask Wuhingtan  b I-egisti.  . . . If even one-quarter of the Chris-
tians in the northern hemisphere had the courage to live the . . . vision
of economic equahty,  the governments of our dangerously divided global
village might also be persuaded to Z.e@zte  the sweeping changes needed.1+

What sort of “sweeping changes” in public policy would Sider
like to see? He suggests for his “model” the church, that it should
be “the norm, rather than the exception, for Chrktians  to . . .
evaluate each other’s income-tax returns and family budgets,
discuss major purchases, and gently nudge each other toward
lifestyles more in keeping with their worship of a God who sides
with the poor.  ”15 Thus, using this as a model, a government
officer can sit in on your next family budget-planning session and
discuss major purchases with you. He might have to bring hk

13. Sider, Rich Christians, p. 107 [pp. 95f.].
14. Sider, “Sharing The Wealth,” pp. 564f. Italics added.
15. Ibid., p. 564.
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billy club along in case you need a “gentle nudge.”
Actually, Ronald Sider has nothing but contempt for priuate

chan”~. He would rather have state-enforced “institutional
change. ” Here are two of his reasons:

First, institutional change is often more #iti”ve.  . . . The cup of cold water
that we give in Christ’s name is often more efkctive  ifit is given through the
public health measures of preventive medicine or economic planning.

Second, institutiomd  change is often moral~  better. Personal charity and
philanthropy still permit the rich donor to feel superior. And it makes
the recipient feel inferior and dependent. Institutional changes, on the
other hand, give the oppressed rights and power. 16

Now, if only the Lord had thought of that. But it’s too late.
That morally inferior personal chaxity  is encoded into biblical
law, and we’re stuck with it until heaven and earth pass away.
Darn ! However, at least we have learned something signticant
about Sider’s views. The power of the state, restricted by biblical
law, should be aggrandized. God’s law is less effective. State in-
tervention, forbidden by Scripture, is morally better than the
eternal word of God. Personal charity — which we all thought was
the whole point of his book–is really just a nwdd for the omn~otent
state, and the model, morally substandard as it is, will probably be
scrapped once we get the state programs going full blast. There
will be less money for charity after taxes.

The professed goal of economic equality has long been used by
tyrants as a cover for the most brutal kinds of intervention. It is a
fetish, held up before the poor to excite envy, dangled in front of
the rich to induce guilt. Revolution and statist oppression are
facilitated thereby: the envious will rebel, and the guilty will have
been rendered impotent. Sider does not want the biblical idea of
equality h$ore  the hzw—  which assumes that there are distinctions
among men, and guarantees justice for all, and freedom to fuliill
one’s calling under God. Sider instead wants a state-enforced

16. Sider, “Ambulance Drivers or Tunnel Bui.lde~,” (Philadelphm:
Evangelical for Social Action, n.d.),  p. 4.
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egalitarianism, a deliberate, coercive policy of levelling  all men to
conform to arbitrary, man-made canons of “social justice. ”
Equulity  bejore  the kzw is incompatible with egalitinanhm.  The socialkt
doctrine of economic equality requires the stealing of property
and the prohibition of economic freedoms. It ignores the fact that
“the LORD makes both poor and rich” (I Samuel 2:7), and that if
men desire to improve their economic standing they must submit
themselves to Him, work hard, and call upon Him for blessing
“Humble yourselves, therefore, under the mighty hand of God,
that he may exalt you at the proper time, casting all your care
upon Him, for He cares for you. ” (I Peter 5:6-7). But the socialkt
does not humble hirnselfj  he envies. He does not work; he steals.
Sider’s plea for “equality” is in reality a grasp for power:

The constantly growing demand for food must stop-or at least slow
down dramatically. That means reduced affluence in rich nations and
population control everywtwre.’7

We have already taken notice of several of his other goals, all to
be implemented by the state, and all in the name of equality:
“Just prices,” tariih,  commodity agreements, land “reform,” na-
tionalization of private industries — and, in a passage quoted
already, “a new world economic order” — in other words,
“equality” imposed by a world government.

Sider denies that he wants a “wooden, legalistic egalitarian-
ism.” We may concede that it is not wooden. It is lead bullets and
steel bayonets and iron chains and concrete cells. His “public
policy” programs for “structural change” require  policemen with
very physical clout. If he did not intend coercion by armed thugs,
he would not be pressing constantly for /e@Wwn.  If he merely
wants to be a “moral” force, he can preach, lecture, and write
books. But we have seen that those activities are merely prelimin-
ary stage-settings for the main event. He has stated, again and
again, that the voluntary equalization of his followers is designed
to give credibility for their demand that the state enforce equfllza-

17. Sider, Rich Chri.stiuns, p. 214. Italics added.
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tion. And that can be done only through violence, theft, and pro-
hibition of men’s freedoms. The possessions of some are expropri-
ated and given to others. The force of law is directed against the
rich. And thus economic equality is nothing other than Zegal in-
equality. This is not justice, it is tyranny. It is legislated lawless-
ness. “Thou shalt not steal,” even by majority vote.

And because it is lawless, it cannot succeed in its professed in-
tentions. As we have seen, biblical law commands charity, but
only as a stop-gap measure, and never enforced by the state. The
only way for the economy to grow is by progressively creating new
capital. As labor becomes more productive though the continual
investment of ever-increasing capital, real wages — i.e., genuine
purchasing power-for workers must rise. This is the only
method of increasing the economic status of the poor in any
lasting way. Consumption of existing capital is nothing other than
“eating the seed corn,” enjoying benefits in the present at the ex-
pense of the future. And this, as Ludwig von Mises said, is the
very character of socialism: “Socialism is not in the least what it
pretends to be. It is not the pioneer of a better and finer world, but
the spoiler of what thousands of years of civilization have created.
It does not build; it destroys. For destruction is the essence of it. It
produces nothing, it only consumes what the social order based
on private ownership in the means of production has created . . .
each step leading toward Socialism must exhaust itself in the
destruction of what already exists.”ls

The real goal of equalization, motivated as it is by envy, is thus
neither equality for all men before the law, nor the genuine bene-
fit of the poor. Notwithstanding the rhetoric, the true goal of “eco-
nomic equality,” enforced by the state, is something very difFerent
indeed. As P. T. Bauer states:

Comprehensive planning does not augment resources. It on~ concentrates
pown 19

18. Ludwig von Mises,  Sochli.sm:  An Economk  and &nxiu!ogicalAmuy sis (London:
Jonathan Cape, 1951), p. 458; cf. pp. 76ff.

19. P. T. Bauer, D&nt on Ddopmcnt (Cambridge, MA: Harv~ University
Press, 1971, 1976), p. 72. Italics added.
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And now we know the answer to the question posed at the end
of Chapter Eleven. Ronald Sideds concern is not with the poor,
not with justice, not with equality, not with growth in terms of
God’s law. Ronald Sio% wants power.



“I believe that one should legislate on issues that affect not just the
person involved, but whole classes of people. So it would be ap-
propriate to have open housing legislation. . . .“

(Ronald Sider, 7’,, Wittenburg
hO~ Ott./Nov. 1979, p. 16)

“Is it not lawfid for me to do what I will with mine own? Is thine
eye evil, because I am good?”

(Matthew 20:15)
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STATISM

To virtually every problem raised in his writings, Ronald
Sider’s answer is state intervention. Even where he appeals to the
“private sector,” his motive is to have the uncoerced actions of in-
dividuals serve as “models” for coercive actions of government.
As we have seen, he regards the biblical method of charity to be
morally inferior to the biblically forbidden methods of statist ex-
propriation and redistribution. Are prices “unjust”? Have the
state lower them - or raise them, judging solely on the basis of
economic class, siding with the poor, providing for their needs,
creating more and more dependence upon government. Do we
need jobs? Let the state provide them. Are profits too high? Let
the state slice them down to size. Do we eat too much meat? Let
us have a national fd policy. What about health care? That is
the business of the state. Is there inequality in the world? Let us
ask our Father in Washington to make us all equal in economics.
Of course, when other inequalities arise-not dt@wnccs,  mind
you, but incguulities-the  state will have to level them too. Until –

In the not very distant future, after the Third World War, Justice had
made great strides. Legal Justice, Economic Justice, Social Justice, and
many other forms of justice, of which we do not even know the names,
had been attained; but there still remained spheres of human relation-
ship and activity in which Justice did not reign.1

So begins L. P. Hartley’s futurist novel, RwzU@tke, in which

1. L. P. Hartley, Fiz&lJtie  (Garden City, ~ Doubleday & Company,
Inc., 1960), p. 7; see Schoeck,  pp. 149K.
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facial beauty must be equalized, to ensure that justice is complete.
We may smile, but the possibility of it seems daily less remote.
Where does the “justice” of statism stop? If we have abandoned
the biblic+ limitations on the power of the state, there is no logical
boundary to its activity. Of one thing we may be sure: If Hartley’s
nightmare ever comes true, it will no doubt have been brought
about, to a great extent, through the tireless and diligent efforts of
a dedicated group of “biblical Christians”- the Evangelical for
Facial Action.

The only fimctions allowed to the state by the Bible are dejhzse  oj
its peopk and punishment of criminals. Togo a step beyond thii is for-
bidden. Biblical law worka to prevent power being concentrated
in any one institution, by creating and sanctioning many institu-
tions — family, church, community, voluntary associations, and
the state – 4 of which have legitimate but limited powers, all ac-
ting as buffers against the other powers, in a system of counter-
balanced authorities. Gary North writes: “No one institution
should be regarded as sovereign outside of ita own legitimate, but
strictly limited, sphere. Society in this perspective is a matrix of
competing sovereignties, each with certain claims on men, but
none with total claims in all areas.”2

Statism is thus the infi@ement of God’s limits on the state. It
is sin, defined by the Westminster Shorter Catechism as, “any
want of conformity unto, or transgression of, the law of God.” For
the state to fail  to confm to God’s law (e.g., by refusing to execute
those who should be executed) is statism, because it is the state
playing god by attempting to relax God’s standards. For the state
to transgress God’s law (e.g., by interfering with the price
mechanism of the market) is statism, because the state is claiming
omniscience and omnipotence over the creation. God has given
the state certain legitimate and necessary functions; but ruling the
world is not one of them. The state’s only duty with respect to the
market is to guard against and punish what the Bible deiines as
public crime — which, as we have seen, is not absolutely identical

2. Gary North, An Introductwn  to Christ&an  Ewnonu2 s (Nutley,  NJ: The Craig
press,  [1973] 1976), p. 226.
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with sin. I may have sin in my heart in refusing to do business
with red-haired people, but it is not a crime legitimately punisha-
ble by the state. God will deal with me. Again, if my prices are
“too high,” the search for bargains will induce people to patronize
the business of a competitor whose prices more closely are in line
with the reality of demand. God’s imposed scarcity (Genesis
3:17-19) induces men to become less wastefid.  The free market is
free only with respect to state intervention. It is never free from
the providence of God. And thk is as good a point as any to con-
sider Sider’s objections to the free market and its alleged inven-
tors, the 18th-century economists:

During the eighteenth century, Western society decided that the scien-
tific  method would shape our relationtilp to reality. Since ordy  quanti-
tative criteria of truth and value were acceptable, more intangible values
such as community, trust and friendship became less important. Unlike
friendship and justice, GNP can be measured. The result is our com-
petitive, growth economy where winning and economic success (and
they are usually the same) are all-important.s

From the perspective of biblical revelation, property owners are not free
to seek tkeir  own profit without regard for the needs of their neighbor.
Such an outlook derives from the secular laissez-faire economics of the
deist Adam Smith, not from Scripture.

Smith published a book in 1776 which has profoundly shaped Western
society in the last two centuries. (Since the Keynesian revolution, of
course, Smith’s ideas have shaped Western societies less than previously,
but his fundamental outlook, albeit in somewhat revised form, still pro-
vides the basic ideological framework for many North Americans. )
Smith argues that an invisible hand would guarantee the good of all if
each person would pursue his or her own economic self-interest in the
context of a competitive society. Supply and demand for goods and ser-
vices must be the sole determinant of prices and wages. If the law of sup-
ply and demand reigns and if all seek their own advantage within a com-
petitive nonmonopolistic  economy, the good of society will be served.
Owners of land and capital therefore have not only the right but also the
obligation to seek as much profit as possible.

3. Sider, Rkh  Chrirtiuns,  p. 49 [p. 41].
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Such an outlook maybe extremely attractive to successful North Amer-
icans.  Indeed laksez-faire  economics has been espoused by some as the
Christian economics. In reality, however, it is a product of the Enlight-
enment. It reflects a modem, seculaiied outlook rather than a biblical
perspective.4

Thus, with one fell swoop, St. Ronald lops the head off the
mighty capitalist dragon. Minus the logical fallacies and historical
errors, that% really quite an argument: “I don’t like capitalism.”
That aspect of his thesis is, in fret, unanswerable. Rather than
tackle it, therefore, I will concede his victory, and deal with the
more vulnerable parta of his statement.

Was Adam Smith a deist? That may depend on the definition of
deism, a dil%cuh  task to begin with. If by deiam is simply meant
the “absentee landlord” view of the world-that God has nothing
to do with it – then Smith was no deist, as can be abundantly
proven by reference to his works. He certainly believed in heaven
and hell, and in God’s providential and loving oversight of the
world. Aa examples of the latter, consider these statements:

Every part of nature, when attentively surveyed, equally demonstrates
the providential care of its Author; and we may admii  the wisdom and
goodness of God even in the weakness and folly of men.s

Thus, when we are oppressed by evil men, Smith says:

The only effectual consolation of humbled and ~lcted man lies in an
appeal to a still Klgher  tribunal, to that of the all-seeing Judge of the
World, whose eye can never be deceived, and whose judgments can
never be perverted.G

Because of this, there is a fial remedy for injustice:

The justice of God . . . requires, that he should hereafter avenge the in-
juries of the widow and the fatherless, who are here so often insulted
with impunity.z

4. Zbid., pp. l14f.  [p. 102].
5. Adam Smith, The l%emy  of Moral Scntimcnti  (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics,

1976), p. 195.
6. Ibtii., p. 228.
7. Ibid., p. 174.
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I am not defending Smith as an evangelical Christian. He cer-
tainly tended toward emptilcism and natural theology. But
“deism” is a rather ambiguous term– and muddies the water with
ad hominem  arguments. If Smith was a deist, that alone does not in-
validate his whole economic thought. Why, if I were to play dirty
like that, I would mention that SideFs beloved Lord Keynes was
an atheistic homosexual with a marked taste for young Tunisian
boys, whkh proves that his economics is fdacious.

As for the charge that the laissez-faire economists cared little for
“intangible values“-incidentally, all values are intangible —
“such as community, trust and friendship,” the answer is to red
them. Adarn Smith’s lle Wmlth ofNatwns  assumes the existence of
the moral order provided by a Christian culture. For him, the
growth of wealth was not in the least incompatible with concern
for the welfare of others. But he also knew that such an at-
mosphere required the rule of law. “Commerce and manufactures
cari seldom flourish long in any state which does not enjoy a regu-
lar administration of justice, in which the people do not feel ,them-
selves secure in the possession of their property.”8 Whatever may
be said against him, he did not, in contrast to both Keynes and
Sider, advocate theft as a matter of public policy. He saw commu-
nity, trust and friendship in terms of kzwfil  behavior.

Sider’s coni%sed argument against the view that “supply and
demand . . . must be the sole determinant of prices and wages”
seems to imply that the “biblical perspective” requires some other
determinant. What would that be? He offers no Scripture for
this -understandably, since there is none –but simply asserts it.
His position, of course, is that the state must be the sole determi-
nant of prices and wages; but that view cannot be supported by
the Bible. Sider is simply using the arguments of a socialist
demagogue, attempting to use the church as a means to increase
the oppressive power of the state. When it suits him to use a
superficially “biblical” argument, he does; but he is by no means
tied to Scripture.

8. Adam Smith, i!% Wal#h of Niations  (New York: The Modern Library,
1937), p. 862.
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The law of supply and demand has no “ought” about it. It can-
not be repealed or contradicted by any government action what-
soever. The law of supply and demand always  operates. It is in-
escapable, since God’s imposed curse of scarcity is inescapable. If
the government rai~es  the price of an item, it creates a surplus of
that item. Why? Because demand falls: fewer people are willing to
pay the higher price. If the government lowers a price, it creates a
shortage, because consumer demand rises in excess of the supply.
The law of supply and demand has not been thereby avoided. It is
just that the market price is now illegal. The law of supply and de-
mand is still true. The only difference is that now there is injustice
and the resultant surplus or shortage which is God’s curse on
those who defi Him.

- Is laissez-faire economics Chr&hn?  That all depends on the
meaning of the term. If “laissez-faire” means anarchy, the answer
is No. The Bible does not want the government to stand idly by
while Murder, Inc. negotiates a “market price” for its service.
The market is to be free from government regulation, but criminal
activity in the market must be abolished. Laissez-faire, in the
Chrktian sense, means that the state enforces God’s laws, and
leaves men free to make choices. The duty of the state is not to
save men from the consequences of their own irresponsible deci-
sions. The duty of the state is to guard men from crz”minal  wtiuziy.
This is not to say that the fkee market is paradise, or that the con-
cern in Christian economics is only freedom from price controls.
What we desire is a Christian commonwealth, wherein the
choices of men will flow from devotion to the glory of God. But we
are saying that such a culture will not be produced by attempting
to legislate men’s scales of value. The state must punish  Zawbreakm
and protect t~ Zaw-abiding.  The culture itself can be transformed
only by the regenerating and sanctifying grace of God. The state
is not the agency of regeneration. And, in spite of Sider’s con-
tempt for the “invisible hand,” let us remember that he would
replace it with the very visible, armored fist of a coercive state. He
would substitute bureaucratic compulsion for voluntary exchange.

The whole point of the invisible hand thesis is that the only way
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of determining equitable prices is to allow free men to make free
choices. Contrary to popular myth, producers do not set prices.
Consumers do. Every time you buy or do not buy an item, you are
casting a vote on its price. You aren’t the only one voting, cer-
tainly; but you are voting nonetheless. The producer wants as
much money as possible for his product, and the buyer wants as
much product as possible for his money. The price will thus tend
toward a point at which the supply will equal the demand; there
will neither be shortages nor surpluses. If a producer makes a
mistake by producing a good for which there is insufficient de-
mand (at a price which would reward the producer for producing
it), he will see his mistake in the loss column, and will either
redirect his investment entirely or fiind a way to produce the item
at a lower cost, enabling him to sell at a price which consumers
are willing to pay. This operation of the free market means that
mtitakes  in investment tend to be qutikly  co~ected,  consumer demand is
satisfied, and producers are rewarded only when they fulfill the
wants of consumers. The market price determines profit and loss,
and this means that, even though both consumer and producer
are pursuing his own interests, each is helping the other. The pro-
ducer supplies what the consumer wants at a price the consumer
is willing to pay, and the consumer tells the producer he is on the
right track by rewarding him with his payment for the product.
The wants of society are supplied at a price which gives producers
the incentive to supply them. If the price is too low, there will be a
great demand, but not sufficient incentive to produce. If the price
is too high, demand will fd, and the producer will suffer losses.
The market system is a giant auction, where profit, loss, and the
freedom of buyers and sellers to mutually bid the price up and
down are the only ways to get a “clearing price”- an equality of
supply and demand. Any “tampering with the machinery” by a
non-market factor — whether it be a syndicate’s “protection”
racket or governmental price control-will inevitably disrupt the
system. The reason for thk is that God curses disobedience.
Statism cannot succeed, for God’s word and His world are against
it. We will now exarnine some of Sider’s statist proposals and see
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how God’s curse is inflicted upon them-that they result in the
very opposite of their professed goals, and produce a lower stand-
ard of living.

Price Controls
Let’s say the government decides that the price of milk is too

high. Instead of $2 per gallon, it should be $1 per gallon. At this
price many people will be willing to buy more milk, and they will
be very gratefid  if the government controls the price at this level.
But many of the milk producers will be unable to sell at this price,
because their costs of production are too high. They wilI drop out
of the market, and the supply of milk will fall drastically. The gov-
ernment, in its misguided charity, had intended that more people
would be able to buy milk, but the restdt  of the price control is
that freer people are actually able to buy it. So the government
steps in again, and decrees that the costs of production— machine
parts, fiel,  feed for the cows, milk cartons, and so on–be
lowered. Now the producers who had dropped out will be able to
supply milk for the $1 price . . . except that those who had been
producing the factors of milk production are now beginning to
drop out of their  markets. Milk producers are now more than ever
unable to produce the required milk, because although the factors
of production now cost less, they are unavailable. The milk price
is still officially low enough for many people to buy it, but there is
less milk to buy. And no matter what the government does to fur-
ther reduce costs, the result will still be the same: a shortage of the
controlled product. Price controls are biblically urdawfhl,  and
thus they cannot work.

Consider rent controls. The state planners decide that housing
is too expensive, so they set a Iiiit on the amount of rent a
landlord may charge. Because profits are now less available in
housing, entrepreneurs will reduce their investments in building
houses and apartments, and some landlords will find other uses
for their properties. In a free market, investment would flow in
the direction of housing to meet the demand. At first, with a high
demand and low supply, prices would be high. This would attract
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more investors who would compete for the money of consumers —
and as competition increased, prices would fall. A fkee market —
including the absence of compulsory zoning laws — will supply the
demands of consumers. But statism cannot bring supply and de-
mand together. Moreover, price controls will reduce not only the
su#~ of goods, but the quali~  of goods as well. Landlords will try
to reduce their costs by cutting down the quality of their housing,
since there is no market incentive for them to retain high stand-
ards. They will not seek to keep up the plumbing facilities and so
forth, because with the shortage of housing due to the controlled
price, they do not have to compete for renters. They will always
be able to find people so desperate for housing that anything will
do. So improvements are not made and breakdowns are not
repaired. If costs are prohibitive and losses are high, many land-
owners will simply disappear, abandoning their properties
altogether. This is happening daily in New York City. The plan-
ners do not intend any of this, but it has happened again and
again. It will always happen. God curses those who duobey  Him.
Their plans cannot succeed.

Sider writes constantly of “just” and “fair” prices. What is a
fair price? Where are we to go for an authority which can in-
fallibly determine it? Personally, I think a just price for my book
would be around $50, but you didn’t think so, and the publisher
figured you wouldn’t. Should I scream about this obvious in-
justice? The notion of a just price is based on the fallacy of intrin-
sic value — that there is a specific, quantifiable, objective and eter-
nal market value in a good or service. Sider holds to this view,
and complains that “one pays much more for a haircut in New
York than in an Indian village. But it probably is worth no
more.”g  This utterly meaningless statement is supposed to pro-
duce guilt in New Yorkers, but that is the extent of its possible
use. For the customer in New York, the haircut is worth more to
him than he pays for it. If it were not, he would take the risks of
having his wife do it instead. If Sider means that barbers in India

9. Sider,  Rich Chrhimzs,  p. 41 [cf. p. 235].
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are as technically proficient as American barbers are, he may be
right; but that has little to do with the variations in price between
the two countries. As we noted in Chapter One, exchange takes
place because each party values the other’s good or service more
highly than he values his own. This means that value is not intrin-
sic. Value is imputed. Each of us forms consumer preferences on a
scale in his own mind. With changing conditions, these preferen-
ces also change. Men’s preferences cannot be measured in money
or anything else. They can only be compared. Whenever you
make an exchange, you do it in terms of your scale of values,
deciding if d certain good is worth what you must give up for it.
Meanwhile, the other person is doing the same; and if the ex-
change is completed, that means that each of you valued the
other’s good higher than you did your own. If the goods were truly
valued egual~, there would be no exchange: neither one of you
would be anxious to buy or sell. You exchange because you would
rather have the other good than that which you trade for it. This
means that there can never be a “just price” — but prices can be
just. Prices are just when there is no fraud or coercion in the
market — when God’s laws are obeyed. It follows that a ptie  set by
the government must always be uy”ust.  Instead of allowing free men to
buy and sell in terms of their own scales of value, the state applies
coercion — necessarily backed by potential violence — in order to
force people to comply with its arbitrary justice. Always, this is
done in favor of one class or pressure group against another, in
direct violation of God’s command:

You shall do no injustice in judgment; you shall not be partial to the
poor nor defer to the great, but you are to judge your neighbor fairly.
(Leviticus 19:15)

How does Sider get around this verse, seeing that it condemns
his class-warfare ambitions? He answers: “The God of the Bible is
on the side of the poor just because he is not biased. “1O That is
slick. It must be a gift.

10. Ibid., p. 84 [p. 76].
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Minimum Wage Laws
In one of his most amusing statements, Sider defends minimum

wage laws against those who stand for the biblical mandate of per-
sonal charity:

Personal charity is too arbitrary and haphazard. It depends on the whim
and feelings of the well off. Many needy people fail to meet those who
can help. Proper institutional change (e.g. a minimum wage) on the
other hand automatically benefits everyone. 11

Again - to be repetitious — such statist intervention is com-
pletely unbiblical.  God’s law comwznds  personal charity. If we do
not obey God’s word with regard to this command, God promises
to destroy us. Biblical law is the standard of righteousness. But
now a new Prophet has arrived, with a new word. He tells us that
God’s law can’t get the job done. God’s law is not only morally in-
ferior to statism, but it is also “too arbitrary and haphazard” in
practice.

More than this, the specific example of a proper means of charity
is the minimum wage law — “which automatically benefits
everyone. ” Sider is guilty of either ignorance or duplicity, but in
any case, he is not telling us anything about justice or compas-
sion. The minimum wage law is unjust, and serves as a poweriid
tool of statist oppression.

When the state does not intervene into the market, all those
who wish to work will find jobs. Labor is always scarce. At some
price, producers will hire labor. Unemployment is a limited and
temporary phenomenon. But when the state mandates a
minimum wage, that suddenly changes, Each employer must now
pay his Zeast produdiue  workers this wage, plus the legal fringe
benefits which amount to 25-35%. At the present minimum
(1985)  of $3.35, this means that the marginal worker costs his
employer well over four dollars per hour. Thus, no one whose
productivity is lower will be employed. The minimum wage law
creates instituttinal  unemployment, where people who are willing and

11. Sider, “Ambulance Drivers or Tunnel Builders:  pp. 4f.
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able to work are legally prohibited from selling their labor at its
market price. Hans Sennholz  points out that “at least three
million idle Americans owe their unemployment to this labor law.
Teenagers and uneducated, unskilled minority workers are its
primary victims. W2 It is s~ikimg that this law is spoken of as ~“@
by a man who claims to be on the side of the pmr. It “auto-
matically benefits everyone”— everyone, that is, except: enqtdoyers,
who must cut production because of the rising costs; consumers,
who are hurt by the lower productivity and high prices; and,
especially, the poor, who are legally unemployable. But there is
hope. If those who are unemployed by thii law will cry out to
God, He will hear them and avenge them. He will come and
destroy their oppressors who support such an unjust, unbiblical
law.

A National Food Policy
Americans eat too much, and we eat all the thiigs Ronald Sider

doesn’t like, such as sugar and grain-fed meat. Therefore, he
says, all industrialized nations, “especially the United States and
Canada,” should immediately devise a national food policy, in
which the government would tell us wha~s best for us to eat.
Aside from the fact that nutrition experts disagree widely on
“what’s best” (e.g. the cholesterol debate), any real implementa-
tion of such a program necessitates tyannkd  sw controls ouerjbod
production anddzktribution.  Such controls are not allowed by the laws
of the Bible. Any “Yes, but . . .“ arguments are imdd,  and
demonstrate an unwillingness to submit to biblical law. It is true
tiat some people do not eat good food. That is no argument for
disobeying God’s law by giving the state the power to change their
eating habits. Some people do not brush their teeth. On Sider’s
principles, we should enact laws, provide free toothpaste and
brushes to every citizen, and send bureaucrats to each home every
morning and evening, armed with dental  floss (unwaxed), to en-

12. Hans Sennholz,  Age oJh@z.tion  (Belmont, MA Western Islands, 1979),
p. 155.
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force oral hygiene on the population. Dental Justice For All.
Smile !

Sider does not appeal to Scripture for this plan. Instead, he
says, “Norway has proven that a national food policy can make a
diiYerence.  “1s No argument on that point: Norway, one of the
most heavily socialistic nations in the world, ia in deep financial
trouble. Norway stiers  the highest production costs in the world.
Its social welfme  system eats up about 55 % of its gross national
product. Every industrial worker receives high government sub-
sidies (shipbuilders are subsidized to the tune of $10,000 per
year), and it multiplies its problems by strictly inhibiting all
private investments. 14 Give Ronald Sider the controls, and you
too can have a Worker’s Paradise. Bauer pinpoints the problem:
“The state cannot create new additional productive resources.
The politicians and civil servants who direct its policy dispose
only of resources diverted from the rest of the economy. It ia cer-
tainly not clear why overriding the decisions of private persons
should increase the flow of income, since the resources used by the
planners must have been diverted from other productive public or
private uses.”15

Thus, “the controls imposed under comprehensive plaming
generally have nothing to do with raising popular living stand-
ards. Indeed, they usually depress them. “16 Mises summed it up:
“There is no other alternative to totalitarian slavery than liberty.
There is no other planning for freedom and general welfare than
to let the market system work. There is no other means to full
employment, rising real wage rates and a high standard of living
for the common man than private initiative and he enterprise.”lT

If this is true– and it has been demonstrated again and again

13. Sider,  Ruh ChrzMans,  p. 214.
14. US Nws and Wmki Repmi (February 20, 1978), p. 55; and Tins

(November 20, 1978), p. 84.
15. P. T. Bauer,  Diwenf  on Deveh@nent  (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,

1971, 1976), p. 73.
16. Ibti.,  p. 86.
17. Ludwig von Mises, Pkznning  fm Fraubnz  (South Holland, IL: Libertarian

press,  fourth cd., 1980), p. 17.
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that socialism doa not work-why do intelligent men such as Sider
persist in believing it? The answer is found in Remans 1:21-23:

For even though they know God, they did not honor Him as God, or
give thanks, but they became futile in their speculations, and their
foolish heart was darkened. Professing to be wise, they became fools,
and exehanged  the glory of the incorruptible God for an image in the
form of corruptible man. . . .

Sociulism  is a religious faith. Its foolishness-its, inability to cope
with the real world — stems from the fact that its adherents have
“exchanged the truth for a lie, and worshiped and served the
creature rather than the Creator” (Remans 1:25). Socialism is the
religion of man. It is the product of humanism. It is nothing but
state-worship, seeing the state as Lord and Savior. Rejecting
God’s word, it thus rejects reason as well. Facts are seen in terms
of presuppositions, and the socialist has a vision of reality com-
pletely determined by hia adoration of the omnipotent state. He is
hypnotized by power.

Adam Smith, that great champion of liberty, had a phrase to
describe the statist – the man of system, His characterization is par-
ticularly fitting: we are pawns in the bureaucrats’ chess game.
“The man of system . . . is apt to be very wise in his own conceit,
and is often so enamoured  with the supposed beauty of his own
ideal plan of government, that he cannot suffer the smallest devia-
tion from any part of it . . . he seems to imagine that he can ar-
range the difFerent  members of a great society with as much ease
as the hand arranges the diHerent  pieces upon a chess-board; he
does not consider that the pieces upon the chess-board have no
other principle of motion besides that which the hand impresses
upon them; but that, in the great chess-board of human society,
every single piece has a principle of motion of its own, altogether
different from that which the legislature might choose to impress
upon it .“ls

This is the core of all socialist policies. Socialism does not treat

18. Smith, l%emy  of Moral Smtimnt.s, pp. 380f.
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men as men, created in the image of God. Socialism is a power
theory. We must not look merely at Ronald Sider’s alleged
ideals - that the poor should have enough to eat, that we all
should be healthy, that we should not covetously spend our
money on every triiie we see advertised, and so on — but we must
look closely at how he intends to accomplish these things. He
wants to see the state empowered to enforce his goals in every area
of life. Let us never forget that this means the use of weapons to
ensure compliance on the part of the people. I am not implying, of
course, that there will be a shootout every time the state moves in
on an offender. The threat, however, always exists. But the only
ultimate reason for asking the state to enforce something is that
the state possesses the legal right of coercion-and practically
speakiig, as Chairman Mao said, political power grows out of a
gun barrel. Nor am I implying that the state’s use of violence is
always wrong. But that power of coercion must be used only
where God has given the state the authority to do so. Any other
use of it is abuse. It is the exaltation of the state into the place of
God.

It is conceivable that Sider has not thought of the implications
of his demands. He maybe only very ignorant, and not as evil as
I have suggested. He has, indeed, called for a “nonviolent revolu-
tion,” and seems to deplore the use of physical force. 19 We can
hope that he is sincere, but that does not change the fact that his
policies require all sorts of uioknt intru.n”ons  upon liberty. We have
already noted that comprehensive statist planning means nothing
other than the concentration of power. And this concentration of
power is forbidden by the law of God. It is therefore doomed to
failure. It cannot increase resources, capital, or productivity. It
cannot ultimately do anything for the poor. The only thing
statism will ever produce is the judgment of a jealous God upon
its presumption. Sider’s appeal for state controls will result only in
tyranny and destruction.

19. Sider, “A Call for Evangelical Nonviolence”; see also “To See the Cross, To
Find the Tornb, To Change the World:  in theG%erSth2  (February, 1977), pp. 16ff.



“Most serious is the unjust division of the earth’s food and
resources.”

(Ronald Sider, lltih  Chistiuns in
an Age of Hungaq  p. 18)

“Behold my servants shall eat, but you shall be hungry.
Behold, my servants shall drink, but you shall be thirsty. . . .
Because he who is blessed in the earth
Shall  be blessed by the God of truth.”

(IStidl 65:13-16)
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THE PROPHETIC MESSAGE

The Old T~tarnent prophets are often used by socialists to jus-
t@ their statist policies. “Mer all, the prophets were against the
oppression of the poor; so are we,” they say. On *e surface, this
might seem convincing. The prophets were often at cross pur-
poses with the rich people, and warned continually against the
dangers of covetousness and materialism. They spoke out against
the very real oppression and victimization of the poor, and told
the people that such practices would result in the judgment of
God. Since there are similar elements in the ravings of the social-
ists, their identification of themselves with the prophets might ap-
pear to be v~ld. But as we shall see in this chapter, the difference
between the biblical prophets and the “biblical socialists” is in-
deed vast-and, as Sider says in another context, “the chasm
widens every year.”

The prophetic iimction was one of restating the law of God and
applying it to the contemporary situation. The prophets served as
messengers of the covenantal  law-order to Israel’s theocracy, de-
manding a return to the principles of the social structure, personal
behavior, and worship outlined in the books of Moses. They
were, as E. J. Young said, “guardians of the theocracy”: “The
prophets were to build upon the foundation of the Mosaic Law,
and to expound that law unto the nation. They would thus be the
preservers and defenders of the principles upon which the theoc-
racy had been founded by God.’yl

1. Edward J. Young, My Scrvunts  the P@@ (Grand Rapids: Willii B. Berd-
mans Publishing Co., 1952), p. 82.
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Meredith Kline has rightly characterized the prophets as prose-
cuting attorneys, messengers fkom  God sent to remind God’s
vassals of their covenantal obligations, and warning the people of
the consequences of disobedience. “The mission of the Old Testi-
ment prophets, those messengers of Yahweh to enforce the cove-
nant mediated to Israel through Moses, is surely to be understood
within the judicial framework of the covenant lawsuit .“2

The prophets therefore took their stand firmly in terms of
biblical law. They did not go beyond it, but simply applied it to
the problems of the society, and commanded the people to repent
of their sins and return to the way of obedience under the law of
God. Everything they said was in complete accordance with the
law. This means that, while they were very concerned over the
oppression of the poor— incidentally, that was not their ordy
concern — they never advocated statist policies to remedy the
situation. You will never read of an Old Testament prophet call-
ing for rent controls, minimum wage laws, or guaranteed jobs.
They never demanded that the government print more money or
expand credit. They did not plead for foreign aid, national health
care, or restriction of profits. They did not try to institutionalize
envy or legalize theft. Instead, they worked to reestablish the law
of God in every area. This is the fundamental diHerence between
the prophets and the socialists. While they both speak about the
poor, their content, methodology and goals are completely at
odds.

This could be amply demonstrated by a thorough survey of all
the prophetic literature, but that would itself constitute an entire
book. So we will narrow our field of inquiry to one prophet, who,
above all others, seems to be a sociahst  favorite. ThM is the
prophet Amos. If there was a single man in all of Scripture who
spoke out against the sins of oppressions and economic injustice,
it was Amos. For this reason, socialists seize upon his little book to
justi@  statist remedies of every kind – yet, as we shall see, with

2. Meredith G. Khne,  By Oath Con&ned:  A Rcit&r@tution  cfthe Covenant Signs
of Circwwirwn  and Ba@-m (Grand Rapids: Wfiam  B. Eerdmans  Publishing Co.,
1968), p. 52.
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not one whit of actual support from the prophet.3
Amos began his ministry around the middle of the eighth cen-

tury B.C. Sent by God horn the southern kingdom of Judah,
where he had been a shepherd and farmer, he went to the nor-
thern kingdom of Israel to warn them of approaching judgment.
Israel at this time was in a period of great wealth and prosperity,
but it was also in the stage of “covenantal  forgetfulness” spoken of
in Deuteronomy 8:11-20:

Beware lest you forget the LORD your God by not keeping His com-
mandments and His ordinances and His statutes which I am comman-
ding you today; lest, when you have eaten and are satisfied, and have
built good houses and lived in them, and when your herds and your
flocks multiply, and your silver and gold multiply, and all that you have
multiplies, then your heart becomes proud, and you forget the LORD
your God who brought you out from the land of Egypt, out of the house
of slavery . . . otherwise, you may say in your heart, “My power and
the strength of my hand made me thk wealth.” But you shall remember
the LORD your God, for it is He who is giving you the power to make
wealth, that He may coniirm His covenant which He swore to your
fathers, as it is this day. And it shall come about that if you ever forget
the LORD your God, and go after @her  gods and serve them and worship
them, I testifi  against you that you shall surely perish. Like the nations
that the LORD makes to perish before you, so you shall perish; because
you would not listen to the voice of the LQRD your God.

Thk is exactly what happened in the days of Amos. The Israel
of the eighth century had forgotten God as the source of wealth.
As a result, both church and state were corrupt, the rich were op-
pressing the poor, the courts were controlled by bribes, and
political leaders were emphasizing military might over godliness
as the means of security. Society had become so perverse that the
people could no longer distinguish between good and evil. Amos
came to them with a message of the abiding authority of God’s

3. Some of the following material has been adapted fmm my “Studies in
Amos” column, published in the Chulceabn  Report (P. O. Box 158, Vallecito, CA
95251), from January through August 1980. See my forthcoming commentary
on Amos.
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law, His judgment upon the disobedient, and the urgent need for
repentance.

After getting their attention by thundering against the sins of
the surrounding nations (1 :3-2:5)–a fact which shows the law’s
validity outside the theocratic  kingdoms of Israel and Judah-
Amos then turned his guns toward Israel, and dealt immediately
with its sins in the area of economics. Righteous men were being
condemned because their wealthier enemies had bribed judges,
and poor men were sold into slavery over trifles (2:6). Instead of
obeying the laws commanding mercy on poor brethren (Leviticus
25:25-28),  the rich men of Israel were trampling them into the
dust. Gross immorality, perhaps even ceremonial prostitution,
was taking place (2: 7). In violation of the laws on debt (Deuter-
onomy 24:10-13 ), the poor man’s collateral was withheld from
him – and all the while, the people were claiming to be devout
and pious men, daring even to display the “profits” of their sins in
the house of worship (2:8). Their response to those who brought
God’s word was to, attempt to corrupt them, and where that
failed, to silence them (2:12).

Amos included in his denunciation the wealthy women of Israel
(4:1-3),  calling them “cows of Bashan.” Bashan was a well-
watered, fertile region, and the cattle of Bashan were, under-
standably, quite fat — which is just Amos’ point about these
women. He accused them of oppressing the poor and crushing the
needy. This charge was not because they had actually done
anything personally against the poor, for they probably rarely
ever came in contact with the poor people at all. The basis for the
charge was their expensive demands on their husbands. Their
self-indulgence crushed those who were below them. How is this
possible? The socialist myth-that wealth Per se is a cause of
poverty – is not supported here. There are several possible ways
that their affluent lifestyle could have caused oppression. Since
the poor were ignored in Israel, the luxuries of these women were
probably bought at the expense of the Tithe, zero-interest loans,
gleaning, and the like. Their weak husbands were unable to pro-
vide for the needy because their wives’ greed made it impossible to
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obey God’s laws in these areas. In addition, they were forcing
men into slavery unnecessarily, in the interests of making a quick
shekel, rather than being merciful. Perhaps they took a poor
man’s tools of production as collateral, in violation of God’s law
(Deuteronomy 24:6).  They probably charged interest on charity
loans as well.

There are many possibilities of makhg short-run financial
gains by defying God’s law and oppressing the poor. In our day,
we have devised methods that are even more sophisticated. One
way middle-class Americans oppress the poor through their
affluent lifestyles is in their methods of payment. When the
average man wants a new stereo, car, or refrigerator, what does
he do? Does he go out and pay for the item with the fi-uits  of hk
labor? Not on your MasterCard. He “buys” it on credit (i.e.
debt). This L covetousness, and covetousness is idolatry (Colossians
3:5).  The economic result of this widespread practice is inflation,
because the bank credit is made possible through the absolutely
unbiblical  practice of fractional reserve banking (the banks lend
out many more times what they actually hold in reserves). With a
blip of the computer, Poof! Brand-new money! As this newly cre-
ated money is injected into the market, the supply and demamd
schedule receives false data, and prices begin to rise. These higher
prices are uncomfortable, but affordable, to middle-class and
upper-middle-class debtors. But those who are poor cannot buy at
the inflated prices caused by their neighbor’s covetousness. We
can blame the government’s Federal Reserve System for allowing
this ungodly practice, and also the banks for making money from
what is essentially theft. But the gouernrnazt  woukin  i! allow it z~ we
didn’t  want it. For example, if the government provided free din-
ners of lice and maggots to middle-class Americans, there would
be no takers, because we don’t want  to eat that stuff. Any govern-
ment service would fold if no one accepted it. But because of our
covetousness, we want credit expansion, so the government pro-
vides it. Thus we wallow amidst our financial luxuries, content-
edly oblivious to the fact that we have stolen from our neighbors
and cnished the poor. The prophetic rebuke to the fat cows of
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Israel is quite applicable to us today. God judged them for their
oppressive covetousness, and He will judge us too.

The factional reserve banking system can work against any
group, depending on which group succeeds in gaining access to
the newly created money first. For example, if the FederaJ  gov-
ernment runs, a massive deficit — if! ! ! (a little humor)- and the
Federal Reserve Board steps in and buys a portion of the gover-
nment’s  bonds by creating fiat money, the government will spend
the newly created money in subsidizing its patrons. If this should
be welfare recipients or Social Security pensioners, then these
groups can benefit temporarily (at least until irdlation  destroys the
value of the currency, not to mention the social order). Those
hard-pressed middle-class people who are on tight budgets may
not choose (or be able) to indebt themselves. Thus, they see their
savings go down the inflationary drain, while the poor, who have
no savings, maintain their living standards by means of their
ready access to “indexed” welfare payments. They get the fiat
money first, spend it before it depreciates, and leave the middle
class businessmen and f~ies  holding the bag-the “bag” being
a savings account, or pension program, or annuity, or cash-value
life insurance savings fidl of worthless paper money.

Under fractional reserve banking, which is universal today, it
pays to be the favored group which gets access to the fiat money
first, before its purchasing power deteriorates. We can expect
class war eventually, such as Germany experienced in the years of
mass inflation, 1921-23. Everyone wants to be the favored person
in the race against price inflation, which is in turn caused by
monetary inflation. Thus, by looking at the short run, and voting
for a debt-based monetary system, today’s middle-class voter is
sealing the doom of the social order which has permitted the eco-
nomic benefits to flow to the middle class — a social order based on
voluntary exchange, contract, social peace, and honest money.
Ignorance of economics, when coupled with envy, and motivated
by a false sense of guilt, can produce a devastating social crisis.

Amos also attacked these people for their empty religion (4:4-5;
5:4-7).  While it is commonly held that religion is man’s attempt to
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approach God, this is not true. No one seeks after God (Remans
3:11 ), and Paul tells us that the real purpose of much of man’s
religious activity is to cover his flight from the true God (Remans
1:18-25). This was the case with Israel. The Israelites were using
their worship to try to escape from God and the demands of His
law. They were tossing worthless scraps of religiosity to God,
when what He had demanded was~”usttie.  The oppressive men of
Israel had become experts in certain externals of religion– much
like the heroin smuggler who is scrupulous in his observance of
traflic laws. But God was not fooled. With all their religion, they
were still trampling on the poor, extorting bribes horn them, not
giving them justice in the courts, and living off of the income from
their thefts (5: 11-12). Men who opposed these practices were
silenced when they spoke out, and so many did not openly show
their disapproval (5: 10, 13). The pious actions of these oppressors
– festivals, assemblies, offerings and hymns– were an abomina-
tion to God, and He expressed His complete dkgust  for them: “I
hate, I reject. . . . I will not even look. . . . Take away. . . . I
will not even listen. . . .” (5:21-23).  What God wants is not our
sacrifices, but our obedience (I Samuel 15:22-23; Isaiah 1:11-20).
He demanded, “Let justice roll down like waters, and righteous-
ness like an ever-flowing stream” (5:24).

But Israel’s worship was not only hypocritical. It was also syn-
cmtfitic,  mixed with heathenism (5:25-27). The people had a
history of apostasy: even during the forty years’ wandering they
had continually fallen into idolatry, and their worship of the true
God had been mixed with falsehood. Apparently, Israel had actu-
ally carried heathen shrines with them throughout the journey–
and after all these years, they had not changed. Their “sacrifices”
were not genuine sacrifices at all. God can tell the difference be-
tween true worship and our baptized secularism. We can’t take
Rich Chnistiuns  in an Age of Hunger, bind it in leather, and call it
“Chrktian Economics.” Nor can we sprinkle holy water on our
ungodly contempt for the poor and afl!licted,  refusing to give
needed help, and call it “Christian Stewardship.” Both are
lawless.
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Amos went on to denounce the men of Israel for their godless
trust in “the mountain of Samaria”  (6: 1). They were complacent
in their apostasy because of their supposedly impregnable fortress
there (and it uu.s  strong; when the Assyrians invaded, the siege
lasted three years). True national security can come only from the
gracious hand of God: it is a blessing He grants in response to na-
tional obedience (Deuteronomy 28: 7). Disregarding their accoun-
tability to God, Israel “put off the day of calamity” (6:3),  arrogant
in their deistic belief that God is not concerned with economics,
presumptuously assuming that “the LORD will not do good or
evil” (Zephaniah 1:12). The court, the seat of justice, had instead
become a place of violence and oppression (6:3). The rulers saw
this as an accumulation of power, but in reality it sealed their
doom. God had seen.

In his final list of Israel’s crimes (8:4-6),  Amos again spoke of
oppression of the poor. The businessmen of Israel chafed and fret-
ted over the Sabbath laws; they wanted to get back to work— but
their “work” was lawless. They were cheating customers by fdsi-
fiing their measures. They were also inflating the money supply
by debasing their currency. Their whole goal in business activity
was to enslave others and bring men under their control.
Remember, God’s laws were structured compassionately: slavery
was a mercifid  means of enabling a poor debtor to get back on hk
feet –and even then, slavery was a last resort. God commanded
the wealthy to restrain their demands over those who are helpless,
to refrain from squeezing the last dime out of the needy. But
many businessmen in Israel refused to listen. The whole of their
economic activity was calculated to trample on those below them.

For all these things, Amos pronounced judgment: Israel would
be destroyed by Assyria and taken into captivity. None would
escape (2: 13-16; 4:2-3; 9:1-4), and only a tiny remnant would
survive (3: 12; 5:3).  Moreover, since they had continually rejected
God’s word, He would send them a “Bible-famine”: God’s word
would be withdrawn, and people would be unable to hear the sav-
ing message of God’s revelation (8:11-13).

The message of Amos had a great deal to do with economic
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transgressions of God’s law. The Israelites were not merely guilty
of failing to have morning devotions — indeed, their religion was
very devotional. Amos speaks powerfully to us today. We cannot
take refhge from the demands of God’s law. Ironically, in the final
announcement of judgment (9:1), the Lord appears beside the
altar in the very place Israel was seeking to hide from Him. We
can never hide. We cannot make up our own kind of god —a god
who will be so comfortably “spirhual”  that we can get away with
any kind of crafty economic oppression we like. God is who He
says He is. If we flout his laws while claiming to be His loyid  peo-
ple, we will only incur greater judgment. Israel rejected God’s
word through Amos, and Israel was soon destroyed. And if we
continue in our faithless, uncharitable religion, we will be
destroyed as well.

But Amos never appealed to socialism or statism for the
answers. He never said that it was wrong to make a profit, or un-
just to have possessions. The wrong in these things was the fact
that they had been obtained by violating the specifics in God’s
law. He did not try to incite envy by comparing the incomes of
rich and poor and then assuming that the wealth of the rich was un-
just. He num.ed  their sins: extortion, partiality in court, falsif@g
weights and measures, debasing the currency, disobedience to the
Poor Laws, false advertising, fornication, religious syncretism,
hypocrisy, and so on. He did not say that profits were unjust sim-
ply because they were high. He did not  ask that foreign aid be sent
to those heathen nations that were about to become impoverished
through God’s judgment on their ungodliness. And, most em-
phatically, he dld not request state intervention into the market.
In all of hk condemnation of Israel’s sins, he never lost sight of
God’s law. He represented the law symbolically as a plumbline
(7:6-9),  the standard of measurement in terms of which the na-
tion was to be judged (cf. Isaiah 28:17). For Amos, the standard
of judgment was not himself, or the feelings of the poor, or the
theories of either popular or dissident economists. He knew that
“sin is Lawlessness” (I John 3:4).

Ronald Sider and others profess to be reviving the message of
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the prophets, in calling for compassion on the poor. But the
difference on this point is crucial. The modem socialist prophets
have rejected the plumbline,  the yardstick of scripture. While
Sider’s plea for justice is commendable, his skmuhrd  for justice is in
fact lawless. He does not, with the biblical prophets, demand a
return to the biblical laws which mandate @rsona/ care for the
poor. Instead, he demands statist intervention, a socialistic con-
cept which the Bible opposes completely. He also advocates
majority-vote theft, thinking that the poor will be helped by
plundering the rich. But God’s blessings do not come from com-
pounding crimes. That can only bring swifter destruction, for
both rich and poor.

Amos wanted justice. But he defined it as obedience to God’s
law. He wanted the hungry to be fed. But he saw that this would
come about solely through a return to God’s word. And he held
out the hope that this will someday come to pass. If men will obey
God’s laws, He will bless them in every way–and one of those
blessings (which is impossible in a socialist state) will be iweased
prodzdivity:

“Behold, days are coming,” declares Ae LORD,
When the plowman will overtake the reaper
And the treader of grapes him who sows seed;
When the mountains will drip sweet wine,
And all the hills will be dissolved.” (Amos 9:13)

When godly business activity is left unhampered, and men
devote themselves to glorifying God through developing the
earth’s productive potential, obeying His laws and caring for the
needy, remembering that God gives the power to get wealth — He
will open the windows of heaven for them, causing the earth to
yield its fkuit in astonishing abundance. Amos’ prophecy of pro-
ductivity will come true, but only when our nation returns to his
God and the laws of scripture. And by distorting the message of
the prophets, Ronald Sider is only postponing that day of abun-
dance. He is actually helping to bring about another prophecy of
Amos instead:
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“Behold, days are coming,” declares the Lord (%D,
“When I will send a farnine on the land. . . .“
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66 . . . The kind of tension (feelings of guilt) you mention is in-
herent in the message. . . .“

(Ronald Sider, Tlze  Witknbwg
~W Ott./Nov. 1979, p. 15)

“You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor.”
(hOdUS 20:16)
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The policies of state intervention do not attain their professed
goals. They cannot do so, for they are in violation of God’s com-
mands, and this is His world. Foreign aid does not help the poor;
price controls create an imbalance, chaotic market; minimum
wage laws result in unemployment; profit restrictions increase
consumer costs; enforced economic equality means a radical
political inequality; in short, all attempts by the state to abolish
poverty serve only to intensifi  it in one way or another. We have
also seen, however, that statism has another, often unprofessed,
goal: domination over men. This urge for power is the only thing
that statism can satisfi-and  that lasts only so long as God with-
holds His judgment. The demand for statism is a demand for
control — nothing more or less. The real goal of increasing gover-
nment  intervention is totdhmianism.

What part does Ronald Sider play in the establishment of a
totalitarian state? While he does call repeatedly for statism, that is
not the main thrust of the books published under his name. There
are many in our day who would try to convince us that we need a
bigger Big Brother. But Sider’s function in the Revolution is
much more specialized. Whether he is a calculating propagandist
or merely an ignorant tool in the hands of others (the evidence
points strongly toward the former), he nevertheless is serving the
cause of totalitarianism in a way in which, for example, Marx and
Keynes were unable to do so. This is because of ‘two factors: his
s~here  of activity and his message.

Ronald Sider’s semi-ofhcial standing as, a theologian gives him
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unique access to positions of influence denied to other statists. He
claiis  to be a Christian, and his writings are dotted with Bible
quotations. He teaches at a school which trains men for the
ministry. He is invited to speak at Christian churches, colleges,
seminaries, and conferences. His books are distributed by an im-
portant Christian publishing house, and I have not yet seen one
Christian bookstore that does not carry his books. (One store near
me refuses to stock any books that uphold biblical law, whale
Sider’s books advocating theft are prominently dkplayed.  ) His ar-
ticles are printed in the leading Christian magazines; clearly, he
has a powerfid  platform fmm which to speak. His message is be-
ing heard, and is increasingly accepted. (In speaking to a Chrii-
tian schoolteacher whom I had just met, I happened to use the
word biblical. She immediately assumed, for no other reason, that
I was talking about Sider and the Evangelical for Social Action).

Sider’s specific message is one of guilt. In a previous chapter,
we noted some of the many ways he attempts to cause us to be
ashamed, embarrassed and humiliated because of the blessings
we enjoy under the hand of God. Envy is directed at us fiwm all
sides by his skillful manipulation of fflacies,  distortion of facts,
and misinterpretation of Scripture. Envy is then inverted, and
becomes guilt –not in the biblical sense of actual, moral trans-
gression of God’s law, but psychologiczd,  sociological guilt, the
feeliig  of being responsible for the envy of others. And perhaps no
tool of totalitarianism is as significant as the ability to induce guilt
feelings.

How is this so? It is because of the relationship of guilt  and the
hss of fieedotn.  If a man is enslaved to guilt, he is rendered
powerless. The child who feels guilty for not completing his
homework is unable to face his classmates and teacher with
ccmtldence.  The businessman who feels guilty for having made
some error is unable to fully dwect his concentration to the tasks at
hand. When we are ashamed-’’guilty’’-for failing to remember
someone’s birthday or anniversary, we are less able to deal with
Km personally. I have known several college students whose
sense of guilt because of one or two instances of tardiness was so
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great that they would begin cutting classes to avoid facing the pro-
fessor; eventually, they would drop the course altogether. Guilt is
an extremely powerful force; when we feel it, we become
distracted, confised and incompetent. We fail to recognize our
valid responsibilities, and are much more likely to be manipulated
by ofiers.  We become overly dependent upon others to make
decisions for us, and begin to avoid necessary confrontations and
independent actions. We become skwes. Our external, social
slavery is produced by our slavery of heart and mind.

One of the most striking examples of the power of guilt –an in-
cident that changed the course of history— is in the life of Kmg
Harold of England during the Norman Invasion of 1066. Harold
was an inspiring leader, a man unusually able to inflame others
with intense loyalty and obedience. During his brief reign, he
faced two major crises– and they occurred less than three weeks
apart. The first was the Battle of Stamford Bridge, in which
Harold successfully repulsed the attempted takeover of England
by the King of Norway. The second crisis was the Battle of
Hastings, which he lost to the Normans led by William the
Bastard (later known as William the Conqueror– which shows
what happens when winners write the history books). One impor-
tant reason for the diiTerence  in outcome between the two battles
was King Harold’s state of mind, which underwent a drastic
change just before the conflict with William. While preparing for
the battle, he received word that the Pope had excommunicated
him and had given his blessing to William. It turned out to be a
self-fulfilling prophecy: Harold acted as if the life had been sucked
out of hm. When he went into battle against William, he was
unable to lead his men. David Howarth writes that, in marked
contrast to the encounter at Stamford Bridge, “. . . the English
army never moved. It never acted as if it had received a general
order: it stood where it was all day, only shrinking in on itself as
its numbers fell. It never made a concerted attack, nor in the end
did it make a concerted retreat. Either Harold never gave a
general order, or else it was never carried out. . . , The strangely
passive battle he fought seems to fit a mood of fatalism, as if he
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scarcely fought for victory but simply awaited the expression of
God’s judgment. His behavior at Stamford Bridge and Hastings
was utterly different. Both battles were equally long and equally
hard fought, between armies almost equally matched; but in the
first he was always in attack, and in the second never. In the first,
and in the whole episode of York, he undoubtedly inspired
everyone; but in the second, he left no evidence of leadership at
all. He acted like a different man: something had changed him in
the eighteen days between. . . . He was behind the line, and most
of the men in front, one can only suppose, stood facing death all
day without a word of encouragement or command from the King
they were fighting for.”1

Guilt produces passivity, and makes a man programrnedfw  dej?at.
The importance of this for totalitarianism cannot be overem-
phasized. If a whole society can be made to feel guilty, it will be
unable to withstand an enslaving state: it is ripe for conquest.
This has long been recognized as the most successful method of
rendering men passive and pliable, incapable of resistance to
statist domination and control. A major aspect of the Communist

\ takeover of China was the manipulation of envy and guilt by the
organization of community discussions “around leading ques-
tions, such as, ‘Who has supported whom?’ and ‘Who has made
whom rich?’, and the encouragement of the aggrieved to ‘spit out
their bitterness’. . . . the Communist exploitation of grievances
was probably more systematic than anything in the past .“2

This is precisely what Sider is doing. He piles on the guilt f~t
and thick: we are guilty for eating meat, sugar, fish, bananas; for
drhdchg wine and coffee; for making profits; for having extra
clothing in the closet; for having green lawns; even for living in
North America. He approves of the heretical, legalistic position
that anyone who lives on more than the bare necessities of life

1. David Howarth, 1066: 771c Yw  of the ConqurJt  (New York: The Vig
press,  1977), pp. 176ff.

2. John Meskfl, An Introduction to Chine.w  Civiiizatwn  (Lexington: D. C. Heath
and Company, 1973), pp. 324ff.
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will go to hell.3  He encourages groups to examine and evaluate
each other’s expenditures in terms of his envious standards. The
practical results of such tactics can be observed in any issue of
tieOthedWe,  as writers regularly flog themselves for their failure to
be “totally committed” to the ideal of economic and population
stagnation, confessing their occasional cravings for steaks and
other wicked goodies.

As guilt produces impotence, it also leads people to call for
more and more controls from the state. The passive population is
not only malleable, yielding, submissive; it positively wekonzes
state intervention. Sider’s cleverness in this is diabolical. First, he
tells us that a billion people are starving because of our eating
habits. Next, he urges his guilt-absorbed readers to reduce their
quotas of beef. But this is not enough, because “unless one also
changes public policy, the primary effect of reducing one’s meat
consumption may simply be to enable the Russians to buy more
grain at a cheaper price next year or to persuade fmers  to plant
less wheat’’q-and just think how much more guilty we would be
then! And so the pliant masses who read Sider-having been
primed by a dozen years of statist indoctrination in the public
schools - are manipulated by this alternation of envy, guilt, and
hopelessness into asking for stricter controls, broader legislation,
increasing intrusions, more bondage. The guilty, unable to solve
life’s problems, will be sawxi  ~ the stati.

And Sider’s goal of establishing an oppressive regime is work-
ing. Christians have become obsessed with their own imagined
wrongdoings (while entirely ignoring their real violations of God’s
law), agonizing over their crimiial inability to feed the hungry,
glutted with remorse and shame because of their secret love for ice
cream, suffering nagging worries about just how much their vaca-
tions contribute to world poverty, wondering how many children
die on their account – longing for the day when the government
will be empowered to decide all these questions, taking the grow-

3. Sider, Rich C&i&zm, p. 172 [p. 164]. Obviously, this means he is a legalist
in thejnt sense of our discussion in Chapter One (see p. 22, above).

4. Ibid., p. 205 [p. 192].
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ing burden off their shoulders.
The churches also have become enslaved, Regardless of all the

hoopla over the ‘New Christian Right? many pastors are toeing
the government line. When was the last time your minister spoke
out against unbacked paper money and the expansion of credit?
Does he even want to know what those words mean? A well-
known pastor in Southern California holds strong personal beliefs
against homosexuality, abortion, the Equal Rights Amendment,
and other modem examples of our national apostasy. You would
never know that from his sermons, because he never utters a peep
about them. He’s worried about the tax-exemption for his heavily
mortgaged, shiny new temple. He doesn’t want it taken away, so
he keeps quiet. Essentially, he is an aged of & date,  terrified about
the consequences of resisting tyranny.

Men overcome by fear and guilt are unable to fight. The more
the church is enslaved, the harder it will be to resist the state’s
tyrannical invasions. The more we become preoccupied with
these fantasy-world sins – these “transgressions” of whkh the
Bible says not a word–the less able we will  be to obey God’s com-
mand to exercise dominion over the earth. Under the vain delu-
sion of false guilt, the church will retreat, leaving already-
conquered territory for the devil’s illegitimate sway. His
emissaries seek to distract God’s people from their true mission of
world conquest and full development of the earth’s resources, by
sending us off into vacuous campaigns against illusory windmills.
Sadly, many in the church, with a cultivated ignorance of Scrip-
ture, are heeding the lies of their enemies.

The captivity of the church is essential to the strategy of the
statists. If the church can be persuaded to abandon its calling,
nothiig on earth can prevent the domination of power-mad
government. The people of God have been freed from their
slavery to sin – thus, ultimately, from slavery to all but God– and
are not easily dominated by men; there is no inherent skuwy in the
bhhw as there is in the unbeliever. Moreover, the people of God
have been raised up with Christ (Ephesians  2:6); He as our repre-
sentative is seated on the throne of all power, above the prin-
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cipalities and powers, as supreme Lord over all who have nde and
authority (Ephesians 1:20-22). Jesus is the King of all kings, the
Lord of all lords (Revelation 19:16); and we rule with Him, wag-
ing war and overcoming. No state — none— can successfully lord it
over God’s people. We are kings, and those who oppose us must
be crushed to powder: the nation that will not serve us will perish
(Isaiah 60:12).

For the LORD Most High is to be feared,
A great King over all the earth.
He subdues people under us,
And nations under our feet. (Psalm 47:2-3)

It is thus of crucial irnportan.ce  to Satan’s plan that he delude
the church into thinking she is powerless, And if the church is
bemused by guilt-manipulators and sapped of her vigor, our na-
tion is lost. Christians alone have the power of dominion over the
Evil One; we alone can provide the moral force to prevail against
the enslaving state, for the principle of liberty in Christ has set us
free from the bondage of men; we alone can preserve our land
from destruction, for we are the salt of the earth. But if the day
comes that we lose our savor, we will be cast out with the heathen.

We would like to tell ourselves that this can never happen to
God’s people, but that is a devilish lie to keep us secure in the very
mouth of destruction. It happened to the churches of France in
1789; of all Europe in 1848; of Russia in 1917; of Germany in
1933. In every case, the church had been rena%red  impotent -by guilt,
by fear, by benefits; and always because the church departed from
the word of God as the only standard for every area of life. Do not
say it cannot happen here. That is to say that we can do all things
without Chrkt.  Do not say that we will somehow muddle through
the crisis of the hour: Christ did not call us to muddling, but to
victory. Life is a battle —no, more: it is a war to the akath  with the
forces of evil. We cannot merely hold our ground. If we do not
conquer we will be conquered. If we do not gather with the vic-
torious Chrht, we are scattering abroad. There is no middle
ground, no possible moderation or compromise. If Ronald Sider
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and his ideological colleagues have their way, my chddren  could
be slaves to a ruthless bureaucracy before they reach maturity.
Your children will join them.

This is no ivory-tower issue; it is not an airy, inconsequential
debate between abstract theologies. Sider states himself somewhat
vaguely with respect to the specific political programs he prefers,
the means employed to enforce them, and the limits of state
power. He is vague about just how much personal wealth consti-
tutes immoral wealth. But he is clear enough: we need more com-
pulsory wealth redistribution. We have too much wealth. Vague
standards of righteousness, coupled with emotional generalities,
can produce a lot of guilt. That, of course, is the whole point.

Nor is this a political or economic contest alone, as if we may leave
the job to tie professionaJs. Dominion is the task of every man and
woman in the kingdom. God hol~~ responsible for the future of
your children. You must do the work. If you abandon your calling,
you are bringing down God’s judgment on your seed. There is no
escape. And never, never assume that you will raptured out of the
earth before the trouble begins. That is the retreatist’s  dream, and it
blinds us to the truth. It is presumption: why should God do for you
what He did not do for others? Were Christians raptured fi-om the
Inquisition? Were the 10,000 men, women, and babies who were
slain in their beds on St. Bartholomew’s Day in Paris raptured? Are
Christians who suffer tribulation fim statists around the world be-
ing raptured daily? Consider Jesus’ prayer to His Fathe~

I do not ask Thee to take them out of the world, but to keep them fmm
the evil one (John 17:15).

Our Lord did not pray for us to be raptured away from the
problems of life, before God’s confrontation with Satan in this
world is over. He prayed that we would not be overcome by the
devil. And it is to be feared that those who thii only of escape
have already been overcome. X4ere is no escape except diath.  We
must choose between victory or defeat, conquest or flight, domin-
ion or slavery, in time and on earths

5. See David Chdton,  Pamdise Restied: A Biblkal  l%eohgy  of Lbminion (Tyler,
TX: Reconstruction Press, 1985).
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Ronald Sider’s mission is to hobble the church from fulfilling
her divine calling, for he is enough of a theologian to understand
that history follows the church. If God’s people are impotent, the
world is enslaved to sin; when they are free, the world finds liberty
in Chriit. The key to statist control is to keep blinders on the
church so that she knows neither her calling nor the puny
weakness of her foes.

Victory belongs to the people of God. If we retreat, God will
smash us and raise up another generation that will follow Him in
His conquest of the nations. Our commission will succeed; the na-
tions will be discipled to the obedience of the faith. If we do not do
it, others will. But if we do not do it, we will be thrown away and
trodden under the feet of men — men who will make us their
slaves. If we are obedient, we need have no fear. We rule with
Christ. We have the ahnighty power of the Lord God at our
disposal, and He will move heaven and earth for His obedient
people. He calls us not into battle alone. He calls us to go with
Him through the battle into victory.



Part II
THE FUTURE OF

POVERTY
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THE BASIS FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH

As we have seen, the only way to achieve real wealth for everyone
is to increase productivity through capital investment. Where the
market is not hampered by restrictions on investment and income or
by inflation of the money supply, increased production for consumer
wants will result in rising real wage rates and lower prices for
everyone. Gustavo R. Velasco  of Mexico wrote: “The fi.mdamental
obstacle which prevents Mexican workers ii-em enjoying the ample
wages that American working men receive . . . consists simply in
the fact that our production per head is many times Iower than that
of our neighbors, because the latter do not work alone, but aided by
the greatest accumulation of capital in history.”1

But this capital accumulation and investment did not just spring
out of nowhere. Because man is created in God’s image, he is an
innately religious being: every aspect of his life will refl~ct  his rela-
tionship to God. Man’s culture, therefore, is necessarily religious
and covenantal,  as Henry Van Til has stressed: “Since religion is
rooted in the heart, it is therefore totalitarian in nature. It does
not so much consummate culture as give culture its foundation,
and serves as the presupposition of every culture. Even when faith
and its religious root are openly denied, it is nevertheless tacitly
operative as in atheistic Communism. A truly secular culture has
never been found. . . .“2

1. Gustavo  R. Velasco, Labor  Qgidationjom  an Econot&  Point of Vii (Indmn-
apolis: Liberty Fund, Inc., 1973), p. 40.

2. Henry R. Van Td, The Calvinist Con@t of Cuhuw  (Philadelphia: The Pres-
byterian and Reformed Publishing Company, 1974), p. 39.
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The religious basis for the culture always bears fruit in the eco-
nomic sphere. Long-established habits and traditions do not
change as quickly as does theoretical speculation. When the
religious basis of a culture is transformed, it takes time for that
change to work itself out into the cultural life. The religious shift
in the Renaissance period, separating nature from grace, pro-
duced the statism of the Reformation era; the Reformational
return to the principles of biblical law eventually worked out in
political liberty and fkee enterprise under the rule of law; and the
Enlightenment saw its Mfillment  in the essentially pagan politics
of revolutionary statism and anarchy. Culture is produced by
religion, and to some de~ee lags behind it. (This is why, as we
have seen, some ex-heathens were prohibited horn exercising full
civil status in Israel for up to ten generations. ) But the cultural
hit of the religious root eventually comes to maturity, which is
why, as John Chamberlain says, “Christianity tends to create a
capitalistic mode of life . . . capitalism is a material by-product of
the Mosaic law.”~ The laws of the Bible work to restrain both
skztism  and anurchy.  It must be admitted that many modern
“capitalkts”  think in terms of Enlightenment principles; hence,
the tendency toward statism among Conservatives, and towards
anarchy among Libertarians -both groups trying to base the
product of Christianity upon pagan principles, and thus both
groups doomed to failure.

‘I’he Chrktian  framework of freedom within law cannot be sim-
ply imposed upon a heathen culture. The bare economic structure
of capitalism cannot be imported into a culture successfully. We
cannot talk about the mere fact that India needs free enterprise
and capital investment. The issue is: W@ does India resist free-
dom? The answer is to be found in India’s religious and philo-
sophical persuasions. Mises says: “India lacks capital because it
never adopted the pro-capitalist phdosophy of the West and there-
fore did not remove the traditional institutional obstacles to fkee

3. John Chamberlain, The Roots of Capitalism (Princeton: D. Van Nostrand
Company, 1959; revised, 1965), p. 47.
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enterprise and big-scale accumulation. Capitalism came to India
as an alien imported ideology that never took root in the minds of
the people.”4

The ideology of pagan countries is ably summarized by P. T.
Bauer as: “lack of interest in material advance, combined with
resignation in the face of poverty; lack of initiative, self-reliance
and of a sense of personal responsibility for the economic fortune of
oneself and one’s family; high leisure preference, together with a
lassitude often found in tropical climates; relatively high prestige of
passive or contemplative life compared to active life; the prestige of
mysticism and of renunciation of the world compared to acquisition
and achievement; acceptance of a preordained, unchanging and
unchangeable universe; emphasis on performance of duties and ac-
ceptance of obligation, rather than on achievement of results, or
assertion or even a recognition of personal rights; lack of sustained
curiosity, experimentation and interest in change; belief in the
efficacy of supernatural and occult forces and of their influence over
one’s destiny; insistence on the unity of the organic universe, and
on the need to live with nature rather than conquer it or harness it
to man’s needs, an attitude of which reluctance to take animal life is
a corollary; belief in perpetual reincarnation, which reduces the
significance of effort in the course of the present life; recognised
status of beggary, together with a lack of stigma in the acceptance
of charity; opposition to women’s work outside the household.”s

Bauer  goes on to emphasize that these attitudes “are not surface
phenomena,” but are “an integral part of the spiritual and emo-
tional life” of hundreds of millions of people.c  This situation can

4. Ludwig von Mises,  Pkanning  fw Fnedom  (South Holland, IL: Libertarian
Press, fourth cd., 1980), p. 202.

5. P. T. Bauer, LMscnt on Development (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1971, 1976), pp. 78f. Gary North quotes this same list of anti-development
attitudes in his essay “Free Market Capitalism” publisbed  in Robert G. Clouse,
Wmlth and Povcny:  Four ChnMan  VitzJs  of Esononuh  (Downers Grove, IN: Inter-
Varsity Press, 1984), p. 50. In his response, Art Gish (one of the socialist con-
tributors to the volume) comments that North “seems unaware of the extent to
which Jesus and the biblical prophets stand condemned by that list” (p. 78)!

6. Ibid., p. 79.
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only be aggravated by foreign aid and irresponsible charity. It
cannot be helped by the capitalist cure-all of investment. Make no
mistake: these economies do need free enterprise and enormous
capital investment. But the point is that those things alone will not
change the face of heathen economies in a lasting way. Autono-
mous capitalism is a washout. It is an attempt to grab the bless-
ings of God by secularist methods. The fact that Robert J.
Ringer’s Restoring theA&an Dream spent five months on the New
York Times Best Seller List should be no cause of rejoicing to
those who desire a return to biblical free enterprise. His book
should be retitled Anarchist Nightmare. It is a libertarian
lawlessness. Its basic thrust can be guessed fkom the titles of his
other hits: Looking Out for #l and Winning l%ough Intimz&ztion.
That kind of “capitalism” can produce only cultural disintegra-
tion. Nothing will change a spirhally enslaved culture apart from
fkeedom in Christ. No course in economic principles, divorced
from their Christian base, will be able to lift a society out of the
practically dead-end stagnation described by Bauer. The task is
completely hopeless.

Ludwig von Mises discovered this in pre-World War II Austria
and Germany, as he and a small group of free-market economists
labored mightily to convince their contemporaries of the fallacies
and dangers of statism. Mises was anextraordinarily lucid writer;
communication itself was not the problem. But he was speaking to
a generation determined to fling itself into slavery. Nothing he
said or dld was to any avail. (One Nazi economist even informed
him that he had no interest in the problem of inflation, since it
had nothing to do with economics!) Later, as a newly-arrived
immigrant to America, Mises penned the most poignant lines in
all economic literature:

I have come to realize that my theories explain the degeneration of a
great civilization; they do not prevent it. I set out to be a reformer, but
only became the historian of decline. 7

7. Ludwig von Miw-s,  Notes and Rtdections  (South Holland, IL: Libertarian
press,  1978), p. 115.
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Salvation, in thii world and the next, is not found in econom-
ics. Regeneration is the only foundation for social stability and
growth. Slaves need liberty, but they cannot be legislated into it.
If men are not bound to Chrkt, they will be slaves to Satan, and
there will be no escape from the whirlpool of cultural decomposi-
tion. At least totalitarianism, for all its faults, acts as a temporary
buffer of semi-law before the final end in complete dissolution.
Edward Baniield’s  study of a backward society has already been
cited; but he wrote another book which was much more upsetting
to sociologists, for it was based on his research among social
classes in America, and shows the fimdamental  causes of institu-
tional poverty in this country: “At the present-oriented end of the
scale, the lower-class individual lives horn moment to moment. If
he has any awareness of a fiture, it is of somethiig ilxed, fated,
beyond his control: things happen to Km, he does not nuke them
happen. Impulse governs his behavior, either because he cannot
discipline himself to sacrifice a present for a future satisfaction or
because he has no sense of the future. He is therefore radically im-
provident: whatever he cannot use immediately he considers
valueless. His bodily needs (especially for sex) and KM taste for
“action” take precedence over everything else - and certainly over
any work routine.. He works only as he must to stay alive, and
drifts from one unskilled jo’b to another, taking no interest in his
work. . . . Although his income is usually much lower than that
of the working-class individual, the market value of his car, televi-
sion, and household appliances and playthings is likely to be con-
siderably more. He is careless with his thiigs, however, and, even
when nearly new, they are likely to be permanently out of order
for lack of minor repairs. . . .

“The lower-class individual has a feeble, attenuated sense of
se~ he suffers from feelings of self-contempt and inadequacy, and
is often apathetic or dejected. . ~. . In his relations with others he
is suspicious and hostile, aggressive yet dependent. He is unable
to maintain a stable relationship with a mate; commonly he does
not marry. . . . He feels no attachment to community,
neighbors, or friends (he has companions, not friends), resents all
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authority (for example, that of policemen, social workers,
teachers, landlords, employers), and is apt to think that he has
been “railroaded” and to want to “get even.” He is a non-
participant: he belongs to no voluntary organization, has no
political interests, and does not vote unless paid to do So.”a

Baniield concludes: “So long as the city contains a sizable lower
class, nothing basic can be done about its most serious problems.
Good jobs may be offered to all, but some will remain chronically
unemployed. Slums may be demolished, but if the housing that
replaces them is occupied by the lower class it will shortly be turned
into new slums.

“Welfare payments may be doubled or tripled and a negative
income tax instituted, but some persons will continue to live in
squalor and misery. New schools may be built, new curricula
devised, and the teacher-pupil ratio cut in half, but if the children
who attend these schools come from lower-class homes, the
schools will be turned into blackboard jungles, and those who
graduate or drop out from them will, in most cases, be fictiona-
lly illiterate. The streets may be filled  with armies of policemen,
but violent crime and civil disorder will decrease very little. If,
however, the lower class were to disappear– if, say, its members
were overnight to acquire the attitudes, motivations, and habits of
the working class-the most serious and intractable problems of
the city would disappear with it.”g

In a word: reg~ation.  The issue is not poverty or hunger, but
faith and ethics. The present-oriented slave cannot be helped by
mere capitalist moralizing about pulling himself up by his own
bootstraps-he does not want to. Nor will he be helped by
handouts – they will only reinforce hu moral defects. This is not
to say that we shouldn’t give him “charity” when it is needed. But
it is to say that, if we are genuine~  chun”tabk,  we must give much
more than money and food, and that our charity must not be
focused on mere money and food. And, particularly, we must not

8. Edward C. Banfield, i% Unheaven~  Ci~ Revisited (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1974), pp. 61f.

9. Ibzii.,  pp. 234f.
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do what Ronald Sider does in his book. Banfield  warns against the
use of rhetoric which tends “to encourage the individual to think
that ‘society’ (e.g., white racism), not he, is responsible for his
i.lls.”lo  Increased envy will only aggravate the problem: as Solomon
said, “the compassion of the wicked is cruel” (Proverbs 12:10).

Again, the poor need free enterprise, capital investment, and
rising productivity in order to attain better living standards. So-
cialistic transfers of wealth — even assuming funds went to the
poor, and not to bureaucrats and politicians –can only reduce
differences in incomes by reducing the incomes of the wealthy,
not by increasing productivity; thus, even at best, socialism can-
not sustain higher living standards among the poor (and besides,
it’s theft). But neither can a decadent, amoral capitalism produce
an appreciable change in the poor. What they need cannot be
reached by capital. Bauer  and Banfield’s descriptions of the
chronically poor of East and West are horr@ng. They com-
pletely undermine all current theories of “doing something” for
the needy. Apart from the deep penetration of God’s word into the
basic ethos of society, nothing can be done. Even the biblical laws
of charity are only temporary, short-term measures. We are com-
manded to give generously, and we must do so. But if we are
going to do more than subsidize poverty, we had better not stop
there.

First, there must be euangelisnz. Sider reports that American
churchgoers “tithe” about 2.5 YO of their income, 11 and that is in-
deed a tragedy. Personally and by our giving, we must bring the
gospel to the poor. And it must not be the lawless, cheap “evan-
gelism” of the antinomian. Our hearers must be presented with
the full-orbed demands of the covenant in every area of life. The
biblical gospel teaches Christ as Savior and Lord. His law must be
obeyed. The poor must learn the relationship of salvation to fam-
ily life, work, debt, responsibility, thrift, savings, and everything
else. The working of the Spirit in their lives, combined with the

10. Ibii.,  p. 269.
11. Sider, Ruh Chrdians,  p. 187 [p. 176].
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practical standards of biblical law, will give them the power to ex-
ercise increasing dominion as God opens up new opportunities to
His obedient people. Evangelism among the poor in the United
States and abroad is a crucial priority.

Flowing from this should be Chnitian  schook  in poor neighbor-
hoods. There is an urgent need for institutions that are centered
firmly in the application of God’s laws to the various disciplines,
including the learning of trades. We must work diligently in this
area; and if we are faitl-dhl, the godless, theft-financed public
schools will fold under, allowing Christian mission schools to have
a monopoly in more and more areas.

In addition, we do need to support political actzbn  in order to
change the truly unjust structures that hurt the poor. We must
seek to abolish: the minimum wage, fractional reserve bankiig,
the government monopoly of the mint, compulsory education
laws, rent controls, zoning restrictions, tariffs, price supports,
price ceilings, closed-shop union laws, taxation of property and
inheritance, immigration restrictions, “windfidl profits” taxes,
restrictions on energy development, and so forth. We need to do
everything we can to increase the productivity of God’s world.
Poor countries should be made aware that true development will
occur, not by envious political expropriation, but through in-
creasing capital supply and investing it in terms of market de-
mand. National, state, and local governments must be forced to
retreat into their rightful spheres of authority. Capital punish-
ment and restitution laws must replace the unbiblical  prison
system — which will also free up resources for investment. In every
area, men must be allowed the responsibility to fidfill their call-
ings under God.

Am I dreaming? How could this happen? That brings us back
to the first point — euangehm.  As men are regenerated by the grace
of God, learning to take on the responsibilities which the law com-
mands, they will give up their idolatrous dependence upon the
state. The key to cultural transformation is the gospel. Envy will
steaddy disappear— not by appeasing it, but by the dissemination
of biblical ethics throughout the society. Those who obey will be
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blessed with more dominion, while those who disobey will be
cursed. With increased responsibility, productivity will increase.
The culture will grow, in numbers and in wealth.

The issue is not poverty. The issue is not even capital supply.
“Abundant food is in the fallow ground of the poor, but it is swept
away by injustice” (Proverbs 13:23). Resources are not infinite.
But they are vastly more than we can imagine. The earth was
made by” God, and He is capable of bringing forth tremendous
prosperity. Even the undeveloped land of the poor man can sup-
port a great deal of production. But it is presently swept away by
injustice – by ungodly structures and practices which God curses
by withholding abundance. And the only real issue is faithful obe-
dience to the law of God. Capital can grow. Productivity can in-
crease until the Last Judgment. But the basis for such economic
growth is biblical law.

The religious and economic history of England provides a good
illustration of this. Early in the eighteenth century, a high-society
lady once joked that Parliament was “preparing a bill to have ‘not’
taken out of the Commandments and inserted in the Creed.’Jlz  It was
not far from the truth. By all descriptions of the period, it was
characterized by rampant ungodliness and almost complete dis-
regard for biblical standards in every area of life. J. C. Ryle
wrote :“Christianity seemed to lie as one dead . . . There was
darkness in high places and darkness in low places –darkness in
the court, the camp, the Parliament, and the bar– darkness in
country, and darkness in town-darkness among rich and
darkness among poor- a gross, thick, religious and moral
darkness-a darkness that might be felt .“13

The government and the courts were corrupt: open bribery was
a continual practice, and the poor were flagrantly oppressed —
which is not to say that the poor were any better. Crime was
abundant, and the attempt of the authorities to suppress it (by

12. Arnold Dallimore,  George WhilejieU:  The Lye and Tima of the G%@ Evangelist
of the 18th-Cm.tu7y  Reoival  (Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust, 1970), I: 28.

13. J. C. Ryle,  Christian Leuukrs  of the 18th  C&uy  (Edinburgh: The Banner of
Truth Trust, 1978), p. 14.
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making 160 offenses punishable by death) was to no avail. Whole
districts were sunk in abject heathenism, ignorant of the most
basic principles of the gospel. And what were the churches doing?
Says Ryle: “They existed, but they could hardly be said to have
lived. They did nothing; they were sound asleep. “14 In short,
England was well down the road which, for a nation just across
the Channel, climaxed in the orgy of horror known as the French
Revolution.

Yet, within a few years, the situation changed entirely. Thous-
ands were converted to vital Christianity; the slave trade was
abolished (in a manner vastly different from the Unitarian-
inspired abolitionist movement in America); widows, orphans
and poor were cared for; hospitals were established; missionary
and tract societies flourished. What made the dtierence?  To a
great extent the change can be traced to the labors of George
Whitefield and his companions, who spearheaded one of the most
far-reaching evangelistic movements in history. England heard
and believed the gospel of Jesus Christ, and began to obey the
laws of God. This flowed out into every aspect of culture, in-
cluding economics and politics. Those results are described by
Ludwig von Mises: “In the middle of the eighteenth century con-
ditions in England were hardly more propitious than they are to-
day in India. The traditional system of production was not fit to
provide for the needs of an increasing population. The number of
people for whom there was no room left in the rigid system of pa-
ternalism and government tutelage of business grew rapidly. Al-
though at that time England’s population was not much more
than fifieen percent of what it is today, there were several millions
of destitute poor. Neither the ruling aristocracy nor these paupers
themselves had any idea about what could be done to improve the
material conditions of the masses.

“The great change that within a few decades made England the
world’s wealthiest and most powefil nation was prepared for by
a small group of philosophers and economists. They demolished

14. Ibid.
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entirely the pseudo-philosophy that hitherto had been instrumen-
tal in shaping the economic policies of the nations. They exploded
the old fables: (1) that it is unfair and unjust to outdo a com-
petitor by producing better and cheaper goods; (2) that it is ini-
quitous to deviate from traditional methods of production; (3)
that labor-saving machines bring about unemployment and are
therefore an evil; (4) that it is one of the tasks of civil government
to prevent efficient businessmen from getting rich and to protect
the less efficient against the competition of the more efficient; (5)
that to restrict the freedom and the initiative of entrepreneurs by
government compulsion or by coercion on the part of other
powers is an appropriate means to promote a nation’s well-being.
In short: these authors expounded the doctrine of free trade and
laissez-faire. They paved the way for a policy that no longer
obstructed the businessman’s effort to improve and expand his
operations.

“What begot modern industrialization and the unprecedented
improvement in material conditions that it brought about was
neither capital previously accumulated nor previously assembled
technological knowledge. In England, as well as in the other
Western countries that followed it on the path of capitalism, the
early pioneers of capitalism started with scanty capital and scanty
technological experience. At the outset of industrialization was
the philosophy of private enterprise and initiative, and the prac-
tical application of this ideology made the capital swell and the
technological know-how advance and ripen.”ls

The only ultimately productive economic system will be the
result of two critical factors: jidure orientation — the assumption that
progressive development and productivity are possible and
desirable; and the de of Zuw-the  widespread obedience of the cul-
ture to the commands of the Bible. As the gospel spreads through-
out society, the biblical worldview  will become the framework of
economic activity. Slavery of all types — including statism and
consumerism — will disappear, as ethics become conformed inter-

15. Mises,  Planning for Fnedom,  p. 200ff.
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nally and externally to the word of God.
The only hope for the real elevation of the poor is capital ac-

cumulation and productivity. And the only hope for capital ac-
cumulation and productivity in the long run is cultural obedience
to God’s law in all human action.



17

THE CONQ~ST OF POVERTY

There shall be no poor among you, since the LORD will surely bless you
hi the land which the LORD your God is giving you as an inheritance to
possess, if ordy you listen obediently to the voice of the LORD your God,
to carefully observe all this commandment which I am commanding you
today. (Deuteronomy 15:4-5)

Wfl poverty ever be eliminated? As Moses suggests, we will be
able to answer that question when we have answered these: WiU
God3 people ever be obedient? Will there be a truly Chrktian culture,
in which Chriit  is recognized as LORD over everything? Many
Christians today would say NO. After all, we are living in the last
days. Christians will soon be “Raptured” out of this world, and
Christ will then descend in judgment. Some are even saying the
Rapture will happen this year. But, whenever it happens, we
know one thing for sure: Christians are fighting a losing battle.
The forces of evil will triumph until the return of Christ to setup
His kingdom. We can rescue a few brands from the burning; but
in this age, the preaching of the gospel will fail to convert and dis-
ciple the world. Satan’s power will increase.

If this outline of the future is correct, we can expect certain
political and economic consequences to flow from such increasing
depravity. Both statism and local anarchy will rise to un-
precedented heights; wars will increase; government monetary
policies will continue to produce soaring inflations and ravaging
depressions; fraud will abound; self-seeking, piggish consumption
will be the norm; men will be lazy, improvident, and undepen-
dable; the productivity of the earth will decline; the food supply

229
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will dwindle away. The outlook for conquering world poverty is
bleak, to put it mildly. As ungodliness dominates the world, long-
terrn, chronic poverty will  expand. Billions will starve. There will
be no hope. Poverty will never be alleviated, for all we can expect
ia for it to grow dramaticidly  until the return of Christ. If this out-
line of the future is correct . . .

But what if it isn’t correct? What if the Bible holds out the
promise that, bg%re  the return of Christ, the world will see a truly
Christian culture? If that is what the Bible teaches, we can expect
that under His blessing, the rich potential of the earth will unfold,
and that “there shall be no poor” among us. It’s a nice thought,
but not worth much unless there is a truly biblical basis for it.
What does the Bible teach? We have seen that the Bible does teach
one of the two requisites for long-term productivity: the ruk of Luu.
But there is another thiig necessary: @ure  onkntatiort,  optimism
about the future possibilities of economic growth. The Bible
teaches this as well. Christ will be victorious in thii age. The
gospel will convert the nations and disciple them to the obedience
of God’s law. And God will bless that obedience by giving world-
wide peace and economic abundance. Let’s consider” some of the
biblical evidence which leads to thii conclusion.

The Promise of Worldwide Blessing
God gave Abraham the promise of the gospel in these words:

Your Seed shall possess the gate of His enemies.
And in your Seed all the nations of the earth shall be blessed.
(Genesis 22:17-18)

The “Seed” spoken of here is Jesus Christ (Galatians 3:16).
The coming of Christ was to result in the blessing of all the na-
tions. The specific blessing mentioned here is that He will possess
the “gates”- the centers of rule and jurisdiction –of His enemies.
The blessing that comes to the world through Christ must result
in political and economic change, and this means social transfor-
mation. This promise is repeated again and again in different
ways:
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All the ends of the earth will remember and turn to the LORD,
And all the families of the nations WI worship before Thee.

(psahn 22:27)

Cease striving and know that I am God;
I will be exalted among the nations, I will be exalted in earth.

(psahn 46:10)

AU the earth will worship Thee
And will sing praises to Thee. (Psalm 66:4)

All nations whom Thou hast made shall come and worship
before Thee, O LORD;

And they shall glorify Thy name. (Psalm 86:9)

So the nations will fear the name of the LORD,
And all the kings of the earth Thy glory. (Psalm 102:15)

In the last days,
The mountain of the house of the LORD
Will be established as the chief of the mountains,
And will be raised above the hills;
And all the nations will stream to it. (Isaiah 2:2)

The earth will be full of the knowledge of the LORD
As the waters cover the sea. (Isaiah 11 :9)

“From the rising of the sun, even to its setting, My name will
be great among the nations, and in every place incense is
going to be offered to My name, and a grain offering that is
pure; for My name will be great among the nations,” says
the LORD of hosts. (Malachi 1:11)

The true God will receive genuine worship from all the nations.
This is certainly not to say that all men who have ever lived will be
saved. Nor does it suggest that at some point in the future every
single individual alive will be a Christian. But it does say that the
time will come when Christianity will be the universal religion,
when social structures and personal ethics will conform to biblical
standards. The ruling disposition among most men will be Chris-
tian. As Abraham and the prophets contemplated this, it proba-
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bly seemed even more astonishing than it seems to us. In our day,
Christianity is known throughout the world; Bibles are translated
into virtually every language; we are well on the way toward ac-
complishing God’s goal of blessing all nations. But in the days of
the Old Testament, such a goal would have appeared unat-
tainable to many.

One event made all the difference. That was the coming of
Jesus Chrkt. By His life, death, resurrection and ascension He
definitively won the victory over Satan and the forces of evil. He
wrested the earth from the Destroyer, and extends the blessings of
salvation to every nation. It is this strand of biblical evidence
which we shall now examine.

The Victory of Jesus Chrkt
The very first promise of the coming Redeemer foretold Hia

victory through suffering. God said to the serpent:

On your belly shall you go,
And dust shall you eat
All the days of your life;
And I will put enmity
Between you and the woman,
And between your seed and her Seed;
He shall bruise you on the head,
And you shall bruise Him on the heel. (Genesis 3: 14-15)

Christ’s victory over the serpent would be tot~, and its
ramifications would spill over, the prophets proclaimed, into all of
life. It would mean victory over the nations, and even earth’s nat-
ural order would undergo significant change:

Nations will see and be ashamed
Of all their might.
They will put their hand on their mouth,
Their ears will be deaf.
They will lick the dust like a serpent,
Like reptiles of the earth.
They will come trembling out of their fortresses;
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To the LORD our God they will come in dread,
And they will be afraid before Thee. (Micah 7:16-17)

“The wolf and the lamb shall graze together,
And the lion shall eat straw like the ox;
And dust shall be the serpent’s food.
They shall do no evil or harm in all My holy mountain,”
Says the LORD.  (Isaiah 65:25)

The destruction of Satan’s power began during the ministry of
Christ, as He cast out demons and healed the sick. One of the
striking aspects of the Gospels ia their record of the sudden,
violent outburst of demonic activity during this period. All-out
warfare was being waged. Our Lord gave to His disciples the
powers of dominion over the devil, and on one occasion, as they
returned to Him, flushed with victory, He said:

I was watching Satan fall from heaven like lightning. Behold, I have
given you authority to tread upon serpents and scorpions, and over all
the power of the enemy, and nothing shall injure you. (Luke 10:18-19)

But it was Christ’s work in His death and resurrection which
effectively sealed the fate of the Satanic hordes. This theme runs
through the apostolic letters to the early Christian assemblies.
Paul wrote that when Chrkt “had disarmed the rulers and author-
ities, He made a public display of them, having triumphed over
them in Him” (Colossians  2: 15). Jesus dzlanned  the demons! Can
we really suppose @at the world is still the devil’s territory-that
we can do nothing to stop his activity? He is still active, certainly;
but he has been disarmed. The devil was renu%ed  powenk
(Hebrews 2:14). Satan is alive on planet earth, but he’s not well.
He doesn’t even have a Triangle to his name, “The Son of God
appeared for this purpose, that He might destroy the works of the
devil” (I John 3:8). Note: this is speaking of Christ’s First Com-
ing, not His Second Coming. On the basis of Christ’s victory, His
people are promised, in this age, the same power over Satan that
God foretold at the fist. Paul wrote to the persecuted believers in
Rome that “the God of peace will soon crush Satan under your
feet” (Remans 16:20). Our ill-too-common timidity as we face
the forces of evil is entirely unjustified. The basic victory has
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already been won, and our Lord has committed to us the power to
shake Satan loose from his hiding places. All that hinders us from
dominion is our sinful unbelief in the work of Chrkt  and the pro-
mises of God. Marcellus  Kik wrote: “To say that the defeat of
Satan will only come through a cataclysmic act at the Second
Coming of Christ is ridiculous in the light of these passages. To
think that the church must grow weaker and weaker and the
kingdom of Satan stronger and stronger is to deny that Christ
came to destroy the works of the devil; it is to dishonor Christ; it is
to disbelieve His word. We do not glorify God or His prophetic
word by being pessimists and defeatists.”1

Can we be sure that it is Christ’s work in this age to establish
His victory throughout the world? A currently popular theory
among evangelical holds that the kingdom of Christ awaits His
return, when he will set up His throne in Jerusalem and reign for
1000 years. This thoroughly unbiblical  idea is refuted by the
passages in the following section.

The Coming of the Kingdom
The Psalmist wrote of the opposition between God and the

heathen nations, in which “the kings of the earth take their stand,
and the rulers take counsel together against the LORD and His
Anointed” (Psalm 2:2). Many are in despair today as they look on
a world ruled by Nimrods, Caesars, Hitlers, and Ayatollahs.
Often, evil conspiracies are viewed by both Right and Left as
omnipotent forces over which there is little hope of victory. This is
to place our faith in man, not God. He is the ruler of history, and
the Psalm goes on to celebrate the coming dominion of Christ
over all the nations as universal King. God told his Son:

Ask of Me, and. I will surely give the nations as Thy in-
heritance,

And the very ends of the eartJ as Thy possession.

1. J. Marcellus  Kik, An Eschdogy  of Vistory (Nutley, NJ: The Presbyterian
and Reformed Publishing Company, 197 1), p. 19. For further study on the view
of prophecy presented in this chapter see my book Paradise Restored: A Biblical
l%eolo~  of Dominim  (Tyler, TX: Reconstmetion  Press, 1985).
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Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron,
Thou shalt shatter them like earthenware. (Psalm 2:8-9)

Kings and rulers are advised by the Psalmist to submit to the
rule of Christ. If they do not, they will be destroyed (Psalm
2:10-12). The reign of the Messiah is not pictured by the Old
Testament writers as confined to Jerusalem; instead, it will be
universal, in which all nations will serve Him (Psalm 72). This
necessarily means the acceptance of His law as recorded in Scrip-
ture. The notion that Christ’s kingdom has nothing to do with
politics and economics is altogether false. Isaiah announced that
“the gowmnunt will rest on His shoulders . . . There will be no
end to the increase of His government or of peace” (Isaiah 9:6-7).

When will Christ’s kingdom begin? The prophet Daniel was
given the answer. Interpreting Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, Daniel
foretold the future of four great world empires, symbolically
represented by a statue. First there was the Babylonian empire; it
would be followed by the Medo-Persian, the Greek, and the
Roman empires. But during the last empire, a stone would strike
it, bringing it to destruction, and becoming a mountain which
would fill the earth. The stone represented the kingdom of Christ,
which would endure forever (Daniel 2:3 1-45). Because of the ob-
vious connection of the beginning of God’s kingdom with the
Roman Empire, those who wish to deny it have invented the
myth that we would see a “wuiued Roman Empire” in the last
days. The Bible says nothing of this; but as someone has remarked:
Dispensationalists believe in the revival of the Roman Empire; we
believe in the revival of Christianity.

Daniel goes on to show Christ ascending in the clouds to His
Father and receiving everlasting dominion, in order that “all the
peoples, nations, and men of every kmguage might serve Him”
(Daniel 7:13-14). This theme is picked up by Zechariah, who
connects Christ’s triumphal ent~ into Jerusalem, just before His
crucifixion, with His universal rule. Premillennialists arbitrarily
and quite high-handedly insert a gap of 2000 years between these
verses, but, again, without a word of biblical support:
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Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion!
Shout in triumph, O daugher of Jerusalem!
Behold your King is coming to you;
He is just and endowed with salvation,
Humble, and mounted on a donkey.
And I will cut off the chariot from Ephraim,
And the horse from Jerusalem;
And the bow of war will be cut off.
And He will speak peace to the nations;
And His dominion will be from sea to sea,
And from the River to the ends of the earth. (Zechariah  9:9-10)

Constantly, the propheta told of Christ’s kingdom beginning
with His first coming. If this is really the case, we would expect it
to be the message of the Apostles as well. Aa a glance at your con-
cordance will reveal, Christ’s kingdom is a primary topic of the
Gospels. A study of these references alone should convince you
that He had no intention of “postponing” it at all, contrary to the
claims of Scofield and others. The authoritative interpretation of
Christ’s kingdom was given by Peter,on  the Day of Pentecost. He
reminded the Jews of their father David’s prophecy. “Because he
was a prophet, and knew that God had sworn to him with an oath
to seat one of his descendants on his throne, he looked ahead and
spoke of” –the Second Coming? No! –“the resurrection of Christ”
(Acts 2:30-31).  Chrkt became the King at His resurrection, after
which he declared: “All authority has been given to Me in heaven
and in earth” (Matthew 28:18). Jesus is King now, not in some
fiture earthly reign. He is on “David’s throne” now, for that
merely symbolized His heavenly throne. If Christ now has “all
authority in heaven and in earth,” what could possibly be added
to that authority in the future? Paul tells us that when God raised
His Son from the dead,

He . . . seated Him at His right hand in the heavenly places, far above
all rule and authority and power and dominion, and every name that is
named, not only in this age, but also in the one to come. And He put all
things under His feet . . . (Ephesians  1 :20-22).
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The kingdom of Jesus Christ is now being extended over all the
earth. God has “delivered us from the domain of darkness, and
transferred us to the kingdom of His beloved Son” (Colossians
1:13). As members of His kingdom, Christians are ruling with
Him now: “He has made us to be a kingdom, priests to His God
and Father” (Revelation 1:6). In His messages to the churches of
Asia, Jesus exhorted each one to overcome the powers of evil in
terms of their high calling as kings and priests; and He made a
promise to those who obeyed, using the language of Psalm 2:

And he who overcomes, and he who keeps My deeds until the end, to
him I will give authority over the nations: and he shall rule them with a
rod of iron, as the vessels of the potter are broken to pieces, as I received
authority from My Father (Revelation 2:26-27).

Jesus is King now, in thir  age; and His obedient people have
every reason to expect increasing uictotis  in thzi  age, as they confront
the nations with the omnipotent authority of their Lord. This will
not come without a struggle, as the ungodly seek to retain their il-
legitimate hold on the world. But victory is ours, in principle, as
we are to march forth into all the world and into every field of life,
conquering in Jesus’ name.

Matthew 16: 18–Christ’s  promise that “the gates of hell shall
not prevail against the church”- is often watered down to mean
only that the church will be divinely protected against attacks by
the forces of evil. Come now. When have you ever heard of gates
attacking anything? Gates do not attack. Gates dgjhzd.  The picture
here is not that of the church besieged by the forces of evil. It’s the
other way around. Z% church  h the one on the oflensive.  God’s people
are attacking the forces of evil, and Jesus promises that the
ungodly will be defenseless under our attack. We will win! We
share Christ’s dominion now, and we are to extend that dominion
throughout creation, cordident of victory.

Marcellus Kik said: “It is true that we must not underestimate
the influence and power of the Evil One; but it is also true that he
can be easily overcome by those who believe in the power of the
blood of Christ and are not ashamed to testifi  of it. They are the
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overcomers.”z
How will the kingdom of Christ be established in thk age? How

will the prophecies of His universal dominion be fuMlled  in every
nation? These questions are addressed in the section below.

The Progress of the Gospel
Just prior to His death, Jesus spoke of Satan’s defeat:

Now judgment is upon thk world; now the ruler of this world shall be
cast out. And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to
Myself (John 12:31-32).

The victory over Satan is based upon the atoning work of our
Savior on the cross. The proclamation of the gospel– the “good
news” of salvation in Christ-is the means of defeating the power
of the devil in every sphere of life. The combination of Christi
death  and aggressive euangek.sm  will completely rout the forces of
evil. It has always been so. John was told of how Christians would
win the war against Satan: “They overcame him because of the
blood of the Lamb and the word of their testimony, and they did
not love their lives even to death” (Revelation 12:11). Christ’s
death and resurrection are the basis of victory, the foundation of
His kingdom. And as we testifi  of Him to the world, we will see
the world gradually subdued by His power. It is graduafi  books
such as Daniel and Revelation show us that it is a fierce struggle
that often claims the lives of believers. Just as Canaan did not
come without a fight-many fight% in fact — so the gospel con-
quest of the world will require battles. It will take time. But we
will win. Jesus said, “The kingdom of heaven is like leaven, which
a wornan took, and hid in three pecks of meal, until it all was
leavened” (Matthew 13:33). The woman didn’t use dynamite, to
get the job done quickly; she used yeast. Similarly, God doesn’t
want to blowup the world; He wants to transform it. This is why
Christianity is not revolutionary. Even in the face of manifest in-
justice, we do not overthrow the system, but overcome it by the

2. Ibid., p. 202.
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gospel. The early Christians did not start a liberation movement
against the “structural injustices” of the Roman Empire. They
converted the Empire instead. 2%en they changed the structures.

For example, I do think it’s a tragedy that worthy people do not
own land. I think every Christian ought to own property — and,
someday, I believe every Christian will own land (as we shall see
further in this chapter). But socialistic “land reform” is not the
answer. Regeneration is the answer. As men become responsible,
they will inherit the earth - meekZy.  Meekness does not mean
spinelessness. It means obedience to God, and submission to His
providence.

Hilaire  Belloc  wrote of the “abolition” of slavery that took place
as Europe was Christianized: “In general you will discover no
pronouncement against slavery as an institution, nor any moral
definition attacking it, throughout all those early Christian cen-
turies during which it nonetheless effectively disappears.”~

Slavery disappeared because a mujorzly  of m-m stopped being slavts

to Satin. Christianity works like leaven: from the inside out.
Laws–biblical laws–are important to the security of society. But
if men are not ruled by law internally, the external controls will
break down. Our work to establish God’s laws in society may, and
should, accompany our evangelistic efforts. But apart from those
efforts, we are laboring in vain and striving after wind. Dominion
will come through proclaiming God’s word and obeying it our-
selves. The world will be transformed by the faithful preaching
and living of God’s people. On the basis of His sovereign author-
ity, Jesus commanded: “Go therefore and make disciples of all the
nations” (Matthew 28: 19). That command is usually misunder-
stood. Jesus did not say: Witness to the nations. He said: Disciple
tke nations. The great commission is not exhausted when we have
brought the gospel to the attention of all nations. That is not even
half the battle. It is only the beginning. We must disciple all na-
tions to the obedience of His commands, and that can come only

3. Hilaire  Belloc,  i% Sewik State (Indianapolis: Liberty Classics, [1913], 1977),
p. 72.
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as we ourselves are discipled to God’s law. Only dkciples  can
make disciples. Hybrids cannot reproduce. But as we ourselves
submit to Christ, the nations will also.

The subduing of the nations to the discipleship of Chrkt will
take place as we are faithfid. That is the crucial issue, and that is
why Christians have lost ground over the recent past. It is not due
to the advance of paganism (remember, gates can’t advance). It is
due only to the retwat  of Christians. “That there is still a remnant
of paganism in this world is chiefly the fault of the Church. The
Word of God is just as powerfid in this generation as it was during
the early history of the Church. The power of the Gospel is just as
strong in this century as in the days of the Reformation. These
enemies could be completely vanquished if the Christians of this
day and age were as vigorous, as bold, as earnest, as prayerfid,
and as faithfi.d as Christians were in the first several centuries and
in the time of the Reformation.”4

Thus we must work diligently and patiently for the kingdom. It
has come and it is still coming. In the meantime, we are not to
envy even the wicked who are in power. They will fall, and the
meek will inherit the earth (Psalm 37). The gradual growth of
Christ’s kingdom was stated beautifully by Benjamin Warfield:
“Through all the years one increasing purpose runs, one z’wea.sing
purpose: the kingdoms of the earth become ever more and more
the kingdom of our God and His Christ. The process may be
slow; the progress may appear to our impatient eyes to lag. But it
is God who is buildlng: and under His hands the structure rises as
steadily as it does slowly, and in due time the capstone shall be set
into its place, and to our astonished eyes shall be revealed nothing
less than a saved world.”s

The Blessings of National Obedience
We have noted the cultural effects of obedience so often in our

study that it would be superfluous to recount them all here. But

4. Kii, p. 250.
5. Benjamin Breckenridge  Warlield,  Bibikal  and  i%o@icalS&u&  (Philadelphm

The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Company, 1968), pp. 518f.
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this chapter is on the elimination of poverty as the result of obe-
dience to the law, and I want to use that subject to bring together
the various strands of biblical revelation which we have con-
sidered here.

We have seen that worldwide blessing is promised in Christ;
that when He came He was victorious; that His victory continues
throughout the earth as His kingdom expands; and that the ex-
pansion of His kingdom follows the fearless delivery of the gospel
into all nations. From what we have studied in previous chapters,
it should be clear that the reign of Christ in the hearts and social
structures of men will produce responsibility and freedom under
the law of God. As men mature in this responsibility and free-
dom, they will be granted more (Matthew 25:21, 23). With in-
creased work, savings, and capital investment, productivity will
rise, creating more capital for investment, and so on. Thaw will Je
uninterrupted growth  over time until the Last Day, and poverty will
disappear. Those who remain ungodly will be disinherited, as
God’s providential forces in history work against them. The
wealth of the sinner is laid up for the just (Proverbs 13:22). God’s
people will inherit hznd  as we mature, as we submit ourselves to
biblical law and extend its implications all through society. The
biblical statement of the elimination of poverty is found in Micah
4:2-4, which speaks of the blessings on the nations that are con-
verted, and thus submit to the law of God:

And many nations will come and say
“Come and let us go up to the mountain of the LORD
And to the house of the God of Jacob,
That He may teach us about His ways
And that we may walk in His paths. ”
For from Zion will go forth the law,
Even the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.
And He will judge between many peoples
And render decisions for mighty, distant nations.
Then they will hammer their swords into plowshares
And their spears into pruning hooks;
Nation will not lift up sword against nation.
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And never again will they train for war.
And each of them will sit under his vine
And under his fig tree,
With no one to make them afraid,
For the mouth of the LORD of hosts has spoken.

As obedience to biblical law spreads, capital will be shifted from
warfare to more productive endeavors; and as productivity rises,
we find each man on his own property, sitting under his vine and
fig tree. This is the direction of hktory.  Men will become more
obedient, hence more responsible, hence more productive, hence
more capitalized. . . . The Bible shows that poverty will be
abolished through godly productivity and rising real wealth. The
biblical answer is not, as the saying goes, to redktribute  the pie,
but to make a bigger pie.

It can happen. Moreover, it will happen. Ultimately, poverty
has no future, except for the ungodly who are dispossessed.
Ezekiel’s vision of the kingdom’s growth throughout the world
(symbolized by the gradually rising stream flowing from the tem-
ple, Ezekiel 47: 1-12) showed the blessings of God affecting virtu-
ally everything in life, bringing health and prosperity to the
world. Even the salty Dead Sea, symbol of God’s curse upon
Sodom and Gomorrah, will become fresh-but some few places
will be “left for salt” (v. 8-11), still under the judgment of God.
The Bible looks forward to the time when none of God’s people
will be poor, when by God’s gracious providence the land will be
distributed to all those who are obedient.

This will never come about through ungodly acts of expropria-
tion. It will never happen as long as the church continues to heed
unbiblical  philosophies which seek to turn her away from obe-
dience to God’s law. Institutional poverty will never be cured by
socialism and statism. Ungodliness can only extend the Curse.
The conquest of poverty is not really based on the issue of poverty
at all. It is an issue of obedience, of godliness, of submission to the
Lord Christ at all points.

Our nation has a Christian heritage. While they had their
flaws, the Puritans and the leaders of the young United States
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knew the importance of biblical laws, and that “righteousness ex-
alts a nation” (Proverbs 14:34). Their adherence to God’s word
was blessed by God, and our land became one of increasing
wealth. But we fell into the snare warned of in Deuteronomy 8.
We looked at our peace and prosperity and convinced ourselves
that our strength had come from ourselves. We began to seek
growth for ourselves, and not for the glory of God. We rejoiced in
the gifts, and ignored the Giver. We used His tools to build idols.
Whiie we boasted of freedom, we became enslaved.

When God’s goodness does not lead to repentance, He
chastises. He sent judgments to our nation, to turn us from our
sins — and as we felt our power eroding, we turned more and more
toward sin as a means of strength. We allowed our rulers to lead
us into wars, in order to achieve a supremacy that is denied to all
but the obedient. We increasingly deified the state, ascribing to it
creative powers, abandoning biblical standards in one area after
another. We coveted goods, and got credit expansion; we wanted
business booms, and the state provided them. Our demands in-
creased, and the dominance of our new god was enlarged to keep
up with them. And as our nation became enslaved, the Christians
ran — some to the security of fundamentalist retreat, some to the
comfort of liberal compromise, some to the heretical moderation
of hovering somewhere in between. Every avenue was tried but
the way of obedience.

And everything backfired. Our wars reduced our population;
our foreign aid produced contempt and envy; our foreign policies
generated revolutions abroad and riots at home; our welfare re-
sulted in poverty and dependence; our economic booms termin-
ated in racking depressions; our energy policies caused shortages;
our evangelistic campaigns strewed a generation of “carnal Chris-
tians” across the land. And inflation accompanied it all. The
Curse became a part of everyday life.

So we sought for new solutions, in a fi-uitless attempt to avoid
the consequences of apostasy without repenting of sin. And our
new solutions have bound us in chains stronger than those we had
before. From national pride we have sunk into national guilt. We
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once bragged about God’s blessings; we now feel ashamed of
them. Our freedom has become an unstable anarchy; our stability
has resulted in stagnation. God has judged.

And in the midst of all this, Ronald Sider and the Christian so-
cialists have appeared as God’s scourges of further chastisement,
and a d~obedient, antinomian  church has blindly followed them
into the ditch. Christian organizations, abandoning God’s law,
have endorsed statism as the cure for our diseases. The moral fiber
of our country— made strong by obedience-has rotted away in
envy and guilt. Culturally and psychologically, we have committed
suicide, and our sins will be vished  upon our great-grandchildren.
The wrath of God is evident in our seduction by shoddy, morally-
bankrupt misanthropes. Our fiture-if the spokesmen for salvation-
by-suicide are any indication of it – will be a downward spiral into
self-absorption, slavery, despair, and darnnation.

And yet we still have our Bibles, we still have our homes, we still
have a considerable remainder of the rule of law; capital of all kinds
with which to build. Will we repent? I am just enough of an op-
timist to hope that we will yet turn to God and begin again the con-
struction of a Christian culture based on biblical law. “What can be
learned from the experience of the revolutionary era? That man,
without God, even with the circumstances in his favour, can do
nothing but work his own destruction. Man must break out of the
vicious revolutionary circle; he must turn to God whose truth alone
can resist the power of the lie. Should anyone consider this momen-
tous lesson of history to be more sentimental lament than advice for
politics, he is forge~ing that the power of the Gospel to effect order
and freedom and prosperity has been substantiated by world
history. Let him bear in mind that whatever is useful and beneficial
to man is promoted by the fear of God and thwarted by the denial
of God. He should bear in mind especially that the revolutionary
theory was an unfolding of the germ of unbelief and that the
poisonous plant which was cultivated by apostasy from the faith
will wilt and choke in the atmosphere of a revival of the faith.”G

6. G. Green van Pnnsterer, Unbelief and  Rewlution:  L.zture XI (Amsterdam
The Green van Prinsterer Fund, 1973), p. 22.
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That is the reason for thk book. It is written to encourage a
return to Scripture; to stir into flame the embers of godly prin-
ciples which form our great heritage, and which will lead again to
dominion under God’s law. The statists cannot ultimately prevail;
and, dark as it looks, they have not yet won the present battle. By
the grace of God, we can still change the drift of our culture. God
has given us the tools, and guaranteed our success if we obey. As
Hilaire  Belloc  observed,

There is a complex knot of forces underlying any nation once Christian;
a smoldering of the old ties.  7

7. Belloc,  p. 200.
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Appendix 1

DtiJ~ VU-A ROMP THROUGH
RONALD SIDER’S SECOND EDITION

Ronald Sider has revised his book, and this is a good thing.
From the moment I first finished reading it, I said to myselfi Now,
here is a book that could do with considerable revision, not to say
excision. It positively cries out for the stern, courageous editor
with a discerning eye and a sharp scalpel. In a pinch, even a meat
cleaver wielded by a blind butcher with St. Vitus’ Dance will do.

But, alas, all it got was Dr. Ronald J. Sider’s own gentle
ministrations.

Name That Critic
I must confess that the professor%  new edition loses me at the

outset. The back cover proclaims: “In this revised and expanded
edition, Sider updates the situation around the world and responds
to muny of his crz”ttis  by reconsidering and reformulating hia
arguments.” I know of at least ten authors who have written to
refute Sider, fmm various perspectives. Since we are told that Dr.
Sider responds to “many” of his critics, it might be easier to count
the critics he dziin’t  respond to:

1. P. T. Bauerl
2. David Chiltonz

1. Equaii&,  the Third World, and Econom&  Delusion (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1981), pp. 66-85.

2. Prodwtive  Christians in an Age of Guift-Man@d.ators  (Tyler, TX: Institute for
Christian Economics, 1981; third revised edition, 1985); see also “The Case of the
Missing Bluepnnts~  TheJournal of Christian Reconstm.stwn,  Vol. VIII, No. 1 (Sum-
mer, 1981), pp. 132-54. I mention all this for Dr. Sidets  personal benefit, just in
case he has forgotten about it.

249
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3. Constance Cumbeys
4. John Jefferson Davis4
5. Brian Griffiths5
6. Ronald NashG
7. Gary North7
8. John Robbinss
9. Franky Schaefferg

10. Herbert Schlossbergl’J

It may have been just an oversight, but somehow or other the
professor neglected to answer any of these critics. True, he did
mention two of them in his endnotes: Gary North and P. T.
Bauer. He cites North as an “example” of an “Enlightenment?
economist reflecting a “modem, secularized outlook,”l  1 a state-
ment which never fails to elicit peals of laughter from those who
have actually read North’s work. The only explanation I can think
of for such an absurd remark (outside of pure, mindless slander) is

3. The Hidden Dangers of the Rainbow: The New Age Movanent  and Our Coming Age
of Barbatim  (Shreveport, LA: Huntington House, 1983), pp. 156ff.

4. Your Wealth in Codi  Worki:  Does the Bible Sup/od  the Free Market?
(Phillipsburg,  NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., 1984), pp. 38ff.

5. Morality and the Mark Plase:  Chr&kn  Akematives  to Capitalism and Socialism
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1982), p. 125-55.

r6. SocialJustice and the Christian Church Milfoti, MI: Mott Media, 1983), pp.
161-68.

7. “Free Market Capitalism,” in Robert G. Clouse,  cd., Wealth and Poverty:
Four Christtin Vtis of Ecotwmus (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1984),
pp. 44ff.; also ‘The Nofi-Sider Debate” (April 1981), two cassettes (Dominion
Tapes, P.O.  Box 7999, Tyler, TX 75711), $10.

8. “Ronald Sider Contm  Deum,” The Trinity Rwti (M~hfApd 1981);
reprinted in Bibiisal Economiss  T&y (AprillMay 1982).

9. Bad News for Modem Man: An Agtmoiajbr  Chnhim  Activism (Westchester, IL:
Crossway Books, 1984), pp. 60ff.; cf. the criticism of the Evangelical for Social
Action by his father, the late Francis A. Schaeffer,  in the last book he wrote: Z7w
Great Evangelism/ Disrwter (Westchester, IL: Crossway Books, 1984) pp. 111-15. See
also FrankY’s satirical work (co-authored with Harold Fickett),  A Modest proposal
jbr Pazse, Prosperi@  and Happiness (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1984),
dealing with population control; Sider is specifically named as a target of the
book in the “postscript,” pp. 132ff. Their conclusion about Sider is similar to
mine: “Either he did not know what he was saying, or he was espousing views
that are well-nigh totalitruian”  (p. 134).

10. Idols fm Destruction: Christ&m  Faith and Zts Cony%ntattbn  with Arnetican  Sos&’y
(Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1983), pp. 243ff.

11. Sider, Ruh Christzkn.s,  second cd., pp. 102, 242.
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that North, unlike Sider, believes in the relationship of cause and
effect in economic activity, a concept derived not ikom the En-
lightenment (which has been rightly called The Rise ofModern  Pa-
ganismlz),  but from the Bible. IS In fact, if Dr. Sider is seriously
concerned about the economics of the Enlightenment, he would
do well to consider the fact that it was the Enlightenment philoso-
phers who most vigorously rejected the idea that the Bible pro-
vides blueprints for society. 1A In truth, within Christian circles
there is no greater modern champion of the Enlightenment
dogma of autonomous secularism than Dr. Ronald J. Sider.

The other critic mentioned by Dr. Sider is Lord P. T. Bauer,
of the London School of Economics. Dr. Sider does not answer
Bauer’s  criticisms, of course, nor does he let the reader know that
Bauer has criticized him; but he tells us in an endnote that Bauer
‘disregards history and argues instead that current economic ine-
qualities are almost totally due to differences in ingenuity, effort
and resource distribution rather than to historical misuses of
political and economic power,~ 1s tr~y one of the most ridiculous
sentences in all of Western literature. You would think that Yale
University would teach its graduates to read books before they
review them. To a great extent, Bauer’s book is a~out  ‘historical
misuses of political a-rid economic power.n  Unfortunately for Sider,
Bauer documents the misuses of power brought about by the very
policies which Sider advocates.

The main point to note here is that Dr. Sider does not answer
any of the critics I have listed. But his book cover insists that he
responds to ‘many of his critics.” Who are they? The only possible
answer seems incredible: In his “Note to the second edition” (p.
5), the professor lists seven “friends who are economists” who

12. See Peter Gay, The Enlightennunt:  An Int@retu&iotA’le  Rise of Moa%m
Paganism (New York: The Norton Library, [1966] 1977).

13. See Gary North, llae  Dominion Covenant: Genesis (Tyler, TX: Institute for
Christian Economics, 1982), pp. 253ff.; see also Rousas J. Rushdoony, Z7ze
Bibhl  Phitbsophy  of History (Nutley, NJ: The Craig Press, 1969).

M. See Rousas  John Rushdoony, The One and the Many: Studies in the Philosophy
of order  and Uitirnacy  (Tyler, TX: Thobum Press, [1971] 1978), pp. 277ff.

15. Sider, Rish Christians, second ed., p. 243.
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“provided critical reaction either to the first edition or to a
preliminary draft of the second.” In other words, the “many”
critics answered by Sider are not those who have criticized his
work in the public forum, in books, essays, and debates. No, his
second edition is a “response” to pn”uate  critiques by his own cozy
coterie of “friends who are economists,n W seven of them-two of
whom (according to his acknowledgements) had already given
him “extensive helpn in writing tbejrst  edtion. This intimate little
society of like-minded academics is, I’m sure, very charming, but
it is fm horn what is implied by the advertisement on the back
cover of the book. 16

The plain fact is thii: Dz Rona&lJ.  Sider  has faded b answer a
s+@ critzi  of hh work.

Why? It is possible, of course, that all public criticisms of the
professors doctrines are so completely superficial that they do not
merit even a lime of comment. (If that were the case, it seems that
Sider still could have gotten some good mileage out of that fact.
For example, instead of covering up the very existence of my
book, he could have stated that “Chilton’s nasty, sarcastic, and
mean-tempered work is so full of logical fallacies that it reihtes it-
selfi it is so devoid of biblical content that it does not contain a
shred of Scriptural evidence against my position. I hereby invite
my readers to study Productive Christzizns  closely to see for them-
selves that this book only strengthens my argument .“ Now, why
didn’t the professor say something like that? Maybe he just didn’t
want to hurt my feeliigs.)

The fact remains that Dr. Sider has fiiiled to alert his readers to
the numerous published criticisms of his position-leaving himself
open to charges of cowardice and intellectual d~honesty.  There
may be another explanation for his conduct, but it escapes me.

New and Improved!
This is not to disparage the very real accomplishments of the

professor. While his second edition gives the occasional ap-

16. Horrors! Is Ronald Sider guilty of fkk.e advertising again?
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pearance  of having been scissored up after working hours by a
frightened committee, it does bear evidence of some clear think-
ing applied to the problems of revision.

Tale, for example, the matter of exclamation points. One of
the first improvements I noticed about the second edition is that
most of the original exclamation points have been dropped in
favor of the simple, serviceable, elegant period. Where the first edi-
tion proclaimed:

God displayed his power at the Exodus in order to free oppressed
slaves! (p. 60)

the new edition calmly states:

God displayed his power at the exodus in order to free oppressed
slaves. (p. 54)17

which is a more dignified way of putting it. Speaking of the early
Christians, Sider’s first edition shouted:

The joy and love exhibited in their common life was contagious!
(p. 99)

But the second edition meekly whispers:

The joy and love exhibited in their common life was contagious.
(p. 89)18

The explanation for Sider’s newly acquired reserve must lie, at
least in part, in the fact that times have changed. The first edition
was published in the heady early days of Born-Again Jimmy’s
glorious reign, when terrorists were being fed, coddled, and funded
by the U. S. government, and indeed anything seemed possible to
those who truly believed. For anyone to the left of Tlp O’Neil,  it
was an exciting era. The Messiah from Plains, the Great Peace-

17. The second ecMon also dropped the capital letter in “Exodus.” It appears
that no capital is safe around the professor anymore. Sider clearly intends to
deeapitaliie  all of Western Civilization, even if he has to do it jot by thtle.

18. Now, if you and I had been ecMng  that Iiie, we might have changed the
singular wus to a more grammatical wm. But Professor Sider is a true New Ager,
an incarnation of the triumph of mood over substance.
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maker, was alive and well and living in Washington,,  D.C. The
world was a veritable cornucopia overflowing with Sandinistas
and federal grants.

But then came 1980, when the masses rose up in revolt against
the elite wisdom, and the country rolled back to the Dark Ages of
petty New Deal skinflintery.  The Sider of the eighties is thus an
older, wiser, more subdued Sider, a Sider who wearily bears on his
shoulders the weight of a world fallen from grace. The Age of
Miracles has passed. Guilt-manipulation is slipping out of vogue.
The professor now speaks in the hollow, vacant tones of a man
who has gazed into the future and found it to be ineffably dismal,
a place where it just isn’t fun to be a New Age Liberal any more.
Gone is his wonted luster and zip. “Ichabod,  Ichabod~ he mut-
ters.lg

The professor’s new modesty has extended to hk choice of
rhetoric as well. Readers of his first edition could positively
wallow in pejoratives:

It is because of this high level of meat consumption that the rich
minority of the world devours such an wzzair  share of the world’s
available food. . . . The final irony @ thfi injudce is that our high
meat consumption is harmful to our health! (p. 44, itahcs  added)

Readers of the second edition, however, are forced to endure an
almost objective recital of facts:

It is because of this high level of meat consumption that the rich
minority of the world devours such an unequal share of the world’s
available food. . . . The final irony is that our high meat con-
sumption is harmfid  to our health. (p. 35, itahcs added)

One factor which might have contributed to Sidefs  rhetorical bar-
renness is the fact that, between the two editions, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture released a study called “Consumer De-
mand for Red Meats, Poultry, and Fish.” According to an

19. See Bryan F. Griffin, Pank  Among the Philistine (Chicago: Regne~
Gateway, 1983); and R. Emmett Tyrrell  Jr., The Liberal Crack-Up (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1984).
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Associated Press report, the USDA study found that “low-income
families consume more meat per capita than high-income ones,
and that blacks consume more than non-blacks .“20  Oops. (I can
see the headline now: “White Theology Prof Accuses Poor Blacks
of Overconsumption.”)  Faced with embarrassing data like that,
Dr. Sider had every reason to write in a slightly lighter shade of
purple.

There are some revisions that must have been especially galling
to make. In the original edition, Professor Sider was practically
foaming at the mouth over our imminent doom at the hands of the
nefarious Population Explosion. Remember those scary project-
ions?

The population explosion is another kndamental  problem. . . .
By the year 2000 the world’s population will have climbed to about
seven billion persons. (p. 18)

That was in 1977. But the 1984 Sider, although still perspiring
heavily, said this:

The population explosion is another fundamental problem. . . .
By about the year 2000 the world’s population will have climbed to
approximately six billion people. (pp. 24f.)

Let’s see. That’s a loss of one billion people in just seven years. At
this astonishing rate, by the time the professor publishes the
Jubilee Edition of his book, there won’t be anybody left to buy it.
Things are looking up, eh, Ron?

As a matter of fact, to take the word of Dr. Sider himself, things
are improving. His first edition reported that the percentage of dis-
posable income spent on fbod in the U.S. was 17 percent, while in
India it came to 67 percent (p. 44). Seven years have passed, and
Sider now gives us heartening news: “In the United States it is a
mere 12.7 per cent. In India it is 55.5 percent. . . .“ (p. 35). l%cost

offood k droppi~,  for both countn”es.  You would think that Sider would

20. Associated Press story, 7jJcr Morning T&graph,  18 December 1982.
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make some comment about this encouraging progress — that he
would draw attention to this startling difference between the two
editions. But no. For some reason, he sees fit to leave that detail
out of his calculations. He neglects to mention that his own figures
have changed drastically. He concentrates only on the dkcrep-
ancy between the U.S. and India. There is a gap between the rich
and poor nations, the professor would assiduously remind us.
And, in defiance of his own statistics, he repeats his familiar
refrain: “the chasm widens every year” (p. 37).

Actually, the overwhehning  preponderance of data shows
clearly that the professor’s paranoia is without foundation.zl Dr.
Sider cites deliberately misleading “studies” (i.e., “agitprop”
literature) such as Z% Limits to Growth and Global  2000,  each of
them nothing but a pack of– not to put too fine a point on it –
inaccuracies. What he doesn’t tell us is that “in the last 70 years
alone we have gone from less than 1% of humanity being able to
survive at any reasonable level of health and comfort to nearly
half of humanity now surviving at a standard of living positively
unimagined at the beginning of this century. . . . In fact, eco-
nomic analyses show that, contrary to the doomsayers, the real
prices of virtually all major natural resources, both in terms of
constant hours of effort and general commodity price levels, have
steadily decreased for as long as there are reliable statistical records,
or more than two centuries. Economic history, in other words,
puts the lie to these limits-of-growth notions.”22

21. See Herbert I. London, W%y Are Z@ Lying to Our Children? (New York:
Stein and Day, 1984); see also Charles Maurice and Charles W. Smithson, i%
&m.so?Qy  Myth: 10,000 Yms of Economic Cn&s  (Stanford: Hoover Institution
press,  1984).

22. Warren Brookes, 2% Economy in Mind(New York: Universe Books, 1982),
p. 30. See the extensive documentation in Julian L. Simon, The Ultimate Rsrource
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981); cf. Julian L. Simon and Herman
Kahn, eds., The Resourcejid lbth: A Response to ‘Wlobal  2000’ (Oxford and New
York: Basil Blackwell, 1984). As Simon shows in i% Ultimate, Resource (pp.
286ff.), the sponsors of the Limits to Growth study knew it contained lies when they
originally published it (as they later adrnkted).  Why didn’t Professor Sider in-
form us of this?
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The Plot Thickens
Some statements made in the first edition were so embarrass-

ing, of course, that they had to be cut out entirely. Terms such as
“fair  price” and “fair profits” are nowhere to be found in the rewrit-
ten work. It is important to keep in mind that Sti never specj’ica~~

repudiates his fomrwr  pronouncements; but at least he does us the favor
of not repeating them.

Sider has created knotty problems for his loyal followers, how-
ever. As far as I can tell, only once in the new book does he admit
that he has changed his mind, and that is on an issue of only
minimal debate.zs  Has the professor backed down from his other
positions? If so, why doesn’t he tell us? If not, why does he delete
his previous statements? What about all those people who be-
lieved (and tried to act on) the first edition?

One place where this is crucial is where Sider talks about the
Jubilee Year. In the fist edition, as we have seen, Sider asked.if
we should implement the Jubilee, and answered:

Actually, it might not be a bad idea to try the Jubilee itself at least
once. . . . In 1980 all Christians worldwide would pool all their
stocks, bonds, and income producing property and redistribute
them equally. (p. 93)

In the new edition, Sider asks the same question: Should people
today seek to apply the Jubilee Law? This time, he answers:

Certainly not. The specific provisions of the year of jubilee are not
binding today. (pp. 84f.)

In line with this new position, Sider deletes his former statement
about pooling our possessions in fulfillment of the Jubilee
(although he doesn’t tell his readers he has changed anything).

23. This is the issue of whether personal evil does as much harm as structural
injustice. Sider asserts that he has ebanged his position on this matter. In at least
North America and Western Europe, he says, both problems are probably equal
in their damaging effects. (As far as I know, this has never been a matter of major
disagreement, but Sider seems to regard his new position as a notable concession
to his critics.) See Sider, Rich Chrrkticm, second ed., p. 122.
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Those who have noted the discrepancies, however, would naturally
suppose that Sider really has changed his mind on tiis point. The
professor seems to have mellowed considerably. He no longer
claims that the Jubilee should be implemented today, or that we
should communize all income-producing property to Mfill its re-
quirements . . . right? Yet, in the new edition of his book, in a
later section that has nothiig  to do with the Jubilee, Professor
Sider informs us that-of all things– the Jubilee Law is the an-
swer to the problems of the Third World! All the land should be
communized, you see, because

the jubilee calls for red~tribution  of society’s pool of productive
assets. (p. 147)

What are we to think of all this? The professor erased that kmd of
language from his section specifically dealing with the Jubilee, but
then reinserted it into a passage on the Third World. So-has he
changed his views or hasn’t he? If not, why did he delete his origi-
nal statement about the Jubilee? If God’s Jubilee Law calls  for the
“redistribution of societ#s  pool of productive assets,” shouldn’t
Christians still “pool  all their stocks, bonds, and income produc-
ing property and businesses and redkibute them equally”? And
yet, on the authority of the professor himself, we can say with
complete confidence that the Jubilee should ‘~in~ not” be ap-
plied in this age . . . except for when it should be applied. One
thing’s for sure: If Dr. Sider deliberately set out to confuse his
readers, it worked.

Another strange new feature of the revised version shows up
on pages 171-72, where the professor lays down “six criteria” to
enable us to determine the kind of lifestyle we should pursue. As
Dr. Sider hastens to point out, he offers these “as suggestions, not
as norms or laws” (his emphasis). In his “suggestions,” however,
he uses these words:

twed ought shouti shotdd  not wrong  fi”n

These are not norms or laws, mind you. Far be it from Dr. Sider to
presume to legislate our conduct. No, he is merely suggesting
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some good ideas. Keep in mind that even though you ought  to
obey them, even though you show!d  not neglect them (for it would
be wrong to do so), in spite of the fact that it is a sin to transgress
them– these are not norms or laws. Just suggestions. Is that
clear?z4

Then there is the pesky matter of the United Nations. On
page 220 of his first edition Dr. Sider called for the United Nations
to be given the power of international taxation, a rather sweeping
demand when you think about its implications. As I have pointed
out, this would give the United Nations “unprecedented
totalitarian powers.”25 Perhaps in response to this criticism (if I
may so flatter myself), the professor has been good enough to
revise and expand on this idea for the new edition, and, sure
enough, he took out the line about the UN. Now he tells us:

We could develop a modest international income tax on a sliding
scale. We could levy a modest tax on international trade, arms pro-
duction and international travel. . . . Such proposals =e vi-
sionary in the current political climate of selfish nationalism. But
they are in keeping with God’s special concern for the poor and the
biblical principle of the jubdee. (p. 219)

Never mind about that frighteningly undefined word modest.
Don’t worry about how “sliding scales” always seem to slide up.
Pay no attention to the fact that the professor regards anyone who
doesn’t want international taxation as a “selfish nationalist.” And
let’s forget about how that non-applicable Jubilee Law just bounced
up again, out of nowhere, hungrier than ever. What Pm trying to
figure out is this: Who? going to colZect  the tuxes?  Surely not the
United Nations. After all, Sider deleted his reference to the UN.
If he had meant the UN, he could have left it in. But he took the
trouble to cut it out. Now, a card-carrying Ph.D. iiom Yale
should be able to figure out that any organization powerfid
enough to carry out a program of international taxation would be,

24. “Sin is the transgression of the suggestti=(l  John 3:4, RSV [Ronald Sider
Version]). See also the RSV rendering of Exodus 20, the Ta Suggestions.

25. See above, p. 154n.
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in every practical sense, a one-world government. I’m just a teensy
bit curious about who is going to be ruling the world once Dr.
Sider is finished reeducating the rest of us. The [Inter-] National
Institute of Co-Ordinated  Experiments, perhaps?ZG  This is no
time to be coy, Professor.

Ronald J. Sider, Defender of Capitalism
In another startling departure (apparently) from previous

positions, the professor treats us to a few new remarks whkh
almost sound like an advocacy of freedom: ‘God wants each fm-
ily to have the resources to protect their own livelihood– in order
to strengthen the family, in order to give people the freedom to be
co-creators of history, and in order to prevent the centralization of
power and totalitarianism that almost always accompanies cen-
tralized ownership of land or capital by either the state or small
elites” (p. 81).

If you think that’s interesting, wait till you read this one:
“Biblical principles by no means support a communist economic
system. Biblical principles point in the direction of decentralized
private ownership which allows families to control their economic
destiny. As stewards of the land and other economic resources
that belong ultimately to God, they have the responsibility and
privilege of earning their own way and sharing generously with
others as they have need. This kmd of decentralized economic
system empowers all people to be co-creators with God, It also
protects everyone against centralized economic power (as when
the state owns the means of production or when small groups of
elite control huge multinational corporations), which threatens
freedom and promotes totalitarianism” (p. 104).

Time, that’s still not quite the way Ronald Reagan would have
phrased it. Nevertheless, as we noted above, the Sider of the 80s is
older and wiser. He knows he can’t pull the same stuff he got away
with when Smilin’ Jimmah was sashaying through the peanut
patch with Joshua Nkomo, and Sister Ruth was warming up the

26. See C. S. Lewis, That Hia%ous Strength: A Modern Fairy Tale for Grown-Ups
(New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1946).
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Anxious Seat with the porn-again publisher of Hu.rtkx  No, these
days it’s di rigueur to fiu-row the brow every so often about the break-
down of the ftiy; and with the Soviets embarrassing all their
fiends by acting like uncultivated bullies around the world, it has
become necessary to denounce the excesses of totihrizmism  at least
once every hun~d  pages or so. This proves that your Motives Are
Right, and that you care about Human Rights at least as much as
the late Konstantin  Chernenko did.zT  It is also politic, in these dark
days of Creeping Capitalism, to assert the basic values of thrift, re-
sponsibility, and “earning your own wafl (a phrase tirelessly
repeated throughout the professors new edition). But wait! Professor
Sider hasn’t iinished singing the praises of the unhampered market
economy. In an endnote (which will be read by only about ten per-
cent of his readersZB),  Sider makes his strongest statement yet:

My own layman’s hunch’ is that the right direction to grope for
new solutions lies in some modification of the market economy and
private ‘ownership.’ It is clear, I think, that collective agriculture iB
a disaster. Even more important, centrahzing  the ownership of
property and the means of production in the Btate  leads to such
centralized power that totalitarianism is almost guaranteed. At the
same time, ‘capitalist’ MNCS [multinational corporations] have
also centralized power to such a degree that political democracy is
fundamentally threatened and workers have little participation in
the decisions that alfect  their lives.

The jubilee and other biblical material point in the direction of
decentralized ownership (or better, stewardship under God, the
only absolute owner). Farmers should normally own their own land.
Smaller business enterprises should be encouraged. Industrial
workers should be able to participate in the decisions fleeting their
own lives. (This can happen in a variety of ways: rnanagement-
employee committees, cooperatives, and so on.) In order for per-
sons to be co-creators of history with God in responsible freedom,
decentralized stewardship of the earth’s resources, not highly cen-
tralized  state or MNC ownership, is necessary. (p. 253)

27. See Konstantin U. Chemenko,  Human R~hfs in Sovtit Socr@ (New York:
International Publishers, 1981). Not surprisingly, this is a very thin book.

28. Or less; remember, this is an InterVarsity Press book.
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This is all-or mostly-very well and good, but perhaps the
learned Dr. Sider will explain a few things to those of us who may
have a little difficulty following his logic. How can he call for ‘de-
centralization” while advocating a one-world government, the
confiscation of land by the government, the right of dictators to
nationalize industries, and a state-enforced, absolute economic
equality? This is o!kentralization?  The only possible explanation
(short of downright lying or outright schizophrenia) must be that
if Dr. Sider’s all-powerful world government deems a private
landowner or industrialist to be too “centralized,” it will send in
the police to confiscate the property -”de-centrahzing”  the owner.
In terms of the actual policies he advocates, the professor does not
want a less centralized stlzte;  he is out to destroy the “totalitarian-
ism” of private property owners.

After all this, Dr. Sider makes an amazing admission at the
end of his new book: “There are, of course, important fundamen-
tal questions that we have not discussed. Many Christians have
sharply criticized capitalism, and some have called for democratic
socialism. Others have articulately defended capitalism. Ex-
amination of this growing debate, however, would carry us
beyond both the space limitations of this chapter and the author’s
competence” (p. 221).

Wait just a doggone minute, Professor. You mean to spend
220 pages telling us we need state-etiorced  communizing of prop-
erty and a system of international taxation and population control
and health care and guaranteed incomes and price controls and
production quotas and consumption quotas and income ceilings
and profit restrictions and food policies — and now you tell us that
you don’t want to discuss capitalism versus socialism? Why didn’t
you tell us that on page one, so we didn’t have to bother reading
the rest of your book?

It gets even more confusing. After telling us that he isn’t sure
whether capitalism or socialism is right, in the very next
paragraph Dr. Sider reveals what he is sure he wants: “regular,
fundamental redistribution of the means for producing wealth” (p.
221). And this, he says, is required by-Guess what? The Jubilee!
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Now pay close attention to this. The professor has told us that
he is opposed to the idea of “centralizing the ownership of prop-
erty and the means of production in the hands of the state” (p.
253). But he also says that he wants the state to redistribute %oci-
ety’s pool of productive assets” (p. 147) and “the means for produc-
ing wealth” (p. 221). Apparently, this means that the state should
not own the means of production, but should merely possess total
controz  over the means of production, so that the directors of the so-
ciety can tell the citizens what to do with “their” property. I don’t
know if the professor has heard the news yet, but that theory has
already been tried. It’s called Fascism. The only difference is that
Sider’s brand, calling for a virtually complete economic equaliza-  -
tion, is more severe than Hitler’s or Mussolini’s. 29

Perhaps Dr. Sider is under the impression that totalitarianism
exists only when all property is technically owned by the state. We
shall therefore turn to the definition stated in Joseph Schumpeter’s
classic study of the subject: Socialism is “that organization of soci-
ety in which the means of production are controlled, and the deci-
sions on how and what to produce and on who is to get what, are
made by public  authority instead of by privately-owned and
privately-managed firms.”so

On the other hand, it really does seem at times that Sider does
not want a totalitarian state. The problem is this: How is the soci-
ety going to be directed along Siderian lines without an omnipo-
tent government (or “authority”)? How can we guarantee the irn-

29. For d~cussions  of the economic doctrines of Fascism, see Ludwig von
Mkes,  Human Action: A Trmtise  on E20nomus  (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co., thii
revised ed., 1966), pp. 816-20; and Omnipotmt Covemmcnf:  l%e  Rise of the Total Sta&
and Toti  W~ (New Rochelle,  NY: Arliigton  House, [1944] 1969), pp. 222-28,
234f.

30. Joseph Schumpeter, Capital+ Sb&lism, and Dcmocraqy  (New York: Har-
per and Row, third echtion, [1950] 1975), p. 415; cf. pp. 167ff. I have italicized the
words controlled and publu  autho+  to emphasize the fact that what is essential is
control, not merely legaI  title; and that the control is exercised by the “public au-
thority,” regardless of whether that authority is called “the  state.” It is important
to note also, as Schumpeter  observes, that “socialkrn does not exclude decentral-
ized decision-makiig in the administrative sense —just as the central manage-
ment of an army does not deny all initiative to commanders of subgroups” (ibzii.).
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plementation  of Siderite “justice”– the “fundamental, regular re-
distribution” of property– without setting up a Leviathan more
powerful than ancient Rome and the Third Reich?

This was the dilemma which confronted the socialists of the
nineteenth century: If we abolish private property (i.e., the indi-
vidual’s power to make decisions regarding the use of his prop-
erty), and if we then abolish the state (the coercive, enforcing
power) as well, who will make the decisiom?  Murray Rothbard ex-
plains: “Rejecting private property, especially capital, the Left So-
cialists were then trapped in an inner contradiction: if the State is
to disappear after the Revolution (immediately for Bakunin,
gradually ‘withering’ for Mare), then how is the ‘collective’ to run
its property without becoming an enormous State itself in fact
even if not in name? This was the contradiction which neither the
Marxists nor the Bakuninists were ever able to resolve.”sl  There is
no evidence that Professor Sider will be able to resolve it either.
There is, in fact, precious little evidence that he has even thought
of the question; yet it is a central problem in his system.

At least the professor has made one important admission: any
discussion of capitalism-vs.-socialism would be %eyond  . . . the
authods  competence.” That’s exactly what I’ve been saying about
him for years. It’s grati~ing to have my judgment confirmed by
such an unimpeachable authority. But Dr. Sider shouldn’t be tell-
ing us this. He should have told InterVarsity Press. If they had
known he was incompetent to discuss economics, they might not
have republished his book. No . . . I take that back.

The important point here is that Dr. Sider feels perfectly free
to blow up the economic system of Western Civilization, without
offering anything concrete in its place. How are we supposed to
make any sort of rational decision about Sider’s  position without
knowing how (or whether) his system will work? Will we have to
wait until we wakeup on the morning after the Revolution to find
out? It is fairly clear, given Sider’s actual policy proposals, that he

31. Murray N. Rothbard, “Left and Right: The Prospects for Liberty: L@
and Righh  I (1965), p. 8; cited in Gary North, M&s Reli@ ~ Rcoolution:  i%
Doctrine oJCmatiwDestructzbn  (Nutley,  NJ: The Craig Press, 1968), p. 114; cf. Alvin
W. Gouldner,  2% Two Mamtktmr:  Contradictions and Anomahs  in the Dcw@nwnt  of
- (New York: Oxford University Press, [1980] 1982).
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wants us to abolish the system of private property and free enter-
prise. He calls for the “reform” (i.e., destruction) “of present eco-
nomic structures” (p. 221), but he fails — no, refuses — to set forth
any alternatives. He will not provide a clear definition of the
social order toward which he is working. He will not let anyone
examine how his system will provide for the needs of the world,
how it will bring about productivity and a rising standard of liv-
ing. “Incompetent”? That%  putting it mildly, Professor. 32

Doing the Sider Shuffle
Why is Sider so vague? Is he really so stupid that he doesn’t

understand that he is talking out of both sides of Ku mouth? I
don’t think so. After all, we must remember SideFs audience: He
is addressing middle-class American Christians-to be more spe-
cific, the guilt-rid&n,  college-age children of middle-class American
Christians– in order to gain wide support for his statist programs.
If he were scrupulously honest, if he were to advocate the out-
right, revolutionary establishment of a totalitarian government,
he would lose much of his following. So he seems to have chosen a
deliberate ambiguity. It works like thk: He drops hints. He im-
plies. He asks leading questions. He quotes others who have
taken a position similar to his own . . . but, naturally, he cannot
be held responsible for everything stated in the quotations. Only
rarely does he make a concrete statement of his own about his
standards and objectives; and even then, he’s hard to pin down.

This tactic is often used by Dr. SideFs comrades in the move-
ment as well. For example, in June 1980, theOthmSide  devoted an
issue to The  Agony of Abortion.fl The title is misleading. It does
not refer to the agony of the aborted—  the unheard screams and
cries of children for whom the once-protective womb has become
a chamber of horrors; the little bodies being mangled, chopped,
suctioned, choked, scalded, poisoned; the final, futile reaching
out to a mother turned murderess. No — theOtherSi&  was con-

32. As R. Emmett Tyrrell  has admirably stated about Dr. Sider’s forerunner:
Taets  are facts: Dr. Marx was a swell rabble-rouser but an economic moron.” The
Liberal Crack-Up (New York: Simon and Schuster, 19S4), p. 162.
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cemed only with the “agony” suffered by parents who have made
the hard, costly (but liberating) decision to butcher their babies.
One of the articles, entitled ‘How I Faced Reality:  told the story
of an understandably anonymous woman who chose to sacrifice
her child on the altar of convenience. “Instead of going onto new
challenges in my work, I would be trapped at home with a baby.”
Naturally, as are most baby-killers, she was very concerned with
the fate of her child should he grow up to full term: “The twin pos-
sibilities of messing up an innocent child’s life and seeing our own
lives permanently altered –for the worse– by somethiig  we
hadn’t planned on, made abortion seem the only logical alter-
native.” So, rather than %ness  up” the child’s life, she compas-
sionately snuffed it out. The self-rustication that follows (because
of the agonz  don’t y’know)  would be laughable if it were not com-
ing from a woman who hired a for-profit professional executione~

What would have happened if I had not had the abortion? My hus-
band maintains that I would have miscarried from the sheer
weight of emotional stress. I maintain that the two of us would no
longer be together, that our relationship would have cracked under
the strain. Of course, only God knows what might have been. But
I like to think that our decision was one in favor of dominion, a
decision based on responsibility and discipleship.s~

Later, in response to numerous complaints, editor Mark
Olson explained theOther&lie’s  “position”:

A significant number of readers have now canceled because of our
issue on abortion. And many readers have been angry over what
they now view as our “wishy-washy” or “proabortion” position. Ac-
tually, however, our issue was neither. We did not endorse abor-
tion. Nor did we present a “neutral” forum. We tiok  ajrrn  positwn,
cailirsg  abortwn  a qu+stwn of moral arnb@i~  requiring serious, honest,
cautious struggle. That is not the lack of a position. We wish that
were more widely understood.~

33. .&0thmSs2ic  (June 1980), p. 48. I must adnit  that the idea of abortion as an
application of the Dominion Mandate (Genesis 1:28) is ingenious; a little more
exegesis like that could win its author an honorary D. D. in no time.

34. tht@hcrStde  (December 1980), p. 46. Itahcs added.
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Thus, the editors are able to present evil under the guise of a
forum for discussion. They do not officially endorse the material
in their own publications. They are serving as propagandists, as
efficiently as any official advocate could do; but they can hide be-
hind their “moral ambiguity” while they do it. And, as Olson says,
ambiguity is emphatically not  the lack of a position. It may not be
calling darkness light,  but it is saying that darkness is not necessar-
ily dark. It is the ancient, effective tactic of Satan: “Hath God
said . . . ?7J35

One of the most difficult parts about writing Productive Chris-
tians was the task of finding precise, pithy quotations from Sider to
serve as introductions to the chapters in Part One. I kept finding
good summaries of hk position that were awkward to use –they
were either phrased as questions or else they were quotations from
someone else. One brazen example occurs in his chapter on “God
and the Poor,” where the professor asks, in big, bold letters, IS
GOD A MARXIST?3G-and  then follows it up with several pages
about how “the God of the Bible wreaks horrendous havoc on the
rich.”~7 Does he ever answer the question? No. Can he be accused
of saying God is a Marxist? Not eA.u@ But has he planted the seed
of an idea that God is a Marxist — that God agrees with the en-
voius,  destTuctionist, Marxist philosophy about wealth? Yes. 3*

35. In a recent interview, Sider acknowledged that his attitude at the time of the
original publication of Ruh Christzims was that “ityq  OK to have widespread abor-
tions.” Now, however, he has changed his mind to some degree: “I lind the ques-
tion of abortion a very difficult one.” Apparently, the Bible is rather vague on
difficult issues such as murder. On the other hand, some things do appear crystal-
clesr to the professo~ he claims that those who are “prolife  consistently” should
also support policies of socialistic wealth redistribution and a nuclear freeze (“In-
temiew  with Ronald Sider~ Your  Church, November/December 1984, p. 12).

36. Ruh Chistiuns, first cd., p. 72; in the second version, this is (naturally)
recapitalized, and reads: Is God a Marxist? (p. 64).

37. Ibid., p. 77 [P. 69].
38. It would be interesting to see what the professor would say if someone

used the same tactic on him — for instance, if one were to ask, in all apparent in-
nocence, IS RONALD J. SIDER A SEX PERVERT? — followed up with five
or six pages of out-of-context quotations from Sider on his love for animals. I will
be more charitable to Sider than Sider is to God, however, and will answer the
question: There is no evidence of any such tendency (as far as I know).
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And that is how his whole book goes. The professor is indeed
clever. He covers  himself well. He almost never states any speciiic
standard or goal. He never really provides a blueprint — “just a
general theme in terms of the 1848 SU#brn.ent.”sg  The same sort of
ambiguity is evident in @ @tice,  40 Sider’s  annotated anthology
of Bible quotations on poverty. I certainly have no quarrel with
the Scripture in the book (although the translations are occa-
sionally sloppy). But Sider’s notes and the “tough, weighty” study
questions at the back of the book are masterpieces of innuendo
and insinuation. Little is actually sati—  but by sneaking in
through the basement, Sider manages to say quite a lot. I will
repeat my statement from Chapter 15: ‘Sider states himself some-
what vaguely with respect to the specific political programs he
prefers, the means employed to enforce them, and the limits of
state power. He is vague about just how much personal wealth
constitutes immoral wealth. But he is clear enough: we need more
compulsory wealth redistribution. We have too much wealth.
Vague standards of righteousness, coupled with emotional
generalities, can produce a lot of guilt. That, of course, is the
whole point .“

Making War on the Poor
Where Dr. Sider has been explicit enough for us to know what

he is talking about, however–the urgent need for more social
welfare legislation and funding, the importance of the fixther  pro-
liferation of rights and “empowerment,” and so on– the policy
prescriptions he favors have proven to be utterly disastrous in
practice. A number of books have dealt with this subject, km
various perspectives: Martin Anderson’s We~are,  41 Roger

39. Tb Communist Man~esto,  written by Karl Marx and Friedrieh  Engels,  was
published in 1848. See Append~  3, below.

40. Ronald J. Sider, ed., CV Jwtise: 2% Bible S@aks  on Hunger and Powrty
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1980).

41. Martin Anderson, We~are:  The Politual Economy of We@re Rejnm  in the
United N&s (Stanford: The Hoover Institution, 1978).
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Freeman’s The Growth of American Government, 42 George Gildetis
Wealth and Pove@~  43 Henry Hazlitt’s  Man vs. The We~are State,~4
Richard Morgan’s Disabling Am-mka,45  Thomas SoweU’s  Civil
R~hts, 46 and Walter Williams’s The State Against Blad.s,  47 among
others. The most devastating of all, however, is Charles Murray’s
1984 book, aptly titled Losing Ground, bs a blockbuster expos~  of the
destructive consequences of U.S. poverty programs after the
“Great Society” reforms of the mid-1960s,  when the U.S. govern-
ment set out upon an ambitious plan to end poverty by vastly in-
creasing its expenditures on poverty programs.bg  Murray reports:
“From 1965 to 1980, the federal government spent about the same
amount on jobs programs, in constant dollars, as it spent on space
exploration from 1958 through the first moon landing— an effort
usually held up as the classic example of what the nation can ac-
complish if only it commits the necessary resources.”so  The total ex-
pendhures on social welfare programs of the federal government
alone have been ‘over $100 billion (in 1980 dollars) each year since
the late-1960s;  over $200 billion annually since the mid-1970s7sl

42. Roger Freeman, 77u  Growth of Arn.mican  Government: A Mo+hology  of the
We~are  State (Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 1975).

43. George Gilder, Wtith and Poverty (New York: Basic Books, 1981).
44. Henry Hazlitt,  Man vs. TAz We#_are  State (New Rochelle,  NY: Arlingon

House, 1969).
45. Richard E. Morgan, Disabling Amerisa:  i% ‘Rights Industry’ in Our Time

(New York: Basic Books, 1984).
46. Thomas Sowell, Civil  Righ&: Rhetoti  or ReaZity?  (New York: William Mor-

rOW,  1984).
47. Walter Wilhams,  77te State Against Bkrcks  (New York: McGraw-Hill Book

Co. , 1982).
48. Charles Murray, Losing Ground: American Sostid Polig,  1950-1980 (New

York: Basic Books, Inc., 1984).
49. Ibti.,  pp. 48~.
50. Ibti.,  p. 70.
51. Ibid., p. 68. To get an idea of how much one billion is, remember this little

exercise: Imagine yourself spending one thousand dollars per aky since Jesus Christ
was born. When the year 2000 rolls around, you will not yet have spent a billion
dollars-you will have about $270 million to go! In fact, if you had been spend-
ing one million dollars per day since Christ%  birth, you will still not have spent as
much as the.  federal government spent in the past year (1984) alone (over $800
bflion), during the tightwad Reagan administration.
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And what has been the result of this unprecedented largesse
on the part of U. S. taxpayers? Murray states the clear, sobering
fact: “Progress [against poverty] stopped coincidentally with the
implementation of the Great Society’s social welfme  reforms. . . .
Huge increases in expenditures coincided with an end to
progress.”52

Losing  Ground is one book which compels the reader to look at
the charts and graphs – or, rather, to stare at them in horror. Mur-
ray carefidly and painstakingly piles up the evidence, documen-
ting his case that American social welf=e policy—particularly in
its effects on low-income blacks — has created a permanent slave
class, destroying initiative, breaking up families, eroding self-
-respect, and contributing to both the moral and economic decline
of the poor. Poverty has increased, not in spite of, but precisely
because of the “war on poverty.”

One measure of decline used by Murray is the rate of labor
force participation (LFP), reflecting what Murray calls “an active
intention of working, given the opportunity.” What this means is
that those who have dropped out of LFP are not people who are
merely unemployed and looking unsuccessfully for work; rather,
LFP dropouts are people who have entirely “given up hope or am-
bition of becoming part of the labor force.”ss  The statistics are
shocking. “In 1954, 85 percent of black males 16 years and older
were participating in the labor force, a rate essentially equal to
that of white males; only four-tenths of a percentage point
separated the two populations. Nor was this a new phenomenon.
Black males had been participating in the labor force at rates as
high as or higher than white males back to the turn of the twen-
tieth century.

This equivalence – one of the very few social or economic
measures on which black males equaled whites in the 1950s  -
continued throughout the decade and into the early 1960s.  Among
members of both groups, LFP began to decline slowly in the

52. Ibid., p. 63.
53. Ibid., pp. 75~.
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mid-1950s,  but the difference in rates was extremely small — as
late as 1965, barely more than a single percentage point.

“Beginning in 1966, black male LFP started to fall substantially
faster than white LFP. By 1972, a gap of 5.9 percentage points had
opened up between black males and white males. By 1976, the
year the slide finally halted, the gap was 7.7 percentage points. To
put it another way: from 1954 to 1965, the black reduction in LFP
was 17 percent larger than for whites. From 1965 to 1976, it was
271 percent larger.”sA

This change was absolutely unprecedented, Murray says; un-
til this happened “we had never witnessed large-scale voluntary
withdrawal from (or failure to enlist in) the labor market by able-
bodied males.”ss  The tragedy of this decline in black LFP is com-
pounded by the fact that, during the same period, it was mirrored
in almost every other aspect of black activity in American culture..
For example, after steady improvement from the 1950s  to the early
‘60s, black schools and educational pefiormance  suddenly took a
nosedive during the years of radical growth and proliferation of
welfhre  programs (i.e,  after 1964), resulting in what is now an enor-
mous gap between blacks and whites. During the same period, the
number of criminals and victims soared rapidly: whereas the
homicide rate among blacks had steadily dropped between 1950
and 1960, it suddenly climbed sharply after 1964. At the same time,
there was a rapid rise in both the number of illegitimate births
among blacks, and the number of black teenagers giving bti.  In
fact, it was precisely among the youth that the changes in attitudes
and performance were most pronounced: Across the board, in
every area, the young behaved differently fkom everyone else. The
black fiunily had remained fairly stable for decades; but as the new
generation grew up, the number of “one-parent” families among
low-income blacks rose dramatically. Again, we must remember
that sudden changes like these are utterly unprecedented in
American history; and, beginniig in the mid-1960s,  the changes all
happened to the poor, and they happened all at once.

54. Ibid., p. 76.
55. Ibid, p. 77.
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The point is not simply that these declines took place during
the same period. The crucial point is that Murray establishes,
beyond any reasonable doubt, that these changes were caused by
the welfare system. As he argues: ‘When large numbers of people
begin to behave differently from ways they behaved before, my
first assumption is that they do so for good reason”– the “good
reason” being the changfi  in the incentive stmture  of American social
policy.sG  All the changes in the behavior of the poor “could  have
been predicted (indeed, in some instances were predicted) from
the changes that social policy made in the rewards and penalties,
carrots and sticks, that govern human behavior. All were  nztional
roponses  to changes in the ru[es  of h garw of swviving and getting
*.”57  In welfare, in the risks attached to crime, and in educa-
tion, the “rules of the game” were radically altered during the
1960s,  and these changes, which reinforced each other, had an
enormous impact on the incentive structure facing the poor.

The changes in the welfiwe system informed the poor that
there was no longer any social stigma in becoming dependent
upon aid (indeed, it was a %ight”);  personal responsibility was de-
nied; and all welfare recipients were equally deserving of lifelong
support (in fact, the very concept of “deserving poo~ was dis-
carded). Tb poor  became pauperized. Low-income males found that
the tiancial rewards of dropping out of the labor force were su-
perior to those of holding down a job; low-income women were
faced with the plain economic fact that living with a man out of
wedlock and bearing illegitimate children — in effect, marrying
the state – would guarantee a stable income. Many men and
women chose the~e avenues; they were the pa~s of least
resistance.

In the area of crime, the risks of arrest, trial, and punishment
— especially for the poor, and even more especially for poor youths
— were considerably lowered. It began to be perceived, increas-

56. The best all-around study of the nature of incentive structures and their
effects on decision-making is Thomas Sowell’s  Knowlea&  and Dcciswns (New York:
Basic Books, 1980).

57. Murray, pp. 154f. Italics added.
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ingly, that crime does pay (as it was simultaneously perceived that
honest labor is not as rewarding, in its effects on either status or
pocketbook). As the prospective benefits of criminal activity
steadily outweighed the prospective costs, more and more people
opted for the short cuts. The traditional connections between be-
havior and results were obscured.

In education, the same things happened. Sanctions against
low academic performance and violence were dropped; thus “a
student who did not want to learn was much freer not to learn in
1970 than in 1960, and freer to disrupt the learning process for
others. Facing no credible sanctions for not learning and possess-
ing no tangible incentives to learn, large numbers of students did
things they considered more fun and did not learn. What could
have been more natural?”sg

What we have witnessed in America over the past twenty
years is the systematic destruction of an entire class – the in-
escapable outcome of our social welfare policies. That is not to say
that these results have been intentional on the part of the plan-
ners. What is important is this: The results are just as certain as if
they had been intentional. As far as its e#ects on poor blacks are
concerned, civil rights and welfare policy in this country might as
well have been determined by the Ku Klux Klan.

Dr. Sider’s second edition seeks to make much of the argument
that the Bible often blames poverty on oppression (pp. 53f.). I
could not agree more. But what the professor has resolutely refused
to acknowledge is that the degradation, impoverishment, and out-
right enslavement of millions in this country has primarily been
caused by the oppressive policies of elite planners like himself.
Truly, tie compassion of the wicked is crueln  (Proverbs 12:10); and
that includes the sincere but misguided compassion of those who
seek to assist the poor by unbiblicaJ  (and therefore wicked) policies.
Compassion, if not informed and ruled by biblical standards of
justice and mercy, can become the cruelest form of oppression.sg

58. Ibtii.,  Pp.  173f.
59. See Dlgby Anderson, ed., l%e  Kindness that Kills: Z$e Churchs’ Simplistic

Rssponse  .!a Compikx  SOsial  Issues (London: SPCK,  1984).
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Toward the end of his chtiing study, Murray poses a question
each of us should consider thoughtfidly:  “Let  us suppose that you,
a parent, could know that tomorrow your own chid would be
made an orphan. You have a choice. You may put your child with
an extremely poor family, so poor that your child will be badly
clothed and will indeed sometimes be hungry. But you also know
that the parents have worked hard all their lives, will make sure
your child goes to school and studies, and will teach your child
that independence is a primary value. Or you may put your child
with a family with parents who have never worked, who will be
incapable of overseeing your child’s education — but who have
plenty of food and good clothes, provided by others. If the choice
about where one would put one’s own child is as clear to you as it
is to me, on what grounds does one justi$ support of a system
that, indirectly but without doubt, makes the other choice for
other children? The answer that ‘What we really want is a world
where that choice is not forced upon us’ is no answer. We have
tried to have it that way. We failed. Everything we know about
why we failed tells us that more of the same will not make the di-
lemma go away.”OO

Murray’s powerfbl  arguments and solid documentation can-
not simply be shrugged off. His work is causing “paradigm shifts”
everywhere: Even T& New Republic, which certainly possesses
respectable leftist credentials, was forced to acknowledge that
Murray has dealt a deathblow to the standard liberal assumptions
about welfare. Late in 1984 the magazine published a review of
both Murray’s book and socialist Michael Barrington’s latest plea
for massive increases in social welfare spending.Gl While the
reviewer could not quite bring himself to admit that Murray had
won the argument hands down, he did conclude that Murray%
findings had rendered Barrington’s arguments completely
untenable (where I come from, we cdl that ‘fvinning an argu-

60. Murray, p. 233.
61. Michael Barrington, Z7MNewAmcrictm  Poverty (New York: Holt, Rhehart

& Winston, 1984).
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ment’’).GZ  This was followed up a month later with an article by
Murray himself, entitled “Affirmative Racism,” in which he
argued that government-mandated preferential treatment for
minorities creates racism  and unjust discrimination — not a view  we
are used to reading in the pages of The New Republic. 63 The old lib-
eral welfare system is dead in the water. Some are beginning to
admit it; virtually everybody knows it. Everybody, that is, except
Ronald Sider  & Co., who continue to march on, blissfully un-
aware not only that they have no clothes, but that the entire
parade has made a right turn a few blocks back. No one is watch-
ing them anymore.

I wish to issue a challenge at this point. Dr. Sider is obviously
unwilling to take on his critics in print. He shows no sign of either
the ability or the inclination to deal with the massive amount of
biblical material on the issues he has raised. Fine. I am willing to
forgo my personal desires for a published response to my exten-
sive criticisms of his work; we can ignore for the present Sider’s
shabbily deceptive claims that he has answered “many” of his
critics; and we can even overlook his dubious claim to be a
‘%iblical”  scholar in the light of his refusal to interact with the
Bible’s own laws regarding charity. But if Sider is really serious
about alleviating poverty, I simply propose that he answer, in
painstaking detail, every single line of Charles Murray’s work.
Because if Murray is correct – if he is even ha~right  — the implica-
tions for social policy are nothing less than cataclysmic. It means
that if we really wish to help the poor (as opposed to mouthing off
platitudes in order to gain power and influence over the guilt-

62. Nicholas Lemann, “After the Great Society?  The New Republk  (November
19, 1984), pp. 27-32. George Gilder has reviewed other critical responses to Los-
i~ Ground  in The  Murray Imbroglio,” The American Spectator, March 1985,  pp.
15-18.

63. Charles Murray, “Affirmative Racism: How Preferential Treatment
Works against Blacks:  The New Re#sublis (December 31, 1984), pp. 18-23. This is
also the argument of two outstanding black economists: Thomas Sowell,  Cioil
R~hts; idem, Bkzck  Education: MythJ  and Tragedies (New York: David McKay
Company, 1972); and Waker E. Williams, The State Against Black. See also 77ee
Lincoln Revixo  (J. A. Parker, cd.), a quarterly journal which analyzes public
policy issues affecting black Americans (The Lincoln Institute for Research and
Education, 1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036).
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ridden), the standard, “liberal” welfare system will have to be
scrapped. If Sider is to be taken seriously, he will have to deal with
Murray. Dr. Sider, I challenge you – I dare you – to respond to
Losing Ground.

Moreover, I submit two things: First, I submit that neither Dr.
Sider nor anyone in his camp (including his “economist” friends)
possesses the sheer competence for the challenge I have posed.
Second, I submit that Dr. Sider is a chicken: He won’t even try.

Look Who’s Defending the Privileged Elite
In the new edition of Rich Chr&Zns,  Dr. Sider has added a sec-

tion on the evils of colonialism. The notion that colonialism is the
major cause of world poverty was popularized by V. I. Lenin, and
his disciples have faithfully repeated it ever since. We might think,
therefore, that Sider has nothing new to say. On the contrary,
however, the professor has provided information in this section
which is not only new; it is startling; it is downright flabbergast-
ing. It is information which we are not likely ever to read any-
where else. To set us up for what is perhaps his most astonishing
passage to date, Sider says this:

One quarter of the world’s people wallow in the mire of deep poverty.
Forty thousand children die each day of malnutrition and related dE-
eases. One billion people have annual incomes of less than $50 a
year. . . .

How did we get into thk situation? (p. 124)

Let’s just hold it right there. What on earth can the professor
be babbling about? “How did we get into this situation?” Is Dr.
Sider seriously suggesting that all these millions and millions of
Third World people used to be rich, and that somehow they “got
into” poverty? Does he mean that all those people had annual in-
comes of far more than $50 until somebody took it away from
them? As a matter of fact, that is exactly what he is saying. And
guess who ‘got” these formerly affluent countries “into” poverty?
The Western nations, of course. (Wait a minute. Since the Third
World was so iilthy rich, maybe God took it away from them! Isn’t
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that the Sider thesis? Or does the theory only apply to us white
folks?) The professor does deserve credit for telling us this gag
with a straight face:

It is now generally recognized by historians that the civilizations Europe
discovered were not less developed or underdeveloped in any sense. (pp.
124 f.)

But, forsooth, Dr. Ron believes this stuff! The places discovered
by the European explorers –Columbus, Cabot, da Gama,
Cabral, Ponce de Leon, Magellan,  and others – were not less de-
veloped than Western Europe? This is “generally recognized by
historiard? Yup, says Dr. Ron, and he even has a footnote to
prove it. He cites goofi Gunnar Myrdal, the Swedish Bozo who
returns from his orbits around Neptune every once in a while to
crank out another volume of gossamer balderdash. Sider was
really impressed by what he calls Myrdal’s “classic of development
literature; Asiun Drama 64 Contrary to the rapturous gushings of
his wide-eyed camp followers, Myrdal is no historian. He is a
mountebank propagandist for the cause of international totalitar-
ian socialism. And he has been belching out utopian hot air by the
bagfuls  for forty years. Yet even Myrdal,  at his fruitiest, doesn’t
claim that the development of Asia, Africa, and the Americas was
equal, in every sense, to that of Europe. Sorry, Professor: I think
you’re on your own this time.

What is incredible is not that the editorial staff of InterVarsity
Press swallows this malarkey; their gullibility has become prover-
bial in recent years. What is astounding is that anyone else sits
still for it. Really, now, Professor: the lands discovered by Europe
“were not less developed or underdeveloped in any  sense”? Well,
two sentences later this is modified somewhat: “In almost no sense
were the y underdeveloped” (p. 125). Oh— so now it’s almost  no
sense, is it? Careful, Professor. You’re beginning to sound almost
reasonable.

64. Asz2zn Drama  was thoroughly dissected and re!ited by P. T. Bauer in his
Dissent on Dwelo@nent  (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1971, 1976),
Pp. 183-232.
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Do we really need to refute this nonsense? Is it necessary to
point out that people who ran around naked with bones in their
noses, practiced cannibalism, incest, and human sacrifice, used
“stone age” tools, practiced hunting-and-gathering and slash-and-
burn agriculture, worshiped clay gods and real demons, and dis-
figured their women and children, were in almost every sense less
developed than the Christian civilization of Western Europe?
Earth to Captain Sider: Check the oxygen level in your tanks.

The real issue in the wealth-vs.-poverty question – the thing
which requires explanation — is not the existence of poverty. It is
the existence of wealth.  Sider seems to think that wealth is “natu-
ral,” and that poverty has been imposed on the Third World by
others. But that is exactly the reverse of the truth. It is poveny
which exists in abundance. Poverty has been the condition of
most people in the world, for most of human history. It is, in fact,
amazingly easy to be poor. Any one of us could do it in a minute,
eyes closed and hands behind his back. What is difficult is creat-
ing wealth, increasing the productivity of the earth and raising the
standard of living for the peoples of the world. As Adam Smith
put it: ‘When you have got a little, it is often easy to get more.
The great difficulty is to get that little .”’5s In fact, economic pro-
ductivity has very little to do with resources as such. There are
millions of very poor people in the Third World who have access
to cultivable land. Their low productivity primarily reflects “want
of ambition, energy and skill, and not want of land and capital.”GG
Peter Drucker reminds us that “no country is ‘underdeveloped’
because it lacks resources. ‘Underdevelopment’ is inability to ob-
tain full performance from resources; indeed, we should really be
talking of countries of higher and lower productivity rather than
of ‘developed’ or ‘underdeveloped’ countries. In particular, very
few countries – Tibet and New Guinea may be exceptions –lack
capital. Developing countries have, ahnost  by definition, more

65. Adam Smith, An Inquity  into the Nature and Causes of the Wulth  of Nations
(New York: The Modem Libraty,  1937), p. 93.

66. P. T. Bauer,  Reality and Rhetoti:  Studies in the Economiss  of Develo@nt  (Cam-
bridge, MA: Harvard University Pros, 1984), p. 8.
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capital than they productively employ.nGT
Unfortunately, Dr. Sider doesn’t seem the least bit interested

in the subject of productivity y; his book contains absolutely zero
prescriptions for creating wealth or raising a culture’s standard of
living. Now, this is nothing less than astonishing. To have the
effrontery to write a book which purports to speak to the issue of
poverty, and then to say nothing- mthing!-  about how to create
productivity and wealth is beyond absurdity: It is evil.

In Rich ChrMums  (both editions), Sider simply, and simplistic-
ally, assumes the existence of wealth; in his weird system, it is
the, just like Mount Everest. He doesn’t ask how it got there,
apart from pontiiicatihg  that it was “stolen” from the Third World
(you remember the Third World–all those formerly wealthy and
prosperous nations which were plundered by the West?). The pro-
fessor seems unable even to comprehend the kmd of questions he
should be asking, such as why Latin America has not achieved
a rate of productivity to match that of North America; or why top-
heavy, bureaucratic, socialistic societies inevitably have crippled
economies; or why the institutions of private property and free
enterprise have a historical tendency to go hand in hand with eco-
nomic abundance. The only policy prescriptions Sider is able to
devise are parasitic to the core. Obsessed with the wealth of
others, all he can think of is how to take it away from those who
have it.

He doesn’t put it that crudely, of course. Instead, he contents
himself with fretting about “distribution.” If only we could “distri-
bute” the wealth, or at least “redistribute” it, things would be
ducky.

For some reason I have yet to fathom, the professor imagines
that commodities go through a two-stage process: first, they are
produced; then, when production is completed, they are distributed.
Production, therefore, is a giuen. It just happens, and the wealth
just lies there waiting for someone to pick it up. All the govern-
ment has to do is to jump in between the two stages, before the

67. Peter F. Drucker,  Toward the Nat  Economks  (New York: Harper & Row,
1981), p. 65.
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goods are “distributed: and make sure that they are distributed
equally. In reality, however, there is only one process taking place.
Ludwig von Mises wrote: “Goods are not iirst produced and then
distributed. There is no such thing as an appropriation of portions
out of a stock of ownerless goods. Z% products come into extitence  as
somebodyk  proptiy.  If one wants to distribute them, one must first
confiscate them .“68

The process of wealth creation has been engagingly described
by George Gilder in his book The Spin”t of Enterprise. Gilder convin-
cingly argues that the growth of wealth has little to do with phy-
sical resources and statistical abstractions; rather, it depends upon
entrepreneurs — men and women who make their opportunities,
who are developers, producers, innovators. ‘It is they who chiefly
create the wealth over which the politicians posture and struggle.
When the capitalists are thwarted, deflected, or dispossessed, the
generals and politicians, the guerrilla chieftains and socirdist  in-
tellectuals, are always amazed at how quickly the great physical
means of production –the contested tokens of wealth and
resources of nature — dissolve into so much scrap, ruined con-
crete, snarled wire, and wilderness. The so-called means of pro-
duction are impotent to generate wealth and progress without the
creative men of production, the entrepreneurs.”Gg

The key to growth, Gdder observes, is quite simple: “creative
men with money. The cause of stagnation is similarly clear:
depriving creative individuals of financial power. To revive the
slumping nations of social democracy, the prime need is to reverse
the policies of entrepreneurial euthanasia. Individuals must be
allowed to accumulate disposable savings and wield them in the
economies of the West. The crux is individual, not corporate or
collective, wea.lth.”70

Does this mean that the one who espouses the free market is

68. Ludwig von Mises, Human Action: A Treutise on Ehnmnic s (Chicago: Heruy
Regnery Co., third revised ed., 1966), p. 804. Italics added.

69. George Gilder, Tb Spiral of Enterprise (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1984), pp. 18f.

70. Ibid., p. 144.
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simply a defender of the interests of the rich over against the other
classes? Usually, the very opposite is the case. The truth is, fiee-
market economists have more often than not found themselves at
odds with the interests of the wealthy and powerful. This is
because the wealthy often wish to maintain their position by using
the coercive power of the state to hamper the innovative activity of
the creative entrepreneurs below them. Adam Smith, the original
consumers’ advocate, observed: “People of the same trade seldom
meet together, even for merriment and diversion, but the conver-
sation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in some contriv-
ance to raise prices.”’i  As F. A. Hayek put it: “The main task of
those who believe in the basic principles of the capitalist system
must frequently be to defend this system against the capitalists .“TZ

The eighteenth-century version of many of Ronald Sider’s
statist theories and policies was known as mercantilism,  a system
that worked (and still works, in its modern forms) to favor the in-
terests of powerfid  elites. Adam Smith tells us who invented it
(hint: it wasn’t the free-market economists): “It cannot be very
diflicult  to determine who have been the contrivers of this whole
mercantile system; not the consumers, we may believe, whose in-
terest has been entirely neglected; but the producers, whose in-
terest has been so carefidly  attended to; and among thk latter
class our merchants and manufacturers have been by far the prin-
cipal architects.nTs

The great twentieth-century economist Ludwig von Mises
emphatically agreed: “The rich, the owners of the already operat-
ing plants, have no particular class interest in the maintenance of
free competition. They are opposed to cotiscation  and expropria-
tion of their fortunes, but their vested interests are rather in favor
of measures preventing newcomers horn challenging their posi-
tion.”74

71. Adam Smith, The Wmlth of Nations, p. 128.
72. Friedrich A. Hayek, Studies in Philosoph~  Poliliss, and Economiss  (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 192.
73. Smith, p. 626.
74. Mises, Human AstwtL  p. 82; cf. pp. 268f., 808f.
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‘Those fighting for free enterprise and free competition do not
defend the interests of those rich today. They want a free hand left
to unknown men who will be the entrepreneurs of tomorrow and
whose ingenuity will make tie life of coming generations more
agreeable. They want the way left open to fimther economic ixn-
provements. They are the spokesmen of material progress.”Ts

In marked contrast to this is the position of Dr. Sider. By his
opposition to the freedom and responsibility of individuals to ad-
minister their God-given wealth, by advocating a socialistic sys-
tem which requires totalitarian controls by a ruthless bureau-
cracy, he has championed the cause of elite planners and dictators
against the masses. By constantly fomenting envy and resentment
against producers, against the creators of wealth, he is opposing a
progressive, rising standard of living for the peoples of the world.
To the extent that Ronald Sider’s policies are followed, the evil
rich will get richer, by theft and extortion; and the poor will get
poorer. The earth will become one grand Soviet empire-the real
payload of his alleged compassion for the poor.

John P. Roche offers some good advice for those who must
deal with a Marxist-Leninist demagogue: “Don’t listen to what he
says: watch his hands .“TG

From Russia, With Love
To lend some credibility to his allegedly “neutral” position on

the free market vs. the controlled economy, Dr. Sider%  revised
version manages to make a few critical statements about the
Soviets–not, to be sure, without condemning capitalism in the
same breath, but at least he does say that “we should also vigor-
ously condemn the repression, totalitarianism and violation of
human rights perpetuated by the Soviet Union in places like
Afghanistan and Poland” (p. 196; cf. p. 81). I begin to wonder if
Sider has heard about that slight matter of Soviet oppression “in

75. Ibid. j pp. 82f.
76. John P. Roche,  Ths  History and Impact  of Masxist-Leninirt  &ga&stional

Thwty:  Y&id Idwts,  ” ‘Innocents’ Clubs,’ and ‘Tran.smisswn  Beltsn  (Washington: In-
stitute for Foreign Policy Anslysis,  1984), p. 7.
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places like” Russia itself, and ‘in places like” wherever the Soviets
and their prot6g6s set foot, but I don’t want to be picky. I’m just
glad the professor has noticed that the Soviets are, in some places
anyway, oppressive. 77

But then I wonder: Why is Dr. Sider actively pursuing policies
which will, according to his own admission, bring the United
States of America under the totalitarian domination of the
Soviets?

A little background will put this point in perspective. Productive
Christians was originally published in 1981. In Chapter 15 (“Prepar-
ing the Church for Slavery”), I declared my opinion that Professor
Sider’s doctrines of guilt-manipulation are preparing the way for
the establishment of a totalitarian state.Ts  Of course, makktg
prophecies like that can be a nerve-wracking experience. Onc~
the cat was out of the bag, there was nothing I could do but sit on
pins and needles waiting for Sider to get moving on the project.
111 say one thing for the guy: give him an idea and he runs with’it.
He raced into print the following year with Nuclear Holocaust and
Christian Hope: A Book for Christian Peaemakas  (published by Inter-
Varsity Press, naturally), in which he and co-author Richard
Taylor give their plan for achieving world peace.

The strategy is known, in military terms, as D@aL79  (Strangely,
Sider does not use this precise terminology; perhaps he considered
it too technical.) It’s pretty simple, really. First, you disarm — totally

disarm– and render the nation utterly defenseless. Then comes
the fun part: ‘We believe that such an action could very likely

77. For a horrifying account of current Soviet oppression see Avraham
Shtirin,  2% First Gutdebook  to Priron.s  and Concentration Can@ of the Soviet  Union
(New York: Bantam Books, 1982).

78. “A civilization that feels guilty for everything it is and does and thinks will
lack the energy and conviction to defend itself when its existence is threatened?
Jean-Fran~ois Revel, How Dcnwsrach Perish (Garden City, NY: Doubleday&
Co., 1984), p. 10.

79. For documentation of Soviet control and funding of the peace and nuclear
freeze movements in the West, see John Barron, The KGB Thy:  The Hiab!en
Hand(New York: ReadeA Digest Press, 1983), pp. 249-293; cf. Vladimir Bukov-
sky, ‘The Peace Movement and the Soviet Union,” Comnicntqv  (May 1982), pp.
25-41; and Jean-Fran~ois  Revel, How Democra&s Pmish, pp. 144-59.
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result in a Soviet invasion” (p. 274). Sider and Taylor both attended
Yale, so it didn’t take them long to figure that one out. Of course,
they don’t intend to take this lying down. The~ve  come up with
what they call a “Civilian-Based Defense.” (You will think I’m
making up the following quotation, but I’m not. With Sider and
Taylor writing great material like this, who needs satire?) It works
like this: as the Soviet troops land, Sider and Taylor organize a
“nonviolent blitzkrieg,” in which thousands of American citizens
would assemble to meet the enemy’s jumbo jets as they land,
Here’s the scenario, straight from Sider and Taylor:

“The landing would be peacefbl.  No American artillery would
fire; no jets would strafe. Instead of American soldiers crouching
behind tanks and pointing guns at them, the invaders would see
tens of thousands of unarmed people carrying signs with messages
in the invader’s language: Go Home! We Won’t Harm You; Don’t
Shoot – We Are Your Brothers and Sisters; Your Life Is Precious;
You Are a Child of God.SO

“Like  the Czechs, Hungarians and East Germans during the
Russian invasion of those countries, hericans  would climb up
on tanks and try to talk to soldiers: Why have you come? Why are
you invading a peaceful nation that is not threatening you?’ Loud-
speakers would explain that the troops are welcome as tourists but
will be opposed as invaders. . . . If members of the crowd were
not able to keep discipline and started to threaten the soldiers,
special U.S. Peace-keeping Teams would move in nonviolently to
restrain the persons who were losing control.”sl

Moral Majorit~s  Cal Thomas remarked to me that such a
“defense” strategy just might work: the Soviet soldiers could die

80. It is interesting that Sider regards officially atheistic troops of a hostile
government as his “brothers and sisters,” the “children” of the same god he wor-
ships.

81. Ronald J. Sider and Richard K. Taylor, Nuclcur  Holocawi  and Christzkn
Hope:  A Book for Christian Peacemakers (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press,
1982), p. 275.
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laughing.82
If Sider and Taylor scare you, however, you should realize

that they are just the Marshmallow Corps. Their language is
quite mild, compared with that of some of their associates in the
“liberation theology” movement. Consider the Mexican university
professor JOS4  Miranda, author of Communism in the Bibk+$  – which
is, of necessity, a very thin book, just like Konstantin Chernenko’s
little number on human rights under the Soviets. Not thin
enough, though. Here are some quotes from Miranda:

It is time to drop all these side issues and concentrate on the fundamental
fact: the Bible teaches communism.S4
Communism is obligatory for Christians.ss
The Ananias  episode . . . means: pain of death for whoever betrays
communism, Christianity’s indispensable condition.ae
No one can take the Bible seriously without concluding that according to
it, the rich, for being rich, should be punished.sT
AU differentiating wealth is ill-gotten . . . therefore to be rich is to be un-
just.ss

Miranda goes onto argue that all the “wealthy”– those who have
‘differentiating wealth” (any possessions above the lowest com-

82. For information on a real defense system–one which is sensible,
workable, and which will not enslave us to the Soviets-see General Daniel
Graham, H&h Frontier: A Strategyjlor  National  Swvival  (New York: Tom Doherty
Associates, 1983); see also Gen. Daniel Graham and Gregory A. Fossedal,  A
D@nse  that D@nds  (Old Greenwich, CT: Devin-Adair, 1984); and, Brig. General
Albion Knight and David S. Sullivan, eds., The D@n.se of Ammica: From Assured
htrw-ttin  to Assured Swvival (Houston: Texas Policy Institute, 1983). “High Fron-
tier” (dubbed “Star Wars” by its opponents) is not a plan for nuclear weapons in
space; it does not involve offensive warfare; it uses off-the-shelf, alreudy available
technology; and it will reduce the cost of defense. In fact, it is so utterly peaceful
that one wonders why pacifistic Professor Sider has not championed it as his
own. My guess is: “High FrontieF  is too peaceful for Sider, because it will not
result in the destruction of the evil, guilty, capitalistic U.S.A.

83. JOS4 Porfirio Miranda, Communism in the Bible, Robert R. Barr, trans.
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1982).

84. Ibid., pp. 6f.
85. Ibid., p. 8.
86. Ibti.,  p. 11.
87. Ibid., p. 24.
88. Ibid., p. 32.
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mon denominator), which means all members of society above the
poverty level– are guilty (indirectly, but really) of the murder of
millions. Then, citing the biblical commands for capital punish-
ment of murderers, he calls for the mass execution of the
“wealthy” at the hands of a mob. “This is violence; and it is not
only permitted, it is commanded, by the one true God. The
human community has to defend itself from its attackers.”sg

This is more than abstract Marxist economics. This is more
than social welfare programs. This is a specific policy of revolu-
tion and tyranny. In the name of Jesus Christ, the advocates of li-
beration theology are preaching envy, theft, and mass exterminat-
ion. Even Sider and Taylor admit that a likely result of their pol-
icies would be that ‘%undreds  of thousands, perhaps even mil-
lions, might die.”go  Liberation theology is, to put it in the clearest
terms, a theology of mass murder.

Let’s Get Physical
Although Dr. Sider claims he isn’t sure about the choice be-

tween capitalism and socialism, it is clear where his instincts lie.
He wants government control over every area of economic activ-
ity (including “economic activities” such as a couple’s decision
about how many children they will have). As I have pointed out
previously, this is to be expected. Every socialist or interventionist
program must seek complete dominance over all aspects of human
action. You cannot really control any  factor in an economy unless
you control all the factors. There is only enough room for one god,
one agent of economic planning.

In view of this, it is amusing– almost – to read Sider’s  pleas
for “nonviolence.ngl His own policies of comprehensive statist
planning and control require ail sorts of violent intrusions upon
liberty. They require armed men to enforce the expropriation of
property. They must lead to bloodshed, or at least the threat of it.

89. Ibzd., p. 74.
90. Sider and Taylor, Nuclear Hokwawt  and ChnMm  Hope, p. 281.
91. See especially his Christ and Vwlence (Smttdale,  PA: Herald Press, 1979).
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To claim to be a pacifist, while working for the establishment of
tyranny, is simply a lie. (On the other hand, if Dr. Sider is truly
incompetent, perhaps he just doesn’t realize what he is saying.)

Regardless of the mental gyrations Sider may be going
through in order to camouflage his implicit advocacy of violence,
his comrades in the Jubilee Fund are (as always) more direct. As
we have seen, during the brutal and bloody Sandinista Revolu-
tion in Nicaragua, the Jubilee Fund sent money to the murderous
Marxist guerrillas – and the non-violent Dr. Sider, a founding
member, just maybe didn’t notice. Their magazine, theothdide,
represented the revolution as a “struggle for justice” between
evangelical Christians and an oppressive dictatorship.gz  One of its
writers, obviously tickled at the opportunity to interview two San-
dinista leaders, posed tough, radically biblical questions, such as:
‘What makes a good poet?”gs  And when the revolution was over,
this important publication on the cutting-edge of social justice
gushed, “Spring has come to Nicaragua.”gA  Those who were
murdered and raped with the help of the Jubilee Fund might have
phrased it differently, of course. Some people never understand.

Then came El Salvador (not that there’s any substance to the
Domino Theory, mind you), and again theOthmSide  was there to
help the Ministry of Propaganda. One writer admitted that “El
Salvador tzbes have some armed organizations which are Marxist
in character.” He claimed, however, that the Marxists “have ac-
commodated  their efforts and their program to the will of the peo-
ple.”gs  Naturally. But, as Chairman Mao said, ‘We must first be
clear on who is meant by ‘the people.’” He explained:

The classes, strata and social groups which favour, support, and work for
the cause of socialist construction all come withing the category of thePw-
#e, while the social forces and groups which resist the socialist revolution

92. theOtherSi& (September 1979), p. 30ff.
93. Ibti.,  p. 40.
94. W. Dayton Roberts, Whallenge and Hope in Nicaragua: tie(%hdide

(May 1980), p. 35.
95. Blase Bonpane, “Seven Myths (And a Few Damned Lies) about El

%lvador~ theOtherSzZe  (October 1980), p. 40.
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and are hostile to or sabotage socialist construction are all mania  of the
peoph.ge

It is not diflicult at all for Communists to accoxnodate  their pro-
gram to the will of the people, because they &cti who % Peo@e”
are. Those who oppose socialism just aren’t people.

The same writer for theOthmSti  went on to warn his readers
never to use the word temonkn  when describing the actions of the
revolutionaries, because they are “resistance forces”; so whatever
they do, it isn’t terror.gT  A Presbyterian minister argued similarly
in Sojwners:

.
Violence in the Scriptures is not what someone d~s to try to defend the
oppressed-poor fmm the injustices that threaten their lives. Rather,
violence in the Bible refers to what the oppressed-poor suffer at the
hands of their wealthy oppressors.=

This may provide a clue about what Sider means when he says
he’s against “violence.” Violence is only what the upper classes do
to the lower classes. What the lower classes do may be uzident,  but
it’s not vwlence.’9

The essential point to be grasped on thk issue is the central
fact that Dr. Sider’s appeals for ‘chari~ and “equality” call for ac-
tzbn by the state. That means coercion, the use of force. And that
means guns, handcuffs, prisons, liriig squads, and all the rest. As
Paul Johnson has well observed, “the destructive capacity of the
individual, however vicious, is small; of the state, however well-
intentioned, almost limitless.’’loo

96. @otuttbm& Chairman Mao TstiTustg (Peking: Foreign Languages Press,
1966), pp. 45f. Itahcs added.

97. Blase Bonpane, p. 40.
98. Tom Hanks, Why People Are Poor;  Sg”owners  @nuary 1981), p. 21.
99. If this sounds confusing to you, you probably haven’t been to seminary.

Seminaries often teach Greek and Hebrew, but the common tongue is
DoublesPeak. Example: “The Bible is infdibfe,  but not tit.= The achieving of
a full professorship is usually a mmk of exceptional fluency in this language. Its
use keeps the money coming in from the cnmzti  of ths @o@,  in order to fund the
activities of the seminary on behalf of the @o@.

100. Paul Johnson, Modan  Times: i% Wodd  j-m ths Twk to the E@htia
(New York: Harper and Row, 1983), p. 14.
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Socialism is inseparablejom  vwlence.  Regardless of all their pro-
fessions of peaceful intent, socialists everywhere have had to
resort to the use of violence to bring about their goals. They can-
not do otherwise. The very nature of socialism — that the state
shall be empowered to regulate people’s activities and confiscate
people’s property-demands violent activity. The success of any
socialistic “land reform” program depends on only one thing:
which side has more firepower,

If Dr. Sider truly wished for a “non-violent revolution,n  he
would limit himself to exhorting wealthy citizens to give away
their possessions –leaving it up to their own discretion as to how
fully they will comply with his requests, But the professor has not
so limited himself. He has called repeatedly for t!egi.dation  of his
demands. That brings in the state. And the only reason for bring-
ing in the state is that the state has a legal monopoly on coercion
and violence. The state has more fwepower.  Sider’s program of the
Gentle Nudge is merely a temporary expedient. His goal, in-
escapably, is armed force. It is thus no accident, no oversight, that
the professor’s associates in the Jubilee Fund are using charity
money to finance bloodthirsty terrorists.

In his new edition, Dr Sider objects to this accusation:

To argue that Christians should work politically to change those aspects
of our economic structures that are unjust is not to call for a violent
revolution that would forcibly impose a centralized, statist society. I
believe that the way of Jesus is the way of nonviolent love, even for
enemies. I therefore reject the use of lethal violence. The exercise of
political iniiuence  in a democratic society, of course, involves the use of
nonlethal pressure (or force). When we legislate penalties for drunken
driving or speeding, we use an appropriate kind of nonlethal ‘force?
The same is true when we pass legislation that changes foreign policies
toward poor nations, makes trade patterns more just, restricts the op-
pressive policies of multinational corporationstol  or increases foreign

101. In his new edition, Sider appeam  to be quite lathered up about the
dangers of multinational corporations. Ironically, concern about the menace of
the multinationals hit tbe international leftist fashionable-idea network just as
their actual power and influence begam to decliie.  The only real danger posed by
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economic aid. In a democratic society, of course, such changes can occur
only if a majority freely agree or at least quietly acquiesce. (p. 195)

This is, apparently, what passes for deep thought among
graduate students at Yale. I wonder if anyone in Sider’s limited
experience has ever asked the obvious questions: What happens
when the drunk driver or speeder abesn’t  ‘quietly acquiesce”? What
happens when the heroin dealer, child murderer, rapist, or filthy
capitalist pig (as the case may be) utterly refuses to accept what-
ever penalty the democratic society deems appropriate? What if
he forcibly resists the police officer? What if he uses a weapon? At
some point the line will be crossed, and the enforcer of justice will
have to set his face like a flint and get lethal. Lethalforce  is the ab-
solute~  inescapable foundation for any use of ‘non&thalDforce.

Perhaps this is not true in Dr. Sideds utopian, ideal society,
where everyone meekly submits and follows orders (with the
numbing assistance of soma drugs?). But, in the real world, we
have God’s Word, which assigns to the state the power of the
sword, to be used in vengeance against evildoers (Remans 13:4).
Indeed, “the state is grounded in vengeance. . . . Either the state
will exercise the wrath of God against sin, or it will exercise the
wrath of man against God and His people .”loz

The fact is, if Sider is determined to confiscate property and
forcibly override the decisions of millions of people (as hk own
policies require), he will have to use guns. For he may be sure of
this: If the state doesn’t have guns, somebody else will. At the very
minimum, the state must be prepared to use lethal force against
those who would illegitimately use it themselves. To put it in the
simplest terms, all force implies the a%ath  penalty. If Sider wishes to

the multinationals, of course, is when they become allied with government in
conspiracies to hamper the market orde~ but this, of course, is not why they are
opposed by the socialists. The multinational corporations are simply a symbol for
both America and “Americanism.” The former is envied for its wealth and power,
while the latter is hated for its identification with anti-collectivism and anti-
statism. Both of these – America’s wealth and “phdosophy”–  are, of course, out-
growths of America’s Christian heritage. Cf. Johnson, Mo&n  Times, pp. 693f.

102.  James B. Jordan, i’%e Low of the Covenant: An Exposition of Exodus 21-23
(Tyler, TX: Institute for Christian Economics, 1984), pp. 94f.
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use any force at all against property owners, he had better be
prepared to go all the way. And if he tries it in Texas, he’d better
bring an army. Go ahead, Professor: Make My Day.

Out of the Gun Barrel
Socialism inescapably requires violence; all utopians are, by

definition, coercive.los  As Paul Johnson’s outstanding work
Modern Times has painstakingly documented, “the experience of
the twentieth century shows emphatically that Utopianism is
never far from gangsterism.~104 “In the first six months of 1918 the
Cheka [Lenin’s secret police] executed, according to its official fig-
ures, only twenty-two prisoners. In the second half of the year it
carried out 6,000 executions, and in the whole of 1919 some
10,000. W. H. Chamberlain, the first historian of the revolution,
who was an eye-witness, calculated that by the end of 1920 the
Cheka had carried out over 50,000 death sentences.”los  It is im-
portant to remember too that “the Tsar’s secret police, the
Okhrana, had numbered 15,000, which made it by far the largest
body of its kind in the old world. By contrast, the Cheka, within
three years of its establishment, had a strength of 250,000 full-
time agents. Its activities were on a correspondingly ample
scale .”lOG  There is also the Workers’ Paradise of the People’s Re-
public of China to consider for edifying statistics: 17s a singleyeaq

the number of deaths as a result of Mao’s “Great Leap Forward”
policies came close to thitiy millwn.  loT

103. see Rad Jean Isaac and fich Isaac’s hard-hitting ~+k, i% (%ercive  uto-
/nizn.s:  &d Lk@tzbn  @ Anwicak  Power P&zytm  (Chicago: Regnery  Gateway, 1983).

104. Johnson, p. 708.
105. Ibid.,  p. 70. For more on the early history of the continuing Soviet reign

of terror, see Bertram D. Wolfe, Three  Who Made a Revolution (New York: Stein
and Day, [1948] 1984); Nikolai Tolstoy, S.falin3  Secret Wm (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1981); it goes without saying, of course, that at least one
of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s three Gukzg Archipelago volumes should be required
reading for anyone interested in the kind of regime socialism inevitably produces
(New York: Harper and Row, 1974,1975, 1978).

106. Ibid., p. 68.
107. Steven W. Mosher,  Broken Earth: % Rural Chinese (New York: The Free

Press, 1983), pp. 263f. Good accounts of China under Mao can be found in Den-
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Johnson’s revealing characterization of V.I. Lenin could well
be a description of Dr. Sider and many other acoercive  utopians”:
finin thought entirely in terms of control; not of production. He
thought that provided he got the system of control right (with the
Politburo taking all the key decisions), the results would flow in-
evitably. He was wholly ignorant of the process whereby wealth is
created. What he liked were figures: all his life he had an insati-
able appetite for bluebooks. One sometimes suspects that inside
Lenin there was a book-keeper of genius struggling to get out and
bombard the world with ledgers.’’loa

What we must always remember is that the State is not God: it
cannot create out of nothing. All government can do is to divert
resources from some uses into other uses. Governments do not
wave magic wands; instead, they point guns at the heads of their
citizens in order to extort money out of them. According to some
extraterrestrial logic, this tactic is supposed to result in an over-
abundance of blessings to the populace (the otitirns).  But true eco-
nomic development cannot be accomplished by State control.
Again, this boils down to the fact that the State is not God, and
cannot possess the knowledge sufficient for exercising adequate
control. Thus State “control’ is not what it attempts to be; it is just
tyranny. “There is no way of feeding into a computer either peo-
ple’s perceptions of their own preferences, fhculties, opportunities
and prospects, or their likely reaction to changes in them or the
information and knowledge dispersed among the people who
make up society.’’ log

Only God can direct an economy. No dictator can possibly
know (or determine) the individual choices, desires, and constantly
changing tastes and scales of value of millions of people. What we

nis Bkmciworth,  The Messiah and the Manaim”ns:  Mao Tsetung  and the Ironies ojPower
(New York: Atheneum,  1982]; Fox Butter&M, Chin~  Alive in the Bitter Saz (New
York: Times Books, 1982); Simon Leys, Chinae  Shudows  (New York: The Viig
Press, 1977); and Ross Terrill,  The U%te-BonedDmon:  A Bwgra@y ofMtiMao
Zealmg  (New York: William Morrow and Co., 1984).

108. Johnson, p. 89.
109. P. T. Bauer, Reality and Rbris: Studies in the .?%onomus  of Deoeiopment

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1984), p. 23.
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call “the market” is simply the most efficient and reliable means for
those people to express their choices, No one person or committee
can possibly acquire the necessary data to control an economy. No
one can possibly know what “goods” are, or how “valuable” they
are, or how “scarce” they are; no one can know the constantly
changing scales of value (and “need”) of millions of people; and no
one can know, in advance, what some energetic young entrepre-
neur is about to introduce — tomorrotis  version of the ballpoint
pen or the microchip which will immediately throw today’s calcu-
lations into the wastebasket. The on~ way this information can
become known is through the undictated prices of the market
order. Free competition is, in its essence, a dficouety  procedure. 110
When people are free to express choices, the result is a market
order which no one has (or could have) organized-what F.A.
Hayek, following Adam Ferguson, calls “the results of human ac-
tion but not of human design.”111

One of the most crucial aspects of the market order–which a
socialist ‘economy” can never provide — is its function as a tmzs-
nzitter  of infownatwn.  When the market is functioning freely, without
interference from gangsters or bureaucrats, its prices accurately
reflect the real wants of the people. This gives entrepreneurs and
producers the information they need to allocate resources in the
‘most efficient manner, in order to serve people’s needs most
effectively.

On the other hand, when the market is hampered, the infor-
mation is retarded and falsified. And if the market is abolished
altogether, as in socialism, there is no information at all. The only
way socialist economies can function is by keeping track of the
pricing information made available by the free market order. The
bureaucrats then use thk information to set their own prices.
Without the market order, socialism could not work at all. As
Ludwig von Mises brilliantly demonstrated, a major curse of the

110. See Friednch A. Hayek, New Studiss in Phi&@h~  Politics, Econonu2s,  and
the History oj Z&as (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978), pp. 179-90,
232-46.

111. Friedsich  A. I-Iayek,  Studies in P&so#h~  Politics, and lhnonuh,  pp. 96ff.
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socialist system is that economu  calculatwn  is renakred  impossible. 112
Without the market system of profit and loss-the mechanism by
which prices are determined, through a multitude of individual
economic decisions — there is absolutely no way to assess the econ-
omy. Where should energy and capital be channeled? How much
do materials and products cost? Apart liom the market, there is
simply no way of calculating anything. (If you don’t believe this, try
it. It cannot be done; and this argument by Mises has never been
refuted since he first put it forth in 1922. In fact, a society without
market pricing and calculation is totally inconceivable: it cannot
even be imagined-which is one reason why no soczizltit  socie~  has
eoer aehked  true socialism. The only thing socialism has ever been
able to provide its adherents is the ‘guaranteed income” of
Remans 6:23.)

P. T. Bauer asks thk intriguing question: “How would you
rate the economic prospects of an Asian country which has very
little land (and only eroded hillsides at that), and which is indeed
the most densely populated country in the world; whose popula-
tion has grown rapidly, both through natural increase and large-
scale  immigration; which imports all its oil and raw materials,
and even most of its water; whose government is not engaged in
planning and operates no exchange controls or restrictions on
capital exports and imports; and which is the only remaining
Western colony of any significance? You would think that this
country must be doomed, unless it received large external dona-
tions. Or rather you would have to believe thk if you went by
what politicians of all parties, the United Nations and its
affiliates, prominent economists and the quality press all say
about less developed countries.”113

The country is, of course, Hong Kong, which has become
such a powerful center of industry that the great Western nations

112. Ludwig von Mises, Social&m: An Economic and sociological Awuysis (In-
dianapolis: Liberty Classics, [1936] 1981).

113. P. T. Bauer, Equuli~,  the l%ird  World, and Economic Delusion, p. 185. See also
Alvin Rabushka,  Hong Kong: A Study in Economic Fradom  (Chicago: University of
Chicago, 1979).
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have erected trade barriers to protect their home industries from
her imports! The lesson: “Lack of natural resources, including
land, has little or nothing to do with the poverty of individuals or
of societies. . . . The small size and low productivity of fmms in
such areas [less-developed countries, or LDCS] reflect not the
shortage of land but primarily the lack of ambition, enterprise and
skill . . . . Land on its own is unproductive, and yields nothing of
value to mankind. It becomes productive as a result of ambition,
perceptiveness, resourcefidness  and effort. These attributes and
characteristics are present very unequally among dMerent indi-
viduals, groups, and societies.” 1 I*

In addition to the phenomenon of Hong Kong’s transforma-
tion into a major industrial center, we could cite other examples of
economies in LDCS which could not have been predicted: the
rubber industry in Southeast Asia, for instance, or the cocoa in-
dustry in West Africa. What has made all these possible was not
government planning. They came into being because many mil-
lions of people made choices and took advantage of opportunities
to improve their economic conditions. And to make these choices
they did not need to know what everyone else was doing; nor did
they need to exercise totalitarian control over the marketplace.
They simply needed to know what opportunities were available to
them. They simply needed ji-eedom,  and the responsibility which
accompanies it — concepts which are understood by practiczdly
everyone except politicians, journalists, tenured professors, cler-
gymen, and the editors of InterVarsity Press.

Freedom is always more than bare “economic” freedom.
“Decentralized economic decision-making is closely related to
other components of personal freedom, including expression of
opinion, and movements of people and their property. It is not ac-
cidental that these elements of freedom are to be found in market
societies, not in closely controlled economies.~1  is A state-
managed economy cannot help but inhibit freedoms in every area -

114. P. T. Bauer, Reality  and Rhetoric, p. 82.
~5. Ibid., pp.  26f.
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of life. The directives of bureaucrats increasingly replace the deci-
sions of individuals, in employment, residence, transportation,
number of children, and countless other details of personal life.
All these areas have an impact on economics; thus, if one wishes
to control economics, he must also control these. And this means
that everything in life suddenly has polittial  significance. All of life
becomes politicized.

When government keeps to its proper sphere, it normally is of
only peripheral concern to the average person. But when life itself
is politicized, government acquires enormous importance in peo-
ple’s lives. Every slight whim of the ruling class can conceivably
have drastic effects upon the population. 116 As Lenin understood,
politics is always a question of who  is doing what to whom. 117 This
means that the issue of whose party is in power is uppermost in
people’s minds. Their economic activity, and often their personal
survival, can depend on the answer. And so instead of concen-
trating on productive endeavors, they shift their energy and
resources to political activity. The struggle for political dominance
takes the central position in national life.

This is precisely the reason why political contests in the Third
World are so bloody. Because of the pervasive state controls,
political issues are often literally matters of life and death for
millions of people. As Bauer often points out, the Third World
cannot be understood apart from this most basic fact of human ex-
istence there: the politiciaztwn  of lz~e. 1 la

Toward the end of Chapter 13 I cited Chairman Mao’s famous
dictum that “political power grows out of a gun barrel.” What is
generally less well-known is the revealing context of that state-

116. For a brilliant analysis of how this works in Soviet Russia, see Michael
Voslensky, Nonwnkktum:  Z% Soviet Ruling  C&a.rs  (New York: Doubleday & Co.,
1984); cf. Richard Pipes, Survival Is Not Enough (New York: Simon & Schuster,
1984).

117. See Johnson, p. 85; cf. Friedrich A. Hayek, l%e Road&  Se@’om  (Chieagv:
University of Chicago press, 1944), pp. 107f.

118. Cf. Kenneth S. Templeton, cd., The  Politici.zution  of &i.@ (Ind-polis:
Liberty Press, 1979).
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ment, which shows what happens when near-total politicization is
achieved. Mao said this: “Every Communist must grasp the truth,
‘Political power grows out of the barrel of a gun.’ Our principle is
that the Party commands the gun, and the gun must never be
allowed to control the Party. Yet, having guns, we can create
Party organizations, as witness the powerful Party organizations
which the Eighth Route Army has created in northern China. We
can also create cadres, treater schools, create culture, create mass
movements. Everything in Yenan has been created by having
guns. All things grow out of the barrel of a gun.”1 Ig

Mao was correct. Without the market order, which leaves peo-
ple free to make their own economic choices, evaythirzg  grows out
of the state’s gun barrel. At every point in life, the individual is
subjected to the authority of the state — a condition much ap-
preciated by those who seek absolute power over others. With
good reason Bauer  observes that the market order is a necessary
condition of personal freedom; the statist order is merely a “ldep-
tocracy.”120

“Foreign WHAT?”

% spiti  ofnunwrous  erz”ticisms, the Vi-et-Nam program has btm cited both by o@-
cial and by unojlaid  sources as a rnodei  of what American aid can achieve. . . .
l%e machinery of government was made  more ejkz”ent  and, for a time, more respon-
sive h popular  demands; gradual~ Died regime built up a degree of political con-
sensus, as well as a strong natiwud  army. The iry?ationary  ejk?.s of a rrujbr defense
@ort were curbed, and economic productivity was increased. Final~  a s.kw im-
proverrmt  in civil liberties took p.kzce  in both urban and rural areas, although prog-
ress in thisjieki  dtii  not compistdy+~ll  American hopes. In each case the means
employed by the government itse~were nourished by Arnericanjim&  or were adopted
in response i% American suggestwns.  “121

119. S&cted  ~ Wwh of Mao Tse-Tung  (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1965),
vol. 2, pp. 224f.

120. P. T. Bauer,  Reality and Rhekwic,  p. 104.
121. John D. Montgomery, The Politics of ForeI”o  Aid: American .Ex@z”ence  in

Southmt  Ash (New York: Published for the Council on Foreign Relations by
Frederick A. Praeger, Publisher, 1962), pp. 44, 46.
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“Foreign aid has shown a usejidness and versatility that have earned it a distinctive
and permanent phe in the arsenal of peace.  ~Z2

Ask most people what the Third World is, and they will reply
that it consists of “the poor nations: as if the world were neatly and
conveniently divided into two parts: one-third (the Western na-
tions) rich, and two-thirds (the South) poor. One problem with this
picture is that, in fact, %ere is no clear discontinuity, no clear gap,
in the international range of incomes, which means that the line of
division between the two global categories is arbitrary. It follows
from this that the extent of the dtierence  is also arbitrary?lz~

More than this, there is the fact that the nations of the Third
World are not one homogeneous aggregate of people with similar
concerns and problems. The cultural differences among them can
be as radical as their differences with the West. “The Third World
includes millions of aborigines and pygmies, people with ancient
and sophisticated cultures, and others employing highly advanced
methods of business and technology. It is both misleading and
condescending to treat the richly varied humanity of the majority
of mankind as if it were much of a muchness, or an undifferenti-
ated uniform stagnant mass, which, furthermore, could not
emerge from this state without external donations  .mlz4 R. Emmett
Tyrrell outlines the evolution of the nomenclature: “At first there
was the undeveloped world, which became the underdeveloped
world, then the developing world, then the lesser-developed
world, then the South. No one really knew what to call it, proba-
bly because it had never really existed.”lzs

What & the Third World, then? There is one factor which does
unite these nations, one common characteristic which detiitively
marks them as part of the Third World. This characteristic “is not
poverty, stagnation, exploitation, brotherhood or skin colour. It is
the receipt of foreign aid. The concept of the Third World and the

122. Ibid,  p. 60.
123. Bauer,  Reality and Rhetoric, p. 144.
124. Ibii.,  p. 39.
125. R. Emmett Tjmell  Jr., The Liberal Crack-Up, p. 148. Cf. Johnson, Modem

Tinw, pp. 691ff.
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policy of official aid are inseparable. The one would not exist
without the other. The Third World is merely a name for the col-
lection of countries whose governments, with occasional and odd
exceptions, demand and receive official aid from the West. . . .
Thus, The Third world is a political and not an economic con-
cept. . . . The Third World or the South is simply an entity for
engaging in collective bargaining with the West. . . . The pur-
pose of the Third World qua collectivity is to coax or extract
money from the West .“126

Much of Lord Bauer’s research over the years has covered the
disastrous – necessarijv disastrous — effects that foreign aid has had
on Third World countries. As he shows, the use of the term ad to
describe international tranfers of fi.mds considerably prejudges
the issue.

Perhaps the most crucial thing to remember about foreign aid
is that it emphatically does not  go to those pitiful, emaciated kids
on the posters. Foreign azii  goes to goverrumnts.  Period. This means
that the actual function of aid is to increase the powers of govern-
ment over the populace. Professor Sider and his ilk to the contrary
notwithstanding, propping up totalitarian dictators is not by any
means the same thing as helping the poor. In fact, foreign aid en-
courages recipient governments to pursue irresponsible and
destructive policies in the certain knowledge that when things go
wrong, the West will bail them out again. 127  In termk of its alleged
purpose – the alleviation of poverty –foreign aid is counterproduc-
tive, since “to support rulers on the basis of the poverty of their sub-
jects does nothing to discourage policies  of impovenshment.’’lzs

One rationale for aid has been that if we don’t give  it to the
Third World, the Soviets will; thus, if we want to keep the Third
World out of the Soviet camp, we must send money to their gov-

126. Bauer,  Reuli~  and Rhetoric, pp. 40f.
127. The shocking stoty of the catastrophic effects of foreign aid programs in

Africa -”aid” which actually produces famine and genocide – is told in Karl
Borgin and Kathleen Corbett, Tb  Destruction of a Continent Africa and International
A&i (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,  1982).

128. Bauer, Rmlity and Rhstoric,  p. 50.
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ernments. If this is true, then we should stop calling it aid, and call
it by its true name: extortwn  payments. Let us, however, ignore that
point for now. Let us also ignore the fact that the Soviet govern-
ment itself has been able to survive only through the generosity of
American taxpayers. Let us just concentrate on the logical errors
of the proposition. The government-to-government transfer of tax
receipts is not conducive to the development of a market-oriented
society; indeed, it is a denial of it. Moreover, it positively en-
courages the growth of statism and the politicization of life in reci-
pient countries. Fore&n ati simply turns the rec@ents  into qittk
Soutits.  ” It should not be a matter of much surprise that so many of
our clients are hostile toward us. The extortion payments are not
working.

Over the past twenty yeara some have recognized the inherent
problems of government-to-government foreign aid, and have ad-
vocated a so-called “multinational aid”lzg instead, meaning
government-to-international-develoPment-agmcy-to-government
foreign aid. This, its proponents hope, will depoliticize aid; Sider
argues that “the political misuse of fbod aid could be largely avoided
if food assistance went through multilateral channels.”lso  But, as
Bauer  points out, the aid still comes out of taxpayers’ pockets, and
thus cannot help being political to some degree. It is still the coer-
cive transfer of funds from one group to another at the command
of government officers.

More than thk, however, multinational aid simply “substi-
tutes political control by the international organizations for politi-
cal control by the donor government over national aid~lsl It still
politicizes life among the recipients, for the money is stiil, ines-
capably, given to the gownvnmts. Multinational aid is nonpolitical
only in the sense that the recipient governments are even kss ac-
countable to the donors than they were previously: ‘Both in public
and private spending the more distant the relationship between

129. Also called “multilateral aid.” Six Slder,  Rt2h  Christiam, second echtion,
pp. 43-46.

130. Ibti.,  p. 212.
131. Bauer, Reality and Rheti,  p. 64.
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those who supply the funds and those who use them the more likely
it is that the funds will not be used effectively for the pursuit of
their avowed purposes. In multinational aid there is no contact at
all between the donors (the taxpayers) and the spenders (the aid
administrators and recipient governments).” l~z

Like other bureaucracies, multinational aid organizations and
their stafk  have two main goals in life: spend the money, and in-
crease the budget (as much as two-thirds of an aid organization’s
budget will be spent on “administrative costs”). l~s Thomas Sowell
marvelously summarizes the situation:

To be blunt, the poor area gold mine. By the time they are studied, ad-
vised, experimented with and administered to, the poor have helped
many a middle-class libersd  to attain aflluence  with Government money.

Bauer comments: “As so often happens, people who set out to do
good do well.”1~4

East and West
Much of the rhetoric defending the nonsense of liberation

theology is based on the charge that traditional Christian thought
(which holds to the priority of Scripture) is “western;  and thus
one-sided and wrong. This is powerful stuff, guaranteed to make
guilt-ridden Western evangelical squirm in their seats. (Actually,
they are quite right to f~l guilty– not for their Western heritage,
but for failing to understand it and live up to it.) Let%  ask a dar-
ing, mughty  little question at this point: Wkat  does ‘WZstern”  rruun?
What made the West “Western”? Why isn’t the East “Western”?
What essentsislly  is the difference? The answer (as any child in Sun-
day School should know) is that the W&t is Christtin,  and  the &st is
not. I do not mean that the West has been thoroughly Christian-
ized, or that the East is thoroughly pagan. But what has made the

132. ~id, p. 66.
133. Ibid., p. 67.
134. Bauer, Etyudi@ the 7%ud  Wmki,  and Economu  Del+ pp.  144f. The title

of Shrley !kheibla’s  book tells all: Poo@y  Is W&e  ths Money Is (New  Rochelle,
~ Arlington House, 1968).
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West %Vestem”  in outlook-for instance, in its views of law, causa-
tion, linear history, and, for what it?s worth, a reZutive  absence ofpoliti-
cal tyranny— is Chr&zndy,  and on~  Christianity. What the liberation-
ists of both hemispheres resent is Christianity, and the abundant
blessings which it has brought, even in dduted  forms. Which is to
say that what the liberation theologians hate is God.

In terms of this, it is the (Christian) West which receives the
blame for Third-World poverty. Professor Sider and his guilt-
dktributing  friends seem unable to comprehend the notion that
any substantial blame lies with the East (or South, or
whatever) — the degrading, pagan phdosophies  which have ren-
dered whole civilizations impotent in the face of “Nature”; the
rampant statism which inhibits productivity, penalizes accom-
plishment, and confiscates what little is produced; in sum, the
Curse-inheriting disobedience to God’s clear revelation (Remans
1:18-32; Deuteronomy 28). While the new edition does contain
two whole paragraphs acknowledging the influence of pagan
worldviews and the importance of evangelism (pp. 197f. ), Dr.
Sider’s basic message has not changed: the West, through both
colonialism and commerce, is guilty of causing the poverty of the
rest of the world. 135

Contrary to the ahistorical  mumblings of the coloniphobic
Professor Sider, the fact is that “contact with the West has brought
prosperity not only to former colonies in Africa but also to other
lands of the Third World, and some of the most benighted and
poverty-ridden lands never fell under the colonial yoke –for in-
stance Afghanistan, Tibet, Nepal, Liberia, and Ethiopia. Some
prosperous lands are colonies still – for instance, Hong Kong.
And others doubtless would be infinitely better. off were they
returned to the Queen, the Kaiser, or whichever Western poten-
tate would have them.

135. As already noted, Sidetis  thesis — apart from his new information on the
high cultural development of savages! – is merely an unsophisticated rehash of
Lenin%  doctrines in Im@Msm:  The H@est  S/age  ~ Capitihim  (V. 1. Lenin,
Sek-ted  Winks, [Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1963], vol. 1, pp. 634-731). See the
d~cussion  in Johnson, Modem Times, pp. 152ff.
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“The notion that the Third World’s poverty exists because the
West snatched up Third World resources is nonsense, reflecting
the widely held myth that the prosperity of the few stems from the
exploitation of the many. Some of the richest and most advanced
countries of the world never had any Third World colonies to ex-
ploit: for instance Switzerland and the Scandinavian countries.
Other rich and advanced countries were themselves colonies: for
instance those of North America and Australasia. Moreover, most
of the resources of such Third World nations as Za”ire  and the oil
countries would never have been of any value at all were it not for
Western discoveries and Western enterprise.

“In some of the countries of the Third World there would be
far fewer resources had the West not actually brought them. The
rubber trees of Malaysia did not originate anywhere in Asia — as
the trees’ botanical name suggests: Heveu  brasiliensis.  Nor did tea
originate in India (CanziUz  sinensis).  Both were introduced by the
diabolical British. 136

“Before colonial rule in Ghana there were no cocoa trees.
When Dr. Nkrumah sent the imperialists packing, cocoa exports
amounted to hundeds of thousands of tons, all produced from
African-owned-and-operated fins. Soon these f-s were nation-
alized by Dr. Nkrumah’s socialist wand, and now they are ruins.
One hundred years ago there was no cocoa production in what is
now Nigeria. There was no export of peanuts or cotton. Only small
amounts of palm oil and palm kernels were produced. At the time
of independence Nigeria exported all this to a world market. Two
decades later Nigeria is a net importer of all these products save
cocoa. 1ST Other post-colonial countries have fared as badly.”13s

136. It is noteworthy that most of the lovely plants of the beautiful Hawaiian
Islands were introduced by the white visitors! See Ren4 Dubos, Z7ie  Wooing of
E&&h  (New York: Charles Scribne#s Sons, 1980), p. 86.

137. I? T. Eiauer,  Equality, the Third Worki, and Economic Delusim  pp. 67,72. See
also Bauefls landmark volume, W~t Afian  T&: A Stugy  of Com@tion,  Oligopoly
and  Monopo~  in a Changing Economy (New York: Augustus M. Kelley,  Publishers,
[1954] 1963).

138. R. Emmett Tyrrell Jr., 7% Liberal Cruk-Up  (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1984), pp. 164f. For an excellent study of the demise of colonkdkm and
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Western Exploitation!
How did liberation theology arise in Latin America? It is often

represented by its spokesmen as a home-grown movement, born
out of the suffering, the struggles, and the innovative reflection
and deliberation of the liberation theologians. In actual fact, libera-
tion theology was a foreign import. Edward Norman writes that “it
is the foreign clergy who are everywhere noted for their radical pol-
itics and who are mostiortbright  in expressing them. Indeed, much
of what is taken by Western Christians as characteristically ‘Latin
American’ Catholic thought turns out to be the influence of Euro-
pean and North American mission and staff priests. . . . Apart
from the foreign clergy themselves, the others most noticeable for
their political radicalism are Latin Americans who have trained
for the priesthood, or studied abroad–especially at the European
universities, and particularly at Louvain, in Belgium. There they
picked up versions of Marxism from the bourgeois radical circles
in which they mixed.’’lsg

This is an old, old story: the Missions Department of the sem-
inary exporting revolution to the mission field. 140 The anti-West-
ern ideology is itself a product of the West! As Martin Bemal’s
Chinese Socialism documents, socialist ideas were introduced to
Chinese intellectuals by British and American missionaries dur-
ing the 1890s.  Ibl Christtizn  misswnaries  are ultimatdy  responsible for the
tens of millions of Chime  massacred under Communht  domination. Simi-

its afiermath,  see Paul Johnson, Moa%n  Time-s,  pp. 138-75, 506-43; cf. Bauer,  Dis-
sent on Development (Cambridge, MA Harvard, revised cd., 1976), pp. 147-63;
Equali&  the Third Worki,  and Economic Deluszb-n, pp. 163-90; and Reulity and Rhekm2,
pp. 90-127.

139. Edward Norman, “The Imperiahsm  of Political Religion: in Ronald H.
Nash, cd., Liberation Ziieology  (Milford,  Ml: Mott Medn,  1984), pp. 127f.

140. This is a recurring theme in two of the very best books on the history and
theory of revolutions: James H. Bill@ton,  Fire in h Minds of Men: Origins ~ths
Revolutionary l?u-th  (New York: Basic Books, 1980); and Erik von Kuehnelt-
Leddihn, Leftism: Fnnn & Sade  and  Marx to Hitkr and Mamuse  (New Rochelle,  W.
Arlington House, 1974).

141. Martin Bernal, Chinese Sociakm  to 1907 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
press, 1976).
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larly, as we have seen, the Sandinista Revolution in Nicaragua
was often hailed and promoted by Christian organizations as a
model of what liberation theology could produce at its best. With
its terrorists supported by tithes and offerings from American
Christians concerned for the poor, the Sandinista regime set about
to control the Church and direct its policies. The result has been
the confiscation of churches and the vicious persecution, torture,
and murder of faithfhl Christians who will not worship Caesar. 1*Z

Liberation theology is a Western, white, bourgeois ideology
which certain Latin American demagogues have found useful for
their envy-manipulating purposes. As Norman concludes:
“Western Christians who listen into the Latin American church,
in the belief that this is the authentic voice of the Third World,
hear only the echoes of their own voice.’’lqs

A central error of the liberationist ideologues is their cavalier
disregard of the very real dfierences  in economic, performance
among various ethnic and cultural groups in the Third World.
According to them, the only dfierences  that exist are differences
of result,  stemming from the “fact”  that the wealthy have gotten
weir “unearned” riches at the expense of the poor. Of course,
there are indeed some outstanding instances of unearned income,
but the socialists don’t usually talk about them: the “incomes
derived predominantly from government-conferred privileges.
Such privileges are especially significant and widespread h the
extremely politicized societies of the Third World. Their many
forms include state subsidies, restrictions on competition, alloca-
tions of licences  and privileged forms of employment.’’lq*  It is
doubtfid  that these forms of privileged income are what Sider has
in mind.

Why do the socialists place so much emphasis on income dif-
ferences? It is because their purpose is to arouse envy and resent-
ment —“soul-destroying sentiments liable to corrode people alllicted

142. See Humberto  Belli,  Niamzgua:  Chktians  Unakr  Fire (Garden City, MI:
The Puebla  Institute, 1984).

143. Norman, p. 135.
144. Bauer,  Rsality  and Rheton2,  p.81.
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by them~lqs  Bauer says, echoing Solomon’s warning that envy is
“the rottenness of the bones” (Prov. 14:30). Bauer has also noted
the guilt-manipulation which pervades the literature of liberation
theology: “Exponents of collective guilt rarely examine either the
ground for their allegations or the results of the policies they pro-
pose. In the context of foreign aid, such allegations are most likely
to lead to indiscriminate wealth transfers to Third World govern-
ments and to various international organizations. The emphasis
on guilt precludes close examination either of conditions in the
recipient countries or of the conduct of the recipient governments.
These considerations are pertinent, especially because guilt so
often parades as compassion and is so readily confused with it.
The exponents of guilt routinely exempt themselves from their ac-
cusations; they do not speak of mea  culpa but of rzostra  culpa,  or
rather uestra  cw”a.  This is not accidental; allegations of collective
guilt go hand in hand with a decline in personal responsibility and
a sense of personal sin.” 146

One of the most informed and sensitive Roman Catholic wri-
ters on liberation theology is James Schall,  the author of an im-
pressive volume on the subject.lqT  Anyone wishing to pursue the
subject in depth should definitely make use of Schall’s work,
which contains several perceptive essays by other scholars as well.
His basic thesis, cogently argued, is that “liberation theology is, in
its essential outlines, itself a cause of continued underdevelop-
ment ,“ and he warns that “its eventual growth and success would
institutionalize in Latin America a life of low-level socialist pov-
erty enforced by a rigid party-military discipline in control of eco-
nomic enterprise and the movement of Peoples.”lqs  Characterized
by inflammatory, envy-ridden rhetoric and wide-ranging ignor-
ance about basic economic principles, he says, it bears a much
closer resemblance to the excesses of the French Revolution than
to anything in Scripture or Christian tradition.lw

145. Ibid., P. 84.
146. Ibid.: p. 85.
147. James V. Schall,  S.J., Liberation X4eobgy in Latin Ati (San Francisco:

Ignatius  Press, 1982).
148. Ibid., p. 67.
149. Ibid., p. 81.
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Cleric-watching is usually a depressing pastime. Increasingly,
however, there are heartening and refreshing exceptions to the lib-
erationist mania. One of these is an African Bishop, Monseigneur
Bernard Bududira  of Burundi in CentraJ  Africa, whose excellent
remarks in a recent essay are summed up by P. T. Bauer: “Bishop
Bududira’s  principal theme is that the local cultures in Africa and
elsewhere in the Third World obstruct material progress. The
Bishop insists that economic improvement of a person depends on
the person himself, notably on his mental attitudes and especially
on his attitude to work. Unquestioning acceptance of nature and
its vagaries is widespread in Africa and elsewhere in the Third
World. Man sees himself not as making history but as suffering it.
The Bishop concludes that the message of Christ frees people
from the shackles of tribal thinking, and leads to a greater sense of
personal responsibility. The required changes carI best be achieved
by Cbrktian  groups working with local communities.”lso

Comparing Bishop Bududira’s  biblical perspective with the es-
sentially heretical views published in recent papal documents on
“social justice,” Lord Bauer forthrightly states: “The responsibility
of a person for the consequences of his actions and the fundamen-
tal distinction between mankind and the rest of creation are basic
Chrktian tenets. They are pertinent to the issues raised by the
Pope; but they are ignored throughout these documents. . . .
Their Utopian, Chiliastic ideology, combined with an overriding
preoccupation with income differences, is an amalgam of the
ideas of millenarian sects, of the extravagant claims of the early
American advocates of foreign aid, and of the Messianic compon-
ent of Marxism-Leninism.’’lsl

The End of Heresy
The primary, immediate theological source for liberation

theology is to be found in the writings of the German Marxist
theologian Jurgen Moltmann,  creator of the so-called “theology of

150. Bauer,  Reality and Rhet.on2,  pp. 86f.
151. Ibti., p. 88.
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hope.”lsz Robert Walton’s penetrating analysis of Moltmann’s  in-
fluence on the liberationist movement reveals a deeper source,
however, in an occult theosophical  tradition which goes back for
centuries: he shows the numerous parallels between Moltmann’s
thought and that of the medieval hereticslss  (for background on
these movements – including the relationship of pacifistic social-
ism and mass murder— see Append~ 2, below). This should not
come as a complete surprise; Friedrich Engels wrote a book about
the bloodthirsty Thomas Miintzer  and his revolution, pointing to
the anabaptist radicals and mass murderers as forerunners of
Marxism.lsq  As Martin Luther observed with regard to Miintzer,
the tendency of all heretical movements is toward murder:

If Cain had not resorted to bloodshed . . . he might have seduced
the whole world and started a silly heresy, but God permitted him to fall
into sin.

The end of all heresy is the sword. . . . Satan, as Paul said, can’t
deny himself. He must show himself to be a liar and a murderer. 155

Mohmann’s theology and ecclesiology  are squarely in the
heretical tradition, and are “essentially totalitarian and murder-
Ouso”l 56 There is a direct line from Miintzer to Moltmann  to
Miranda– and to the rotting bodies of Miskko  Indians in the jun-
gles of Nicaragua. The call for mass murder is not an aberration
of certain extremists; it is central to the “Christian socialist” heri-
tage. Th end of ail  heresy is h sword.

This is why the time for politeness is over. If this whole debate
were merely an academic disputation over, say, certain details re-
garding the Christian use of wealth, we could approach it in the

152. See Jiirgen  Mol@nann,  Theology of Hope:  On the G%wnd  and Im@ations  of a
Chistian  Eschatofogy  (New York: Harper and Row, 1975).

153. Robert C. Walton, “Jiirgen Moltmann’s  Theology of Hope? in Ronald
Nash, cd., Liberatwn  Thtvlogy  (Milford, MI: Mott Medm,  1984), pp. 139-86.

154. Friedrich  Engels, The Peasant Wm in Gmnany  (Moscow: Progress Publish-
ers, 1965). See below, pp. 329f.

155. Luthsr’s  Works, vol. 54: Ttile Talk, edited and translated by Theodore G.
Tappert (Philadelphm:  Fortress Press, 1967), p. 41.

156. Walton, p. 177.
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spirit of those benumbing articles which so delight subscribers to
theological journals. But we are talking to murderers. Liberation theo-
logians may look cute and harmless, with their preoccupied looks
and professorial elbow patches, their footnotes and qualifications;
but they are advocating a rei~  of terror. It is not as if we are not
sure of their meaning and intentions. The problem is not knowl-
edge. The problem is the common unwillingness to perceive, to
discern, to judge righteous judgment.

The Bottom Line: Whose Blueprints?
I began the first chapter of this book with a brief consideration

of SideFs  statements on the Bible’s authority. That issue, ulti-
mately, is the point of contention between us. Let us note again
Sider% commendable remarks on this question:

According to biblical faith, Yahweh is Lord of all things. He is the sover-
eign Lord of history. Economics is not a neutral, secular sphere inde-
pendent of his lordship. Economic activity, like every other area of life,
should be subject to his will and revelation.lsT

Following biblical principles on justice in society is the only way to
lasting peace and social harmony for all societies. 15s

Notice what the essence of theological liberalism is– it is allowing our
thinking and living to be shaped by the surrounding society’s views and
values rather than by biblical revelation. Isg

Scripture, as always, is the norm. 160

Unfortunately, these excellent remarks are accompanied by
the assertion that, when we ask specific questions about God’s will
for the economic sphere, “the Bible does not directly answer these
questions. We do notjnd a comprehensive blueprint for a new economie
order in Scrtj?ture.”~G~

157. Sider, Rtih Chrirtiuns,  p. 115 [pp. 102fl.
158. Ibid,  p. 206 [p. 193].
159. Ibid.,  [P. 77].
160. Ibid., p. 210 [p. 194].
161. Ibid., p. 205 [p. 193]. Itahcs added.
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Thus – even though God is the sovereign Lord of economics;
even though economics should be subject to His revelation; even
though biblical economic principles will provide lasting peace and
social harmony; even though Scripture is the norm — thwe  me no
norms! God, who has promised all these wonderful blessings to
those who obey Him, has abandoned us without leaving so much
as a blueprint! Where shall we turn?

Indeed, that is precisely the question. As Eve discovered, if we
declare that God’s blueprints are insufficient, or unavailable, or
just “missing:  we will find others who will be happy to accomm-
odate  us with forged blueprints of their own. Denying that any divine
blueprints exist, Sider has allowed his own “thinking and living to
be shaped by the surrounding culture’s views and values:  as he
himself phrases it so well.

The professor is not alone. In 1984, InterVarsity Press pub-
lished Wmlth  and Poverty: Four C’hrMan  Viezus  of Economus,  edited
by Robert Clouse. The four views are: free-market capzi%ksrn”  (in
terms of biblical law), defended by Gary North; We  gu&d-market
system” (a somewhat fascistic capitalism in which the government
controls the “freen market), defended by William E. Diehl;  aa2wn-
tralist econonzics”(a  retreatist, communalism socialism), defended by
Art Gish; a.ild  “centralist economtis”  (full-throttle statism), defended
by John Gladwin. What is most noteworthy about this collection
— which could have have been subtitled ?7wee  Commti  Wimps Meet
GodziUa  – is that Gary North’s opponents, while disagreeing
among themselves about which brand of sociahsm should be in-
stalled, are in complete agreement on one central issue: The Bib&
has no blueprints! Let them speak for themselves:

Diehl: The fact that our Scriptures can be used to support or condemn
any economic philosophy suggests that the Bible is not intended to lay
out an economic plan which will apply for all times and places. (p. 87)

There is no system which is inherently Christian in nature. (pp. 10lf.)

Gish:  The Bible does not advocate one particular economic system for
the world. (p. 118)
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The Bible does not advocate any particular shape our economic life must
take. (p. 140)

Gkzdwin:  Scripture offers no blueprint for the form of modern govern-
ment. (p. 181)

There is in Scripture no blueprint of the ideal state or the ideal economy.
We cannot turn to chapters of the Bible and find in them a model to copy
or a plan for building the ideal biblical state and national economy. (p.
183)

No blueprints! This is quickly becoming the major refrain in the
litany of the emerging Socialist Church. Recently it has been
chanted, in monotone, by a committee of the National Confer-
ence of Roman Catholic bishops in their “Pastoral Letter on Cath-
olic Social Teaching and the U.S. Economy.”lG2  While the bishops
state that the Bible should “shape our vision” in some vague, un-
deiined way, they hasten to assure us that “the Bible does not and
cannot give us simple and direct answers to today’s complex eco-
nomic questions .“ 163 Are they sure? Have they looked? There is
no evidence that they have. Where, then, do the bishops get their
“blueprints”– their standards for social policy? Too often, unfor-
tunately, the bishops turn out to be leaning on the broken reed of
“pop” socialism, of the caliber chirped out by our current crop of
intellectual magpies — a fact which gives them the appearance of
being little more than “the letl wing of the Democratic Party gath-
ered for prayer,” as Peter Berger  has aptly put it. 164 The general
approach of the socialist bishops is strikingly similar to that of
their Protestant and Anabaptist  colleagues: “The bishops repeat-
edly disclaim a statist approach to economic life, yet when they

162. The first draft was made public on November 11, 1984, and published in
its entirety in (%igim, November 15, 1984 (National Catholic News Service, 1312
Mass. Ave. N. W., Washington, D.C. 20005). The final version of the document
wiIl be voted on by all the bishops in November 1985, at which time it will be-
come official Roman Catholic teaching.

163. Ibtii.,  p. 343.
164. Peter L. Berger, “Can the Bishops Help the Poor?” (ConunmtQV,  February

1985, p. 35).
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come to specifics it is mainly state action that they recommend”; 165
moreover, ‘they never ask the most important question: just how
does a society move from poverty to affluence?’’lGG

Berger asks a pointed question of his own: “There is good rea-
son to believe that the strategy to which the bishops are commit-
ting the prestige of the Church may end by harming rather than
helping the poor. Human lives are at stake: by what right, then,
do these men appear before us, wrapped in the mantle of author-
ity of prophets and popes stretching back to ancient Israel, and
dare to tell us that one set of highly precarious policy choices rep-
resents the will of God for our time?’’lG7

Exactly. By what right? More fimdamentally,  By what stand-
ard? 168  Gary North writes: “Always be suspicious of someone
coming in the name of Chriit who tells you that the Bible does not
provide blueprints. You can be reasonably certain that you are
about to be told that he has a ‘new, improved interpretation’ of the
topic under discussion which is in accord with the ‘ultimate con-
cern’ of the Bible, or the ‘overall sentiment’ of the Bible, or what-
ever the latest buzz-words are that people prefer to use when they
are t~ing  to avoid a discwsshm  of the explicit tihing  of the Bibk.”~Gg

It should be noted, of course, that the members of the self-
appointed “Lay Commission on Catholic Social Teaching and the
U.S. Economy” (which produced a pro-capitalist response to the
bishops) are no more interested in biblical blueprints than are
their fathers in the faith. Right at the beginning of their docu-
ment, they tell us that “Ghristian  Scripture does not offer pro-
grammatic guidance for the concrete institutions of political econ-
omy,” and they goon approvingly to quote a scholar who declared
that the economist should not “theologize or moralize in his treat-
ment of his subject matter or, what is worse, try to derive an eco-

165. Ibid,  p. 32.
166. I&i.,  p. 34.
167. Ibid., p. 35.
168.  See Rousas John  Rushdoony, By What. Stwu4zrd?An  Analysis of the Phihwo-

fihy of Cornelius Vhn 231  (Tyler, TX: Thobum  Press, [1958] 1983).
169. Gary North, in Clouse, cd., Wdth  and pov~  p. 200.
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nomic  system from Holy Scripture  .”lTO  Nobody seems willing to
say exactly what is so terrible about deriving an economic system
from Scripture, but all are agreed: It’s dangerous.

The Vice-Chairman of the Lay Commission, Michael Novak,
is an influential scholar whose writings (especially his more recent
ones) have done much to educate Roman Catholics and Protes-
tants alike about the workings of the market economy and the fail-
ures of socialism. Yet he, too, seems anxious to free himself from
the Bible’s oppressive authority. In his most well-known work on
economics Novak discusses, with marked disapproval, what he
calls “the attempt to Christianize the system  .”171 Ours is a “plural-
istic” society, Novak reminds us; thus any Bible-based “unity of
moral vision,” any attempt to deal with social issues in terms of
Christian values, is %appropriate.”lTz  What he says next is noth-
ing less than amazing: “Daily life is (as Christians believe) a con-
test with the world, the flesh, and the devil. An attempt to impose
the Khgdom of God upon this contest is dangerous not only to
human liberty but to Christianity itself (and to any other religion
similarly tempted)  .”lTs  I would think that the Kingdom of God
could be “dangerous” only to the world, the flesh, and the devil.
What concept of “human liberty” is it that demands freedom from
the rule of God? What shun we impose upon this contest, if not the
Kingdom of God? Is there a more “appropriate” kingdom?

Novak goes on to tell us that “Christian symbols [i.e.,
stazdds] ought not to be placed in the center of a pluralist society.
They must not be, out of reverence for the transcendent which
others approach in other ways.’’lT4 Yes, but what about the fact
that Christianity happens to be true? Where did Novak’s “ought
not” and bust not? come from? Says who?  How can any Christian

170. Toward the Future: Catholt2  Social Z%ought  and  the U.S. Eccnomy (New York:
Lay Commission on Catholic Social Teaching and the U. S. Economy, 1984), pp.
ixf.

171. Michael Novak, The Sflird of Democratk  C@itali.wn  (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1982), pp. 67ff.

172. Ibti.,  p. 67.
173. ~d., p. 68.
174. Ibtii,  p. 70.
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have reoewnce  for some ~anscendent” something-or-other (i.e., a
false god) which others approach in other ways”? “Thou shalt
have no other gods before Me: the Lord thundered from Sinai
(Exodus 20:2). Let% face facts, comrades: God just doesn’t like
pluralism. He certainly did not encourage reverence for the
“transcendent” golden calf (Exodus 32), or the “transcendent” gods
of the Canaanites (Deuteronomy 7:1-5; 12:1-3; 13:1-18; 17:2-7); in
fact, what the Canaanites called transcendent, God called abomin-
ation  (Deuteronomy 18:9-13).

What Novak would rather not admit is that the moment he
abandoned the Bible as the ultimate standard of truth, of right
and wrong, of “appropriateness,” of “human liberty,~ of ‘transcen-
dence: he chose something else as the standard. It is impossible to
make any kmd of moral judgments except in terms of a moral
standard. Now, why is it that men who call themselves Chrktians,
who were baptized under oath into the holy Name of the Trinity,
are so fearkl of following God’s Word in God’s world? The Bible
is clear: If we love God, we must love His law, we must obey His
commandments (Deuteronomy 6:4-6;  John 14:15,  21; 1 John 5:3).
‘It is a question of eth&s,  not net financial worth, which is the over-
riding social and economic concern of the Bible. This is why we
are inevitably drhen back to consider specifics of biblical law.
This is why we must raise the question of ldueprints.’  “175

Get this down: The question is not, and never has been, one
of %Iueprint  or no blueprint .“ The question is always: “Whose
blueprint?” As the ‘parable” in Appendix 3 points out, there is
always an Archhect; and He (or he) always has a blueprint. Pro-
fessor Sider and his associates are merely applying for what they
claim is a vacant job.

All law is religious. AU I!UW h re@ous.  Every law-order, every
society, every culture is founded on a “blueprint ,“ on some ulti-
mate standard and set of values. And whatever is the source for
that standard is the god of that system. This is why euny society&a
theocwy.  A theocracy is inescapable. The choice facing man is not,

175. Gary North, in Robert G. Clouse,  ed., Wdth  and Povcr@  p. 164.
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and never has been, whether or not to have a theocracy. The choice
has always been: Which theocracy? Whose theocracy? God’s or
Satan’s? Christ’s or Antichrist’s? If a society is not explicitly Chris-
tian, it is simply a theocracy dedicated to ‘the obedience of a false
god.

When God instructed Israel about going into the land of Ca-
naan, He warned them not to adopt the law-order of the pagans:
“I am the LORD your God. You shall not do what is done in the
land of Egypt where you lived, nor are you to do what is done in
the land of Canaan where I am bringing you; you shall not walk
in their statutes. You are to perform My judgments and keep My
statutes, to live in accord with them; I am the LORD your God. So
you shall keep My statutes and My judgments; by which a man
may live if he does them; I am the LoRD” (Leviticus 18:2-5).

That is the only choice: pagan law or biblical law. God speci-
fically forbids “pluralism.” God does not want to share the world
with the deviI. “The earth is the LORD’S, and all it contains; the
world, and those who dwell in itn (Psalm 24:1). To deny this — to
deny the existence, relevance, and absolute authority of God’s
divine Blueprint –is the essence of secular humanism. It was the
sin in the Garden at the beginning. And the reason why capitalists
and socialists alike reject a Christian law-order is so that they may
be their own gods, drafting their own blueprints, determining for
themselves what is good and evil. Herbert Schlossberg makes this
acute observation: “Western society, in turning away from the
Christian faith, has turned to other things. This process is com-
monly called secukwization,  but that conveys only the negative
aspect. The word connotes the turning away from the worship of
God while ignoring the fact that something is being turned to in its
place.”lTG This is why the Humanist A4an@to.s  of 1933 and 1973
begin by rejecting the concept of divine blueprints for society. The
authors are then free to draw up their idolatrous plans for the re-
creation of the world in their image. 1T7 A glance at the practical

176. Herbert !khlossberg,  Iabk For Destruction, p. 6.
177. Paul Kurtz,  ed., Humanist Man  festos  I and 11 (Bufblo, NY: Prometheus

Books, 1973).
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recommendations of Humanist Man&o  H will reveal an amazing
similarity to the socioeconomic principles advocated by Ronald
Sider and the evangelical socialists-the demands for government
control of economics, for a guaranteed income, for statist welfare
of all kinds, for a “world cornrnuni~ which “transcends the limits
of national sovereignty,” for population control, for redistribution
of wealth, and so on, are all the same. From a diabolical point of
view, of course, the strategy couldn’t be better: a Chriitian
theology professor working in the evangelical community to im-
plement the official program of the Hunuznzkt  Manifato!  As Ernst
Jiinger  said: “Deserted altars are inhabited by demons.””a

The purpose of denying the sovereignty of God is always in
order to firm the sovereignty of man. here is always  an agendiz.
Rushdoony has rightly pointed out that pwohtination & inevitibk:
“The doctrine of predestination is, of course, the doctrine of total
planning and control. To hold to the eternal decree of God is to
say simply that God from the beginning planned, predicted, and
totally controls everything that comes to pass. The modern state,
as the new god, seeks total control over man in order to speak an
infdible word, in order to experiment with man and control him
from cradle to grave. Planning is thus increasingly a necessary
aspect of the modern state, because the modern state wants to
predict, to prophesy, to control. The goal is total planning in
order to prophesy, total control for total power.

“Infallibility is thus an inescapable concept. What we face to-
day is not an abandonment of the doctrine of infallibility, but its
transfer from God to man, from God’s word to man’s word.’’lTg

Lord Keynes, the atheist whose destructive statist policies are
the bare miniium demanded by the Christian socialists, described
in an autobiographical essay how he and his friends rejected the
blueprint of God’s law, and of all moral values which derive from
it: “We entirely repudiated a personal liability on us to obey
general rules. We claimed the right to judge every individual case

178. Quoted in Erik von Kuehnelt-Leddihn, L#t~ p. 313.
179. Rousas John Rushdoony, Zn@libiii@:  An Iwwa@bk Conc#t  (Wllecito,

CA: ROSS House  Books,  1978), p. 7.
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on its merits, and the wisdom, experience and self-control to do so
successfidly.  This was a very important part of our faith, violently
and aggressively held, and for the outer world it was our most ob-
vious and dangerous characteristic. We repudiated entirely cus-
tomary morals, conventions and traditional wisdom. We were,
that is to say, in the strict sense of the term, irnmoralists.  The con-
sequences of being found out had, of course, to be considered for
what they were worth. But we recognized no moral obligation on
us, no inner sanction, to codorm or to obey. Before heaven we
claimed to be our own judge in our own case.”ls’J

Lord Keynes’s rejection of biblical law spilled out of his sordid,
sleazy personal life and created the modem world of sordid, sleazy
economics. The rejection of God’s absolutes does not mean the re-
jection of absolutes as swh, but rather the substitution of rebellious
man’s immoral absolutes. It means that men will play god; it
means that men will inevitably attempt to grasp for illegitimate
power over others. As Paul Johnson has written: “All forms of
moral relativism have an innate tendency to generate moral col-
lapse since they eliiinate any ilxed anchorage and launch the ship
of state on an ocean where there are no bearings at all.”lal The de-
nial of biblical absolutes means a bkmk  chakfir  tb sta~,  and must in-
euitub~  result in statism. Lord Feverstone, one of the evil characters
in C. S. Lewis’s marvelously prophetic novel l%at  Hz&us Stwngth,
accurately summed up the basic alternatives fhcing the humanist:

Man has got to take charge of Man. That means, remember, that some
men have got to take charge of the rest-which is another reason for
cashing in on it as soon as one can. You and I want to be the people who
do the taking charge, not the ones who are taken charge of. @ite.  182

Conclusion
Where Ronald Sider’s second edition isn’t watered down, it

sings the same old song: “Man has got to take charge of Man.”

180. Quoted in Friedrieh  A. Hayek, Studies in Phitbsophy,  Politiss, andEconomus,
pp. 89f.

181. Paul Johnson, Moabm Times, p. 403.
182. C. S. L#WiS,  That Hideous Strength, p. 42.
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While he has spruced up his terminology to some slight extent,
trying not to sound frightening, he has made no fimdamental
changes in his basic message of guilt-manipulation and the ad-
vocacy of totalitarian state controls. He has presented no evidence
that his policies will work to alleviate poverty, or even that they
will not actually create more poverty and misery themselves. And
he has not abandoned hk commitment to confiscation and de-
struction; nor has he said a single word about productivity and the
development of resources. Most basic of all, he has not changed his
position on the “blueprints” issue: God’s holy Word, according to
Sider, still has no answers, no concrete ethical guidance for social
policy. The anarchist/socialist Pierre-Joseph Proudhon was right:
At the bottom of politics one always finds theology.ls~

We can dispose of Ronald Sider at this point; by this time I
have refhted him several times over. Let me spend these last few
lines concentrating on you, the reader. If you are concerned about
the plight of the poor, what shouldyou  do about it? I am more con-
vinced than ever before that mere poverty programs, no matter
how well funded and organized, will never solve the problem.
What is needed is productivity. We are to be, as my title states, Pro-
ductive  Christians. This means faithfulness and diligence in our call-
ings. It means training up our children to be responsible, honest,
and hardworking. It means placing a high value on the spirit of
enterprise, on the ability to imagine and bring about new oppor-
tunities, to create increasing wealth. And, above all, it means
godliness – following the Blueprints. Wealth and productivity for
all of society will come through God’s blessing alone. He has
promised an overwhelming abundance of blessings in every area
of life for His obedient people, and we must seek His face-the
“lifting up of His countenance,n as the biblical liturgy reminds us
(Numbers 6:24-26)–for the satisfaction of our needs.

What about charity programs? These are certainly valid and
necessary, assuming they are truly charitable, and not coercive
(e.g., statist) in nature. But, again, we must be careful to follow

183. Cited in Erik von Kuehnelt-bddti,  Lg%n,  p. 54.
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the biblical standards for welfare: Many of Charles Murra~s
warnings about the damaging eff6cts of undisciplined welfiirism
can apply to private programs as well as to governmental hand-
outs. Those who wish to implement a biblically based program of
charity in a church, private association, or family should make
use of the single most helpiid work on the subject: George Grant’s
Bringing in the Shaves:  Transforming Pov&y into Productivi~  (Atlanta:
American Vision Press, 1985). This is a practical guide which can
be used by any church or group, no matter how limited its
resources, It shows how to give truly compassionate help to those
in need, without creating a culture of dependence. The Rev.
Grant has also provided supplementary materials for special proj-
ects and for youth groups. At the very least, Briqging  in the Sheaves
is “required reading” for action-oriented pastors and deacons. If
you’re tired of empty, socialistic, guilt-and-pity rhetoric about
poverty, if you want to implement workable programs in your
community, this is the book for you, Write:

American Vision
P.O.  Box 720515

Atlanta, GA 30328

On the other hand, if you do want more empty, socialistic, guilt-
and-pity rhetoric, check the latest catalogue from InterVarsity
Press. Dr. Ronald J. Sider has probably just published another
book.



Appendix 2

SOCIALISM, THE ANABAPTIST  HERESY

What terrifies you most in purity?” I asked.
“Haste! William answered.

Umberto Eco, l%e Name of the Rose

In 1975, a blockbuster of a book was published in Paris entitled
From Under  the Rubble. 1 Edited by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, it was a
collection of essays by Solzhenitsyn and six of his dissident Rus-
sian colleagues — men who were, at the time of publication, still
residing in the USSR, exposed to punishment by the Soviet state.
Solzhenitsyn’s co-editor, and the author of three of the essays, was
the distinguished, world-renowned mathematician Igor Shafare-
vich. As a Moscow university professor, Shafarevich was risking
- at the very least –his academic career by going into print with a
Christian attack on Soviet civilization. And Shafarevich lost. As a
result of the publication of those essays, this brilliant scientist was
fired from his post; yet he immediately published 27u Soczidist  Phe-
nomnon,  z an expansion and continuation of his From Un& the
Rubbk  essays.

The Socialist Phenomenon is, unquestionably, the most percep-
tive and significant work on the personal and cultural meaning of
socialism ever written. Shafarevich has accomplished the awe-
some task of bringing together the diverse strands of numerous so-
cialist movements and societies and weaving them into a recog-

1. Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1975.
2. Igor Shafarevich, The Socialist Phenonwwn,  William Tjalsma,  trans. (New

York: Harper & Row, 1975, 1980).
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nizable,  coherent definition-a definition that is able to include
ancient Egyptians and medieval Anabaptists, the Incas of Peru
and the Soviets of modern, enslaved Russia,

Shafhrevich  begins with a question: How can we explain the
remarkable fact that socialism, which criticizes society for its in-
justice and inequality, results in even greater inequality? How is it
that a system which agitates for freedom has so consistently pro-
duced slavery on a massive scale? Is this simply stupidity-or is
there an underlying logic within socialism which, when uncov-
ered, can provide us with a definition of socialism that is free of
contradictions? Shafarevich argues that there is a cohesive and
consistent worldview on which socialism is based — one which ex-
plains the seeming contradictions.s

We should remember that for Shafarevich himself, his wife,
and his two children — all still living in Moscow — the issue is far
from being merely academic; and thus the book, though scholarly,
is anything but detached in tone. It is at once both sober and
urgent. And the book carries an unexpected urgency for us as
well, for Shafarevich spends a large portion of his treatise dealing
with the apalling, horrifying history of a movement that is much
closer to American Christians than to Russians: “Chrktian” So-
cialism. Russian Christians, it is to be hoped, have learned their
lesson. (And that, indeed, is the question with which the book
closes: Has the Russian experience been sufficient?)

Christian Socialism: The Early Years
No, it didn’t begin with Ronald Sider. The attempt to justi~

socizdist  ideals and practices on the basis of Christian terminology
has a long history, with origins in the antinomian, gnostic, com-
munistic heresies which flourished during the early church period.
But socialism as a broad-based, popular movement began during
the Middle Ages with the complex of millenarian  heresies which,
eventually, came to be known collectively as Anabaphnz,  to which
Shafarevich devotes a chapter of over 50 pages entitled The

3. Ibzil.,  pp. xiii-xv.
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Socialism of the Heresies.” Despite the differences among the
various sects, he says, h Anubaptisti  had w trait in comnwn:  the rg”ec-
ttim of orthoabx  theology accompanied by “izjkrce  hu.tredfw  the Church it.se&h

Implied in this, of course, is the issue of ‘Mueprints.” As Nor-
man Cohn wrote of the Anabaptists: “It is characteristic of this
kind of movement that its aims and premises are boundless. A
social struggle is seen not as a struggle for specific, limited objec-
tives, but as an event of unique importance, different in kind from
all other struggles known to history, a cataclysm from which the
world is to emerge totally transformed and redeemed.”s  This
‘%oundless~ %lueprintless”  character, in fact, insures that the
movement will not be successful (although, as we shall see, it may
well cause a great deal of social chaos). Harold Berman, in his
outstanding book k and Reuolutwn,  has argued that the suc-
cessful revolutionary movements – the real revolutions of Western
history-always have a set of blueprints. The true revolution
always seeks legitimacy in a fimdarnental  law-order and, over
generations of application, always produces a new system of law,
altering the Western legal tradition.G  Those groups which claimed
to follow no blueprints were, thus, unable to create a new society;
but thg appeared on thejiinges  of the real revoiutionury  movements– the
groups that did have a specific agenda, along with the organiza-
tion and political sophistication to pull it off.7

Thus, when we see a millenarian,  socialist, “revolutionary”
movement which denies blueprints, we can safely assume two
things: First, like similar movements in history, this one may (in
the short run) have an explosive, destructive, murderous effect on

4. Ibid,  p. 18. An important work devoted to the heretical socialist move-
ments of medieval Europe is Norman Cohn’s 2% Pursuit of th Millennium: ReLIolu-
tionuv  Miiknm%.s  and  Mystical Anarchists of the MMiic Ages (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1957; revised, 1970).

5. Cohn,  p. 281.
6. Harold J. Berman, Law and Resolution: 2% Forn@ion  of the Watcm Legal

T%zzltim  (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1983), p. 19. Berman’s
masterful 45-page introduction to his work is crucially important for an under-
standing of the nature of revolutions in the West.

7. Ibid., p. 26.
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society; second, it may well be on the Yiinge” of another, organized,
long-term revolution – one which is biding its time and benefiting
from the chaos brought about by the millenarians.  Someone has the
blueprints.

One of the first of these millenarian  movements of the Middle
Ages was that of the Cathars  (“the pure”), a loosely united group of
Manichean sects. All these sects possessed a dualistic worldview,
holdlng that there was an ‘irreconcilable contradiction between
the physical world, seen as the source of evil, and the spiritual
world.”a  This resulted, logically enough, in the denial of the In-
carnation and the Resurrection of Chrkt,  and in the rejection of
the Old Testament. The power of the civil government was held
to be a creation of an evil god; having children was demonic; and
the ultimate goal of the the human race was uniuersal  suicide. g The
Church was hated and regarded as the Great Whore of Babylon:
according to Cathar  doctrine, the Church had fallen into irretriev-
able apostasy when it became legitimate in the time of Constan-
tine. 10

Because property was considered an aspect of an inherently
sinful, material world, the Cathar leaders demanded that their
followers forsake private ownership and practice communality of
property. “In their sermons, the Cathars  preached that a true
Christian life was possible only on the condition that property was
held in common.”11  (It was, of course– as always – the benevolent
leaders who watched over the socialized belongings.) And, since
the evil god of the Old Testament had forbidden adultery, promis-
cuity was encouraged, wives were shared, and faithful marriage
was condemned as sinful: “Marital bonds are contrary to the laws
of nature, since these laws demand that everythhg  be held in
common .“ 12

& Shafarevich, The Socialist Phenomenon, p. 19.
9. Ibid., pp. 19f.

10. Zbzii, pp. 21, 27, 29, 34. Cf. the similar teaching of modern anabaptists;
this is the thesis of, for example, Leonard Verduin’s 2% Anahmny  of a Hybrid: A
Stdy h Church-State Re&.ttim.shz@  (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1976).

11. Shafarevich, T7tc Sociuiist  Phenomenon, p. 23.
12. Ibid., p. 24.
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The Cathars were amazingly popular and successful. For two
centuries they spread over Europe, electing numerous bishops
and holding synods and councils. In Milan, the orthodox bishop
reported that there were more heretics than faithful in his diocese.
The Cathar movement, which was opposed by repeated mission-
ary efforts (including the work of St. Bernard of Clairvaux),  was
not finally stamped out until the thirteenth century. But other so-
cialist movements had already arisen to take its place.

The Brethren  of the Free S’irz”t  were charismatic antinomians
whose doctrines were shaped, in part, by a pair of 12th-century
heretics named Joachirn  and Ahnaric-men who have been largely
forgotten, but whose ideas keep cropping up in socialist theory.
They divided history into three ages: the age of the Father
(Slavery to the Law), the age of the Son (Filial Obedience), and
the age of the Spirit (Freedom). In this last age, all property
would be socialized, no one would have to work hard, and God’s
people, fkeed from all moral constraints, would be incapable of
sin. 13

The Free Spirit had an ideological position on sexual promis-
cuity, and was able to participate in an “orgiastic mass”: “What
had been blasphemy for him in the past (and remained so for
‘rude’ folk) now became a sign of the end of one historical epoch

13. Cohn writes: ‘The long-term, indnct influence of Joachii’s speculations
can be traced right down to the present day, and most clearly in certain ‘philoso-
phies of history’ of which the Church emphatically disapproves. HorrMed  though
the unworldly mystic would have been to see it happen, it is unmistakably the
Joachhe  phantasy of the three ages that reappeared in, for instance, the theories
of historical evolution expounded by the German Idealist philosophers Lessing,
SChelling,  Fichte and to some extent Hegel; in August Comte’s idea of h~tory as
an ascent fmm the theological through the metaphysiml  up to the scientific
phase; and again in the Marxian dialectic of the three stages of primitive com-
munism, class society and a linal communism whkh is to be the realm of ftee-
dom and in which the state will have withered away. And it is no less true-if
even more paradoxical- that the phmse  ‘the Third Reich: first coined in 1923 by
the publicist Moeller  van den Bruck and later adopted as a name for that ‘new
orde~ which was supposed to last a thousand years, would have bad but little
emotional significance if the phantasy of a third and more glorious dupensation
had not, over the centuries, entered into the common stock of European social
mythology.” The  Pursuit of the Milknniu~  p. 109.
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and the beginning of another-the new Eon.”lq  And this freedom
from moral restraints meant freedom horn  all restraints: the Free
Spirits launched rebellions in which entire populations of cities,
including women and children, were brutally massacred, and in
which these Brethren, freed from the blueprints of biblical law,
took special pride in raping nuns. 15 Much of the revolutionary,
violent character of the Free Spirits stemmed from a doctrine that
is absolutely central to socialism: an egalitarian hatred for author-
ity. For the socialist, all hierarchy must be destroyed, all implicat-
ions of superiority in any way must be wiped out. And this easily
grades, as we shall see fhrther, into an obsession with erasing all
differences between people, on the grounds that differences are in-
equalities, and inequalities are unjust and sinful. Thus there is a
constant tendency, as socialism becomes more consistent, toward
the socialization of wives and children, and the utter abolition of
the family.

Growing out of the movement of the Free Spirhs was another
cult, the Apostolic Brethren, founded by Gherardo Segarelli,  a pea-
sant preacher whose application to the Franciscan order had been
rejected. Segarelli gradually came to accept the views of the
Brethren of the Free Spirit, and his sect took on the character of
that movement. Executed for heresy in 1300, he was succeeded by
a priest’s bastard named Dolcino.  The new leader brought to frui-
tion the evil growth which had always existed in the movement:
Dolcino announced that the Church was irrevocably apostate and
therefore doomed, commanded the communalizing of property
and wives, issued apocalyptic prophecies of the End, and
gathered thousands of followers into an armed camp. From their
fort they began raiding throughout the region, establishing a pat-
tern of plunder, destruction, and mass murder that would be fol-
lowed by Christian Socialists for years to come (one of the latest
examples being the evangelical Sandinistas in Nicaragua, whose
vicious butcheries were made possible, in part, through the

14. Shafarevich,  21tc Soctizlist Phenonwwn, p. 27.
15. Ibid., p. 28.
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generous tithes and offerings donated by pacifistic Anabaptists in
the United States). Dolcino’s millennium lasted for three terrible
years, until the orthodox Christians finally captured and executed
him in 1307.16

Dolcino’s  heresy has become well-known recently through
Umberto  Eco’s best-selling historical novel of the fourteenth cen-
tury, The Name of the Rose. 17 Toward the end of the book, Brother
Remigio (a former member of the Apostolic Brethren) tells
Brother William what motivated the movement: “And we burned
and looted because we had proclaimed poverty the universal law,
and we had the right to appropriate the illegitimate riches of
others, and we wanted to strike at the heart of the network of
greed that extended from parish to parish, but we never looted in
order to possess, or killed in order to loot; we kdled  to punish, to
purifi the impure through blood. Perhaps we were driven by an
overweening desire for justice: a man can sin also through over-
weening love of God, through superabundance of perfection. We
were the true spiritual congregation sent by the Lord and destined
for the glory of the last days; we sought our reward in paradise,
hastening the time of your destruction. We alone were the apostles
of Christ, all others had betrayed him, and Gherardo Segarelli
had been a divine plant, planta Dei pullulans  in radice fidei; our
Rule came to us directly from God. We had to kill the innocent as
well, in order to kill all of you more quickly. We wanted a better
world, of peace and sweetness and happiness for all, we wanted to
kill the war that you brought on with your greed, because you re-
proached us when, to establish justice and happiness, we had to
shed a little blood. . . . The fact is . . . the fact is that it did not
take much, the hastening, and it was worth turning the waters of
the Carnasco red that day at Stavello,  there was our own blood,
too, we did not spare ourselves, our blood and your blood, much
of it, at once, immediately, the times of Dolcino’s prophecy were
at hand, we had to hasten the course of events. . . . “18

16. Ibid., pp. 29, 46-50.
17. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,  1983. See pp. 221-33, 382-84.
18, Ibtii.,  p. 384.
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A century later, what was essentially the same Christian her-
esy reappeared, earnestly striving for peace and justice through
socialism; this time, it was incarnated in the Taborz”tesj  who were
more self-consciously bloodthirsty than even the Apostolic Breth-
ren. The end of the world was coming in 1420, they decided, so
they had to work fast: “It is necessary for each of the faithful to
wash his hands in the blood of the enemies of Chrkt,” declared
their prophets. “All peasants who refuse to join the Taborites  shall
be destroyed along with their property.”lg  Everything was social-
ized (again, wives included), towns were razed to the ground, and
men, women, and children were indiscriminately and gleefdly
slaughtered. These Christian socialists were regarded as almost
completely inhuman in their taste for cruelty and torture (specizd
atrocities were reserved for pregnant women). 20 As with the pre-
vious experiments in socialistic Christianity, the Taborites  were
remarkably successful: they shook central Europe to its founda-
tions, and their impact was felt as faraway as England and Spain.
While the earth has endured long after 1420 (in stubborn defiance
of the inspired prophecies), the Taborites’ world ended in a bloody
battle in 1434. For almost a century thereafter, Christian Social-
ism left the Church in relative peace; then, in a Satanic, frantic
attempt to destroy Christian civilization and the Protestant Refor-
mation, it raised its head again, in even more murderous and de-
vastating forms.

Christian Socialism During the Reformation
The term for revolutionary socialism during the Reformation

was Anaba@sm.  The Anabaptists, while they claimed to be “true”
Christians, denied virtually all the content of the faith.zl  They re-
jected biblical law, rebelled against the Church’s government,

19. Shafarevich, The Socialist Piummwwn, p. 30.
20. Erik von Kuehnelt-Leddihn, L@km: From & &a% aad Mum to Hitler aad

Marmse  (New Rochelle, NY: Arlington House, 1974), pp. 154f.
21. See Ray Sutton, “The Baptist Failure: in James B. Jordan, cd., The  Fail-

we oj the Ammican  ~a$tist Cube (Tyler, TX: Geneva Ministries, 1982), pp.
152-84, for a Reformed analysis of Anabaptist  theology.
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ministry, worship, and sacraments, and turned from orthodoxy to
a multitide  of heretical doctrines. And they were forthrightly-so-
cialist, using the old techniques of envy- and guilt-manipulation:
“It is impossible to be Christian and wealthy at the same time,”
they proclaimed.zz  Thus they formed Christian communes, in
which all possessions — yes, wives too —-were shared among the
Brethren, and from which they published their radical, eg~kr-
ian dogmas: “Therefore it ought to be that all authorities, secular
and clerical, be deprived of their offices once and for all or be killed
by the sword . . .“z~

The stories of two important Anabaptist leaders, Thomas
Miintzer  (or Miinzer)  and John of Leyden, are crucial for an un-
derstanding of the nature of Christian Socialism, and a likely inti-
mation of where it is headed in the future. Miintzer and John of
Leyden are given extended treatment by Shafarevich in a ‘wenty-
page, small-print appendix to his chapter on the heresies. Miint-
zer, a vagrant preacher and organizer of conspiracies, early estab-
lished a pattern of rebellion against authorities in the name of
Christ. After many escapades and scrapes with the law, he finally
established a revolutionary base in Miihlhausen,  Germany, from
whence he issued proclamations damning landowners, magis-
trates, and the Reformers (“1 would like to smell your frying car-
cass,” he wrote to Luther).z4

Friedrich Engels summarized Miintzeds  doctrines: Wnder
the cloak of Christianity he preached a kind of pantheism, which
curiously resembled modem speculative contemplation and at
times even approached atheism. He repudiated the Bible both as
the only and as the infallible revelation. The real and living reve-
lation, he said, was reason, a revelation which existed and always
exists among all peoples at all times. To holdup the Bible aga~st
reason, he maintained, was to kill the spirit with the letter, for the
Holy Spirit of which the Bible speaks is not something that exists
outside us — the Holy Spirit is our reason. Fai+A  is nothing but

22. Shafarevich,  2’71c Socziaht Phmomawn,  p. 36.
23. Ibid,  p. 38.
24. Ibti.,  p. 55.
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reason come alive in man, and pagans could therefore also have
faith. Through thk faith, through reason come to life, man be-
came godlike and blessed. Heaven is, therefore, nothing of
another world and is to be sought in this life. It is the mission of
believers to establish this Heaven, the kingdom of God, here on
earth. Just as there is no Heaven in the beyond, there is also no
hell and no damnation. Similarly, there is no devil but man’s evil
lusts and greed. Christ was a man, as we are, a prophet and a
teacher, and hk supper is a plain meal of commemoration where-
in bread and wine are consumed without any mystic garnish.”zs

Engels explained that “by the kingdom of God Miinzer meant a
society without class differences, private property and a state au-
thority independent of, and foreign to, the members of society. All
the existing authorities, insofar as they refised  to submit and join
the revolution, were to be overthrown, all work and all property
shared in common, and complete equality introduced.”ze  And he
makes this highly sigrdicant observation: “Miinzer  preached tie
hctrina  most~  clixkd in the sum Christian phraseolo~,  behind whuh the
new philosophy had to hziie fm son.w  tin-w”zT  By using superficially
biblical language, Miintzer  was able to gain a following among
many who might have repudiated his damnable doctrine if it had
been presented in the clear light of day as a call to envy and mass
murder.

Milntzer  created an army of citizens, whkh enforced h~ doc-
trine of equality upon the countryside by what Engels praised as
its “robust vandalismnzs:  robbing, burning, and destroying the
property of the rich. “Let your swords be ever warm with blood!”
Miintzer exhorted the faithfi.tl.zg In 1525 he was successfid in rous-
ing up all of central Germany in the bloody, so-called “Peasant
Rebellion” (although, it must be carefully noted, he attracted

25. Friedrich Engels, l%e  Peusant  Wm in Ccnnuny (Moscow Progress
Publishers, 1956; second revised cd., 1965), p. 55.

26. Ibid., p. 56.
27. Ibid., p. 55.
28. Ibid., p. 27.
29. Slmfarevich,  2% Socialist Phaomenon,  p. 57.
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several nobles to his side). The rebellion was eventually put down
and Miintzer  was executed; Luther said, Whoever has seen
Muntzer can say that he has seen the devil in the flesh, at his most
ferocious.”so That was before Luther saw Jan Bokelsonsl –better
known to history as Johann (or John) of Leyden.

Bokelson  began his career as the disciple of the Anabaptist
leader Jan Matthijs (or Matthys),  who took over the town of
Miinster  in 1534. Shafhrevich  describes the scene: “Armed Ana-
baptists broke into houses and drove out everyone who was un-
willing to accept second baptism. Winter was drawing to a close;
it was a stormy day and wet snow was falling. An eyewitness ac-
count describes crowds of expelled citizens walking through the
knee-deep snow. They had not been allowed even to take warm
clothing with them, women carrying children in their arms, old
men leaning on sttis. At the city gate they were robbed once
more.”sz

But those were the lucky ones. They, at least, escaped the
reign of terror which followed, as Matthijs  and Bokelson ordered
the socialization of all property and ordained apostles of revolu-
tion to preach throughout Europe. The communist paradise of
Miinster  attracted thousands of armed Anabaptists  from Ger-
many and Holland, and eventually a war broke out between the
Miinster rebels and the surrounding cities. Matthijs  was killed in
one of the early battles, and Bokelson took command. He estab-
lished a dictatorship (in the name of equality), and issued an
order for what was by now a standard Anabaptist/socialist  tradi-
tion: Polygamy (or, more technically, wife-sharing; as Frederick
Engels observed, “It is a curious fact that in every large revolu-
tionzuy movement the question of ‘free love’ comes to the fore-
ground”s~).  No woman was allowed to be exempt, either– there
was a law against being unmarried, which meant that every girl of

30. Ibti.,  p. 59.
31. His last name is spelled “Bockelson”  in Cohn’s account, which deals with

him and KN movement at length (pp. 261-80).
32. Shafarevich,  l%c Sociulirt  Phmomenon,  p. 61.
33. Ibid., p. 33.
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“marriageable age” was forced to be passed around among the
men. Every woman became fair game for an anabaptist’s lust. All
this led, understandably, to rapes, suicides, and severe punish-
ments; mass executions took place almost every day.~A (On one
notable occasion, Bokelson  himself beheaded a virtuous woman who
had refused his sexual advances. As he ceremoniously chopped her
head off in the public square, a choir of his wives sang ‘Glory to
God in the Highest:)  This went on for a year and a half, until the
city was captured at last by the orthodox forces, who put Bokelson
and his lieutenants to death for their crimes — crimes committed
in the name of love, equality, and spirituality.

Shafarevich observes another very curious fact about Miintzer
and Bokelson:  they became the first “in a long list of revolutionary
leaders” to break completely under defeat .~s When the end came,
both Miintzer and Bokelson ran for cover (Bokelson hld in a
tower, which is mildly amusing in light of the fact that, just before
the city fell, he had ordered all towers to be destroyed, on the
grounds that they were unfairly “superior” to other buildings;sG
identical orders, incidentally, were issued — but not carried out —
during the French Revolution). When they were caught, the social-
ist leaders confessed, informed on their confederates, and begged
for their lives to be spared. ~his strange and contradictory figure
will reappear in subsequent historical epochs. He is a man of
seemingly inexhaustible energy when successful, but a pitifid and
terrified nonentity the moment his luck turns against hirn.”sT
Shafarevich explains: “An ideology that is hostile to human per-
sonality cannot serve as a point of suppport for it.ws

I have necessarily omitted a great deal of Shafarevich’s mate-
rial on this subject, and he has by no means told the whole story.
Many other groups, with stories just as horrifying, could be men-
tioned, along with the various cults that served as links between

34. Ibid., pp. 63~.
35. Ibid., pp. 58, 66, 79.
36. Ibid., p. 66; cf. p. 50.
37. Ibid., p. 79.
38. Ibid., p. 269; cf. p. 294.
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pagan religions and the Anabaptist heresies. The definitive his-
tory of the Anabaptist.hocialist  heresy has not yet been written,
and it may be that the Church will never grow up until that his-
tory becomes widely known. For example, some Christian groups
today regard movements such as the Donatists, the Patricians,
the Bogomils,  the Petrobrusians, and the Albigenses as “forerun-
ners of the Reformation,” or some such nonsense, 39 They were
not. hey were heretual,  socialist, revolutionary cults, outside the ChrtMizn

faith.  In truth, the Reformation was resolutely opposed to social-
ism and Anabaptism,  because the Reformers believed, taught,
and practiced the law of God.4°  They believed it was wrong to
murder, fornicate, and steal. The Anabaptists,  having rejected
“blueprints” and thus freed from the law, came to regard these
abominations as marks of sanctification. It is no wonder that the
English Reformers specifically repudiated Ambaptist  socialism in
their official confession of faith, the ZWrty-Niru  Articles of Religwn.
Article XXXVIII reads:

The Riches and Goods of Christians are not common, as touching the
right, title, and possession of the same; as certain Anabaptists  do falsely
boast. Notwithstanding, every man ought, of such things as he possess-
eth, liberally to give ahns to the poor, according to his ability.

While some scholars regard the Anabaptist movement as a
product of the Reformation era, Shafhrevich  argues (correctly, I
believe) that Anabaptism  has been a unified heresy throughout
the history of the Christian Church: aA strikiig picture emerges of

39. See, for example, The Modem Age: The ?ZirtoT  of the Worhi in ChrrMhn
Perspective, Vol. ZZ (Pensacola, FL: A Beka Book Publications, 1981), a textbook
used in many consemative  Christian high schools, which approvingly lists many
of these heretics right alongside orthodox Christians (pp. 15-21).

40. See Willem Balke, Cafvin and the Anabapkt  Radicals, William J. Heynen,
trans. (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans,  1981); John Calvin, Treatises Against
the Anabaptists  and the Libertina,  Benjamin Wirt Farley,  trans. (Grand Rapids:
Baker Book House, 1982); Peter A. Lillback, Walvin’s  Covenantal  Response to
the Anabaptist  View of Baptism,” in James B. Jordan, ed., The Failure of the
A~”can Baptist Culturs  (’lJder,  TX: Geneva Ministries, 1982), pp. 185-232; James
B. Jordan, “Calvinism and ‘The Judicial Law of Moses;” in Gary North, ed., The
Journal of Chnktian  l?txonstructw~  Vol. V, No. 2 (Winter, 1978-79), pp. 17-48.
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a movement that lasted for iifteen centuries. . . . A precisely
fixed set of religious ideas affecting the general attitude toward life
was preserved virtually unchanged, often down to the smallest de-
tail, , . . The heretical movement, thoroughly hostile to the sur-
rounding world, flares up from time to time with an all-consum-
ing blaze of hatred.”41

One obvious objection to all this, of course, would be that the
Anabaptist tradition is one of pacifism, not violence; thus it is un-
fair, and slanderous, to lump the peacefil  Anabaptists together
with these bloodthirsty revolutionaries. There’s only one problem
with that argument: the facts. For the bloodthirsty revolutionaries
we have been discussing were pacifists! Some groups even had
theological positions against the killing of animals-yet they
would suddenly explode into some of the most violent orgies of de-
struction and mass murder known in history. “The two extremes
[pacifism and violence] of the heretical movement were closely in-
terwoven; they cannot be clearly distinguished. At time+  injhct,  a
sect switched>om  one extrerw  to the other ovemight.”az  Shafarevich cites
numerous examples of this phenomenon, and concludes: “Appar-
ently it was possible for a sect to exist in two states, ‘militant’ and
‘peacefid~ and the transition km one state to the other could hap-
pen suddenly, and for all practical purposes instantaneously.”a~

Anabaptisndsocialism  was not a movement for reform or im-
provement; rather, it called for utter destruction of the Church,
and indeed of the earth itself. In its fervor to establish total equal-
ity, it rejected all individuality and hierarchy, ultimately declaring
that man was equal to God. The nineteenth-century historian
Johann von Dollinger  concluded: “Each  heretical doctrine that
appeared in the Middle Ages bore, in open or concealed form, a
revolutionary character; in other words, had it come to power, it
would have been obliged to destroy the existing state structure
and implement apolitical and social revolution. The gnostic sects,

41. Shafarevich,  The Soczidirt  Phmommon,  pp. 72f.
42. Ibki.,  p. 73. Itahcs added.
43. Ibid,  p. 7* cf. pp. 22, 35, 99.
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Cathars  and Albigenses,  who provoked the severe and implacable
medieval laws against heresies by their activities, and with whom
a bloody struggle was carried on, were socialist and communist.
They attacked marriage, the family and property. Had they been
victorious, the result would have been a traumatic social disloca-
tion and a relapse into barbarism.”qq

But they were not victorious. They failed. Socialism parading
as radical Christianity was shown to be a pious-sounding fraud.
Orthodoxy had demonstrated that there  can  neuer be ant such thing as

%’hrzkttin Socialism, ” because  socialism is antichrist. And so the tactics
changed. Socialism went secular, and it went underground as
well, dropping the theological approach and turning to an
avowedly autonomous, philosophical rationale instead,

It is striking that the two great opponents of that era-Reformed
orthodoxy and the Anabaptist heresy— resurfaced in our age at the
same time. In 1973 (the year of the socialistic, blueprint-denying
Humantit  Man@sto H), Ronald Sider and his Anabaptisthcialist
colleagues (at least some of whom, at this writing, are still
pacifists) issued the Chz@o  Zk&ation  of Evangelical Social  Concern,
which brought a forthright demand for Christian socialism to the
attention of Christians across the country. In the very same year,
two Reformed works were published which will mean the even-
tu~ defeat of Christian socialism in our day as well: R. J. Rush-
doony’s Instituta  of Bib[ual  LUZU4S and Gary North’s Introduction to
Chtitian  Economics. 46 Just as, according to tradition, Pelagius  and
Augustine were born in the same year (354), so God again has
brought the poison and its antidote hto the world simultaneously.

Philosophical Socialism
Atler the Reformation, the socialists abandoned all pretense to

biblical justification whatever. “The preacher and the wandering

44. Qyoted  in ibti.,  p. 77.
45. Rousas  John Rushdoony, The Institutu  of Bib[ual Law (Nutley,  NJ: The

Craig Press, 1973).
46. Gary North, An Znttvductwn to Christian .Ecotwmus  (Nutley, NJ: The Craig

Press, 1973).
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Apostle gave way to a publicist and philosopher. Religious exalta-
tion and references to revelation were replaced by appeals to rea-
son. The literature of socialkm acquired a purely secular and ra-
tionalistic character; new means of popularization were devised:
works on this theme now frequently appear under the guise of
voyages to unknown lands, interlarded with frivolous episodes.
By the same token, the audience to whom the message ia ad-
dressed is also dfierent.  It is no longer pitched to peasants or
craftsmen but to the well-read and educated public. Thus social-
ism renounces for a time a direct influence on the broad masses. It
has zfa~ failing in its direct assauh  on Chtitian  a“vihhtion,  the move-
ment launches an euaswe  maneuver which Iastsjbr  seoeral  centuria.  It is
only at the very end of the eighteenth century that socialkm  once
again comes out into the street, and we meet with a iiesh attempt
to create a popular movement based on its ideology.”4T  The
modern, philosophical socialism is simply secuhzr  Anabaptism  -
Anabaptism  taken to the logical limb of its denial of “blueprints.”

One of the more outstanding examples of the new form of so-
cialist literature was Thomas More’s Ui@z  (1516). More saw the
source of life’s problems in the f=t that ‘money and property ex-
isted; he felt that everything would work out nicely if these evils
were simply abolished. So he constructed a fictitious society,
Utopia, as the perfect socialist state. It is remarkably accurate in
its outline. All of life is regulated: clothing is uniform, fbod is ra-
tioned, the government resettles whole populations at will; private
property, and privacy itself, have been abolished. There are no
material needs, no need for any citizen to do heavy work, and
everyone is completely, absolutely equal —except for the elite
class, who don’t work at all. So who does all the hard labor? It
turns out that even in this socialist parad~e of complete equality,
ths real economie  basis for the whole society is nothing other thun  the labor  of
slaues.  And if the slaves don’t like the work, the saintly Man for All
Seasons has the solution: ‘They are slaughtered liie wild
beastsY46

47. Shafarevich,  i% Soctklist  ~ p. 81. Itshca added.
48. lba., p. 86.
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More’s work was followed for the next few centuries by other
utopian socialist writers, who refined More’s basic outline in terms
of a more consistent, thoroughly paganized, socialist vision. In
general, no practical steps were suggested for alleviating the condi-

tion of the pooq the image of the suffering poor was simply dredged
up in order to incite hatred and envy against the rich. The philoso-
phers were explicit in their insistence upon complete standardiza-
tion: increasingly, equality  meant idmtity.  They dreamed of the “in-
evitable” approach of the socialist ideal, of total equality under a
total State, when language would become static and unchanging,
reading (and eventually thinking) would atrophy, all days would be
aliie, and even facial appearances would be identical.qg

Inspired by all this literary ferment – and by the brief incarn-
ation of socialist ideals during the French Revolution and the
Reign of Terror– secret societies and conspiracies came into be-
ing, of which Shafarevich makes a very important observation:
“At the moment of their inception, socialist movements often
strike one by their helplessness, their isolation from reality, their
naively adventuristic character and their comic, ‘Gogolian’
features (as Berdyaev put it). One gets the impression that these
hopeless failures haven’t a chance of success, and that in fact they
do everything in their power to compromise the ideas they are
proclaiming. However, they are merely biding their time. At
some point, almost unexpectedly, these ideas find abroad popular
reception, and become the forces that determine the course of his-
tory, while the leaders of these movements come to rule the
destiny of nations.”so

State Socialism
Shafarevich turns at this point to a discussion of the nature of

socialism when it gains control of an entire nation, beginning with

49. Thus the thesis of L.P. Hartley’s novel Fazi.al  Justice (Garden City, ~.
Doubleday & Company, 1960), cited on p. 177 above, is not as fanciful as it might
seem. “Facial justice:  strangely enough, is a recurring mot~ in socialist theory:
see Shafarevich,  2% Sociaitit  Phenomenon, pp. 120, 198, 260, 269.

50. Shafiue.vich,  The Sociukt Phcnomen on, p. 129.
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what is probably the best example: the Inca civilization of Peru,
in which an almost total socialism was actually achieved (the Inca
state would be cited as the model for later experiments, including
that of the Soviet Union).sl  One conscious imitator of the Incas
was the Jesuit state in Paraguay during the seventeenth and eight-
eenth centuries, which ruthlessly enslaved hundreds of thousands
of Indians, attempted to govern all of life, absolutely destroyed
any individual initiative on the part of its “citizens,” and created a
stupendously unprofitable economy.sz  Predictably, the Jesuit state
was a great hit with philosophers such as Voltaire, who pronounced
it ‘a triumph of humanity.”s~

Shafarevich goes on to deal with socialism as it was expressed
in the ancient states of Mesopotamia, Egypt, and ancient China,
which saw it as the duty of the state to destroy tiltiative, make
business unprofitable, eliminate all private interests, and control
all the natural resources.s4  Mao Tse-tung was particularly fascin-
ated by one ancient ruler, Ch’in Shih Huang,  who %Uried only
460 Confucian alive. However, he has a long way to go to catch
up with us. During the purge, we did away with several tens of
thousands of people. We acted like ten Ch’in Shih Huangs. I
assert that we are better than Ch’in Shih Huang. He buried alive
460 people, and we, 46,000 –one hundred times more. Indeed, to
kill, then to dig a grave and bury someone –this also means to
bury alive. We are abused and called Ch’in Shih Huangs and
usurpers. We accept this and consider that we have still done little
in this respect — much more can be done.”ss

Of course, when men attempt to be as God, the results are not

51. Ibid, pp. 132-42; see Louis Baudin, A Socialist Empire: % Inazs  of Peru,
Katherine Woods, trans. (Princeton: D. Van Nostrand, 1961); cf. Father Ber-
nabe Cobo, H&wy of the Inza  Empire, Roland Hamilton, trans. (Austin: Univer-
sity of Texas, 1979); William H. Prescott, H-of the Congucst  of Maico 63 Hirtoty
of the Conqae.d  of Peru (New York: Modem Library, n.d.).

52. Shafarevieh, Z7u Sociahit  Phmommon, Pp. 142-51.
53. Ibid., p. 151.
54. Cf. Karl A, Wittfogel,  (%itntal De@otism:  A Compara.tz”uc  Study of Total Power

(New York: Vintage Books, [1957] 1981).
55. Qpoted  in Shafiuevich,  2% Socialist Phmommon,  p. 185.
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only frightening, but often humorous as well. Examples abound
in Shafhrevich’s  book. There is always fertile ground for this in the
writings of Charles Fourier, who first developed the concept of
“scientific socialism.” Fourier, who enjoyed something of a revival
in our day through the work of New Left theorist Herbert Mar-
cuse, was probably quite mad. He believed that planets are living
beings that copulate (the aurora borealis, he said, was the earth’s
version of a nocturnal emission, and “an indication that the planet
is in heat”). Worldwide socialism would result in a new sexual ex-
perience for the earth, with the result that the world would be-
come beautiful and the ocean would taste like lemonade .56

Even Karl Marx had KM occasional lapses, and this is especially
true of his predictions on the basis of socialist theory, which tend
to be incorrect with amazing consistency. In fact, Shafmevich
says, “a better percentage of correct predictions could probably
have been achieved by making random guesses.”sT  Marx feared
that this might prove to be the case; but, as he wrote to Engels, it
wouldn’t matter: “It is possible that I might be discredited. But in
that case it will still be possible to pull through with the help of a
bit of dialectics. It goes without saying that I phrased my forecasts
in such a way that I would prove to be right also in the opposite
case.”58

In order to make the reading public aware of his first volume
of Capital, Marx arranged for seven phony reviews to be written
by friends, from various points of view–even noting what to dis-
agree with, for the sake of authenticity — and published in lead-
ing journals. “It’s hilarious how both magazines have taken the
bait; Engels told Marx, after two forgeries of his own had been
accepted; and Marx exulted: “The conspiracy of silence in the
bourgeois and reactionary press has been broken!”sg

More grimly humorous is the distinctive phenomenon of the
socialist party, which has no parallel in fkee societies. The party

56. Ibti.,  p. 205.
57. Ibti.,  p. 206.
58. Ibti.,  p. 210.
59. Ibtii.,  p. 267.
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“not only demands that its members subordinate all aspects of
their lives to it, but also develops in them an outlook according to

‘ which life outside the party seems in general unthinkde.  “Go In his
final speech before a Party Congress, Trotsky said: “I know that it
is impossible to be right against the party. It is possible to be right
only with the party, for history has created no other road for the
realization of what is right.”Gl  This explains the “confessions” of
party members at the show trials of the 1930s,62  and the loyalty of
party members who, even in concentration camps, were still de-
voted to Stalin. As one communist declared: We are a party of
men who make the impossible possible. Steeped in the idea of vio-
lence, we direct it against ourselves, and if the party demands it
and if it is necessary and important for the party, we can by an act
of will put out of our heads in twenty-four hours ideas that we
have cherished for years. . . . The party may be absolutely mis-
taken, it is said, it might call black something that is clearly and
indisputably white. To all those who try to foist this example on
me, I say: Yes, I shall consider black sonwthing  that Ifelt  and consziiered  to
be white, since outside the part~  outsiak  accord with it, there k no lfe for
~.n63

Outside the Church there is no salvation.

Socialism: Theophobic  Death-Wish
One of the great values of Shafarevich’s treatment is that,

amid all the variances of socialism from culture to culture, a con-
sistent picture emerges of the main contours and basic principles

60. Ibid., p. 217.
61. Ibid.; cf. Aleksandr  I. Solzhenitsyn, 2% Gulug  Arch+e@o  (New York:

Harper & Row, 1974), p. 414: “And what did Bukharin  fear most in those months
before his arrest? It is reliably known that above all he feared expulsion fmm the
Party! Being deprived of the Party! Being left alive but outside the
Party! . . . Bukharin  (like all the rest of them) did not have his own indiuifual
point  of view. . . . And all their efforts were directed toward staying in the Party?

62. For truly horrifying reading, see the verbatim record in Robert C. Tucker
and Stephen F. Cohen, eds., Th Great Purge Tnizl (New York: Grosset & Durdap,
1965).

63. Shafarevich, The Soczidist  Phenomenon, p. 218.
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of socialism. Whether we look at the theories of Plato or those of
the Anabaptists; whether we consider the practices of the ancient
Babylonians or the modern Soviets; the same ideas, even in seem-
ingly unimportant details, are present (for example, one of the
many strange threads running throughout this book is the recur-
ring socizdist  condemnation of private rooms, of doors and
walls64).  Socialism is not — contrary to Marxian dogma — a ‘later
phase” in human history. The basic, heretical principles have been
championed for ages: the abolition of authority, of property, of the
family, and of Christianity. On this last point, Shafarevich says:
‘The term W&m’ is inappropriate for tb descrz>tion  of people in the grz$
of soczklist  doctrt”nes.  It would be more cowect  to speak here not of lzthetks’
but of ‘God-haters,’ not of M.eism’ but  of theophob~.’  “65

And this leads to what Shafarevich powerfully argues is the es-
sence of socialism: the yearning for death and destruction. The
closing sections of his book are filled with some of the most star-
tling documentations of socialist hatred for mankind I have ever
seen.GG  Again and again, socialists have made it clear that they de-
sire nothing less than the death of mankind. This, Shafarevich
says, is the basic allure of socialism; this is the secret of its seductive
power and its driving force; it is nothing less than a deep~  emo-
tional, ecstatic urge toward se&%estruction.  This, I submit, is exactly
why neither Ronald Sider nor any of his cohorts, either within or
without the Christian Church, have been able to provide a posi-
tive program for the creation of wealth, for the productive devel-
opment of the earth’s resources to bring about a rising standard of
living. This is why they can speak only of confiscation and de-
struction. Th9 never intended othemise,  The, prospect of the utter an-
nihilation of oneself and of mankind is precisely the attraction of
socialism, and possesses a subliminal motivating power far sur-
passing any rational economic argument. For socialism is the final
religion of the Theophobians, the God-haters; and God has told

64. Ibti.,  pp. 198f.
65. Ibid., p, 235. Italics added.
66. Ibtd., Pp. 258-300.
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us of the inescapable psychological condition of those who deny
Him:

He that  sinneth  against Me wrongeth  his own sou~  all thg that hate Me
love death. (Proverbs 8:36)



Appendix 3

THE MISSING BLUEPRINTS
A Parable

The community of Anemia was in an uproar. Everyone in-
sisted, “Something must be done!” The trouble was, nobody was
really sure about just what to do. You see, they were all gathered
together to build a City, but all agreed that there were no blue-
prints. True, the Architect had laid out the blueprints, long ago -
most everyone conceded thut point. And everyone even had a copy
in his own language. They read this book- ZZe Buikieri  A4amaZ—
every day. But tha~s where all agreement ended, and the building
program had come to a halt.

Some said the Manual was outdated–after all, this was to be a
modem City, and the ManuaZ  had been written in the days before
freeways; surely it could be of no contemporary usefidness.  More-
over, they insisted, even when it was first written, it had a lot of
structural errors. (This point was amply demonstrated by refer-
ring to the fact that many of the specific instructions contained
provisions which all Anomians  of every party absolutely
opposed.) “The Manua6  is wrong,” they declared. “Nobody in his
right mind wants the City to look like that!m

But others were not so bold. “After all; they countered, hhose
blueprints may have worked in ages past. But we are in a New
Age. Surely, if we were to build the City according to those old
blueprints, we would have nothing less than an Architectocracy!
And nobody wants that. Not here in Anemia.’l

h offshoot of this group took the argument even further:
‘Therefore, the City cannot be built! There are no blueprints;

343
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there is no plan to which we are all agreed. We are wasting our time
trying to build one. If the Architect wants a City, let him come back
and build it himselfl”  And they dropped their tools to the ground.
They dld not, however, abandon the project entirely. They began
holding weekly conferences to chart what would happen when the
Architect returned someday, mapping out the beauties of the future
City –plus a few minor alterations of heir own-and singing their
theme song: “There’s A City In My Heart.” Whenever a passing
stranger would point out that the Architect had commanded them
to build the City hjiore  he returned, they would immediately dismiss
him as a raving “Manualkt”  or an “Architectocrat  T

Finally, some younger Anomians put forth some new, refresh-
ing ideas. We agree with you all about the blueprints,” they said.
“It is indeed surprising that in a supposedly all-encompassing
Manual such as ours, with 1189 chapters, that there are no blue-
prints at all. But there are none — of that we may be sure. On the
other hand, we really should build a City. The Architect says so.”
And they quoted stirring passages from the Manuul  to prove it.

“But we still have no blueprints,” someone complained. “How
can we build a City without blueprints?”

“I’m so glad you asked: replied an authoritative-sounding
voice. A hush fell over the crowd as the speaker was recognized. It
was none other than Dr. DeMand Side, a distinguished professor
at the School of Manuul  Arts, an expert in Blueprint Theory. (He
was also known by his associates as an avid collector of Candy
Canes and old German Marks, but he had never publicly admit-
ted to being either a Canesian or a Marksist.) Dr. Side informed
the audience that the reason for their dilemma was that everyone
had ignored the Supplement to the Manual-that the missing blue-
prints had been in there all the time. “The Supp&t~  he went on,
“was composed by some junior architects around 1848, and it has
since proved very useful in building Cities.”

‘Wait a minute!” cried an old man. “I know what you’re talking
about! That’s no ‘supplement’ at all. Those architects wrote that in
order to replue the Mamud.  They had no intention of supplement-
ing it!”
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Dr. Side sighed heavily. Some of his followers (called the Other
Siders) moved menacingly in the old man’s direction with clubs,
but Dr. Side stopped them. “Now is not the time for violence,” he
whispered. “Now is the time for the Gentle Nudge.” And so, as the
Other Siders gently nudged the old man to the edge of the crowd,
Dr. Side graciously answered his objection. Wes, it’s true. The
men who wrote the Supplement hated the Manual, and wanted to
replace it. They were very wrong, and I certainly do not mean to
condone any of their actions. Nevertheless, their practical pro-
grams harmonize very nicely with the Manual itself, especially if
we disregard the outdated parts. Has any Anomian come up with
a better plan? And what alternative is there? Surely, none among
us would choose to implement the actual instructions in the Man-
~~ That  wo~d be barbaric!”

Everyone nodded. The professor certainly had a point there.
Sensing his advantage, Dr. Side held up a copy of his recent book,
City Builokrs  in an Age of Cave Dwellers, and proclaimed: %e an-
swers are all in this book! The blueprints are no longer missing!”

The crowd went mad. At last, here were answers! Here was a
way to build the City without going by the Manual-and without
seeming to reject the Manual, either. Thousands of Dr. Side’s
books were sold. And while it didn’t quite live up to its reputation
(it didn’t actually have detailed blueprints either-just a general
theme in terms of the 1848 Supplement), it accomplished a lot. It
made the Anomians feel guilty for the way they had been building
in the past. It showed how those parts of the City that had been
built should be torn down. It demonstrated that the City had been
built at the expense of the Cave-Dwellers (well . . . it didn’t ex-
actly demonstrate that point, but it repeated it so many times that
everyone believed it). And, j?om  the Anomian  point of view, it was irre-
jiduble.

The people of Anemia gladly gave Dr. Side and the Other Sid-
ers the power to do whatever they wanted. And he, in turn, pro-
vided everyone with a lifetime supply of Candy Canes and Ger-
man Marks. Some began complaining that the Canes didn’t di-
gest well, and that the Marks had no exchange value; but trouble-
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makers were quickly silenced. More people began reading the
Suppbwn~  and the Manual  (if it was read at all) was reserved for
reading at iimerals, where people talked of the City in the Sky.
And there were many funerals, more than in the old days; but the
Other Siders explained that it was only because they were not de-
stroying the City quickly enough. “Besides,” Dr. Side would say -
quoting one of his mentors -“you can’t make an omelette without
breakiig a few eggs?

So the work went on, as the clouds gathered over their heads.
The work went on, as thunder began to roll. The work went on,
until the storm finally broke; until the rain descended, and the
floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon Anemia; and it
fell: and great was the f~ of it. And the Anomians hid themselves
in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains (for by now they
were all  Cave Dwellers); and said to the mountains and rocks,
“Fall on us, and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the
throne, and from the wrath of the Architect; for the great day of
Ku wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand?”

But there was one final surprise in store for the Anornians.  It
came after the End, when Dr. Side removed his mask.



Appendix 4

THE BACKGROUND OF
~PRODUCTIVE  CHRISTIANSfi

by Gtny North

Perhaps the most striking feature of the picture [of  the sht@ in pempec-
tive of capitdtiti:fiom  the lkng-mn,  multi-generation view of thefounder  of a fam-
ily bu.siruxs  to a short-run, one-lt@imc outlook of the corporation man] is the ex-
tent to which the bourgeoisie, besides educating its own enemies, allows
itself in turn to be educated by them. It absorbs the slogans of current ra-
dicalism and seems quite willing to undergo a process of conversion to a
creed hostile to its very existence. Haltingly and grudgingly it concedes
in part ‘tie implications of that creed. This would be most astonishing
and indeed very hard to explain were it not for the fact that the typical
bourgeoisie is rapidly losing faith in his own creed. . . . They talk and
plead - or hire people to do it for them; they snatch at every chance of
compromise; they are ever ready to give in; they never put up a fight
under the flag of their own ideals. . . . The only explanation for the
meekness we observe is that the bourgeois order no longer makes any
sense to the bourgeoisie itself and that, when all is said and nothing is
done, it does not really care.

Joseph Schumpeter (1942)1

1. Joseph Schumpeter, Capitdsm,  Socialism and  Democracy (3rd  ed., New York:
Harper Torchbook, [1950] 1962), p. 161. Schumpeter was a distinguished pro-
fessor of economics at Harvard University until his death in 1950. He was a con-
temporary of Ludwig von Mises, and in fact was an intellectttal  rival. Both
studied under one of the founders of the “Austrian School of economics,” Eugen
von B6hm-Bawerk,  in the eady 1900’s. He was not a socialist, but he believed
that socialism was winning by default-not because of the economic “failure” of
capitalism, but, on the contra~,  because of its incomparable economic success.
See his essay, completed just before he died, The March into Socialism” (1950),
reprinted as an appendix in the third edition of Ca#dAm,  So&z&rm and Democracy,
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Schumpeter blamed the rise of the “limited-liability” corpora-
tion and the parallel decline of the fmily-run business as the pri-
mary causes of thk decline of faith. He should have looked more
carefully. The decline of faith in a providential world run by a
personal God was equally responsible. The rise of Daminisnz,  with
its world devoid of cosmic purpose, undercut Christian civiliza-
tion in Protestant nations, where Darwinism  became the ruling
idea by 1900 among intellectuals. Also, he should have recog-
nized the two-pronged attack by Darwinkm  on the idea of God’s
providence. The first prong was its denid of planning and design
in the advent of our world-its assertion of cosmic impersonalism.
The second prong was visible from the beginning of Darwiniam:
the assertion of a new sovereignty, a new source of cosmic pur-
pose: Man, the new @destinatoz  And more spedically,  man’s agent
of predestination: the phznning  State. z

The humanists long ago abandoned faith in any version of the
doctrine of creation by God. They captured the institutions of
higher learning very early in this battle for the minds of men.
Thus, as Christian denominations and Chrktian colleges began
to seek “academic respectability,” they made it a requirement that
their professors (and in some cases, candidates for admission to
theological seminaries) earn academic degrees fkom these human-
istic institutions. It was as if Martin Luther had required all can-
didates for the Protestant ministry to earn advanced degrees in
Roman Catholic universities before becoming ordained. Can you
imagine the Apostle Paul requiring that all candidates for a
preaching ministry first attend ‘Athens University” for their bach-
elor degrees, and then journey to “Pharisee Theological
Seminary” in Jerusalem for advanced trainiig?~ Yet this is pre-
cisely what modem denominations frequently require, and virtu-
ally all Christian colleges and “universities? so-called. 2%ey demand

2. See Appendix A of my book, l% Dominion Covmwt: (%uu3  (Tyler, Texas:
Institute for Christian Economics, 1982): “From Cosmic Purposelessness to Hu-
manistic Sovereignty.”

3. For a satirical view of the modern semina+  quest for academic respec-
tability, see my essay, “A Letter to St. Paul,” 2%eJoutnal  of Christtkn  Rczonstruction,
II (Summer, 1975).
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acaahnic  certjication  by Satan+  institutions. * To say that Christians
suffer from a crippling academic inferiority complex is putting it
mildly.

The result has been, universally, the teaching of Darwinism  in
seminary and Christian college classrooms. Sometimes this has
been blatant, as in the case of the “prestige” divinity schools asso-
ciated with humanistic “major” universities — the big-name
schools that our little backwater Christian seminaries love to send
their young men to, and then bring them back to teach, all nicely
certiiied.  You can almost hear the president of the denominational
college or seminary introducing Professor Smith to some high-
rolling donor: “Yes, sir, Dr. Smith here went to Harvard Divinity
School, and actually survived with his faith intact!”  But he didn?

survive with his faith intact. And neither will his students at
Laodicea Theological Seminary. The Darwinism he teaches will
be “warmed-over” Darwinism – debased, inconsistent Darwinism
from the point of view of the prestige humanist schools of higher
learning-but Darwinism nonetheless. His version maybe called
“liberation theology.” It maybe called “socially concerned Christi-

anity.” It may not be tinged with outright Marxism. But it will  be
Darwinism:  faith in the predestinating  State.

The Sider Phenomenon
In seminary after seminary, Dr. Ronald Sider is being invited

to preach (pitch?) his version of the predestinating State. He is be-
ing received enthusiastically, in much the same way that “Father”
Groppi, the now-defrocked Roman Catholic priest (who at last
report [1980] was a bus driver in Milwaukee) was received on
Christian college campuses in the late 1960s. Groppi was a master
guilt-manipulator with a turnaround collar-a radical proponent
of race war and revolution who was defrocked by the Roman

4. See my essays, ‘Who Should Cert@ Competence?” BibltialEsonotniss  T*
Vol. IV (Feb. /Mar., 1981): “Academic Compromise?  Chnkttizn  Rcconstrustion,  I
(Nov. /Dee., 1978); “Hunmnism’s  Accomplices:  Christzhn  Reconstrudion,  III
(MddApd,  1979); “Subsidizing One’s Opponents:  Tmtmakm,  I (Nov. iDec.,
1978). These are all publications of tbe Institute for Christian Economics.
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Catholic Church only when he decided to get married.s The
Church’s hierarchy tolerated his economics and political theory,
but marriage was just a bh too much. His appearances were
always marked by wildly enthusiastic crowds at Protestant and
State-supported colleges.

Why did this Roman Catholic verbal revolutionary receive
warm welcomes by Protestant faculty members and humanist
faculty members? Because Groppi was preaching a popular brand
of humanism in 1969 and 1970 — the ~re-Kent  State” humanism
of college radkalism  without personul  rhks— whkh  his listeners
shared.G (The confrontation between the National Guard and the
students at Kent State University in Ohio ended the college vio-
lence of the 1964-70 era, as an old-time New Deal liberal college
classmate of mine predicted it would the week of the shootings.
Too risky for them now,” he said. They might get their ● * ● ● ●

shot off.” The following semester, all over the world, campus vio-
lence ceased, and a decade and a half later, it is still quiet.)

The market for SOY-COW radicalism revived on the Christian col-
lege circuh in the late 1970s.  There was a real ‘need” for a quiet,
self-effacing, kindly preacher of class cofllct  and socialiit  wealth-
redistribution. The schools are stall stied by Darwinkts, and
their faith is still intact. They trust the predestinating State, not
the fkee market economy. But they needed a spokesman who was
uniquely gifted to “sell the ideological produci?’  on the post-Kent
State campus. Where there is demand, the fkee market will even-
tually respond. The market produced the supply: Sider.

Rich Chtiims  in an Age of Hunger is only one of a series of books
designed to call into question the ability of fiwe market institu-
tions, coupled with Christian charity, to achieve the economic
goals of the kingdom of God. The Christian Reformed Church’s

5. I personally heard hn tell an audienee  of enthusiastic university students
that he had given the following spiritual counsel to a black parishioner as the man
was about to go on a theft spree during a late-1960’s  race riot in Milwaukee:
‘Don’t get caught, Joe; don’t get caught!” The crowd cheered.

6. For an account of one such visit, see Tather Groppi At Calvin College:
Z7ie Stanabrd  llcur~ XLVI (June 1, 1970).
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Task Force on World Hunger released its report, And he had com-
passion on &m: The Christian and World Hunger (1978). Its thesis is as
bad as its covex% typography: not enough capital letters,
and not enough capitalism. World Vision produced Stanley
Mooneyham’s What Do Mu Say to a Hunm  WorZd?  (1975). (What
you say is what David Chilton’s  book is all about.) But by far, Rich
Chrzdians  is the most influential of these books. It was co-
published by Inter-Varsity Press, the neo-evangelical  Protestant
publishing house which sells especially to Christian students, and
the Paulist  Press, a liberal Roman Catholic publishing house.
The ecumenical im@he  that was present in “Father” Groppi’s inter-
denominational rallies for masochistic Caucasians is with us still.
Today’s radicalism is simply soft-core, more in tune with the ‘laid-
back” doormat psychs’ogy of modern Protestant pietism. (“Verbally
stomp me, whip me with guilt, make me feel that it’s all America’s
fault! I’ll even send you money, just as soon as Dad sends me my
check for next semester.” Sadly, Dad will indeed send him the
money, as dads have been doing since the days of Aristophanes,
the Greek plapw-ight of the fourth century, B. C., who wrote a
satire on the relationship between a father and hk son, who was
attending the “school” of Socrates, in his play, Clouds. ) Rushdoony
is correct; what we face is the polittis  of guilt  and pity. 7

The North-Sider Debate
No comprehensive criticism of Rtih C/znktim-s  appeared from

1977 until the publication of the first edition of this book. In fact, I
am unaware of any published criticism of the book prior to 1981.
i%is indicates just how intellectuul~  bankmpt  the supposed dejinders  of
Chris&zn  orthoAy real~ are. They were unable or unwilling to
challenge either his theology or his economics. More than this:
the students and faculties of Chrktian colleges and seminaries ac-
tively recruited Sider to speak. This even included the “bastions”
of Calvinistic  scholarship, Westminster Theological Seminary in

7. R. J. Rusbdoony,  PohMs  of Guilt and  pi~ (Fairfax, Vkginia: Thobum
Press,  [1970] 1978).
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Philadelphia (my old alma mater) and Reformed Theological
Seminary, in Jackson, Mississippi (which Chilton attended).
These schook  are rapidly abandoning their commitment tQ traditional
Calvin~  and are becoming neo-evangelical  in social andpoliticalperspec-
tiue. The fact that the conservative financial supporters of both
schools refise to “pull the plu< in protest — the only kind of pro-
test that seminary presidents respect or respond to — testifies to the
applicability of Schumpeter’s analysis to the bourgeois Christian
world, and not merely to the bourgeois business world.

In October of 1980, Scott Hahn, a student at the Gordon-
Conwell  School of Theology in South Hamilton, Massachusetts,
phoned me. He had the responsibility, as a member of a student
committee in charge of scheduling academic programs, to bring
speakers to the campus. He asked me if I would come to speak. I
declined. He offered an honorarium. I still declined. My time
schedule was simply too jammed up. I was about to tell him that
the only way he could get me to come to Massachusetts to speak to
a group of students was to offer me an opportunity to debate Ron
Sider, when he told me that he was inviting me to come to debate
Ron Sider. At that point, I not only agreed, I said I would do it
without any honorarium.

Now, my idea of the goal of this debate was to win. It was not
to be a “friendly exercise.” Ron Sider’s theology and economics, if
accepted by an educated elite of Christians (let alone a majority),
will reinforce the forces of domestic and international socialism
that are threatening the survival of the West–the conflict that
Solzhenitsyn has said the West is rapidly losing. Thus, my debate
with Ron Sider represented a clash between two incompatible
theories of civilization: one based on personal responsibility, self-
discipline, voluntary economic exchange, and biblical law, US.
another which is based on statism, political centralization, and
Weft by majority vote.” This would be no “sharing of ideas be-
tween Christians.” This was–and is–ali-out  intellectual and
theological wa~are.  It is the latest round in a war that has been
going on since 1525, when Martin Luther attacked the savagery
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of the revolutionary Anabaptists.s  I see myself as a neo-Puritan,
and Sider is forthrightly an Anabaptist.  I wrote my doctoral dis-
sertation on the economic thought of the New England Puritans,
and he wrote his on an aspect of Anabaptist history.

The Anabaptist (“baptize again”) movement was an early off-
shoot of the Protestant Reformation. They did not baptize in-
fants, and they required rebaptism to join their congregations.
There are two traditions in the history of the Anabaptist move-
ment. The first is one of revolution, communism, and violence.
The second is pacifist, communalism, and pietist. This second tra-
dition is more familiar to us, since it is represented by the Men-
nonites and the Amish, who seem somehow quaint, posing no
threat to society. But the earlier Anabaptists were anything but
quaint. They were mass murderers. From 1520 to 1535, in what is
now Germany, hordes of them challenged the civil order, and they
began a revolution. Jan Bokelson  (John of Leyden),  a
26-year-old  tailor, and Jan Matthijs,  a baker, led a proletarian
revolution in the city of Munster, in Westphalia, which they cap-
tured in 1533. The intensity of the revolution grew: communal
property was imposed, then a “New Zion” was announced by the
“prophet:  John of Leyden, who then became “king.” He estab-
lished polygamy, selecting several wives for himself. The churches
were burned. Leyden established a reign of terror. He an-
nounced: ‘Impiety prevails everywhere. It is therefore necessruy
that a new family of holy persons should be founded, enjoying,
without distinction of sex, the gift of prophecy, and skill to inter-
pret revelation. Hence they need no learning; for the internal
word is more than the outward expression. No Christian must be
suffered to engage in a legal process, to hold civil office, to take an
oath, or to hold any private property; but all things must be in

8. Martin Luther, “Against the Robbing and Murdering Hordes of Peasants,”
(1525), in Lutheri Worh  (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1967), Vol. XLVI. See also
Luther, “An Open Letter on the Harsh Book Against the Peasants: (1525), i6tlL,
pp. 63-85. John Calvin was also hostile to the revolutionary Anabaptists.  See
Willem Balke, CaIUin  andt/uAna6a@kt  Raduais  (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, [1973]
1981).
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common.”g  Apostles were sent out from Miinster to deliver this
message to all of Europe. The city fell to the regional civil authori-
ties, after a bloody battle, in 1535.10

Is Sider a representative of the revolutionary tradition or the
pacifist tradition of Anabaptism? It is possible to find elements of
both in his books. He sometimes speaks as if he favors only volun-
tary political pressures to be brought against the present world’s
institutional structures. At other times, he sounds like a revolu-
tionary. He certainly adopts revolutionary terms throughout his
writings. There is no question that socialism must use State coer-
cion to extract people’s wealth from them-the kind of coercion
the Internal Revenue Service has used on occasion against Amish
farmers who refuse, on religious grounds, to pay their Social
Security taxes (because they oppose all forms of insurance and
rely on the charity of the brethren). Ultimately, he wants the
State – possibly the United Nations– to extract wealth from “rich
Christians” and anyone else who might make more than $1,800
per year, as you have read. He is not calling his followers to drop
out of society and become communal farmers who use no elec-
trical or gasoline-powered equipment. He is not calling them to
join him in the Amish country of Pennsylvania for a life of hard
labor in the fields. His listeners read books and pamphlets; they
are not people who expect to get their hands dkty. The chosen
topic for my debate with Sider was not “Resolved: That Chris-
tians should let the world take care of itself, whale we depart to our
simple agricultural lifestyles in peace.” The debate topic was:
“Resolved: Christians have an obligation to the poor.” The ques-
tion really was: “Cordiscatory  taxes or the tithe?”

Having accepted the challenge, I then sat down to thkk about
the best way to win, if not the evening’s debate, then at least the

9. Cited in ‘Anabaptism:  Cyclopedia of Biblical, Theological, and Eccl&stical
Litiature,  edited by John McClintock and James Strong (New York: Harper&
Bros., 1894), I, p. 210. Reprinted by Baker Book House, 1981.

10. A good account of the revolutionary Anabaptists is found in Norman
Cohn’s book, l%e  Pursuit of the Milknnium:  Rcvoluh”onaty  Milknatians  and Mystisal
Anarchtits  oftlu Mt&ikAgcs  (rev. cd.; New York: Oxford Univemity  Press, 1970).
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long-term debate. I had discussed already with David Chilton  the
possibility of his producing a book refuting Sider, and he had been
researching it for some time. Now I decided to go ahead with the
project. I called him and told him that I needed a finished book for
the first Monday in April, 1981, the night of the debate, I figured
that Sider would not expect someone to have a book written to at-
tack his position at the debate. Most people do not take debates
this seriously. I do. Chihon was ready to write. We had to get it
into print in six months.

We did it: from start to finish. Several hundred copies of the
book were delivered to Scott Hahn at Gordon-Conwell  during the
week prior to the debate. I instructed him to set them out on a
table outside the lecture hall on the night of the debate. I sold
them for $1 each: nothing like price competition to get everyone to
buy. As it turned out, we sold about 250 copies – one copy for
every two people who attended the debate. Poor Ron: he was sell-
ing his Rich Christians  for $3.75, and they weren’t moving. (Of
course, most of the students had probably already bought copies
in the campus bokstore.)

I shall never forget Sideds response, as he stared at the book as
it sat in front of me at the debate table. ‘How long has this been
out?” he asked. “About 24 hours,” I replied. Actually, it had been
out — as far as the buying public was concerned — about 30 min-
utes.

1 also handed out a 4-page summary of my position, which in-
cluded a page of “compare and contrast” citations from Sider and
the Bible, extracted from the introductory pages that begin each
chapter of Chilton’s book.

Furthermore, in the week before the debate, Dr. John Rob-
bins of the Trinity Foundation had released a 4-page newsletter,
“Ronald Sider Contra Deum.”  He had sent copies to Hahn, unbe-
knownst to me, for distribution at the debate. They, too, were
available free of charge to the students. 11

11. John W. Robbins, “Ronald Sider Contra Dewn,” Z% Ttini~  Rwicw
(MAdApIil,  1981). Copies available on request: The Trinity Foundation, F?O.
Box 169, Jefferson, MD 21755.
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The debate was rousing. The students of Gordon-Conwell  were
— and are — overwhelmingly favorable to Sider’s position. This is
not surprising; so are all but a handful of faculty members. One is
regarded by some of his students as fder to the left than Sider
is. This is not information the seminary’s administration is anx-
ious to have publicized to donors, although it really makes little
diEerence.  The school’s financial supporters, like the donors to
Harvard, Princeton, and Yale, will still pour in the funds that will
be used to undermine everything they say they believe in. They
are perfectly willing to finance their own destruction — and yours,
and mine —just so long as their donations are tax-deductible. Un-
fortunately, Schumpeter’s analysis holds up.

The results of the North-Sider debate, as far as the campus
was concerned, were minimal. Not many people had their minds
changed. This was predictable. The lines were drawn long before
Sider and I arrived. I conikonted  them with the testimony of the
Bible on State-financed welfare – there shouldn’t be any-and the
illegitimacy of liberation theology. What I was really after was a
cassette tape of the confrontation. I wanted to flush Sider into the
open, to get him to reveal what his theological position W@ rep-
resents. In this, I think I was successfid. Readers can make up
their own minds by ordering the tapes and listening to the whole
debate. The two-cassette set sells for $10. The set is sold by

Dominion Tapes
F?O. Box 7999

Tyler, TX 75711

Marxism
The issue is Marxism. When I wrote my now out-of-print

book, Marxk  Religion of Revolutwn:  lh Doctrine of Creative Destnution
(Craig Press, 1968), I argued that the impulse behind Marxism
has always been religious in nature. This has been confirmed by
the extraordinary book by James Billington, Fire  in the Minok  of
Men: tigins  of the Revohtionaty  Faith (Basic Books, 1980). Bill-
ington, a former Harvard and Princeton historian, is the head of
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the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars in Wash-
ington, D, C. His academic credentials are impeccable (for those
who care about such matters), and the work is a masterpiece of
historical scholarship. In it, he argues that the two main sources
of revolutionary socialism in the nineteenth century were the oc-
cult underground (secret societies) and journalism. This was a
true faith — a religion of revolution. (I was first informed of the ex-
istence of the book by David Chilton.)

Marxism possesses, for the moment, the three key features that
are necessary for any world-transforming ideology: 1) an histor-
ical dynamic, 2) a doctrine of law, and 3) a doctrine of predestina-
tion. To some extent, this faith is dying inside the nations where
Marxism has been politically triumphant, but in the Third
World, this faith is the driving secular religion of our day. They
believe in histtia[progress — a stage theory of social development,
the so-called dialectic of history. They believe in a unique  &w-order
which enables them to identifi  and promote “Marxist art,” “Marx-
ist social structures,“ “Marxist genetics” (e.g., the ill-fated
Lysenko affair of the 1940s through the 1960s),12  and so forth. Fi-
nally, they believe in the inevitability of soczizlzkm,  with the imper-
sonal forces of history guiding human institutions into the socialist
stage of history. As an intellectual force, the Marxist movement
has been almost irresistible.

Christianity offers an alternative: It does not offer a doctrine of
historical progress based on class conilict,  but a theory of history
based on the ethtial  conflict between Satan and God, and between
Satan’s forces and God’s. It offers a law-order based on the crea-
tive work of God, not on the work of impersonal, undirected
“forces?  It offers a doctrine of God’s providence, not a doctrine of
impersonal historical inevitability. 2%e wag4are  of thti age is betwam
Chr&tianity  and Mamkrn.  Christianity is Marxism’s chief rival.
When Christians affirm all three positions –historical (eschato-
logical) optimism, a revelational law-order (law code), and the
sovereignty of God (providence)- they can successfidly  challenge

12. David Joravsky, Z%e Lysenko  Aj%a”r (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1970).
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the Marxist religion of revolution.ls
The problem is, certain intellectuals who hold essentially

Marxist presuppositions about the nature of historical develop-
ment have succeeded in becoming spokesmen for, and leaders of,
the church. Liberation theology is only the latest of these Marxist
“incursions” into the ranks of the church. These idiltrators  have
mastered the language of orthodoxy, just as the heretical followers
of the Swiss theologian, Karl Barth, did ihm 1920 on.lt  The
Barthians were successful in capturing most of the denominational
seminaries in the 1950s (or earlier); the liberation theologians are
simply following the strategy of the now-eclipsed Barthkms.  What
is the secret of their success? Their secret is this: use Chri@zn  termi-
nology  in order to promote Mamist  and socialist goals. These infiltrators
assume that the faithful few who still send their money to the sem-
inaries, church boards, and the mission fields will never know the
difference. Sadly, thg have assumed comect~  so fat

This is not to say that Ronald Sider is a Marxist. It is also not
to say that he isn’t. That is for him to say; or should he be some-
what reticent to say, then it is for the reader to determine after a
careful examination of Sider’s writings. The problem is, as
Chilton’s book demonstrates, Sideds language is suspiciously
vague at key points. Sider avoids getting down to specifics — his
recommended program. As Chilton has titled another article that
deals with Sider’s theology, it is “The Case of the Missing Blue-
pr~ts.~ is Either Sider really doesn’t know what ought to be done
— in which case, he should stop calling for unspecified radical
social change, which is luring naive Christians into a movement
that can be (or may already have been) captured by Mamists –or
else he is remaining deliberately vague, in order to confuse the or-
thodox Christians who support financially the institutions that he

13. Gary North, Unconditional SwTenu2r:  Gb& Rogrmfi  Viikny  (Tyler, Texas:
Geneva Divinity School Press, 1981), pp. 213-14.

14. Cornelius Van Til,  Christianity and  L3arthiani.on  (Philadelphia: Presbyterian
& Reformed, 1962).

15. David Chilton,  “The Case of the Missing Blueprints: TiieJoumaf  oJChris-
tian Reconstruction, VIII (Summer, 1981).
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is steadily converting to his version of “liberation theology.” Take
your pick.

Sider uses what appears to be orthodox Christian terminology,
but reaches socialistic (yet not openly Marxist) conclusions. He
argues, for example, in the name of Christ, that a person who, as
of 1977, earned over $1,800 a year, was earning too much, ‘c and
that some agency (possibly the United Nations) should redistri-
bute the money above $1,800 per capita per year. 17 Yet all this is a
bit vague. He does not say that the UN must do it; he ordy says
that the U.S. government spends foreign aid money to undergird
“repressive dictatorships” (meaning non-Marxist dictatorships),
so presumably the U.S. government cannot be trusted to do it,
since it has engaged in “the political misuse of food aid . . . .“18
But neither can we rely heavily on private charitable agencies,
since giving to them makes rich people feel less guilty. Chilton
found this choice quotation in an obscure Sider essay– an essay
whose incredible conclusions Sider was wise enough not to expose
to the broad base of Christians who bought Rich Chrzhians  “Per-
sonal charity and philanthropy still permit the rich donor to feel
superior. And it makes the recipient feel inferior and dependent.
Institutional changes, on the other hand, give the oppressed rights
and power.”lg

What does all this mean? It mans  that God3 Zaw for gz”ving,  th
tithe, is not sufiient  to create a godly soczkl  and economic ora%z  As you
will understand after reading Sider’s books, or after reading this
book, or after listening to the tapes of the debate: Ronald Sider does
not have a lot  offaith  in Jiblica/  luw. Unfortunately, he shares this
opinion with the overwhelming majority of those who call them-
selves Christians. Thus, Christzhzs  in positwns  of Lmo!ership  have  been
unsuccess@i  in rg%ting SZ2ZWS  position. How could they hope to refute

16. Ronald Sider, “Living More .Shnply  for Evangelism and Justice” (mimeo-
graphed), Keynote Address, Intemationrd Consultation on Simple Lifestyle
(March 17-21, 1980), p. 17.

17. Sider, Rich Christians, p. 216.
18. Ibid.
19. Sider, “Ambulance Drivers and Tunnel Builders” (Phdadelphia:

Evangelical for Social Action, no date), p. 4.
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him? Thg share too many of his presuppositions. Even the Chaplaii of
the United States Senate, Dr. Richard Halverson, has assigned
Rz2h C’hridians  in an Age of Hunger to his church’s officers. Ron Sider
is an influential man.

This is why I decided to have the Institute for Christian Eco-
nomics finance the writing and publication of this book. The ab-
surdities — from the point of view of both the Bible and economics
- of Rich Christzims  in an Age of Hunger had to be exposed.

Chikon’s Style
If something is ridiculous, it deserves ridicule. Thk was the

opinion of Augustine with respect to those who reject the idea of
we recent creation of the earth. “For as it is not yet six thousand ~
years since the first man, who is called Adam, are not those to be
ridiculed rather than refuted who try to persuade us of anything
regarding a space of time so different from, and contrary to, the
ascertained truth?”zo  Today, it is those who proclaim the six-day
creation position who receive ridicule, not infrequently ,@m those
within the church who have compromised with the Daminii
time scale.zl  But Augustine’s point is well-taken: there comes a
time for using ridicule -or even better, a bit of satirical humor.

The trouble is, the intellectuals who have adopted at least a
working relationship with the cosmologies  of humanism resent
satire - not to mention ridicule — when it is used by orthodox
Christians against those who proclaim the ridiculous in the name
of Chrkt. 7W intdkctual  anti of the compromising ChrMms,  as far as
the compromisers are coneewwd, are the humanists who prochaim  socialism
–New Dad, Marmlt,  2%ird  Wor.ki,  or whkhever  variety is popuhw  on
campus -and not the orthodox Christians who proclaim biblical lam
These intellectual and theological compromisers review the books
in the major journals of Christian intellectual opinion. This is the
reason why Chilton’s book has drawn so much fire fiwm the com-
promising critics. He uses a rapier wit to good effect. But this is

20. Augustine, City of God, XVIII:40.
21. See Appendix C of my book, Thehnintbn  Covenant Genesis: ‘Cosmologies

in Conflict: Creation vs. Evolution.”
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considered “unchristian.’ The critics forget that it was Christ who
called the Plxuisees sons of their father, the devil (John 8:44). They
forget that Peter publicly condemned Simon the sorcerer, who had
made a profession of faith and had been baptized (Acts 8:9-24). As
he said to Simon, tiy heart is not right in the sight of God” (8:21b).

Christians who have agreed with many of the socialist recom-
mendations that are found in Sider’s  works maybe tempted to ig-
nore the biblical critique Chilton  offers because they think
Chilton’s  style is unfair. It does not mutter what  Chi/ton3s@ is, ~hz.i
m“ticisms  are aawrate.  Those who have followed Sider in error are
morally required to npent, whether or not Chihon’s  style is “fair.”
And if they do not repent, then they are hypocrites, because it is
not Chilton%  styZe  that offinds  them; it is hzk  conclum”ons.  His style may
serve as a convenient excuse; the real reason for not accepting his
conclusions has to do with the substance of his critique.

I wrote a letter to Inter-Varsity Press, offering to co-publish
Chilton’s  book with them, since they had co-published Sider’s
book with the Paulist  Press. I received a reply on letterhead sta-
tionery from the editor, James W. Sire, dated August 26, 1981.
His reply is indicative of the problem. His firm has made the book
available to tens of thousands of students. Inter-Varsity has cor-
rupted— no softer term will suffice — a generation of Christians.
But he was not interested in offering these people the only book-
length alternative presently available. Why not? The issue, he
says, has nothing to do with economic theory. It has nothing to do
with truth or falsehood of theology. No indeed; the issue is styZe.  It
is strictly a matter of good taste:

While I have not finished reading the book [Chilton’s]  in its entirety, I
have familiarized myself with it sufficiently to realiie that it is not a book
which we feel we should co-publish with you. In addition to the detailed
analysis of Rich Christians in an Age of l?ung~  which one could consider a
tribute to the author and the publisher of the original work, I find the
tone of the presentation rather more offensive than necessary. While
Chilton  occasionally says that he really isn’t against Sider qua Ronald
Sider, the tone belies him. . . . It is one thing to disagree with another
Christian on economic theory or even theology, for that matter; it is
quite another to turn the disagreement into personal attack.
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The editor thinks Chilton’s response is a “tribute” to Sider and
Inter-Varsity. Would he also regard Peter’s condemnation of
Simon the sorcerer as a “tribute” to Simon and the dark one who
had supplied him with his occult power? Should we regard Sol-
zhenitsyn’s Gulizg  Archipekzgo  as a “tribute” to Lenin, Stalin, and
the terrorists who made the Gulag a reality? Does every book that
ever draws a published criticism from an orthodox Christian
automatically gain a tribute from its critic? Does the editor really
believe this? If not, then he must be playing with words. He must
be in basic agreement with Sider’s conclusions.

I regard Chilton’s  book as a testimony, not a tribute, to the
suicidal intelkctuais  who write socialist books in the name of Christi-
anity, and who get a major campus evangelical organization to
put its Protestant imprimatur on it. I also regard Chilton’s book as
a testimony to the suicidal, naiue hors — in some cases, “profes-
sionally naive” -to Inter-Varsity and to the Christian colleges and
seminaries that promote Sider%  books in the classrooms. They
will answer for much on the day of judgment.

Conclusion
We are at war. Wax If Schumpeter was completely correct,

then the socialists are going to win it. But he was not a Christian,
and he dld not under~tind  the underlying nature of the struggle
between capitalism and socialism. The underlying struggle is
between the kingdom of God and the socie~  of Wun.22  Satan is going
to lose, despite Soviet missiles, Cuban surrogate troops, liberation
theology, Ronald Sider, and Inter-Varsity Press. Then we will
have kat most godly of economic arrangements: rich Chrzltians  in
an age of hungy  social&s.  (To some extent, that is what we have to-
day, which is why our domestic socialists in high positions con-
tinue to send them fbod that has been paid for with the tax dollars
of Christians. Why, then, does Sider call for even more economic
aid to the enemies of God? And why do so many of America’s
Chrktian  intellectuals agree with him? There must be a reason,

22. R. J. Rushdoony, me Society of Satan;  Biblical Economics Toaiz~ II
(Ott.lNov., 1979). Copies  available from the Institute for Christian Economics.
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or perhaps several. Chilton’s book should provide you with a few
reasonably good leads in your pursuit of the answers. And when
you have those answers, or at least reasonably good guesses, you
ought to rethink your present approach to charitable giving. Who,
#recise&  haveyou  been subsidizing?)

You, as a reader, cannot escape your moral obligation of put-
ting your knowledge into action. If you conclude, after reading
Chilton’s  analysis, and after checking out the truth of his charges,
that Sider’s  theology represents a threat to orthodox Christianity
and the free market, what are you going to do about it? Which
agencies that you support financially have opened their doors to
Ron Sider, or Sqiburners  magazine, or tbOtherSia’e,  or The Jubilee
Fund, or Evangelical for Social Action, or any of the other outfits
that are identfied  with Sider or a Sider-like  theology of guilt-
manipulation? Are you still going to support them, like a sheep
going to the slaughter? Are you going to write a letter of protest,
wait for the administration to do something (other than send you
back a meaningless form letter), and then continue to send in
your tax-deductible checks anyway?

If you really want to waste your time –but get an education in
professional deviousness -drop a typed letter to the president of
your favorite Christian college or seminary and ask him if it is the
official policy of the Administration to dismiss any professor who
advocates liberation theology. To head off any verbal shilly-
shallying  about definitions concerning what really constitutes lib-
eration theology, just mention the books that take apart this her-
esy, line by line: Libaation  Theology, edited by Ronald Nash (Mil-
ford, MI: Mott Media, 1984) or James Schall (S.J.),  Liberation
i%eology  in Latin America (San Francisco: Ignatius  Press, 1982).
And if he should pretend that he fails to understand the relevance
of your inquiry, refer him to the hearings before the Subcommit-
tee on Security and Terrorism (Sen. Denton’s subcommittee) of
the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. Senate: Mar.wkm  and Christi-
anity in Revolutionary Central Amrica (Ott. 18-19, 1983).

The conservatives on any given faculty tend to be fairly quiet.
They go about their business diligently, teaching their students
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the material related to the academic discipline they were trained
to teach. The liberals, on the contrary, take every opportunity to
proclaim the latest socialist fad, whether it relates to their course
assignments or not, and whether or not they have any formal
training or expertise in the area. This is as true on seminary cam-
puses as on university campuses. Then why do the conservatives
get in trouble? Why are they regarded as the troublemakers? Sim-
ple: liberals are troubled o!.cep~  @ any contact, no math how sl@t, with
the truth. The truth divides the campus. This is the greatest sin in
the eyes of the administrators, who are very often liberals them-
selves (since faculties are careful to screen out conservatives fiw in
advance). The administration wants to avoid trouble. Also, the
division may surface off campus, and administrators know that
donors are likely to be more consemrtioe  than fmlty  members, and t~ may
stik with the hunaj’il  of consematives  on the fmlp.  Result: the conser-
vative faculty members get purged, unless they are so utterly in-
nocuous that nothing that they say or do has any effect anywhere,
on campus or off.

Conclusion: stoP@mct”ng  the numy withyour  ti-dufuctibk a%na-
tions.

If you want more information against the economics of libera-
tion theology, see the book by Ronald Nash, SocialJr&ee  and the
Chrz3tziZn  Church  (Mott  Media, 1983). If you want to see the cries of
anguish from self-professed Christians who promote liberation
theology when someone shows the the Bible teaches free enter-
prise economics, see the book edited by Robert Clouse,  Walth  and
Poverty: Four Christian Views offionomics  (InterVarsity Press, 1984).
My essay makes the case for capitalism, and three others scream
bloody murder at the very idea. You will see the bankruptcy of the
liberation theology position when you read the responses of Art
Gish and John Gladwin. (The third critic is a run-of-the-mill
Keynesian, not a liberationist.)

For a good account of the Sandinistas–  to whom the Jubilee
Fund sent the money in 1979 –see Nz2amgua:  C/wzMzns  Un&r Fire,
a book by a defector who was converted to Christianity after the
revolution (Box 520, Garden City, Michigan: Puebla Ihstitute,
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1984), $9.00. It is an ugly story.
And if you reul~ want to cause problems for campus liberals

and humanists, get a copy of my book, 75 Bible Qmtion-s  Your In-
structors Pray You l%? Ask. The ICE will work with you to send as
many copies as you want to students at any Chriitian  college in
America at a very cheap rate per student. For information on this
program of student education, write:

75 Questions Project
Institute for Chrktian  Economics

PO. BOX 8000
Tyler, TX 75711
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RELIGIOUS REPRESSION IN ETHIOPIA
by Archbishop Abba Mai!hiu.s

I thank our Creator Almighty God for tiording  me this op-
portunity to speak out about the sufferings of millions of men and
women in my country who have been subjected to religious
persecution, to the most brutal acts of human rights violations,
and to the most devastating famine in Ethiopia’s history.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Ethics and
Public Policy Center for their genuine humanitarian concern in
taking an active interest in the fate of millions of starving Ethio-
pians. In preparing this White House briefing, the Ethics and
Public Policy Center has made it possible for the voiceless millions
of oppressed and starving Ethiopians to be heard in the highest
corridors of the seat of the civilized world’s power. I would like to
express my heart-felt gratitude to the president of the Ethics and
Public Policy Center, Dr. Ernest Lefever, both for participating in
this White House brieiing and for making it possible. I would also
like to thank from the bottom of my heart Mr. Robert Royal and
the other members of the Ethics and Public Policy Center staff for
their efforts in organizing today’s magnificent events.

It is indeed heart-warming to see so many distinguished
Americans as panelists and guest-participants of this White
House briefing whose attention is focused on the disastrous situa-

A speech delivered at a conference on Capitol Hill entitled “The Politics of
Famine: What Should America do in Ethiopia?” The conference was sponsored
by the Ethics and Public Policy Center, 1030 15th Street, N. W., Washington,
D.C. 20005.
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tion confronting millions of starving Ethiopians. I thank them for
their interest, concern, compassion and yes for their humanity.

I am thankful to Almighty God for allowing me to serve Him
and the Ethiopian Orthodox Church since the age of twelve. Hav-
ing forsaken interest in temporal affairs, 1 not only grew up in a
monastery and served the Ethiopian Orthodox Church as its
humble servant, but I have also been a monk for twenty-four
years and Archbishop for seven years. Accordingly, I have
endeavored for many years in the name of God and in the name
of Ethiopia’s believers to respect and honour the task entrusted to
me by speaking out against religious persecution, against the
uprooting of my people’s spiritual, cultural, and social life by
atheistic, totalitarian communism.

I shall, therefore, avail  myself of this opportunity to bear
witness to what has been inflicted on the Ethiopian peoples during
the past ten years and to what now continues to be visited upon
them.

Ever since the Marxist-Leninist military  Junta usu~d
political power in 1974, the Ethiopian Orthodox Church,
Ethiopia’s Catholic Churches, and the various Protestant
churches have been subjected to multiple acts of persecution, sup-
pression, and injustice.

From the very beginning, the Marxist-Leninist military  junta
and its Soviet mentors saw the Christian churches — and most
particularly the Ethiopian Orthodox Church and its mass
following– as the main bulwarks against an atheistic, Marxist-
Leninist ideology they had set out to impose from above on the
nation.

Having  thus defined the C1-wktian Churches as its main
enemy, the Marxist-Leninist military junta resolved to destroy
them.

In order to achieve this sinister and diabolical objective, the
atheistic regime adopted and implemented a two tier strategy.
The first part of its strategy called for an open ideological cam-
paign against the cross. The second aspect of hs strategy required
the pursuit of subtler means for undermining religious beliefs, the
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authority of the Church, and finally, for obliterating the faith.
It launched its open ideological campaign against the cross by

defining the Ethiopian Orthodox Church as an enemy of the peo-
ple, as an oppressor and enemy of the revolution. It defined the
Catholic and Protestant Churches in the country in the same
vein, accusing them of being agents of Western imperialism,
enemies of the Ethiopian Revolution, and of being supporters of
secessionist movements. After concerted campaigns of hate propa-
ganda against the Churches, it took a self-confident measure
against the Christian Churches that it believed would prove to be
a decisive, death-blow: by a bureaucratic stroke of the pen, the
Communist regime confiscated all Church properties throughout
the nation. This drastic measure by the regime was designed to
deprive the Churches of the material means for their very exist-
ence. The regime believed that, lacking such means of material
support for the very basis of their existence, the churches and
religious beliefs would evaporate into the atmosphere of hate that
its propaganda campaigns were supposed to have created.

However, this did not come to pass! The members of the con-
gregation of all the Churches have kept the places of their worship
and their Christian beliefs alive by supporting the Churches
through individual contributions. These bold moves by the fol-
lowers of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, the Catholic and Prot-
estant Churches frustrated the regime’s objectives. It is against
this background of the Ethiopian Christians’ unwavering devotion
to their faith that the Communist regime undertook to mount a
much more sinister, covert operation against Christianity in
Ethiopia. In a “Top Secret” anti-religious directive issued in the
month of September 1982 to its political cadres, the Communist
regime succinctly outlined the concrete measures it intended to
take to eradicate Christianity and Islam from Ethiopia. In this
secret document the Communist regime expresses its frustration
with its failed strategy for dealing the death-blow to religious
beliefs. Let me quote the secret document itself. It states, and I
quote:”. . . With the nationalisation of all land (including church
properties), a victory for which the people paid with their blood, it
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was hoped that religious organisations — in particular churches
and mosques — would be denied the resources for maintaining a
sufficient number of clergy and other religious workers in spread-
ing their counter-revolutionary teachings. And that gradually this
breeding ground for reaction and exploitation would die off.

“Unfortunately this has not been borne out by subsequent de-
velopments. The loss of their independent sources of income
(which only on a limited scale has been mitigated by temporary
government grants) has not weakened them. On the contrary they
have been strengthened in their resolve to spread their faith and
provide spiritual support to their followers. The people them-
selves have also, through voluntary collection of money, become a
source of independent support. Churches and mosques are in in-
creasing measure attracting huge crowds of worshipers, and their
anti-revolutionary threat is growing dangerously. In order, there-
fore, to ensure the revolution’s progress towards its final objective,
we repeat that there cannot be a more urgent task than that of the
immediate launching of a campaign to remove the evils of
religion.” End of quotation.

Since its issuance of this directive, the Communist regime has
indulged in many acts of religious persecution and suppression.
Among many of its evil deeds against Cbrktianity,  I will cite a few
examples:

1. The Communist regime arrested and demoted His Holi-
ness Abuna Theophlos  along with other members of the Synod
and finally abolished the Synod itself.

2. Arrested His Holiness Abuna Theophlois and three other
prominent Archbishops in 1976. While the three Archbishops
served between 6 and 8 years of imprisonment, the whereabout of
the Patriarch and several other political prisoners still remains
unknown.

3. The Archbishop of the Hy’coteh and Butajera province,
Aba Samuel, was brutally murdered by the regime’s agents. The
Communist regime later claimed that the Archbishop had com-
mitted suicide.

4. The Archbishop of Arussi,  Aba Lucas was abducted by the
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secret police and imprisoned for three years. His grace was ac-
cused of subversion for having made attempts to speak out against
the regime’s Red Terror campaign directed at its internal opposi-
tions.

5. The Communist regime has bombed several churches and
religious shrines. It has converted many churches into military
barracks. It removed incense and candles from the market places
and shops in order to deprive the Church and believers of religi-
ous services. Priests and monks were left to languish in prison for
speaking out against the oppressive rule of the regime.

The Communist regime has arbitrarily dismissed from their
post the following 14 Archbishops: Their Holinesses

1. Archbishop Yohanes of the province of Tigre
2. Archbishop Mikael  of Eritrea
3. Archbishop Gebriale  of Wello
4. Archbishop Markos of Jogam
5. Archbishop Joseph of KafFa
6. Archbishop Kirloss  of Elubabor
7. Archbishop Matheias of Jerusalem
8. Archbishop Philips, member of the Senoid
9. Archbishop Jackob  of Wellega

10. Archbishop Endrias of Gender
11. Archbishop Selama of Gemugofa
12. Archbishop Saweros of Shea
13. Archbishop Thimeteous of Sidamo
14. Archbishop Atnatious of New York

In 1984 the atheistic, Communist regime had the audacity to
appoint an avowed Marxist-Leninist from its own ranks, a Mr.
Ababaw  Yegzaw,  to head the administration of the Ethiopian Or-
thodox Church. The appointment of Mr. Yegzaw to head the ad-
ministration of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church finalized the con-
trol of the Church by the Communist regime.

In direct contravention to canon law, demotions and transfers
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of Archbishops are dictated by Ababaw Yigzaw  who directly
reports to the Communist regime.

Since the rape of the Orthodox Church by the Communist
Junta seventeen Archbishops have been removed from their
Archdioceses.

The Communist regime had even the audacity to appoint a
Communist cadre to become the Archbishop of the Ethiopian Or-
thodox monastery in Jerusalem. This Communist cadre who has
posed as Aba Yohanes is now named Archbishop Athnatious. Just
in the past five years, the Communist regime has transferred five
Archbishops from the monastery of Jerusalem.

It can be clearly seen from these acts that I have described how
far the Communist regime has gone in demeaning and
humiliating the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.

The Communist regime has not limited these acts of religious
persecution to the Orthodox Church alone. It has meted out
equally harsh punishment and acts of suppression to Ethiopia’s
Catholic and Protestant Churches. Among the measures it took
against the Protestant Churches, I will cite a few:

1. The Communist regime confiscated one of the most power-
ful radio stations – Radio Voice of the Gospel.

2. It nationalized the Seventh Day Adventist Mission
Hospital.

3. The Communist regime has confiscated without any com-
pensation countless properties of the churches of the Protestant
faith.

4. It has kflled or imprisoned many prominent Protestant
clergy and followers, including Kess Gudinwa Tamsa, head of the
Protesant Mecane E. Yesus. The regime has left no stone unturned
in its mission of destroying religious beliefs. Its oppressive weight
has been thrown against EtMopia’s Jews and Moslems alike. Two
hundred and eighty-eight clergy of the Protestant Church are still
under detention. One thousand five hundred churches were
confiscated and turned into cadre ideology offices.

The systematic anti-religious campaign conducted by the
Communist regime is oppressive to all who believe in God.
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Civil War and Famine
The communist regime’s imposition of an alien, atheistic,

Marxist-Leninist ideology and its attendant policy of forced col-
lectivization in agriculture has so alienated the Ethiopian peoples
that there has been a raging civil war in the country for the last
ten years. The regime’s mismanagement of the country’s
resources and tiairs,  coupled with drought has brought the coun-
try to a position of total collapse.

Ethiopia’s Famine
While the overwhelming devastation of civil war and famine

in Ethiopia has been displayed on television for the whole world to
see, other African countries are haunted with the specter of
similar fate.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank from the bottom
of my heart the people of the United States, their government,
voluntary organizations and the people, governments, and volun-
tary organizations of the Western world for their generosity, com-
passion, humanity and acts of Christian charity for saving hun-
dreds of thousands of starving lives in my country.

If the West and in particular the United States had not
responded so generously, many additional hundreds of thousands
of Ethiopians would have perished from starvation.

The Communist regime, instead of being thankful and grate-
fi.d for being rescued from the mess it has created in the country,
bites the hand that is feeding it. But what can one expect from
godless rulers?

Whatever the propaganda line of the Communist regime, the
peoples of Ethipia will never forget their friends in America and the
West who have come to their aid in the hours of their direst needs.

According to the most reliable sources, 8 million Ethiopians
are affected by the present severe famine. According to the
Washington Post, in 1984, during a nine-month period, three
hundred thousand Ethiopians faced starvation. However, I would
like to remind all concerned of the fact that these figures relate to
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only those who have managed to reach the feeding camps in gov-
ernment controlled areas.

I would be derelict in my duty to all Ethiopians if I did not
specially thank the BBC television broadcasting corporation, the
American television networks, and the Western media in general
for their extraordinary roles in bringing the calamitous famine in
Ethiopia to the attention of their viewers.

Having thanked them from the bottom of my heart, I would
also like to appeal to them to adopt a more comprehensive
perspective in their reportage. While they have admirably showed
the scope and dimension of the starvation in Ethiopia, they have
not addressed the root-causes for the famine. What is already ob-
vious to informed observers must be made to be known to the
American and Western public. While drought is an act of God, it
takes the willful acts of men and women to turn the acts of God
into a calamity. The world must be informed and/or reminded
that it is the agricultural policies of forced collectivization, coer-
cion and exploitation of the fmers that have created a disincen-
tive for the production of food and consequently led to starvation.
It is the Communist regime’s mismanagement of the count#s
resources and its misuse of power that have brought Ethiopia to
the present brink of destruction.

The Communist regime further damaged fbod production in
the country through its policy of forced conscription of the young
and able-bodied men by the hundreds of thousands from the
country’s farms into the militia. The flight of so many hundreds of
men into neighboring countries to avoid forced conscription for
fighting in an endless civil war has complicated the problems of
neighboring countries who have had to accommodate them.

As a result of religious persecution, gross violations of human
rights, collectivization of agriculture, devastating famine, and a
regime that is bent on imposing a godless, alien ideology through-
out the country, and as a result of the raging civil wars, two
million Ethiopians have fled from their country into neighboring
countries as refugees. The conditions of these Ethiopian refhgees
in the neighboring countries of the Sudan, Kenya, Somalia, and
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Djibouti are almost similar to those of the starving inside Ethiopia
itself.

I pray to God and appeal to the freedom loving people of the
West not to forget the pain and agony that is being irdlicted  on my
countrymen and women on a daily basis.

May God bless this White House briefing.
May God bless all of you!
God Bless America!



The following list of terms is intended to clarifi  the meanings
of expressions used in this book. Several of the definitions have
been adapted from Mz&s  Ma& Easier, by Percy L. Greaves,  Jr.
This work by Greaves  is an excellent source for understanding
free-market economics. (Free Market Books, I?O. Box 298,
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522; $12.)

Anarchy literally means “no civil government,” a utopian condi-
tion of lawlessness which results in social chaos and disorder, fol-
lowed by warlordism  or statist tyranny (the reaction). See Anti-
nomiunism.

Antinomianism  is ‘anti-law-ism,”  the belief and practice of re-
jecting God’s law as the standard for every area of life. See Sin.

Autonomy means “self-law,” the belief and practice of determin-
ing the standards of life for oneself. No one can truly be autono-
mous from God, for “in Him we live and move and exist” (Acts
17:28).  The man who attempts to live autonomously will be cursed.

Biblical has two usages. As I use it, it means ruled  by the laws of
Go&s  word. As Ronald Sider  uses it, it means stathm.

Black markets are markets for buying and selling in violation of
governmental price controls and rationing regulations. Free-
market thinkers prefer to regard black markets as ‘alternative
zones of supply,” since the government regulations and controls
are biblically illegal in the first place.

377
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Blessings are bestowals of goods. God’s blessing of His people is
first of all the giving of salvation through His Son. This results in
long-term material blessing as the believing culture is obedient to
God’s law (Ephesians  1:3; Deuteronomy 28:1-14;  Proverbs 10:22;
28:20;  Malachi 3:10-12).  God’s people are blessed with increasing
dominion over the earth, and the land yields abundant fruit under
the godly development of its resources.

Capital is the net wealth of goods and savings owned by a person
who participates in a market. Capital can be accumulated only by
saving and increasing the supply of capital goods. See Sauing.

Capital goods are things such as tools, machines, and buildings
–already produced “factors of production”– which make labor
more productive by reducing the time and energy necessary to
reach the goals of production. (Sider subscribes to the fallacy of
regarding ‘labor-intensive”- i.e., less efficient — production as
morally superior; see Rich C%zWans,  pp. 54, 230 [pp. 47, 237]. In
reality, increasing the productivity of labor means increasing per
capita wealth and employment opportunities. Money that is saved
by hiring fewer workers will be spent elsewhere, thus employing
the workers in another industry. See Henry Hazlitt’s Economus  in
One Lesson, ch. 10.)

Capitalism is the Marxist term for Christian Soctity.  It is the sys-
tem of private ownership and control of the means of production
as well as the fruits of production, and stands against policies of
governmental ownership or control. See Free enterprise.

Capitalists are people who either invest in an enterprise or de-
fend and advocate the system of capitalism.

Commodities are things, real goods which people value. For ex-
ample, paper money is not a commodity: you don’t value the
money in your wallet for the actual worth of the paper, but for what
you hope the paper represmts  (ability to purchase goods). But com-
modity mong (gold or silver) is valued because of what it is as a
commodity. See Along  and Value.
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Commodity agreements are contracts in which various nations
establish cartels to control the sale of “primary products” (raw ma-
terials and foodstuffs) at specific prices that are “stabilized” above
the market price. They are “price floors.” See Price controls.

Communism is generally synonymous with socialism, in which
all economic activity is controlled by the state. Since 1928, it has
been used by Communists to refer to the professed goal of social-
ism,  when all property will be held in common by all, and there
will be no need for civil government. It is an unbiblical  and un-
realizable goal, and no socialist state seriously attempts to achieve
it. See Socialism.

Competition is the action of individuals attempting to reach the
most favorable position in society’s division of labor. It is not
“competitive” in the sense of warfare, but simply in the sense that
goods and services are distributed in the least wasteful way. Sell-
ers compete with each other by offering better and cheaper goods;
buyers compete with each other by offering higher prices; workers
compete with each other by offering better and cheaper labor; em-
ployers compete with each other by offering higher wages. The
result of this process is that supply and demand tend to equal each
other by means of freely fluctuating prices, and consumers are
presented with the best and cheapest goods that are consistent
with the level of demand. In statism, competition degenerates into
attempts to curry the favors of those who are in power in civil gov-
ernments — legal monopolies of violence.

Credit expansion is the most common modem form of inflation,
and takes place when banks lend out more money than they actu-
ally hold in reserves. Borrowers are allowed to write checks for
more money than depositors have deposited. (See Fractional reseme
banking and Inflation.)  The expanding credit in effect creates new
dollars, which are then spent or invested. Those who get this new
“magic money” first bid up prices for goods. This causes latecom-
ers to suffer, and gives false information to businessmen, who
think that the increased buying of their products means that they
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should produce more — not realizing that the “money” spent on
their products has been recently counterfeited (legally). Credh ex-
pansion is a totally dishonest practice. It steals by diluting the
purchasing power of everybody’s dollars. Early spenders win;
others lose, especially the gullible patriots who trust the govern-
ments’ money. See Sin.

Currency is money or money-substitutes. The only way to have an
honed  currency is when the money is red money (see Mong).  Paper is
easier to carry than coins and bars are, but a sound currency will be
solidly backed by %ard”  money (gold or silver) and fully redeemable
in that hard money. Paper money should be a %amhouse  receip~
for a given commodity: 100% resemes. There is no biblical justifica-
tion for government monopoly of currency. Many kinds of coins,
bars, and warehouse receipts (fiduciary media) should be allowed in
voluntary exchange at freely fluctuating exchange rates (prices).

The Curse is God’s judgment upon those who disobey Him. As
described in Deuteronomy 28:15-68,  the Curse can take many
forms. While we cannot assume that an indiuiduali  relationship to
God is always reflected in his external conditions, we can observe
the general reguiizti~  of Godt hzw in the absence of a socktyk material
blessings, and we observe natural disasters within a culture that
has engaged in long-term’disobedience. The Curse is lifted only
by the grace of God in response to cultural repentance and obe-
dience (II Chronicles 7:13-14).

Debasement of currency is the practice of falsely increasing the
money supply by cheapening the monetary unit. Before paper
currency, this was done by mixing precious metals with baser ma-
terials, and passing the result off as pure gold or silver (Isaiah
1:22).  With paper money, this is done by simply printing un-
backed bills; and with computers it is done by credit expansion
(q.v.).  When private persons do this, it is called counterfeiting.
When governments do this, it is called progressive monetary
policy. The Bible calls it theft no matter who does it (Amos 8:5).
See Inzation,  Keynes, and Sin.
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Deism is incipient atheism. It is not a strictly defined school of
thought, but a general tendency (especially among some 18th-
century European thinkers) to deny the biblical principles of revela-
tion, God’s providence, prayer, and biblical ethics. Man’s autono-
mous reason was regarded as the determiner of truth, and the world
was viewed as running according to “natural” laws rather than by
God’s continual government. In disregarding the revealed social
laws of God, Ronald Sider manifests a strong deistical tendency.

Demand is the willingness and ability of consumers to spend
money. I may wish to have a fleet of yachts, but that is not a de-
mund unless I am willing and able to purchase them. By their de-
mand (production), consumers dictate what goods will subse-
quently be produced, and at what price. If the demand is not ex-
pected to be sufficient to pay producers to produce a good, the
good will not be produced. Thus, the goods that are available are
the ones producers believed would be most wanted by the ag-
gregate of consumers. Moreover, consumer demand determines
the wages of workers in each industry, by showing the market
worth of labor’s product, and therefore the market worth of the
labor expended in producing it. It is not possible to “exploit” labor
for long, since rival producers will not allow one firm to profit by
paying below-market wages. Rival employers bid up wages.

Depression is a lot like the condition of a heroin addict when he
tries to kick the habit. When business gets “high” from the boom
caused by monetary inflation, the market eventually has to go
through “withdrawal symptoms”: greatly reduced business activ-
ity, mass unemployment, and much misery, as the market read-
justs to reality: uninflated demand. Depressions are not caused by
the free market but by government intervention, especially
through central bank inflation and commercial bank credit expan-
sion (people mtilng investments with phony “magic money”). In-
flationary booms necessarily end in depressions. A depression is a
painful but necessary procedure; any attempt to interfere with it
will only prolong the agonizing inflationary symptoms. Wait
around a few years, and you’ll get to see what it’s like.
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Division of labor is an indispensable requirement for exchange,
in which each member of the economy works in the area in which
he can be most productive. God has distributed various gifts to in-
dividuals, and the demands of the market draw men into those ac-
tivities that they expect will be the most productive for the society
as a whole, and therefore most profitable personally. Each man
then trades his product or service for those of others. As men spe-
cialize in what they do best, the overall productivity of the society
increases.

Dominion is man’s responsibility to subdue the earth for God’s
glory. For Adam, this involved three general tasks: production of
goods, scientific investigation, and aesthetic endeavors. By the
division of labor, the work of dominion can be greatly furthered as
each person learns to specialize in a particular field within these
areas. By rebelling against God’s law, man abandoned this re-
sponsibility; and the more externally rebellious a culture is, the
less dominion it will have. This is the biblical explanation for so-
called “primitive” cultures: they are not chronologically primitive
but decadent and degenerate. Their forbears turned away from
God’s law as it was known to Noah and his sons; and the more
they apostatized, the less able they were to cope with their sur-
roundings (see Curse). Dominion is restored to the people of God
as they are re-created in God’s image, and the subduing of earth
again becomes possible. See BZessings.

Economics is the study of people’s actions as they purposefully
use means to attain desired ends. The starting-point of Christian
economics is not what %vorks,”— pragmatism — but the com-
mands and prohibitions of God’s law. All human action stands
under the judgment of God. Lawful activity is blessed by God, in
this life and the next; unlawful activity is cursed by God, in this
life and  the next. Unbiblical economics does not work because it is
morally wrong and therefore is cursed. Biblical economics
acknowledges scarcity (Genesis 3:15-17), the dominion covenant
(Genesis 1:28), and personal responsibility (Philippians 2:12).
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Egalitarianism is the ungodly desire, provoked by envy, to
reduce all men to an arbitrarily conceived “equality,” at least in
those matters that the state can supposedly control. Egahtarians
are statists: they want the government to enforce equality upon
society. This results in an inequality bejiore  hzw,  since the relatively
wealthy are legally discriminated against in favor of the relatively
poor. This kind of inequality is condemned by biblical law. It
violates the principle of the tithe:  fixed proportion taxes.

Empiricism is the unbiblical  notion that experience is the only
source of knowledge. John Locke and David Hume were notable
exponents of this view. The Bible tells us, on the other hand, that
God’s word is the source of knowledge. Our experience can test
truth only insofar as our experience is subject to God’s word.
Christians begin their search for knowledge with the assumption
that the Bible is true. See Presuppositions.

Entrepreneurs are those who act in the present to produce a
more desirable situation in the future. They act because they
believe that doing nothing new, would not be as beneficial. In this
sense, everyone is an entrepreneur, engaging in speculation
about, and action toward, the unknown fiture. In business ter-
minology, an entrepreneur is one who directs the factors of pro-
duction in order to achieve a desired result in the most efficient
and profitable way. But we should remember that the “profes-
sional” entrepreneur’s function is not qualitatively different from
that of anyone who allocates his resources in anticipation of the
fiture.  Entrepreneurs are specialists in tisk-taking  and eeononzk

jbrecasting.

Envy is the belief that one person’s wealth is the cause of the
poverty of others. The envious man blames others for his own
want. His primary desire is not so much to obtain their property
as to see them  deprived of it. This is one reason why socialists can-
not be convinced of the undesirability of socialism’s inefficiencies,
even when they admit that their policies will not result in the
benefit of themselves or the poor; for the main goal of socialism is
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to confiscate and destroy. Soctkli.wn  h institutionalized envy. When
envy dominates a culture, progress is impossible: the envious will
hate those who are successful, and everyone will do his best not to
appear successful, in fear of being envied. When envy is inverted
and turned in upon oneself, it becomes guilt (q.v.). You can sell a
lot of copies of books that encourage guilt in an envy-dominated
culture. Christians who do not tithe constitute a strong potential
market for such books.

Exchange is involved in euety human action, for people act in
order to trade a less-desired condition for a more-desired condi-
tion. Whhin a free market, every morally legitimate exchange will
benefit both parties, since both are exchanging less-desired goods
for more-desired goods. See %@.

Factors of Production are three: (1) the natural resources of the
earth (land), (2) the human work in developing those natural
resources (labor), and (3) time. These three factors of production
are usually summed up as iimd,  labor and capitul.  Capital is the
combination of land and labor over time. They receive rent,
wages, and interest (time-preference payment).

The Federal Reserve System is the central bank of the United
States, created by the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. (Over 100
amendments have since been added to the Act, vastly increasing
the power of the “Fed.”) The Fed controls the supply of money and
credit, in line with the general policies of the administration in
power. It creates money out of nothing and buys up federal debt.
Then the government spends this new money. Its actions have
caused the increasing worthlessness of the dollar. See Credit e.xpan-
swn,  Fractional reserve banking and InJatwn.

Fiat money comes from the biblical account of creation, when
God said (in the Latin translation), “Fzizt  hcc~  which means “Let
there be light.” The government says, ‘Fiut bucks! Let there be
mon~ !” This is done by printing paper money or expanding credit
beyond actual gold or silver reserves. It is a modern form of
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alchemy, in which the government magicians try to turn base ma-
terials into gold. The government, knowing that its magic money
is really worthless, backs it with “legal tended’ laws, forcing people
to accept it. Fiat money is theft. See Inflation.

Fractional reserve banking is the commercial banks’ practice of
lending out more money than is actually held in their vaults. This
is the most powerful tool of inflation. The present reserve require-
ment (set by the Federrd  Reserve) is ez~ht  Percent. This means that,
theoretically, banks could lend out up to $12.5 million for every $1
million they really possess. It is a sophisticated, legal means of
theft. It is also quite profitable for banks. Why do civil govern-
ments allow it? Because they enjoy access to less expensive loans.
See Credit expansion.

Free enterprise is the freedom to buy and sell at will, without
government intervention. The civil governments biblical function
is to protect the market from private coercion or fraud. State in-
tervention is legitimate only where the “enterprise” is forbidden by
Scripture. Government control of trade is a practice of Antichrist
(Revelation 13:17),

Free trade is free enterprise on an international basis – the ex-
change of goods and services among citizens of many nations, un-
hampered by national commodity agreements, tarriffs,  or any
other barrier to trade. Assuming nations are not at war, trade
should be unhampered. If any trade is lawful, then it should be
completely free trade.

Future orientation is an attitude of optimism about the possibil-
ity and desirability of progress. It is a necessary requirement for
expanding the real wealth of society. Only a Christian culture,
holding the firm promise of God’s blessings for the future, can sus-
tain a long-term future orientation. Such a future orientation pro-
duces lower interest rates. God has commanded us to develop the
earth and to disciple the nations, and He has guaranteed the suc-
cess of our mission. See Dominion.
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The Gospel is the “good news” of the kingdom of God. It is not
merely the bare message of how to be justified before God, or of
how to go to heaven. It is “the whole counsel of God” concerning
our salvation in Christ — including His lordship over us and His
commands for evey aspect of our lives. Thus, the gospel message
involves a call to repentance from ungodly economic and political
practices, and the explanation of what God demands in these
areas. The Roman Emperors were designated Savior, Lord, and
God the application of those titles by the early church to Jesus
Christ constituted a declaration of war on the cult of statism. The
gospel is the whole teaching of Scripture as it affects all of life, and
it is centered on Jesus Chrkt as Lord.

Guilt is, in biblical usage, not primarily related to feelings, but
rather the objective, real condition of having committed sin. As it
is used today, the term refers more to the feeling of having done
wrong (psychological guilt). Ronald Sider% message creates guilt
feelings in people by directing envy toward them and encouraging
them to feel somehow responsible for the envy of others. It is a
fidse guilt, and threatens to produce inaction, passivity, depend-
ence, and slavery. The manipulation of guilt is an important
weapon in the arsenal of modern socialism.

Humanism is a system in which self-proclaimed autonomous
man’s values and interests are presupposed as the basis of right
and wrong. It is a refusal to abide by the standards of God’s law,
and is generally synonymous with antinomianism and autonomy
(q.v.).  See also Sin.

Inflation is the government artificially increasing the supply of
money. In popular usage, inflation means an increase in prices.
This is misleading, and a convenient way for politicians to direct
attention away from the real problem, namely, central bank fi-
nancing of national government’s budget deficits. High prices are
an e$ect of inflation. When the government increases the money
supply (through either the printing press or credit expansion), the
purchasing power of each dollar falls, and businesses must charge
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higher prices to keep up with their own higher costs. Inflation also
falsifies economic calculation: bad investments are made with
“money” which — in real terms — does not exist. The only benefici-
aries of inflation are those who are first to receive the new money,
who can extend their purchases before prices go up. As inflation
proceeds, prices begin to rise faster than the volume of money
does. This eventually leads to the final stage of inflation: a fren-
zied rush to get rid of money in exchange for real goods of any
kind. To cure inflation, the government needs only to abolish the
central bank, require 100% reserves for all commercial banks, and
repeal its own legal tender laws.

This happened to Germany in 1923, when the German mark
fell to one-trillionth of its 1914 value. In Hungary after World War
II, the purchasing power of the pengo fell to a low probably une-
qualed in all history: prices rose by 399.62x  10Z1 in a little over a
year. The government began printing notes denominated one /zun-
dred  quintillion pengos,  the buying power of which was still far below
that of one pengo before the inflation. The point is that z%y’lation  is

always caused by gouernrnd  expansion of the money su@/y coupled with
fractional reserve banking, a government-licensed system of
counterfeiting.

Institutional unemployment happens when government inter-
feres with voluntary wage agreements. Rather than being a tem-
porary matter, unemployment becomes a permanent phenom-
enon, because the government decrees that wages must start at a
certain level. All those whose labor is worth less than that amount
are made legally unemployable. See Labor unions, Minimum wage
kzws and Surpluses.

Interventionism is the government practice of intemening  into the
market by making rules and regulations (e.g. price and wage
laws) or by providing a service which the Bible doesn’t allow it to
do (e.g. tax-financed medical care, education, and welfare). We
should remember that intem-ntwns  breed more interventions; that is, if
the government lowers the price of milk, it will next have to lower
the price of feed for cattle, then of farm equipment, and so on un-
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til it ends up in complete socialism (like telling bigger lies to ex-
plain the previous ones — reality keeps catching up with you). See
soclidism.

Justice is defined by God’s law. Any deviation from His com-
mandments — even in the name of “love” or “compassion”— is not
justice, but injustice. Our view of right and wrong must always
come from the Bible. The Bible, rather than Plato, Marx, or
Keynes, defines right and wrong.

John Maynard Keynes [Canes] was an advocate of price infla-
tion as a remedy for unemployment. He reasoned that if there is
more paper money and credit, it will be easier to employ more
people – even though the actual purchasing power of the money
will be lower. Laborers will accept lower real wages (fewer goods
and services), so employers will hire them. He figured that work-
ing people who didn’t have degrees in economics wouldn’t notice
the difference. Lord Keynes died in 1946. He has been receiving
his proper wages ever since. (Keynes was a homosexual who de-
lighted in low-wage Tunisian boys. It was his way to fight unem-
ployment in an underdeveloped nation.)

Labor unions are gangs of legaliied thugs. They do not believe in
allowing employers and employees the freedom to make contracts.
They do not allow non-union people to sell their labor at lower
wages; thus they create institutional unemployment for they are
also strong advocates of minimum wage laws. By forcing employers
to raise wages above the free-market price, they raise production
costs, which means two more things: lixoer  productwn  and /u@er con-
sumer prices. There is nothing wrong with workers bargaining with
employers about wages. What is wrong is when unions are able to
get the government behind them. This means that bargaining is
done at gunpoint. The fact that government backs them also means
that unions can usually threaten, terrorize and even kill those who
oppose them, without facing punishment from the state. Their op-
ponmts  are not employers but rival  workers who are willing to work
for wages lower than union members want for themselves.
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Laissez-faire means qet things alone.” It is a synonym for the
free market, which government should let alone. The market does
have civil laws surrounding it: the Bible doesn’t allow just any-
thing to be done simply because someone is willing to pay for it. It
should be illegal, for example, for homosexuals to buy sexual fav-
ors from children in exchange for heroin. But, in general, the fim-
ction of the government is to protect people and to punish crime.
The government must enforce God’s law. Apart from this, the
government must “let things alone.”

Land reform is a socialistic euphemism for government stealing
land from some people and giving it to others. Calling theft by
another name doesn’t change the fact that it’s theft.

Liberation is supposed to mean “giving people freedom.” But so-
cialists use it to mean a revolution that leads to state control of
everybody. In plain translation, liberation is tyranny and dtitatorship.
“Liberation theology” is a current version of this revolutionary
perspective.

Libertarianism is the name for a philosophy which teaches
much that is biblical about economics and politics. But those who
call themselves libertarians usually don’t care much for Christianity
or the laws of the Bible; they just want government off their backs.
They realize that the biblical system of free enterprise without gov-
ernment intervention works well, but they don’t like the biblical
laws which go along with it. So while they say a lot that is economi-
cally accurate, their basic principle is one of anarchy and anti-
nomianism.  For example: they want govemunent  to stop controll-
ing prices (correct); but they don’t want the govenunent to punish
homosexuals, adulterers, and abortionists (incorrect).

Market is the meeting of people for buying and selling. It exists
wherever any exchange of goods or services takes place. The fee
market means that people are free to make exchanges. If Jack
wants to sell his cow for a handful of beans, he should be allowed
to do so without government intervention. But Jack is not permit-
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ted to use his beanstalk to trespass on the giant’s property and
steal his possessions. God’s law protects everyone’s property, even
rich, unpopular giants.

Marxism is the philosophy of Karl Marx (1818-1883), who wrote
Da-s  Kapitd,  perhaps the most famous unread book in the world,
except possibly for Darwin’s Orzgin of Species. Marxism teaches
that everyone who gets rich does so at the expense of the poor.
Marxism teaches that labor is the only source of value. Marxism
teaches that the lower classes are always exploited by the upper
classes. Marxism teaches that landowners should be dispossessed,
and that all property should be held in common, jointly ‘owned”
by all. Marxism teaches that people should have only what they
need. By now, some of these ideas may sound suspiciously
familiar.

Mercantilism  was popular during the 16th and 17th centuries. It
was the theory that if one nation gains, it must be at the expense
of another nation. Mercantilists felt that if any exchange benefit-
ed a person, he must have ripped off the other guy. So they said
the government should intervene to make thin~~air–  by favoring
one group over another. This way, no one would benefit except
the government and those who receive government handouts.
They seldom used out-of-context Bible verses to support their case
for state intervention. Unfortunately, some modern mercantilists
do. This tends to confuse people. Nevertheless, it sells books.

Minimum wage laws prohibit employers from paying their
workers below a certain amount. Thus, such laws “help” many
poor people by mtilng  it illegal for unskilled workers to get jobs.
Anyone who sees the logic in this can quali~ as a roving editor for
theOtherSide,  and will be invited to give chapel lectures to seminary
students. See Institutional unemployment and Surpluses.

Money is a commodi@  a real thing which people value. It is the
most murketuble  commodity. In the Bible, money is always gold and
silver. Money makes exchange much easier, because people can
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trade their goods for money and use the money to buy other
things they want, Money also helps people calculate the market
worth of their products, and enables them to figure out their
profits and losses. Paper money initially  is not money. It is a sub-
stzlute for money, and is useful because it is difficult to fold coins
into a wallet. But if paper money is honest, it will always be
backed by a specific amount of real, “hard” money, and redeema-
ble at any time.  It should be a true “warehouse receipt.” The
paper money you have right now is not backed by anything except
the government’s promise that it is good — which is why, com-
pared to the purchasing power of the 1932 dollar, each dollar you
have today is worth less than a nickel. Many optimistic econo-
mists think the dollar will not be entirely destroyed until 1990.
Many optimistic  economists are also involved in college pension
programs. Many optimistic economists will soon receive a
first-rate economics lesson. Isn’t education wonderful?

Monopoly means a situation in which one person or group has
exclusive control over something that other people want. A mo-
nopoly exists when the government controls the market and for-
bids people to exchange according to their own wishes. In a free
market, anyone who is making huge profits will attract competi-
tors, and those competitors will compete by offering a comparable
product for a lower price. The only way to keep competition away
from a successful enterprise is to have government make competi-
tion illegal. Monopolies are always cwated  by government. A monopoly
cannot possibly exist in a free market, unless consumers just don’t
think it’s worth shopping for an alternative product. Example:
Arm & Hammer’s 99% share of the baking soda market in the
United States. “So what?” you ask. Correct.

Nationalization of industry is what socialists call it when gov-
ernment steals a private business. Since Ronald Sider is an im-
portant theologian, he has probably heard of the Ten Command-
ments, which tell us not to covet or steal. He has revised the
eighth commandment: “Thou shalt not steal, except by majority
vote.n
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Nazi is the popular term for one who belonged to Adolph Hitler’s
Natwnal  Soctilist  Gmn Workers Party. Nazis believed that capital-
ism is an unfair system of exploitation; that government should
manage the economy; that price controls and minimum wage
laws are good; and that credit expansion can make a country
prosperous. You would be amazed at how popular these ideas still
are.

Presuppositions are the ideas we have bejore  we think– for in-
stance, when you think about a problem, you have already presup-
posed that you are able to think logically in the first place. Chris-
tians presuppose that the Bible is true, that God’s word is the stan-
dard of truth for everything. They know that the fear of the Lord
is the beginning of knowledge for every area. Non-Christians pre-
suppose that man’s would-be autonomous reason is the standard
of truth. You can tell what a man’s presuppositions are by observ-
ing how he deals with a problem. Does he begin from the Bible
and work from there, or does he begin somewhere else? Does he
try to align his thoughts with God’s laws, or does he try to inter-
pret God’s laws according to another standard? To say that the
Bible is God’s word is really not worth much, if you also say that
the Bible does not answer economic questions. Ronald Sider does
not believe that the Bible gives us a “blueprint” for economics.
This means that when he writes about economics, his suggested
policies do not come fmm the Bible. Ultimately, there is only one
other source.

Prices are determined by the demonstrated preferences of con-
sumers. High prices are not set by producers; they indicate only
that many people want high-priced items very much. No pro-
ducer would be able to charge arbitrarily any price he liked,
because if the price were too high, people would simply buy some-
thing else. Furthermore, someone else would begin producing the
item at a lower price, in order to make profits by meeting the
demands of consumers at a price they would be more willing to
pay. In a free market, prices will be low enough to prevent perman-
ent surpluses and high enough to prevent permanent shortages.
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Price controls are government regulations which set eifier a
maximum or a minimum price on certain items. (For some reason
this practice is often called “fair trade;  meaning that it is wzzuir for
people to trade voluntarily.) The government is not allowed to do
this by the Bible, and therefore price controls never work. A price
set above the free-market price will result in surfh.ses,  for few peo-
ple will be willing to pay it. A price set below the market price will
cause slzortuges,  because producers will be unable to produce the
goods. (If the government takes Ronald Sider’s advice and im-
poses price ceilings, maybe they will start by pricing his book at
10$. For the sake of the poor, of course.) Price controls only add to
human misery. The main reason for price controls is not to allevi-
ate poverty, but to increase the power of government. See Statism.

Productivity is the rate at which demanded goods are produced.
Productivity can rise only by investing to increase the factors of
production devoted to producing what consumers want. What
consumers want is indicated by the prices in a free market. If this
information is distorted by price controls or monetary inflation, it
is impossible for producers to make accurate decisions about what
to produce. High productivity can be achieved only in a free soci-
ety, where producers have a personal, direct incentive to meet
consumer demand.

Profit is the goal of everything we do. It is the net satisfaction we
get from doing something successfully. This is why both buyers
and sellers profit in any exchange: both get what they want in ex-
change for what they give up. Both are buyers, and both are
sellers. When a businessman makes a high profit, this means that
he has been able to satisfi  consumers by providing them with
what they want at a price they are willing to pay. When other bus-
inessmen see his profits, they will begin competing with him
because they want profits too. The only way to compete success-
fully is by offering something better or cheaper. If the competing
goods are better, the first businessman will try to get more people
to buy his goods by either lowering his prices or improving the
quality of his products. The consumers are thus faced with many
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producers competing for profits by low prices and high qualhy.  In
this way, high prices end up serving the consumers by creating
goods that are constantly improving. And as production in-
creases, the profit margin will tend to come down.

Psychic income has nothing to do with the wages of fortune-
tellers. It refers to the personal, subjective~eehkgs  of people in hav-
ing achieved some end, not always monetary in nature. People
often prefer working in a beautifid  environment with friendly as-
sociates, or doing a a particular kind of work, more than making
lots of money.

Real wages are wages measured not in terms of dollars, but in
terms of ‘purchasing power” (how much those wages will really
buy). For instance, the average worker in 1967 earned $5,000 per
year. Ten years later he earned twice as much, measured in dol-
lars –but measured in ability to buy, HIS rtwl wages did not increase
at all. His tax bills did, however: higher tax brackets. On the
other hand, real wages can increase even if money wages do not.
As productivity rises, and more goods become available, prices
fall; and the same amount of money will buy more goods. Our
concern must be with raising real  wages, and this is possible only by
generating more production of desired goods. See Capital.

Saving means storing wealth for future use – accumulating it in
order to provide for the future. This requires the ethic of &femed
grat@ation:  foregoing benefits in the present in order to have more
benefits later. The only way to raise future production is to limit
present consumption, gathering capital for investment. Socialists
do not understand this, so they have another word for saving
hoarding. Notice Sider’s complete ignorance of the concept of sav-
ing when he says: “Capital need not be given away. But all income
should be given to the poor after one satisfies bare necessities
(Rich  Christians, p. 172 [cf. p. 164]). Where does he think @dace-
m.ent capital comes from? Capital doesn’t just drop out of the sky.
It is the result of saving income above and beyond one’s bare neces-
sities. Sider is really saying that all present capital should be con-
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sumed, and that there should be no subsequent production at all,
except “bare necessities” produced with men’s bare hands.

Shortages are always the result of price controls. A free-market
price ensures that goods will go where they are in highest demand
- where people are most willing to sacrifice their other purchases
to get the product. For example: in 1977, the government controls
on natural gas prevented people in freezing weather from paying
high prices in order to get fuel. Higher prices would have
motivated producers to deliver gas to people who desperately
needed heat, while those in warmer climates would have cut down
their buying because they did not need the fuel enough to justifi
paying high prices. But because of the price control, the people
who needed the gas the most were unable to compete for it by bid-
ding up the price. The price stayed at a “fair” level, and so people
froze to death. However, they had saved 20% on their fiel bills, a
government-produced benefit.

Simple living is Ronald Sider’s term for living on a bare-subsist-
ence income. As I have pointed out in the book, the concept is an
entire fraud, because while he presents it as a voluntary lifestyle,
he really intends to have the government enforce it on everyone.
There is also another reason why socialists want us to live
“simply.” They really know that socialism cannot produce eco-
nomic progress, and that a socialistic economy is nothing but a
managed stagnation, except when the economy is contracting or
collapsing. Thus, in preparing us for the Workers’ Paradise, they
want us to get in the habit of “doing without.” For when socialist
principles are fully implemented, that’s ail we’ll be doing. There
will be permanent shortages of everything except starvation,
death, and official forms in quadruplicate.

Sin is defined in the Bible as ‘lawlessness” (I John 3:4).  This
means that sin is doing what God’s law doesn’t allow, or disobey-
ing what God’s law commands. Concerning the subject of this
book, it is crucial to recognize that the Bible commands gover-
nment  to punish criminals and protect law-abiding people. When
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our rulers do not obey these commands they are sinning. And the
Bible does not allow government to manage the economy or inter-
vene into the market. When our rulers do these thiigs they are
sinning. Ronald Sider’s  program is in reality a call for more diso-
bedience. His book is premised on the notion that sin is beneficial.

Socialism is governmental control-or outright ownership –of
the means of production. This means that the state monopolizes
everything in the market, determining what will be produced,
who will produce it, how it will be produced, who will be able to
get the product, and how it will be used. All interventionist prac-
tices have socialism as their logical outcome, since you cannot
fully control one part of the economy without controlling all the
other parts. Of course, none but God can control the economy,
and true socialism is therefore an impossibility. Socialism’s ulti-
mate objective is complete government domination over every-
body. See Sin and Stitism.

Statism is the practice of giving the government progressively
unlimited powers. It is a violation of God’s law, when rulers at-
tempt to play god by controlling the lives and activities of their
subjects. God has severely limited the powers of the state, and
when the state transgresses these limits it is making a claim to
deity, “to be as God.” Statism is the applied theology of Ronald
Sider and the “Christian” socialists. For the answer to practically
every problem in life, they do not look to God and the law-order
He provides. They look instead to the all-powerful state. Statism
includes all forms of interventionism and socialism. See Sin and
Curse.

Structural change is Ronald SideFs  term for changing the laws
of the nation. Usually, it refers to government interventions that
are outlawed by the Bible. Mostly, it is left vague, thereby pro-
ducing greater guilt among the readers while avoiding sounding
like a Marxist. No blueprints, please! Safety fist! See lntetven-
tw?ui?n.
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Supply is the willingness and ability of producers to sell goods.
This is determined by the demand of competing consumers, re-
vealed in the price system of the free market. Those products that
are most wanted by consumers will be produced. An outstanding
characteristic of capitalism is that goods are supplied for the wants
of the common man. Vkit the house of any ordinary worker in
this country, and you will find that almost all of his possessions
have been supplied by %ig business.” What makes big business
big is the simple fact that it is efficiently supplying the needs of the
masses. Mass production, low profit margins per sale, and a mass
market produce big fortunes. If you believe that certain goods-
gothic novels, for instance — should not be produced, you must
not try to stop the su#@ of them but the demand  for them. And the
only biblical — and effective — means of stopping the demand for
them is by changing the hearts of people through the gospel. The
people will then stop reading escapist literature and begin reading
good books. The supply will shrivel up because of the lack of de-
mand due to changed values. (Of course, this will necessarily
mean that people will stop reading the more damaging kinds of
escapist fiction, and Ron Sider will have to find another line of
work.) See Demznd.

Surpluses occur when the government sets a price that is higher
than the market price. When a price is too high, people will not
buy the product. On the other hand, high prices lure sellers into
the market. An obvious example of this is the minimum wage,
which is a state control of the price of labor. Labor is so expensive
that producers will not hire workers whose productivity is worth
less than the cost of hiring them. This creates a “surplus of laboq”
which we call unemployment. There are millions of these surplus
workers who would be able to find jobs if the price control were
abolished. Surpluses are always caused by price controls. See Prz2e
controls and Shortages.

TarifFs are a form of legalized theft. The government taxes im-
ported goods, raising their prices in order to allow home in-
dustries to “compete” with foreign products. Tariifs encourage in-
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temational  inefficiency. Protected industries are not forced by the
market to improve their products or reduce their costs. Tariffs
hurt consumers by making them spend more money for products
of a lower quality than would be available on a free market. Ex-
porters are hurt because foreigners cannot gain access to as many
dollars, and therefore they must reduce their consumption of
American goods. This, of course, helps protect inefficient ~oreign
producers. Consumers everywhere lose.

Value is the judgment each person makes of what different things
mean to him. We place importance upon things according to our
personal scales of value, and these scales of value are reflected in
the way we act. It is necessary to remember that va/ues  are not in
goods or servties  but in the minds of men. We all value things differ-
ently. This does not mean that everything is relative, or that it
doesn’t matter what we value. We all will face God to be judged
for our thoughts and actions, and He has determined the ultimate
values of everything in the world. But the point about value being
subjective is that we cannot arbitrarily set prices as if the market
values of things are definite and permanent. Values change as
people change, as individuals rearrange their scales of value in
terms of what they feel they need or lack. For example: someone
living in Anchorage would probably place a higher value on
snowshoes than would someone living in San Diego; a trapper in
Anchorage would probably value them higher than would a
banker living in the same city; and a trapper who needs a new
pair would probably value them higher than would another trap-
per who has just gotten three pairs for Christmas. To repeat: Value
is not intra”nsic.  Hdu is imputed by men. There are no fixed economic
relationships in a world of constant change.
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WHAT IS THE ICE?

by Gary North, President, ICE

The Institute for Christian Economics is a non-profit, tax-
exempt educational organization which is devoted to research and
publishing in the field of Christian ethics. The perspective of those
associated with the ICE is straightforwardly conservative and pro-
free market. The ICE is dedicated to the proposition that biblical
ethics requires full personal responsibility, and this responsible
human action flourishes most productively within a framework of
limited government, political decentralization, and minimum in-
terference with the economy by the civil government.

For well over half a century, the loudest voices favoring Chris-
tian social action have been outspokenly pro-government inter-
vention. Anyone needing proof of this statement needs to read Dr.
Gregg Singer’s comprehensive study, The Unho~ Alliance (Arling-
ton House Books, 1975), the definitive history of the National
Council of Churches. An important policy statement from the
National Council’s General Board in 1967 called for comprehensive
economic planning. The ICE was established in order to challenge
statements like the following:

Accompanying thk growing diversity in tie structures of national life
has been a growing recognition of the importance of competent planning
within and among all resource sectors of the society: education, economic
development, land use, social health services, the family system and con-
gregational life. It is not generally recognized that an effective approach
to problem solving requires a comprehensive planning process and co-
ordination in the development of all these resource areas.

433
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The silence from the conservative denominations in response to
such policy proposals has been deafening. Not that conservative
church members agree with such nonsense; they don’t. But the
conservative denominations and associations have remained
silent because they have convinced themselves that anz policy
statement of any sort regarding social  and economic life is always

illegitimate. In short, there is no such thing as a correct, valid
policy statement that a church or denomination can make. l%e
results of this opinion have been uniuexsal~  devastating. The popular
press assumes that the radicals who do speak out in the name of
Christ are representative of the membership (or at least the press
goes along with the illusion). The public is convinced that to
speak out on social matters in the name of Christ is to be radical.
Christians are losing by default.

The ICE is convinced that conservative Christians must devote
resources to create alternative proposals. There is an old rule of
political life which argues that “You can’t beat something with
nothing.” We agree. It is not enough to adopt a whining negativism
whenever someone or some group comes up with another nutty
economic program. We need a comprehensive alternative.

Society or State
Society is broader than politics. The State is not a substitute

for society. Society encompasses all social institutions: church, State,
family, economy, kinship groups, voluntary clubs and associ-
ations, schools, and non-profit educational organizations (such as
ICE). Can we say that there are no standards of righteous-
ness –justice– for these social institutions? Are they lawless? The
Bible says no. We do not live in a lawless universe. But this does
not mean that the State is the source of all law. On the contrary,
God, not the imitation god of the State, is the source.

Christianity is innately decentralist. From the beginning  orthodox
Christians have denied the divinity of the State. This is why the Caesars
of Rome had them persecuted and executed. They denied the
operating presupposition of the ancient world, namely, the legiti-
macy of a divine ruler or a divine State.
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It is true that modern liberalism has eroded Christian ortho-
doxy. There are literally thousands of supposedly evangelical
pastors who have been compromised by the liberalism of the
universities and seminaries they attended. The popularity, for ex-
ample, of Prof. Ronald Sider’s Rich  Christian-s  in an Age  of Hung~,

co-published by InterVarsity Press (evangelical Protestant) and
the Paulist Press (liberal Roman Catholic), is indicative of the
crisis today. It has sold like hotcakes, and it calls for mandatory
wealth redistribution by the State on a massive scale. Yet he is a
professor at a Baptist seminary.

The ICE rejects the theology of the total State. This is why we
countered the book by Sider when we published David Chilton’s
Productive Christians in an Age of Guilt-Man@lators  (3rd  edition,
1985). Chilton’s book shows that the Bible is the foundation of our
economic freedom, and that the call for compulsory wealth
transfers and higher taxes on the rich is simply baptized socialism.

Socialism is anti-Christian to the core.
What we find is that laymen in evangelical churches tend to be

more conservative theologically and politically than their pastors.
But this conservatism is a kind of instinctive conservatism. It is not
self-consciously grounded in the Bible. So the laymen are un-
prepared to counter the sermons and Sunday School materials
that bombard them week after week.

It is ICE’s contention that the on~  way  to turn the tide in this nation
is to capture th minds of the evangelical communi~,  which numbers in the
tens of millions. We have to convince the liberal-leaning evangeli-
cal of the biblical nature of the free market system. And we have
to convince the conservative evangelical of the same thing, in
order to get them into  the social and intellectual battles of our day.

In other words, retreat is not biblical, any more than socialism is.

By What Standard?
We have to ask ourselves this question: “By  what  standard?’ By

what standard do we evaluate the claims of the socialists and in-
terventionists? By what standard do we evaluate the claims of the
secular free market economists who reject socialism? By what
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standard are we to construct intellectual alternatives to the
humanism of our day? And by what standard do we criticize the
social institutions of our era?

If we say that the standard is ‘reason,” we have a problem:
Whose reason? If the economists cannot agree with each other,
how do we decide who is correct? Why hasn’t reason produced
agreement after centuries of debate? We need an alternative.

It is the Bible.  The ICE is dedicated to the defense of the Bible’s
reliability. But don’t we face the same problem? Why don’t Chris-
tians agree about what the Bible says concerning economics?

One of the main reasons why they do not agree is that the
question of biblical economics has not been taken seriously.
Christian scholars have ignored economic theory for generations.
This is why the ICE devotes so much time, money, and effort to
studying what the Bible teaches about economic affairs.

There will always be some disagreements, since men are not
perfect, and their minds  are imperfect. But when men agree
about the basic issue of the starting point of the debate, they have
a far better opportunity to discuss and learn than if they offer only
“reason, rightly understood” as their standard.

Services
The ICE exists in order to serve Christians and other people

who are vitally interested in finding moral solutions to the
economic crisis of our day. The organization is a suppoti  ministry to
other Christian ministries. It is non-sectarian, non-denomina-
tional, and dedicated to the proposition that a moral economy is a
truly practical, productive economy.

The ICE produces several newsletters. These are aimed at in-
telligent laymen, church officers, and pastors. The reports are
non-technicrd in nature. Included in our publication schedule are
these monthly and hi-monthly publications:

Biblical Chronology (12 times a year)
Biblical Economics Today (6 times a year)
Christian Reconstruction (6 times a year)
Covenant Renewal (12 times a year)
Dispensationalism in Transition (12 times a year)
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Biblical Chronology is devoted to studies in-ancient history,
with a view to helping lay foundations for Christian social theory
and historiography. Biblical Economics Today is a four-page
report that covers economic theory from a specifically Christian
point of view. It also deals with questions of economic policy.
Christian Reconstruction is more action-oriented, but it also
covers various aspects of Christian social theory. Covenant
Renewal explains the Biblical covenant and works out its implica-
tions for the three social institutions of culture: family, church and
state. Dispensationalism in Transition has its emphasis on
eschatology  (doctrine of the endtimes). It challenges traditional
Dispensationalism’s “Code  of Silence.”

The purpose of the ICE is to relate biblical ethics to Christian
activities in the field of economics. To cite the title of Francis
Schaeffer’s book, “How should we then live?” How should we apply
biblical wisdom in the field of economics to our lives, our culture,
our civil government, and our businesses and callings?

If God calls men to responsible decision-making, then He
must have standards ofrz~hteousness  that guide men in their decision-
making. It is the work of the ICE to discover, illuminate, explain,
and suggest applications of these guidelines in the field of econom-
ics. We publish the results of our findings in the newsletters.

The ICE sends out tb newslettemfiee  of charge. Anyone can sign up
for six months to receive them. This gives the reader the oppor-
tunity of seeing “what we’re up to.” At the end” of six months, he or
she can renew for another six months.

Donors receive a one-year subscription. This reduces the extra
trouble associated with sending out renewal notices, and it also
means less trouble for the subscriber.

There are also donors who pledge to pay $15 a month. They
are members of the ICE’s ‘Reconstruction Committee. ” They help to
provide a predictable stream of income which finances the day-to-
day operations of the ICE. Then the donations from others can
finance special projects, such as the publication of a new book.

The basic service that ICE offers is education. We are present-
ing ideas and approaches to Christian ethical behavior that few
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other organizations even suspect are major problem areas. The
Christian world has for too long acted as though we were not responsible
citizens on earth, as well as citizens of heaven. ~For our conversation
[citizenship] is in heaven” [Philippians 3:20a].)  We  must be god~

stewar~ of all our assets, which includes our lives, minds, and skills.
Because economics affects every sphere of life, the ICE’s

repo~s and surveys are relevant to all areas of life. Because scarcity

a~ects eu~ area,  the whole world needs to be governed by biblical
requirements for honest stewardship  of the earth’s resources. The
various publications are wide-ranging, since the effects of the
curse of the ground (Genesis 3:17-19) are wide-ranging.

What the ICE offers the readerx and supporters is an introduc-
tion to a world of responsibility that few Christians have recog-
nized. This limits our audience, since most people think they have
too many responsibilities already. But if more people understood
the Bible’s solutions to economic problems, they would have more
capital available to take greater responsibdity  — and prosper fmm it.

Finances
There ain’t no such thing as a fkee lunch (TmSTAAFL).  Some-

one has to pay for those six-month renewabkfiee  subscription-s. Existing
donors are, in effect, supporting a kind of intellectual missionary
organization. Except for the newsletters sent to ministers and
teachers, we “clean” the mailing lists each year: less waste.

We cannot expect to raise money by emotional appeals. We
have no photographs of starving children, no orphanages in Asia.
We generate ideas. There  is always a vety limited market for ideas,
which is why some of them have to be subsziizked  by people who understand
the power of ideas – a limited group, to be sure. John Maynard Keynes,
the most influential economist of this century (which speaks poorly
of this century), spoke the truth in the final paragraph of his
General Theory of Employmazt,  Interest, and Mong (1936):

. . . the ideas of economists and politicsl phdosophers, both when
they are right and when they are wrong, are more powerfid than is com-
monly understood. Indeed, the world is ruled by little else. Practical
men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual
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influences, axe usually the slaves of some defunct economist. Madmen in
authority, who hear voices in the air, are distilling their frenzy from
some academic scribbler of a few years back. I am sure that the power of
vested interests is vastly exaggerated compared with the gradual en-
croachment of ideas. Not, indeed, immediately, but after a certain inter-
val; for in the field of economic and political philosophy there are not
many who are influenced by new theories after they are twenty-five or
thirty years of age, so that the ideas which civil servants and politicians
and even agitators apply to current events are not likely to be the newest.
But, soon or late, it is ideas, not vested interests, which are dangerous
for good or evil.

Do you believe this? If so, then the program of long-term
education which the ICE has created should be of considerable in
terest to you. What we need are people with a vested intewst  in ideas,

a commitment to pn”nciple  rather than class position.
There will be few short-term, visible successes for the ICE’S

program. There will be new and interesting books. There will be
a constant stream of newsletters. There will be educational audicl
and video tapes. But the world is not likely to beat a path to ICE’S
door, as long as today’s policies of high taxes and statism have not
yet produced a catastrophe. We are investing in the future, for the
far side of humanism’s economic failure. This is a long-tam invest-
ment in intellectual capital. Contact us at: ICE, Box 8000, Tyler,
TX 7571L
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